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T H E  SEA AND LAND TRAVELS OF A BUDDHIST SADHU 
IN T H E  SIXTEENTH CENTURY 

Modern researches have shown that MahHyZna Buddhism conti- 
nued to exist in India up to quite recent times. Mr. N. N. Vasu, Mm. 
Haraprasada SZstri and others have pointed out the existence of Buddhist 
schools in Orissa and Bengal up to the XVIII century; the dharma- 
worship in some parts of Bengal and Behar betrays even now its Bud- 
dhist origin. The Bengali literature of the xvth ard x v ~ t h  centuries 
contains a large number of texts which testify to the existence at  that 
time of various, more or less degenerated, Buddhist centres in Bengal. 
Caitanya himself is said to have converted large communities of Bud- 
dhists. If the authenticity of the Karcd of Govinda DZs were beyond 
any doubt, we could prove the existence of Buddhist schools and 
pandits in South India at  the time of the great Bengali Vaisnava my- 
stic. His discussion with the Buddhist pandit Riimagiri and the latter's 
conversion is in fact reported there I .  It will not appear out of place 
to have recourse to a Tibetan source of the X V I ~ ~  century which brings 
in some new information about these later periods of MahZyZna Bud- 
dhism and at the same time gives us an idea of the geographical know- 
ledge of Indian and extra-Indian countries as it circulated among the 
Tibetan monks. I refer here to the biography of Buddhagupta ( S a d  
rgyas sbas pa) the guru of TZranStha. TZranZtha himself collected the 
materials for his book from his master during the latter's travels to 
Tibet, and embodied them in a short biographical note called: Grub 
den bu-ddha-gu pta'i  rnanz tar rje brtsun @id Zal gzas @an du ran rtog 
gi dri mas ma spags pa' i  yi ge yan dag $a, the importance of which is 
chiefly geographical. [This article was written after a manuscript bio- 
graphy found in the monastery of Hemis. The same biography is 

I Cf. Karcd ed. by D. C. Sen (new edition), p. 27.  In the AnnualRejort on South 
Indian Epigraphy ending March 1927 a n  inscription of 1580 mentions the erection 
of a Buddhist temple by the Nayaks of Tanjore. 
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contained in the complete works of Tsranitha vol. a: there the title 
is Gru c'en buddka g u  pt'ai rnam t'ar rje btsun %id 2al Zufi nas 
gian du ran rtog gi dri mas ma spags pa'i y i  ge par dag]. 

Buddhagupta was, as many of the Indian sidhus always have 
been, a great traveller. He visited many places in India and even 
outside India in far away countries in order to find traces of Buddhism 
and of Buddhist remains. We cannot say that his information is always 
exact; in this kind of writings we cannot expect to find everywhere 
that historical preciseness of detail which we demand from modern 
authors. These Indian and Tibetan saints lived in a kind of mythical 
atmosphere which gives a peculiar colour to all their experiences; the 
truth for them is not about external facts but rather about the meaning 
that they have for them or the ideal significance that they attach to 
them. Anyhow this biography is the first Tibetan document that we 
have come across up to now in which information is found about a 
large number of countries outside India proper, and in a certain way 
it sheds some side-light upon the geographical knowledge and the trade 
routes of India in the x v ~ t h  century. 

The importance of our text for the history of the geographical 
notions of the Tibetans seems therefore to be of no little moment. It 
is perhaps the only Tibetan treatise, at  least to our knowledge, in which 
we find a great deal of direct information about some places in India 
and chiefly outside India proper which are not usually connected with 
Buddhist canonical tradition. This explains why bLo bzan dpal ldan 
ye Ses, while writing his  am-bha-la'i lam yig, practically copies from 
our text when he mentions countries as a rule not registered in the 
canonical literature, proving indirectly that he considered the little 
book of Tzranitha as the most complete and reliable treatise on the 
subject. I must also add that the readings of our text are generally 
more correct than those of the  am-bha-la'i lam y&, which are there- 
fore to be accordingly modified I .  Our source moreover shows that 

I T h e  geographical literature of Tibet concerned with Indian and foreign countries 
has not yet been studied chiefly on account of the scarce materials available in Euro- 
pean libraries. Many  of the gsun 'bum or collected writings of the Tibetan polygraphs 
contain some sections geographically very interesting, e.g., the very important chapters 
on China included in the writings of the fifth Dalai L5m3, the Sum-b/za-la'i lam yzg 
edited b y  Griinwedel and included in the works of the great Pal!-c'en Blo bzan dpal 
ldan ye ses, Klon c'en is said to have written a general description of India, which I 

.I ion because have not been able to see as  yet and which anyhow must be a compil- t 
the author never went to India, Geographical information is also contained in 
astrological works such as  the Vaidfirya dhar $0 and the Vaidz7rya gya' sd. Nor must 
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at the timc of Buddhagupta India had not yet forgotten those grcSat 
links of cultural relations which Buddhism established txtwcen hcr 
and far away countries from Africa to Java. 

The Buddhist culture of Buddhagupta was exclusively TPntric; 
no mention of a sldstra whatever is to be found in his biography. WC 
must reasonably expect that at a later date, as that of Buddhagupta, 
the inter-connection between the Buddhist and Saiva sects was even 
greater than it had been before. It must havc k e n  very difficult to 
draw a line of distinction between the followers of the two schools. 
The Szddha-samfraddya is common to the Buddhists as well as to the 
Saivas, and Goraksa is even now a great saint for both communities. 
Characteristically Hindu gods and ideas were creeping into declining 
Buddhism. This fact is worthy of notice because it will help us very 
much when we want to ascertain the peculiarities of the systcm of 
TZranZtha, inasmuch as there is no doubt that, whatever might have 
been the further developments of his school, he meant to reform and 
impart a new life to Tibetan Buddhism. It is quite ccrtain that his 
meeting with Buddhagupta exercised a great influcnce upon the for- 
mation of his mind. The learning and the experience of his Indian 
gum, and his explanation of some of the most sacred rituals and a 
great deal of the exoteric literature of Mahgyiina as expounded in India, 
impressed the young Lama and gave the first impulse to a new line of 
thoughts. It seems to me that his coming across Buddhagupta repre- 
sents a moment of the foremost importance in the mental and religious 
evolution of TZranatha. bLo bzan dpal ldan ye k s  also calls him the 
disciple of the Indian yogin   am-bha-la'i lam yig, pp. 29, 49). Tsra- 
niitha him self begins his bKa' babs bdun Zdan by invoking with grcat 
reverence his great guru (EdeZsteimnine, p. g, cf. p. I 16) of whom 
mention is also to be found in another work by the same author, viz., 
the gSa7i ba'i rnam t'ar in which the dream is narrated that foretold his 

we forget the various rnam t'ar-s or biographical accounts, chiefly, of the locwus or 
translators who came down to India. Some of them contain real itineraries such as 
the rnam t'ar of U rgyan pa or of sTag tsari ras pa. Many a useful information can be 
gathered from the guides for pilgrims such as the jam buglin s&i bjad (on which see 
Waddell, Lamaism, p. 307 and Procecdz~tgs, Asiatic Society of Bengal, 1893) or the 
other one for the visitors of Nepal: balyul mc'od rtt-n '$lags $a i in Run dun de'i gnas 
gian rnams kyi sa dkar c'ag mdor sdus. 

I must add to the list the geographical dictionary in six languages printed in 
China by order of Ch'ien lung called Ch'in-ting hsi-yii t'ung-wen-cAi/t upon which see 
Von Zach, Lwicogi-ajlzische Beitrage, I ,  p. 83 and I I I, p. I 08 and Laufer, Loan alords 
i r z  Tibetan, p. 434. 
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imminent meeting with Buddhagupta. There can hardly be any doubt 
that many an information embodied in the bKaJ babs bdun Jdan is 
d i r c c t l ~  derived from the teachings of Buddhagupta who is there con- 

sidered as belonging to the GoraksasampradZya. This connection bet- 
uVccn Tiiraniitha and the Niithapanthins, though of a specific Buddhist 

branch, is worthy of notice. Through Buddhagupta, one of the last, 
if not the last, of the Buddhist apostles into Tibet, ~a iva i sm more than 

Buddhism was finding its way into the " country of the snows ". I 
shall not translate the entire text, but shall give its r6sum6, rendering 
into English those portions only which have a larger interest for us. 

Buddhagupta was born in Indralinga near RzmeSvara in South 
India, in the family of a rich mcrchant, whose name was Krsna. He 
was initiated into the yoga by an ascetic called in our text Tirthinztha, 
a name which must be corrected into Tirthankitha as evidenced by its 
Tibetan translation 'Bnb stegs mgon po to be found in the bKaJ babs 
bdun Zdan, p. 16. This Szdhu is said to have been a contemporary 
of king Ramargja, who may be identified with RZmaraja of Vijaya- 
nagar (1552-1565) of Talikota fame or rather with his cousin Rzma- 
raja Vifthala, who was Viceroy in the South and a contemporary of 
ViGvanStha, the Nkiyak of Madura. It was Tirthanatha who initiated 
him into the doctrines of the Siddha Gorak~anatha together with other 
nathas, Brahmaniitha mentioned also in the bKaJ babs bdun ldan 
(p. I 16) and Krsnanatha whom he met in North India during his pil- 
grimage to Vankirasi, Delhi (Ti  li), Haridwar (Ha ri dha ra-Haridvkira) 
and other places I .  He learned and practised the mahdbaddhd- and the 
svnsnrnbnddhci-mua'rd (see Gorak;n-samhitd, I. 66, 67 and Hn.thayoga- 
p rdZ ' ikd ,  Bengali ed., 111, p. I I I )  that is those special methods of 
pr&uiydma, which were expounded in the Hathayoga and those Tantras, 
~ a i v a  as well as Buddhist, which are connected with the same order 
of id-as. I refer chiefly to the Sahaja-si2dhi class of Tantras which 
were specially followed by the Siddha-san~pradzya and through this 
ant1 its texts cxerciscd a great influence upon Lamaism. At the time of 

Buddhagupta it seems that the school of Goraksa was greatly flourishing 
i n  India, though it was divided into a series of sub-sects, the ~ecul ia-  
rities of which ive are not yet in a position to determine. Their names 

are presrrved in our text, and, as far as I know, some of them have 

Tllc spclling Haridhcra shows that T5ranBtha followed the spoke11 pronun- 
ciation r ~ l l c l  that even Sanskrit names were reproduced as they sounded in the verna- 
cular:. Cf. also //?#a often used in our text for dvfjct, bhcragi for vairdgi7z, natesori for 
nn,tL~J!varf. 
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not yet been met with in other sources: 

(a) Niithapanthi, which has many followers in India even now. 
(6) Pawopanthi. 
(c) Bak~apanthi .  
( d )  Gopiilapanthi. 
(e) Piigalapanthi (pa ga la), from prZgal (mad man), which may 

have been suggested by the strange ways of these yogins; cf. the Bguls 
of Bengal perhaps from v6tula. 

(f) Ayi-panthi. 
(g) Colipanthi (tso lz), viz., ColiyZpanthin (vide Aksaya Kumar 

Datta, Bh6ratavar;qa-up6saka-sa~praddya, p. I I g). 
(h) Hodupanthi (ho du). 
(2) Dhvajapanthi (dva za). 
( j )  Vairggipanthi (bhe r a  gi), from VairrZgin, ascetic. Cf. the name 

of Vairiigingtha given in the list of the Siddhas to &ryadeva. 
(R) Mangalaniithapanthi. 
(l) Sattaniithapanthi (from sapta?). 

There was also another rather dissident sect called NgdeSvari- 
yogins (n5 te so ri nii ta) to which TirthanZtha, Brahmanstha and 
Ky~naniitha, the gurus of Buddhagupta belonged, and which must 
therefore also be connected with Tiiraniitha. 

Then the account of the journey begins. He tours Ma la ba, Sin 
ga la, Dsa mi gi ri, Jagatniitha, Rathor in Maru (Marwar). Then we 
find him in Na ga ra t'a t'a (in Sindh), the tirtha of Hin go Iii ci (in 
Baluchistan), in hliilasthiina (mo la tZ na, Multan), and to the north 
up to Kabul (ka bhe la), Khorasan (k'o ra sB na), Ba ja sa na, Go ?a I ,  

all i\4ongol and Kla klo (h'luhammadan) places. Then he went to U rgyan 
of the West, which col-responds, as well known, to Uddiygna of the Sans- 
krit texts, but which Buddhagupta locates in Ghazni. 

((The Sanskrit name of the country is Au ti ya na, but in the ori- 
ginal language is Or gyen; since the pronunciation of !a and r a  is similar 
it becomes like Or-ya-na. Now in the country itself in the language 
of the Muhammadans (kla klo) it is known to everybody as Ghazni 
(ga dsa ni) s. He went to all the great places such as the cave of Kam- 

Gosa is perhaps Kost, Kuo-hsi-to of Hsiian-tsang. Bajasan, which might also 
be a clri-ical mistake of the copyst for BajastHn, suggests Bagistan a district in the 
pro\-ince of Iiilor5s5n in Persia. I t  is difficult to understand how these countries are 
in the north while Urgyail is said to be in the west. Dld Buddhagupta go to Persia 
lwfore and t l l ~ n ,  after returning to India, proceed to Urgyan? \\-L should expect 
otl~erwise, east instead of west of Khor%s,'ln. 
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ba la -~5 ,  the ruins of the palace of Indrabhfiti I, the mountain rlo 2 .  

Then he stopped for one month in the town of D h ~ m a s t h i r ~  [in 
Tibetan, the place of the smoke (h ba'i gnas)] in the very centre of 

the country. Many women are supposed to be dskinis and are able to 
perform miracles of different kinds. Generally speaking, the surface 
of this valley in the centre of Orgyan, which is surrounded by the ravines 
and the wood of the mountains, is large enough for two days' march 

from west to east and for four days' march from south to north. This 
country has three lakes in the east, south and north 3. Then he procee- 
ded through many countries ruled by the sTod Hor to Balkh (Bha lag 
k'a), Kashmir (K'a c'e) where he visited some sacred places of pilgri- 
mage for the heretics such as ~Zradiitirtha and Nsradatirtha (na ra 
dha) 4, then he travelled up to Do ra ta bho !a, viz. Dard-Tibetan 
country and to ICas kZ ra, i.e. Kashgar. The Dard-Tibetan country 
must be the district of Kargil (Purig) and Ladak. I t  is therefore evident 
that Buddhagupta crossed the Zojila, visited the district of Purig 
which quite possibly was not yet at  that time completely converted 
to Islamism as it is now, went eastwards to Leh, a purely Buddhist 
country, and through the Khardong Pass and Nubra reached Kashgar. 

Back to India, he met his guru and passing through Delhi he 
proceeded to BhimeSvara, where he stopped for some time in a ruined 
temple dedicated to ISvara (dBan p'yug). After having visited some other 
small places in the south, he started again for R~jputZna ( M ~ r u )  where he 
saw the temple of Hevajra founded by Padmavajra; then we find him in 
Abu (At ,h~) ,  SaurZ~fra,  Kaccha (kad-tsa), then back again to Saurz~f ra  

I T h e  story of Kambala and  Indrabhuti is narrated in the life of the eighty-four 
Siddhas (translated by  Griinwedel, Geschichten der vier uzd achlzig Zauberer) and in 
the bKa' babs bdzln ldan translated b y  the same author. 

The  form Ilora parvata found in the ~anz-b/za-la'i lam yig is manifestly wrong 
and is not supported by  a n y  source. Cf. Edelskinmine, p. 58. In Hsiian-tsang it is 
Hsi-10, now Ilam. 

3 T h e  central lake is called Dhanakosa in other sources.--de nas nub p'yogs 

Orgyelz du p'ebs I san skri ta'i shad du A u ti ya Fa lrak bPi?z skad du Orgyen zer (!a dan 
ra 'dun ts'ul 'dra min yod pas ( I  think that ' min ' is out of place here) or ya Fa zer 
ba '&a cig yod.  . . . . da lta de jtyogs raiz ~za A7la klu'i shad du grags pa kzrn gyi 
go ba la 1 yul ga dza ni  zer ro Ig~uh c'en lva ba'i na bza' can gyi p ' y ~ g  j a  hli l rgyal $0 

yin ta bhu ta'i j ' o  brak gyi Sul dali lilo jar bn ta i e s  byn ba'i gnas c'en rna?n.r .rzr 
p'ebs l Ur gyaz gyi gpzm mt'il dhu ma sthi ra stha ~ T L  bni glzas ies bya ba'i gron k'yer 
i ig  zla gcig tsam biugs I sjyir Orgya~z gyi gnas mt'il der roii d a ~ i  nags t'ug jos .rhor bn'i 
dbus na t'an k'or tsanz Sar ?zub du iiiz lam gEis Zsanz Il/zo 6yali dT4 682' lsn)?z I . . .grins 
'di Say dan lho nub rznms mts'o gsuln gyis bskor. 

4 On h r a d ~ t i r t h a  cf. R+ataruiigiyi translated by  Stein, 11, pp. 2 8 0 ,  486 and 
jassi?n. Xaradatirtha is unkno\vn to me. 
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and properly in Somanitha where he visited the Sivalinga and a statute 
of Viripa. Then he turned his steps towards the south and peregri- 
nated through Maritha, Khindesh (k'Z na de sa), Tam pa la, Vijaya- 
nagara (very often in India itself written VidyZnagara), Karnita, Tri- 
linga, Trimalla, KZiici (tsam tsi), Malabar (ma lyar), Konkana, TsZ 
ri dra, MarvZr, Tsai ba la, (corr: ra  for ba: Ceralam, Keralz), Ni tsa 
ma sa (but  am-bha-la'i lam yig and xyl.: Nicambara, ni tsa mbra ha, 
ni tsam bha ha). Tsan dra du ra, Paiicabhrztara (pafica-bha tZ ra) 
that is Paiicadrzvida, Cola-mandala (tsa ra man ta la), Maliyar-mandala 
(MO ra man ta la), Jalamandala, Talamandala, Tondaimandala (tunta 
man ta la), Bhogamalabar (bho ga mal yar), Kalinga. 

"Then in Konkana he embarked and went to the west up to an 
island called 'GTLZ ldin, in Sanskrit Dramiladvipa (da mi la). In the 
language of the Muhammadans, the barbarians, and [the inhabitants] 
of the small island, it is called Lam 10 ran so (in ~ a m b h :  sam 10 ran so). 
In that island the teachings of the guhyamantras are largely diffused. 
He heard these from a pandit called Sumati who had acquired the 
mystic realizations (abhzj'fid), the mystic power of the S a ~ v a r a  [tantra] 
and of the Hevajra [tantra] and then he learnt the detailed explanation 
of the Hevajratantra. This Hevajratantra belongs to the system of the 
AcZrya Padmasambhava. Generally speaking, the tradition of the 
fourfold tantras is still uninterrupted in that island, and if we except 
the upper doctrines (bla ma med c'os) and the Kdacakratantra, what- 
ever is in India is also there, such as the [Vajra-] Ailatantra and the 
Tantra of the Daiakrodhas, many Heruka-tantras, VajrapZni, mK' a' 
ldin (Garuda), MZmZki, Mahikgla, etc. Then the upper classes (rigs) 
of Hayagriva which are not in India are to be found there. Moreover 
there are many sacred teachings (c'os) belonging to the Tantras ex- 
pounded by Padmasambhava. Though the community is numerous, 
the rules of the discipline are not so pure. The monks wear black gar- 
ments and usually drink intoxicating liquors ... He could not profit 
much at the school of Sumati, but he listened to many doctrines from 
his daughter Matisvati (reading doubtful). 

There is no doubt that this island corresponds to Madagascar which 
the Portuguese called SZo Louren~o. The monks who wore black 
garments and drank wine undoubtedly were Catholic priests; nor is 
it perhaps wrong to surmise that the four Tantras prevailing there refer 
to the four Gospels. Evidently, Buddhagupta went to Madagascar 
with some merchants going there and to nearby places for trading 
purposes. 

... Then he embarked again with some merchants and went to San- 
khadvipa (in Tibetan Duii gliti, the island of the conchshell). There 



he remained some time in a mountain, rich in medicinal herbs and 
called bDe 'byuli gi gnas. There he saw many men with human face and 
the nose [big] as that of the elephant coming from an island called 
Gajantisa. 

It is evident that the names of these places are those under which 
they were known to the Indian traders; perhaps some of them were 
called after the products which they brought therefrom: e.g. ~ a n k h a -  
dvipa may be called thus for its shell, though reference is also made to 
medicinal herbs there collected; GajanZsa may well refer to a country 
from which ivory was imported by local navigators. One may suggest 
that ~ a n k h a d v i ~ a  is an island near Madagascar or in the group of the 
Mascarene islands. 

Then he went to the south to the island PZ la ta. There are many 
monks and the Law is widely spread: jewels, elephants and flowers in 
quantity. 

I do not know to which island this name PZ la ta may refer: the 
fact is that he sailed back with Indian or Ceylonese merchants and that 
they were directed, as we deduce from the text, to Simha la dvipa, 
Ceylon; therefore, I suppose that we should find this Pslata on the sea 
route from Madagascar to Ceylon. I t  may be the Maldive Islands. 

From there sailing again towards the east he reached Simhaladvipa 
(Ceylon), where he remained five years. There are the foot prints of 
the Buddha in a placed called srip5duka. In a plateau in the country 
called Kan ta la (Kandy) in the middle of a thick forest there is a cave 
in a rock. There he found a fabulously old disciple of santipZ whom 
he could meet, thus receiving some mystic instructions. His name was 
YaSZkaraSiinti, which in Tibetan means " glory-mine-peace " I .  

I de na konku ?za nas rgya mts'o la nub p'yogs su .gru btan nas byon basl',aro 
steiyyya sXad d7r ta m i  do d ~ ~ i p a  BL.S jar fi'ebsl'di la hla klo yak yul nzt'a'i mi 

dmi glin @'ran rnams kyi skad du lam lo ra na so zer ~ y i n  gda' lglin de na gsan sfiags 
kyi 3sfan $a c ' e ~  dnr ba -yodlmfion jes dan ldnn ?a'i slob djon su ma ti i e r  kva ba'i 
jardira gcig la bdz mc'o_e dan Idzyes rdor gyi dban p a n  nas l dgyes rdor xyi y.j/ud la 
bSad pa'an 4i ba rgwr ~u gsan I I g c y e ~  r h r  di slob djon pad7nz 'bl,z!n ,cna.c kyi lz!y.r yiiz 
 in I s jyir cZi7i de nas rgyud sdc Eii ka'i bka' ma c'ad j a  dnli I hlyad par bla mcd c'es 
dar dus 'k'or ma gtogs rgya gay na yod $a j'a7z c'er de na yodl p'ur bu dan k'ro lo 
bcu'i rgyud man $0 dan j'yag na rdo ?je dan nzk'a' Zdili dali I ma nzo dali 77ng $0 

c'en sogs dan rta mgrin bla med kyi rigs rgya gay na nzali 6a nzan jo  ynh de 71a yod )a 
dafi l slob pad ma 'byun gnas nas brgyud ja ' i  c'os kyan mali bar yod dug l 4re 'dun 
man $0 yod kyak 'dul ba'i lag Zen dag 90 med del dge ~ l o ~ z  mawzs ~ o s  nag gyon pa 
jLa l  c'er c'an t'un ba sogsl jar 'dug go[ . . . . . de ?za (read de nas) s l o ~  fs'ok $a dan 
lhan giig gyur biugs nas San k'a dui $a sfe I dun gli i~ gi  ciu pleb.r I dr nns bde ' b ~ ~ u n  gi 
gnas J E S  bya bn ri  bo sma7z s7z~z ts'ocs skye ba Zig 'dug I dor f 'ng ri: b.fr/gr glili dr /In gn 
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From Ceylon he went to a small island called Ulinga I and thcn 
joining some merchants of this place he proceeded to another small 
island called Amuga at  a distance taking about one month of navigation 
from Ceylon. There he embarked on a big boat having five thousand 
men on board; this is at  least the number we read in the text, but it is 
evident that we are confronted either with an exaggeration of the 
narrator or of the writer or with a clerical error. No vessel was able to 
carry more than some hundred men. After about four months of navi- 
gation to the south he reached a country called Dzha mi gi ri (Jhzmigiri). 

There are two towns, one in the north and one in the south, the 
distance between them being of about seven days for a traveller. Bet- 
ween these two towns there are three mountains and on the top of 
one of them there is a golden cave which spreads light at  night. He 
remained there one year. In that island there is the throne of scsrya 
NZgZrjuna said to have been used by him when he went there. There 
are also many images of the Blessed One and many temples l. 

" Thence he joined some merchants going to some small islands 
to the east and after one month of navigation he reached an island in 
which there was Potala, the king of the mountains. According to some 
this is the small Potala. Anyhow it is evidently the Potala on the land 
accessible to men. There he visited a rock-crystal cave, the place 
sacred to Manibhadrakumsra, then the place sacred to Bhrkuti, the 
cave of the Asura of the golden door, the place sacred to TZrZ and the 
places sacred to Brahms, V i~nu ,  Adahendra, each one with a self- 
created temple in the mountain. Moreover he visited the place where 

dza n i  sa ies bya ba'i glin nas 'oizs pai m i  la sna glaiz $0 c'e lta bur jtod $a mali 
$0 g2igsI de nas Zho re byon #a la #a la ta ies bya bai gliri du p'ebsl de nas Sar 
j'yogs su gru btari bas singa la'i glik du p'ebs te der lo lka tsam biugs I . . . . . Ran .to la 
Zes bya ba'i yul i ig  gi  $'U I na*gs t'ug $0 i ig  gi dbus ??a brag j'ug 'dug I de na slob dpon 
c'en $0 Santi pus sirigalii 'yuZ du p'ebs pai dlrs Xyi dizos slob1 y a i i  ka ?-a Snnti bod 
had du grags pa'i 'byu7i gnas ii ba ies bya ba. 

I For Ulinga, $am bha la'i lam yig reads Umaliriga. Buddhagupta adds that he 
was the only Indian to be there; anyhow, it seems to me that these two islands, 
we do  not know in what direction from Ceylon, must have possessed rather big 
harbours and been on the trade route if Buddhagupta was able to embark there 
on a big ship. 

a Gron k'yer c'en $0 lho byari gn'is s~zaiz z'ik 1 de gn'is re re'i sraiz bar Zanz iii ma bdun 
tsam re 'gro dgos pa'i lam yod pal grok R'yer giiis kyi bar na r i  Ao byan du gslrm 
tram ii_q 'dug pa'i gcig gi  rtse mo na mts'an mo 'od 'p'ro ba'i gser gyi brag c'uri 
d74 i ig &yak swan gszcn 1 der lo gcig Zhag tsanz biugs Jiti gZih d2 na slob dpon Rlu sgrub 
j'ebs ja'i  biugs k'ri dali bcom Za'an ' d a ~  kyi rdo sku c'en $0 man $0 dali Zha R'ari mari 
du yod I 
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it was ~ossible  to have the vision (of the god) He also made the pra- 
dak;ina of the mountain. There was the celestial wood famous as the 
place of Mafiju6ri and the water falling down from that was really 
running there. He bathed in this water and made the p ~ a d a k ~ i ? ~ ~  of 

the various pIaces round the top and the neck of the mountain. There 
are also one hundred mountains with rock-crystal peaks and caves 
of diamond, the height of which cannot be imagined. When one comes 
to this island all impurities are so to say purified. The people of this 
island have no Buddhist or non-Buddhist religion nor are they Muham- 
madan. With the exception of the little ones there are no towns. There 
is a temple of Buddha which was made in formed times. For protect- 
ing the boundary of the houses there are many yantras made by magical 
art, which do not exist in India. In this island he saw men whose body 
wzs covered by their ears. They came from other islands " I .  Jhzmigiri 
is one of those adaptations of foreign names to Sanskrit or pseudo- 
Sanskrit forms, which are so common in the geographical terminology 
of India. If we do not take into consideration the word giri, mountain, 
which, just as K@a, generally means a hilly country and cannot there- 
fore be considered as an essential part of the word, the element J h ~ m i  
is left. This part of the travels of Buddhagupta is very obscure as 
regards the identification of the places at  which he touched. First of 
all, the names given to the various places are evidently suggested by 
the sailors accustomed to visit them. 

The island of Ulinga near Ceylon should have been a great harbour 
and one may think of Deft. Amuga at  one month's distance can be loca- 
ted either in the Andaman or in the Nicobar Islands. Then the Jhami- 
giri is reached after four months of navigation to the South. TO start 

de lzm Jar p'yogs Ryi glik $'ran 'gay 'gro ba'i ts'oiz $a rnams dan lhan g+ gru 
Sar dran t'an du btan ste I zla gcig tsam pleb pa 7212 I ri'i rgyal $0 ,ta la ka yod pa'i glik 
du p'ebs I k'a cig 'di  j o  ?a la c'uiz ba yin zer ba anjtod ( gali 7za'iz mi'i  'gro bai sjyodyulgyi 
$0 .ta la ste 'di  R'o nar nlnon no ( nor bzak gzon nu'i gnas SeCgyi P'ug $a da/i I k'ro g2er 
can mai guas dan I lha ma yin gyi sgo gser gyi p'ug $a dali I sgrol ma gnm da?i I 
ts'aizs $a dak I R'yab 'jug dari dbali c'en $0'2 gnas r i  bo rali 'byuli gi lha R'aiz bcar j r r  
re re I gian yak mjal du btu6 pa'i gnas p'al c'e7- mjal I ri $0 ?a la %id la'an sdor ba Zig 
nzzadl ' j 'ags $a 'jam d ' a l  gyi gnas su grags $a zanz mk'a'i nos la nags ts'al dali I de 
fzas 'bab pa'i c'u dnos su 'bab $a yod de I de la k'r~~.r kyaii mdzadgsuli ( $0 .tap Ca'i r i  c'cn 
jo ' i  nzgul t'ug jar  nags sna ts'qes 'd7q $a bskor bar p'ebs 1 rtse mo Jel  ma rdo rje'i brag 
ri  rgya d'alis tsam bsam gyis m i  R'yab j a  yod j a  la da lta 'LLYO sa ni m i  'dug g.ru?i gliii 
dc'i nzi kim la da lta p'yi 7zak Rla ,420 sogs grub nzt'a' gal2 y a i ~  ~nedl mi  groli t'mz 

t'zrn nza gtogs nzi 'dug slion dus bielis ja ' i  salis r n a s  p,.z7i Chu k'ak yod 'ja?n bu gli~i  na 
rned $a lal las lm grub ja i  'R'rul 'R'ruC 'R'or man jos k'yim ,qvi mt'a' bsrzlil ba 'ba' 
Zig 'dug I gliti 'dir glili gBan 77as 'oks mi  m u  bas lu.r t'ams cadg.yog t'ub $a nzali po gzigs 1 
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v;ith, it is impossible to accept literally what Buddhagupta says conccrn- 
ing the big ship on which he sailed and thc crew it carried. It  may he 
that he found the way to e m l ~ a r k  on an European boat proceeding cast- 
wards for exploration of new lands. That  is why he tells us that he 
was the first Indian to t ry  this adventure: considering that the journey 
to Jhamigiri lasted four months and that thence he went to Javadvipa, 
i.e. Java, we may surn~ise that the ship was directed to the northern 
part of Australia, which was already known a t  that time, since under 
the name of great Java it is found on some maps. 

Thcn sailing again northward he reached Javadvipa, where he found 
the followers of the Srgvaka Sendhapa and then he proceeded to a small 
island in the middle of the sea called Vanadipa (Vanka?) where he saw 
the cave of Padmavajra and found traces of many Tantras. Then he 
sailed to the north for Ceylon and afterwards to Konkan. 

"There is (in Konkana) a self-created image of AIafijuiri in the 
middle of a pond. It  is called Jfiznaksya. The measure of the body 
is like a small hill and it represents the god in the reclining position. 
Then he saw also the bimbakdya which looks like a rainbow raising in 
the sky; the image of the stupa is very great and bright and it is famous 
as the stupa of the accumulated vapour beyond touch ". " Then he 
embarked again and went to the south to Malabar and to a country 
near to  it called Sarnbhudatta where he heard the BzlddhasaCcdra- 
tantra, the Sa~varavikr id i ta  Haridarisangiti and the Sahajdtattva from 
the king Hariprabha (p'rog byed 'od) who had forded the ocean of the 
Vajrayzna and possessed all of the vidyds of the usual siddhas " l .  

H e  met again his gurus since he wanted the abhigka in some other 
Tantric systems, but as money was required for that, he undertook 
a collecting tour in Trilinga, Trirnalla and Kar~jBta gathering a good 
amount of donations. 

"Then he started again with the purpose of visiting the small 
island of the east; so through Jiirikhanda and Jagannztha he went to 
Khasarpana in Buntavarta (sic) \vhere he spent in prayer about twenty 

de ?/as RotiRa ua'i glijz 0'24 p'ebs ie (  dzca 17a k<~fn fes bjla ba ~llis'o'i ??an ?!a 
>~zm d ' a l g y i  sRzr rari 'b~lzr~i sRzr is'nd r i  r'trii tsanz yod #a fial stabs su gtzm pa 1 
bilnba kci ya  ies  b~la ba ?ram 7)zK'a' [a ya' is'o~z jar ba lia bu ?~zc'od r i e ~  g~-jli gzrrgs 
6rrEan Siu lu c'r Ei j l  gsu/ ba ~ y a l  dzd ba ',&'rigs )a reg pn nzcti pa'i ~llr'od rirrr d~ 
g'-ags $a a'c yin te I . . . s(ar btari ?;as j y o ~ s  .YU 7tla b 6 r  p 'ebs I 'di  daji ile bai ylrll 
$.ra?z Sa?u bhu dntia f e  bya ba ,ri d o  7 j L .  i.pg j a  rgjta ~nts'o $'a rol sari bal t'uli 
7?~0jt g i  gr-216 ' n ' i  ?-tags ri rtes ' a  dnli [&ll ja ' i  rgyu/ $0 j'rog bj'cd 'cd tcs bya ba Za 
sails ygyns li~17ni7 'byor gyi ~ m t u d  da,i sd07,z a T I I U I ~  $07 ~-lst';r $a I dnli Zh~ll gCig s f iyp~ 
pa'i dc ilia' dmi Izai-i c!ari'i g/u tfbj~aris La s0g.r fin C'L)S iilali du gsalr I 
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days ... Then he went to Tipura and to the highland of Tipura where 
there is Kasaranga or Devikota. For some days he remained in the 
temple erected by the Mahzsiddha KrsnZcZrya. Thence he proceeded 
to Ra k'an and to its places Haribhaiija, Bu k'an and Bal gu. In all 
these countries there is a great community of monks and the Buddhist 
teaching is widely spread. He stopped there for a long time and heard 
many treatises of the s i t r a  class and as far as possible the law of the 
secret mantras from Pandita D h a r m ~ k ~ a g h o ~ a  of the big stiipas in the 
temple of Haribhaiija and equally from the lay Pandit Parhetanan- 
dagho~a  in the country of Bal gu. Those gurus were the followers of 
the Mahzsiddha S%ntip2da. Then he embarked again and went to the 
island of Dhanairi. In this island also there are very many monks. 
There is a great stiipa of immense proportion which is called  rima ad- 
dh5nyakataka or the stfipa with the offering or astukakiya. Its base- 
ment has the same shape as the stfipa itself, it is surrounded by two 
rails in stone. I t  takes about one day for its pradaksina. On the east 
there is a very big town where there is enormous assemblage of mer- 
chants coming from different countries such as China, Europe (P'ren gi) 
and India. When he visited the asparia pratibimbastzipa, he saw the 
mandala of the five Rulas with Vairocana as their central essence, in 
the JfiinakiyastZpa the mandala of the five RuZas with AmitZbha as 
the central essence, and in  rima ad-dh2nyakafaka the mandala of the 
five kulas with Ak~obhya  as the central essence. Then together with 
some merchants he visited some very small islands such as another 
island in the middle of the sea called Potala, the island Paigu, an 
island occupied by the Europeans in which many medicinal herbs such 
as jiti and Zesi are produced, Sadhavipa, the great Suvarnadvipa, the 
small Suvarnadvipa, Siiryadvipa, Candradvipa, Sarvadvi~a  " I .  Saga- 

I de na (read de nas) jar $'yogs / J J ~  gl'iri $'ran r7zam.r gzigs jar  bien 7zas d s i  r i  
R'anta daji dsa nu tha rgyud nas bhaizga lar p'ebsl yz/I bu c,ta bharta ru R'a sarba 7 z i  

nzjal liag r2i Su tsanz gsol la 'debs kyin iugs I . . . . . de nas Ti pur rar p'ebs l ti $26 

ra'i yul gyi $'U Ra sa ram ga'am devi Rota'i gnas yod pa mjal bar 7ndsad ciri I grub c'ell 
$0 sfiyod pas btcris $ai gtsug lag k'ari dzr iag ;as biugs I de nas 7-a k'ali gi  yuC gyi 11aji 
mts'an ha ri  jaiidja dari bu k'an dan bal gu rnams su $'ebs I jtul 'di  rlzams ?za dge slo~i 
g i  dge 'du?? c'es nzari iiri I bstan $a lhag jar day ba yod pas I yu7z rili rab re bHugs Siri I /In 

r i  b/zaii dsn'i g~st /g lag R'ali nzc'od rteu c'en $0 ies bya ba 8Tg nas d/zarnzi kja g/zo Sa 
ies bya ba'i $a!?&ita c'e~z $0 i ig  da/> de biin du balgu'i y z ~ l  du biugs j a ' i j a r  hr tn na?rda 
g/zo SLz  5es bya ba dge siietz $andita c'en $0 i ig  la gsan s7iags Xyi c'os hjhaii ci rigs ]a 
gsak nzdo /~l/gs kyi gulz nzaii $0 ion  72a)z dzr mdsad l 6la m u  'di  kun yari g17.46 c't2~r 
b5i ba'i iabs ky i slob llla 'ba' Zig yitl gsrlli de 7:m p u  btnli ste dha 7 z i  SrT gli7i d7~ .b'ebs gl'ili 
'di  iza'am dge 'dull Sin du nzali Szri d$nl dmi 'bras sjzui nnm nzc'od rt~jr~ d ja l  j107r ran 
ies  kyaii bya asZu ha hi yn 2rr bya ba mc'od  ten c'~7z $0 $20 B o  Sin tzr rgya h3072 
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radvipa is further mentioned in connection with the younger KrsnacHrya 
Bhubaripa and Bhubamati (bhu ha blo-ldan). We find him again in 
India studying VajrayZna at the school of various Siddhas such as 
Gambhiramati, GhanapP, Siddhigarbha, BetatHksana, Virabandha, Gan- 
giipH. After having spent some time in BodhGaya, Banda (bam dva) 
wherc hc met the king KumZrapPlabhadra, and PrayHga where he saw 
the great yogin Subharaksita, he proceeded to Jagannstha, Tipura 
and BhimeSvara. He went again to Bhangala or Tipura and Ra k'an 
and he spent in Assam (KPmarfipa) about one year. 

Afterwards he proceeded to Tibet and went to Lhasa passing 
through the monastery of bSam yas; then he visited the province of 
gTsan where he met THranPtha. Having explained to him various 
Tantric texts and rituals, he took leave from his pupil and returned 
to India via Kirong (skyid gron) on the Nepalese Himalayan range. 
From Nepal he came down to BhanSyaya (Bhainsiduhan near Bhim- 
pedi), Champaran (tsam bZ ra na), the hill Khagendra and then through 
Magadha to Bengal and Tipura. While TZranPtha was writing this 
biography he heard that his guru was still living in Devikota or in some 
other place near it. 

These long travels towards the east are not less important than 
the previous ones in so far as they not only show a strong survival 
of MahZyZna Buddhism but also seem to indicate that the sea-rela- 
tions with Insulindia were at the time of Buddhagupta not yet inter- 
rupted. 

We can quite easily follow the itinerary of the Indian sidhu from 
South India to Orissa where JZrikhanda or JfiZrakhanda and Jagan- 
nZtha are located. Buntavarta is evidently a corruption for Pundra- 
vardhana corresponding to the districts of Bogra and RHjshahi. Khasar- 
pana cannot be exactly located, but its name seems to suggest that it 
is a high mountain. In fact Khasarpana is known also to TPranZtha 

c'e ba'i brag r i  mc'od rten g ~ t i  dbyibs can1 j 'yi la rdo y i  lcags r i  brag r i  'dra ba tiis 
rim kyis bsRor ba 1 iii ma gcig Za bskor ba t'cbs tsanz I Jar du poti k'yer kin fu  c'e ba ( 
rgya nag dali j'reri gi  dan rgya gar la sogs ja ' i  yul t'a dad pa'i ts'o j a  kin tu  m ? i  
ba'i ts'oli 'a'lts c'erz $0 'dug gsun I da $0 rig #a rned pa gzugs briian gyi mc'od dcrz 
mjal bar nzdsad dus 1 rnam s7ian .yf.ro bor gyur pa'i rzgs lha'i dkyil 'k'or dati dsa na k6 
ya 1 7 i  'od djag nttd gtso bor gyur ja ' i  rigs lnu'i dk jd  'k'or daiz hi dha z~ya kafaka r l i  

nzi bskyod j a  gtso bar byas ja'i  rgyal ba rigs Zria'i dkjlil 'R'or du gzigsl g fan  yak ts'ori 
$a raavzs a'an l/za?z cig fu  byorl j z s  l j o  t a  /a zer ba'i rgya ??zfsLo'i rdo r ig fan  cig dari 
ja'i  gu'i g/i?z da7i ja t i  dali /c j i  sogs 771an jo  skjV ba j't-en g i ~  'dsin ja i  g/zh i ig 
don s&.f//a d/t7 j a  dali gser gl i~i  C'EII jo  dali gsrr gliti gi  nziti cart c'uli ba giiis suv'adhipa 
cnna',-aa'hija sarvad/zija. 
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who takes it to be the seat of Avalokiteivara but locates it is South 
India, perhaps wrongly identifying it with Potalalca. The fact that 
Pundravardhana indicates the country bordcring on the sub-Himalayan 
range seems to point out that Khasarpana was a general designation 
for the mountains bordering on North Bengal. The identification 
of Tipura with Tipperah is self-evident. Kasaranga betrays i n  its 
Sanskrit form the name of the Khasi tribes populating the Khasi hills. 
Lkvijota is the temple of Kamakhya near Gauhzti, one of the greatest 
ccntres of Tantrism in India, usually included among the four foremost 
pithas and connected in the Buddhist tradition with the Mahasiddha 
Krsnaczrya. Buddhist images on the road leading to the temple are 
visible up to  now. 

Ra k'an is, as known, the general designation for Burma while 
Haribhafija is evidently a corruption for Haripuiijaya, in the upper 
Menam valley near Lamphfin. Bu k'an, which can also be Pu k'an 
(because in the manuscript at  my disposal the two letters are often 
interchanged), corresponds to Pagan, Pukam in the Cam inscriptions, 
P'u kan of the Chinese travellers and writers. It is at  the same time 
the name of a district and of a town, the ruins of which are still to be 
seen on the left side of the rrrawaddy. Bal gu, or Pa'i gu is Pegu in 
Burma. The information which Buddhagupta gives about Burmese 
Buddhism is of some interest because it is a new proof that even after 
the conversion of King Anuruddha of Pagan, the conqueror of Pegu, 
Rlahzyana flourished for a long time in Pagan. 

DhanaSri corresponds to Tenasserim, Dahnasari of the Ain-i- 
Akbari. It belonged, as is known, to Siam up to the middle of the 
~ ~ 1 1 1 t h  century and it was one of the most important trade centres in 
the Far East. I t  had a Portuguesc settlement till 1641 I .  The name 

of the pagoda or stiipa, which was seen by Buddhagu~ta  near the tourn, 
is worthy of notice; in fact ~ r i d h ~ n ~ a k a f a k a  was the name, as it is known, 

I $'yen gi  = later Sanskrit phiranga, Hindi Pharangf, is not given in our dictio- 
naries (the usual forms being pie rali, 9'2' din, $'a ran, p'o rali, on which see Laufer, 
Loan words in Tibetan n. 141). Its mention here has some importance in so far as 

it seems to us that the form was probably introduced into Tibet from India rather than 
from Persia. As regards the form j ' i  di~i, which is now very common in Tibetan for 
" foreign country " or " Europe ", I fully agree with Laufer that it cannot be consi- 
dered as  the popular pronunciation of p'yigdin, but it is quite possible that it took the 
place of the original j'ren gi  under the influence of that form. P'yi 'ylTiii )a is not only 
a foreigner, but  also is opposed to nali $a, thc inan of the insicle ", " the helicver ". 
It implies therefore not only a geographical difference but also a spiritual demarca- 
tion. Cf. in Chinese Buddhist texts lzei and ' ~ ~ i a i .  
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of a famous Buddhist place in South India which was held in a vcry high 
estimation by the MahZyZna schools. I t  was after that place that one 
of the most famous monasteries of Tibet was called, the dPal ldan 'bras 
spuns (Dehung) near Lhasa. Nor is it out of place to notice that even 
our text points out the existence of a land route connecting K Z r n a r ~ ~ a  
or northern Assam with Burma. Unfortunately we find no mention 
as regards the itinerary followed by Buddhagupta from GauhZti to 
Pagan, but it seems to me that the road must have passed betwcen the 
Mikir and the Jaintia hills and then reached Upper Burma through 
Manipur. This appears to  have been the shortest and the safest sincc 
it avoided the violent rivers of the Lushai hills and the head hunting 
tribes of the NZgZs. Of the remaining islands only Suvarnadvipa may 
be identified with Sumatra, though the problems connected with this 
identification are complicated by the fact that Buddhagupta knows 
two Suvarnadvipas, a small one and a big one. Perhaps the small 
Suvarnadvipa is the northern part of Java where he had already Ixen 
The lnention of bSam yas is interesting in so far as it silows that I3ud- 
dhagupta went into Tibet via Bhutan. This is suggested by  the pre\ 'IOLIS ' 

mention of Assam and by our knowledgc of the roads between Tibct 
and India. I t  is generally believed that the usual intercourse between 
these two countries took place along the route through Darjeeling 
(rdo rje gling) and Gyantze (rgyal rtse). But this is wrong. This route 
is a new one, as it was regularly opened in quite recent times and 
acquired its importance after the Anglo-Tibetan war. But in former 
times there is no mention of it. There are good reasons for its being 
unknown in older texts. This road passes through Sikkim, and this 
country, populated chiefly by Lepchas, was converted to Buddhism 
by Lha btsun c'en po in the xvrrth century. The wild people of the 
country, the thick jungle which covered the hills and the absence of 
any  Buddhist centre are the main reasons why the Sikkimese road, 
though the shortest, was not used up  to the end of the ~ ~ 1 1 t h  century. 
when Buddhism was firmly established in the country. In form(-r 
times the usual route of the Indian pandits to Tibet or of the Tibetan 
Zoc6vas to India was through Nepal (Kirong and Kuti), where Illarpa, 
Ras 'byun, Rva LocZva travelled, or through Kulu and the Sutlej 
valley as in the case of U r  gyan pa and sTag gtsan ras pa. E\rentuall!. 
even the Ladak route through the Zojila was followed, though, it appears 
to me, not so common as the other routes. But in all the mum t ' n ~  and 
other Tibetan sources accessil~le to me no mention whatever is to 1)e 

found of the Sikltimese route. Anyhow, as stated before, the mention 
of Assam without referring to any further movement of Buddhaguptn 
to other places makes us believe that he started just from there. 





THE RATNAVALI O F  NAGAKJUNA 

The Ratndvali by Niigiirjuna was well known from the numerous 
quotations scattered in the Mahiiyiina literature in India as well as in 
Tibet, but no manuscript of it was up to now available. Fortunately, 
Nepal, which has yielded so many treasures of ancient Indian litera- 
ture, has recently rendered back to light a large fragment of this work, 
the importance of which cannot be overlooked by scholars. Niigiirjuna 
was certainly one of the greatest thinkers ever Imrn in India, and what- 
ever was written by him deserves our greatest attention. His thought 
has permeated, as it were, not only the Abhidhama of MahZyiina, 
but also the mystical experiences of the Tantric systems. Therefore 
we must welcome anything written by him, because it will help our 
understanding of Buddhist, and therefore of Indian, mind. 

The palmleaf-manuscript of the RatmivaZi is but a fragment I ,  but 
it will not be difficult to restore the missing portions after the Tibetan 
translation of the same text preserved in the bsTan 'gyur (mdo 'grel, 

vol. ?, fol. 124) 2. I begin by giving an edition and a translation of 

the first chapter, by far the most important from the &dhyZtmzka point 
of view. It is, in fact, from this that later authors chiefly draw their 
quotations of the Ratm-vali. The other chaptthrs will follow in the next 
issue. 

The small work is, in fact, one of thosc abre'gks of the doctrine, 
usually in the form of letters, kkha, of which we know other examples 
from the pen of the same Niigiirjuna, from Candragomin, etc. But the 
Ratndvali is styled a rdja-parikathd, that is, a discourse to a king. IVho 
this king was is not expressed in the text itself, but we know from the 
commentator Ajitamitra that he was the same to whom, according to 
the Chinese and the Tibetan tradition, the Si,q-vakkha was directed; 

I 1-23 leaves, of which 5 ,  8-14 and 22 are missing. 
There is a commentary on our text by Ajitamitra, to be found in the same 

volume of the bsTan 'gjlur. 



I mean dDe  spyod. Whether this Tibetan form may correspond to 
sitaoa'haihana, the name of the patron, according to the tradition, of 

N ~ g z r j u n a ,  is a question still open to discussion I .  

Sarvado~avinirmuktamm gunaih sarvair alamkrtaml 
pranamya sarvajfiam aham sarvasattvaikabandhavam I .  

dharmam ekantaltalyznam raja[n dhaJrmodayaya te ( 
vaksyiimi dharmah siddhim hi yati sadd harmabhajane /I 2. 

prZg dharmabh yuda yo yatra paScan nai hire yasoda yah l 
samprap yabh yuda yam yasmad eti nai hire yasam kramat j) 3. 
sukham abhyudaya [S tatra mokso] naihire yaso matah ( 
asya sadhanasamksepah iraddhzprajiie samasatah jl 4. 

1-2. Having paid homage to the All-knower, the only friend of 
all living beings, who is devoid of every defect, but adorned with 
every good attribute, 1 shall expound for thy spiritual profit, 0 king, 
the law which is altogether propitious. Nay, the law brings forth its 
fruit (when the seed is planted in him) who is worthy of receiving the 
supreme law (as thou art) 2 .  

3.  Whenever there is elevation in the law, the [supreme happiness 
of] salvation will also appear later on, because those who have realized 
the elevation [which is the consequence of the practice of the law] will 
gradually attain to salvation 4. 

I I n  the course of this paper the following abbreviations are used: T S P  -. 
Tattvmaligrahaja7ijikd, of Kamalasila (Caekwad's Oriental Series); PP. = Prasan- 
napadd by  Candrakirti the commentary upon the d4?iCa?n6dhya~nikakdrik& (Biblio- 
theca Buddhica); BCAP. = Bodhicary&atci1-aja6jikn (Bibliotheca Indica). 

Ekdtztaknlydnam means, as the commentator explains, that it is ddinzadhynlz- 
takal'yi?za, that is propitious from beginning to encl. 

3 Restored after the Tibetan r-<yal j o  k'yod Ca r'0.c. b.rpztd, ja'i  j'yir. 
4 T h e  way to salvation is represrnted by  the higher knowledge prujki, the 

teaching of which cannot be imparted to thosc who are not yet ripe to receive it. The 
juqya-.ra??zbh+a, or moral purification, must therefore always precede the investiga- 
tion of the hi?zyatd, viz. the doctrine of the non-existencc of i~ldepcndent things. 
Later scllools of Mahnysna will also state that the path to salvation is twofold, in so 
far as it consists of c~$Cya praxis and $rajGC. For N5g.;lrju1l;l, the trjc!ya is not yet 
Raru?7ci, as in the mystic sects alluded to, but chiefly Smddhn, faith, 11pon wllich 
he largcly insists in his Tu c/zi/~ t z r  lull, the big commentary upon the Prajilti- 
$Eramitd. \\'e have in either case s single path tli\.itletl into two moments diffe- 
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SrSddhatvZd bhajate dharmam przjiiatviid vetti tattvatah) 
prajfis pradhanam tv  anayoh SraddhZ pirvangamisya tu 11 5 
chandZd dvessd bhayan mohgd yo dharmam nztivartate l 
sa SrZddha iti vijiieyah Sreyaso bhsjanam param 1 6. 
kSyavZnm3nasam karma sarvam sanlyak pariksya yah l 
parZtmahitam ZjiiZya sadZ kuryat sa panditah il 7. 
ahimsZ caur yaviratih paradaravivarjanam I 
mithyHpaiSunyap2rus y8vaddhavZde~u samyamah ij 8. 

4. Indeed, elevation is considered to be happiness and salvation 
to be final emancipation from contingent life. The concise enunciation 
of the method of realizing that is summarized in faith and wisdom I .  

5 .  In so far as a man is possessed of faith, he becomes a partaker 
of the law; in so far as he is possessed of wisdom he apprehends accord- 
ing to truth. Of the two virtues wisdom is the foremost; faith, however, 
comes first. 

6. He who does not transgress the law on zccount of \vordly 
cravings, hatred, fear, and mental bewilderment nlust be considered as a 

man possessed of faith; nobody is a fitter recipient than he for salvation2. 
7. One must carefully examine whether actions deriving from 

one's own body, words, thoughts, are good or not and, having sett1i:d 
what is good for others and for oneself, this only one must always do; 
then he is indeed a wise man 3. 

IobhavyZpZdanZstik [yadr~tingm parivarjanam l 
ete karmapaths] SuklZ daSa krsnZ viparyayat j, 
amadyapanam svajivo 'vihimsz diinam adarat ( 

rently called:- 

karupi 
I Tatra nzok~o restored from Tibetan: de la rnhon ~n i ' o  bde 6a ste lies jar  l~gr #a 

t'ar jar  'dod. As suggested by the commentator, the real meaning is that abizyuda~la 
is not happiness, nor is nai!tjreyasa final emancipation, but rather happiness and eman- 
cipation are to be understood as the result of them. 

From here up to l7erse 24, il-addhd, viz. its effect, I mean the practice of the 
law is described, which causes ab/tjvcdaya. C h r ~ d a ,  dvesa, b h y a  and mo/ta are sym- 
bolized by the four M7iras who keep away men from the observance of the moral 
rules as laid down in the law. 

3 The PariR~d consists in examining whether a certain Karnzatc is moral, Buia l~ ,  
immoral, akuiala, or indiflerent, avyr5R;ia. Then the man is in a state of complete 
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ptijyapijii ca maitri ca dharmai c a i ~ a  samiisatah 11 
iariratzpaniid dharmah kevalzn [niisti tena hi] l 
[2, a ]  na paradrohaviratir na paresgm anugrahah l 
d5na i i laksamZspam yah saddharmamahzpatham I 
anzdytya vrajet kiiyaklegago kanthakotpathaih 11 
sa samsiirztavim ghoriim anantajanapadapsm l 
klciavyiivalidhiingah sudirgham pratipadyate 1 

8. Refraining from killing living beings, from theft and from adul- 
tery, control over one's own words so as to avoid any false or slandering 
or cruel or futile speech I ;  

g. Complete abstaining from covetousness, hatred, and wrong views 
denying the existence of ltarman; these ten virtues constitute the tenfold 
pure conduct. The actions opposed to these constitute the tenfold im- 
pure conduct 2 .  

10. Not drinking intoxicating liquors, lawful livelihood, hurting 
nobody, kidness in giving, reverence towards those deserving reverence, 
and universal sympa-thy, this is in short the law 3. 

I I .  Through penances alone inflicted upon the body one cannot 
get at the law; by that method one is unable either to stop doing harm 
to others or to benefit them4. 

himsayii jayate '1pZyuh bahvZb5dho vihimsaya l 
cauryena bhogavyasani saia[truh] paradzrikah (1 14- 
pratyakhyanam rny~avadat paiiunyat mitrabhedanam l 
apryairavanam rauksyad abaddhzd durl~hagam vacah 15 .  

manorathail hanty abhidhya vyapado bhayadah smrtah l 
mit!lyridysfih kudrstitvam mad yapanay matibhramah I 6. 

co~~sciousness and presence of spirit, which is called the sarnprajanya or apramida. 
This par ik~a  is expounded in the following jlokas. 

I Up to adultery, the author enumerates the three bodily actions to be avoided; 
then the four vik-karman, and, in the first half of Sloka 9, the three mental actions, 
altogether the ten abstentions from immoral deeds. 

Tibetan:- 
c'ags da7i gnod sems ?zed )a la l 
%id kyi lta ba yaks spa?? ba I 
'di  dag las lam dkar bczl . r k I  

3 The secondary injunctions are here enumerated. 
4 MS. not clear. Tibetan:- 

lus gdzrn byed $a 'bay i ig  las l 
c'os med 'di ltar de yis nil 

This jloka is directed against the yoga-practices of those sects, in whose minds dhamza 
consisted chiefly in severe asceticism and penances, viz. Aj~vakas and Nirgranthas. 
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12-13. Those men who disregarding the great road of the supreme 
discording generosity, moral conduct, and patience, wander through 
the wrong paths of that wilderness which are bodily penancy, enter 
indeed a terrific and large forest, viz. the sa?nsira which has infinite 
rebirths as its trees, while beasts of prey, namely moral defilements, 
lick their limbs I. 

14. Those who kill any living being shall have a short life in a 
new existence; those who do harm to others shall suffer manyoffences; 
by stealing one shall be thwarted in wordly enjoyrncnts; an adulterer 
shall get enemies 2. 

I 5 .  The fruit of telling falsehood is repulse, of slandering breaking 
the friendship, of cruel speech hearing things unpleasant, of futile 
expressions unlucky words. 

16. Covetousness causes the failing of every desire, malice is said 
to be the source of fears, wrong views produce incapacity of seeing 
aright, drinking of intoxicating liquors is the cause of mental confusion. 

apradgnena diiridryam mithygjivena vaficanii 1 
stambhena duhkulinatvam alpaujaskatvam irsay2 /l 1 7- 
krodhiid durvarnatg maurkhyam aprainena vipaScitZm l 
phalam etan manusyatve sarvebhyah prgk ca durgatih ji I 8. 
esgm akuSal5khyiiniim vipzko yah prakirtitah l 

kuSaliiniim ca sarvesiim viparitah phaloda yah ( /  
lobho dvesai ca mohas ca tajjam karmeti cZSubhaml 
alobhiimoh5dve~ii6 ca tajjam karmetarac chubham jl 
aSubhZt sarvaduhkhani sarvadurgatayas tathg ( 
iubhiit sugatayah sarvzh sarvajanmasukhgni ca il 

17. Avarice is the cause of poverty, bad livelihood of being decci- 
ved, pride of low birth, envy of scanty personal strength and prestige. 

I Having thus expounded the very essence of the law, the author shows the 
vipdka or consequence of kaman, so that everybody may be careful about the parikd 
of what he is doing; SCoka 1 3 ,  a,  6. 

Restored from Tibetan:- 

'R'or bai 'bog ni mi bzad pn'il 
~nt'a' ym skye ba Sin can du 1 

goha!7//taka is for ms. dandaka 

a Restored from Tibetan: byi 60 byed pas dgra dari bras. This iCoka expounds 
the vipdka of immoral bodily actions; the Sloka 14th, that of actions derived from one's 
own speech, the I ~ t h ,  that of mental actions. 
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18. Anger of bad colour; stupidity is derived from not asking 
wisc men (about the law); this fruit is ripened when one is reborn as 
a man; but first of all there is the rebirth in bad conditions of exi- 
stence I .  

19. All those sins are called vices; their consequence has been 
explained above. All virtuous actions bring forth an effect quite con- 
trary to that. 

20. Covetousness, hatred, bewilderment, and karman derived 
from that are sinful; absence of covetousness, hatred, bewilderment, 
and karman derived from that are sinless. 

21 .  From sinfulness every pain and every unhappy destiny are 
derived; from sinlessness every happy destiny and every pleasure in 
life are derived. 

nivrttir [ 2 ,  b] aiubhat krtsnat pravrttis tu iubhe sad51 
manasa karmana vZcZ dharmo 'yam dvividhah srnytah 11 22. 

narakapretatir yagbh yo d harmad asmad vin~uc yate l 
nrSu d e v e ~ u  capnoti sulthairirZjyavistarZn l1 23- 
dhyanapramZnZrfipyais tu brahmadyasukham ainute l 
ityabhyudayadharmo 'yam phalam cZsya samasatah 11 24. 
naihgreyasah punar dharmah stiksmo gambhiradarianah l 
bZlZnam [SrutahinZnZm] uktas trzsakaro jinaih jl 25- 

nasmy aham na bhavisyami na me 'sti na bhavisyati l 
iti balasya santrasah panditasya bhayak~ayah  l /  26. 

22.  Refraining from every sinfulness and constant practice of 
sinlessness with mind, body, and word: this is styled the twofold law. 

2 3 .  By this law one is saved from being born in the hclls and 
among ghosts and beasts; nay, one gets plentifulness of joys, glory, 
and kingly power both among rncn and gods. 

24. One gets the happiness of Brahma through the four medita- 
tions, the four immeasurable experiences, and the four absorptions in 
the immaterial spheres; this is in short the law of thc I~lissful life and 
its fruits. 

I Bad conditions of existencc arc: rebirth in the hclls, among bcnsts ancl gl~nsts 
According to the Abhiclarma the effect of our actions is, i l l  fact, triplc: the first is 
rebirth in the various conditions of existence according to the knnnan of a previous 
life; the second is a n  effect of compensatioi~. viz. the necessity of undrrgoil~g the same 
experiences of which we have been the cause to others; the tllirtl cffect afkcts tlie 
entourage and the physical surroundings in whicll we sllall havc a rcbirth. " Coln~lr " 
means also " caste ". 
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2 5 .  On the other hand, the subtle law of salvation consisting in the 
deep vision [of reality] was said by the Victorious ones to be terrific 
to foolish men who have not ears [prepared to hear it] I .  

ahamkiiraprasfiteyam mamakaropasamhitii ( 
prajii prajahitaikgntaviidina 'bhihitii khila [l 27- 
asty aham mama ciistiti mithyaitat paramgrthatah 1 
yathgbhGtaparijii8n8n na bhavaty ubhayam yatah jl 28. 
ahamkarodbhavgh skandhzh, so 'hamkaro 'nrto 'rthatah ( 
bijam yasyiinrtam tasya prarohah satyatah kutah ;l 29-  
akandh5n asatyiin drstvaivam ahamkarah prahiyate l 
aharpk5raprahZnZc ca na punah skandhasambhavah 11 30- 
yathsdariam upiidiiya [svamukhapratibimbakam I 
driyalte nZma tac caivam na kimcid api tattvatah I! 31- 

26. When the foolish man hears the utterance: " I am not, 1 never 
shall be, nothing belongs nor ever will belong to me " he is stricken 
with fear, while the wise man gets over every fear t .  

27.  The Buddha, who utters exclusively what is good to creatures, 
has stated them to be the offspring of the error that there is an ego and 
something belonging to the ego 3 .  

28. From the point of view of the absolute truth it is wrong to say 
that there is an ego or that there is something belonging to the ego, 
because. both these assumptions are impossible when one has fully 
understood the reality of things 4. 

I Now NBgSrjuna expounds what is salvation and the way which leads to i t  
viz. $raj%, whose essence consists in the doctrine of the voidness of everything and 
which, on account of its depth, is likely to fill with fear those who are not yet fit to 
hear it. Therefore the teaching of Buddha is always based upon the knowledge of the 
moral and mental preparation of his disciples and hearers, ujdya-kauiaha. 

2 5 ,  c. is restored from Tibetan: byispa t'os dali m i  ldan $a. So in the commentary, 
while the text of the Rdrik& has wrongly dari mig ldan ja .  

a This verse is quoted in TSP., p. 866, and BCAP., p. 449. 
3 For the wise man there is no fear, because, having realized the truth of this 

doctrine, he gets over any attachment to the ideal of the personality or of something 
belonging to it, and therefore the sa~nsdra, which is the first cause of fear, vanishes 
for him. But for the others-as explained in the following Sloka-the samsrira will 
continue to exist, in so far it is a mere creation of their wrong assumption of a perso- 
nality and of the existence of things. 

4 The sentence: " From the point of view of the absolute truth " implies that the 
ego, etc., may be said to exist only from the point of view of the conventional wordly 
truth, sanzv! ti, CoRa, zywvahdru-sa<~ta. 
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29. The groups forming a person are originated from the assump- 
of a personality, but this personality is, from the standpoint of 

absolute truth, unreal; then, if the seed of something is unreal, how 
its sprout be real? I .  

ahamklras tatha skandhiin upZdiyopalabhyate l 
na ca kaicit sa tattvena svamulthapratibimbavat 11 32- 
yathiidariam anidiiya svamukhapratibimbakam 1 
na drSyate ta th i  skandhin [3, a] aniidatyiham ity api )l 33. 
evamvidhsrthaSravan5d dharmacaksur avZpta v5n 1 
Aryinandah svayam caiva bhiksubhyo 'hikqnam uktavsn l/ 34. 
skandhagriho y5vad asti tsvad evaham ity api l 
ahamksre sati punah karma janma tatah punah. 11 3 5 -  

30. If one considers the groups as unreal, the assumption of a 
personality is abandoned; when the assumption of a personality is aban- 
doned there is no more room for the groups 

31. Just as through the medium of a mirror one sees the reflex 
of one's own face, though it is in fact nothing real, 

32. even so one perceives the personality through the medium 
of the groups, though, in truth, it is nothing real, but like the reflex 
of the face (on a mirror). 

33. Just as without the medium of a mirror no reflex of the face 
can be seen, even so without the medium of the groups, the personality 
cannot be perceived. 

34. The noble Ananda having heard from the Buddha such tenets, 
obtained himself the insight into the law and over and over repeated 
them to the monks. 

trivartmaitad ansdyantamadhyam sams8ramandalam l 
aliitamandalaprakhyam bhramaty anyonyahetukam 11 
svaparobhayatas tasya traikalyato ' py apraptitah 
ahamkarah ksayam yZti tatah karma ca janma ca 11 
evam 11etuphalotpZdam paSyams tatksayam eva ca l 

I T h e  five groups are, as known, rzi$a, vedani,  samjria, sa~?zsRi~,a, and vijiiiua. 
Arthatab is, according to the commentator, to be taken in the sense of $a~amdythula/z. 
The  verse is quoted, as taken from te Ratndvul'2, by  Candrakfrti PP., pp. 346 and 
458. The  author wants to demoristrate that the notion of thc groups is dependent upon 
that of personality and vice versa, so that neither is self-existent. 

This Sloka is also quoted in PP., pp. 346 and 4 5 8  Verses 31-4 arc quoted by  
Candrakirti in PP., p. 345. 
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nZstitZm astitiim caiva naiti lokasya tattvatah \I 38. 
sarvadu hkhaksa yam dharmam 6rut vai vam aparikgaka h l 
samkxmpaty apari jiiPnPd abha yasthznekiitarah jl 39. 

35. The assumption of an ego exists as long as there is the assurnp- 
tion of the five groups; when there is the assumption of an ego thc-re 
is again karman, and from this a new birth. 

36. This whirl of life which has no beginning, no middle, and no 
end, like a whirling firebrand, whirls round with its three succcssic,ns 
(personality, karman, and birth), which arc the cause one of the other. 

37. In so far as the ego cannot be demonstrated as k i n g  produced 
either by itself or by another or both by itself and another, nor as k i n g  
produced either in the past or in the present or in the future, the (.go 
vanishes; then karman and lastly new birth I .  

38. When a man has recognized [that the idea of] the growth of 
cause and effect and [that ofl their destruction must be understood in 
this way, he does not maintain according to truth either that this world 
is not or that it is. 

na bhavi~yati nirvzne sarvam etan na te bhayam) 
ucyamHna ihzbhiivas tasya te kim bhayamkarah l( 
m o k ~ e  nZtmZ na ca skandhz moksag ced idrsah priyahl 
Ztmaskandhgpanayanam kim ihaiva tavzpriyam 11 
na c5bhZvo 'pi nirvznam kuta eva tasya bhZvatPl 
bhPviibhZvapariimar~aksayo nirvZnam ucyate l( 
samZsZn n5stitZdrstih phalam nzstiti karmanah ( 
apunyayiki caisz mithyiidrstir iti smrt2 !I 
samPsZd astitZdysfih phalam ciistiti karmaniim l 
punyz sugatinisyandii samyagdrsfir iti smrts jl 

I It  is not produced by itself on account of two laws admitted by Nagzrjuna 
and his followers, viz. that of abhzitvd abhdva and that of mdtmanie/irodh-t. \!'hatever 
was in a previous moment non-existent is devoid of self-existence and therefore canno- 
come to existence by its own agency; nor can existence be active upon itself. It cannot 
be produced by another, because the idea of cause is equally an antinomy; in fact 
the cause is such, only in relation to its effect. But, then, as long as the effect is not 
produced it is absurd to speak of cause, and, if this cause is non-existent, a forfion' 
the effect will be non-existent. 

The third antinomy: " neither by itself nor by another ", is evident, being the 
consequence of the two others. To the refutation of the idea of time KZgZrjuna has 
dedicated the second chapter of his ~f6a'hj~amikakdrikaS. The meaning is that it is 
not produced in the past, because whatever is past is no longer active, nor in the future, 
because it would be like the birth of a child from a barren woman, nor in the present 
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39. But, if a man lacking discrimination hears this law which puts 
an end to all sorrows, he, on account of his ignorance, fears a place 
v;l~ere there is nothing to be feared, and trembles I .  

40. When you are told that all this will not exist in the nirvdya, this 
tcnet does not make you afraid; but when you are tolii that here every- 
thing is not existent, how is it that this statement fills you with  fear?^. 

41. In the condition of salvation (as you believe it to be there are 
neither the groups nor the ego. But if such a kind of salvation is dear 
to you why do you not like the elimination of the individual ego and 
of thc groups in this very existente [as preached by our doctrine)? 

jtizne [3, b] nsst yastitaianteh p5papunyavyatikramah I 
durgateh sugatei c5smSt sa m o k ~ a h  sadbhir ucyate 11 45. 
sahetum udayam paiyan nzstitiim ativartate ( 
astitam api nopaiti nirodham saha hetun5 11 46. 
prZgj5tah sahajiitai ca hetur ahetuko ' r t l~atah l 
pl-ajfiapter apratitatvad utpattei caiva tattvatah 47. 

42. But nirv8?za is not even non-existence; how can it be existence? 
nilwina is called the suppression of any idea of existence and nonexistence 3. 

43. T o  say it in a few words, the nihilistic view consists in denying 
that karnlan brings forth its effect. This view is sinful and causes rebirth 
in the hells. I t  is called a wrong view 4. 

44. T o  say it in a few words, the realistic view consists in affirming 
that karman brings forth its effect. I t  is meritorious and causes rebirth 
in happy conditions of existence. I t  is called the right view. 

because the present has no duration. The  conclusion of this is that it is impossible to 
demonstrate either that there is a producer or that there is a thing produced. 

I The  place where there is nothing to be feared is ~zirvdnn, which is suppression 
of the personality. 

a The  sentence: " All this " is the whirl of cause and effect. The nirvdria referred 

to is evidently the aupanisadic nirv&iin. The  author asks his supposed opponent 

why, though going after the aupanisadic nirvnlia, which is suppression of every perso- 
nality, is he, nevertheless, unwilling to accept this doctrine which makes the realiza- 
tion of ~zirv&na possible in this very life. 

3 Now NiIg5rjuna, having referred to ~zi/-vciria, states, in order to avoid any 
~nisunderstanding, that n i r v d ~ a  which he describes is not like the ~zirvdna of the other 
scllools, but it is beyond the notion of existence and non-existence. The verse is quoted 
in PP., p. 525.  

4 U p  to this point NFtg5rjuna has denied the existence of every tliing: SO the 
ol~jection of the opponent, viz. that his doctrine is simple nihilism must he expected. 
The  author therefore meets this a r g i ~ n ~ c n t  and after defining what are, according to 
hi111, nihilism and  realism, shows that his system is neither of them. 
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45. But when through the right knowledge one has suppresscd 
any notion of existence or non-existence, one is beyond sin and virtue. 
Therefore the saints say that this is the salvation from good as well as 
from bad conditions of existence. 

46. In so far as one recognizes that any origin has its cause, one 
gets rid of the nihilistic view, and in so far as one understands that there 
is a destruction of things determincd by causes one gets rid of the 
nihilistic view, and in so far as one understands that there is a destruc- 
tion of things determincd by causes one gets rid of the realistic view I .  

asn~in satidam bhavati dirghe hrasvam yathii sati l 
[tasyotpZdZd udetidam dipotpZdZd yathii] prabhg 11 48- 
hrasve 'sati punar dirgham na bhavati svabhzvatah l 
pradipasyiipy anutpZdLt prabhZyii apy asambhavah 49- 
evam hetuphalotpiidam d r ~ ~ v z  nopaiti nzstikyam l 
abhyupetyiisya lokasya yzthiibhiityam prapancajam /l 50. 
nirodham ca prapaiicottham yiithgbhiityiid upzgatah l 
nopayiity astitgm tasmZn mucyate 'dvayaniiritah] 51-  

47. If a cause is born before the effect or along with it, in both 
cases, from the standpoint of the absolute truth it cannot be the cause. 
In fact, the notion of birth cannot be conceived either from the conven- 
tional or from absolute point of view 2. 

48. The notion of relation may be expressed in this way: When 
this thing exists this other thing also exists, for example, the idea of 
short in relation to that of long; when this thing is produced this other 
thing also is produced, for example, the light when there is a lamp 3 

49. If there is nott he idea of short there cannot be that of long, as a 
self-existent thing; if there is no lamp it is impossible to have any light 4. 

I Of course, the notion of cause belongs to the samvriisatya, viz. to the relative 
truth, because, as stated in the following verse, from the paramah point of view, 
viz. from the point of the absolute truth, the notion of cause is absurd. 

a Since the cause is called a cause in so far as it produces an effect, if it exists 
before the production of this effect, that cause cannot be the cause of this effect, because 
it \r,ould have no relation to it. 

3 a, b is quoted in PP., p. 10, where we read: hrme dirglmm yaihd sdi; the 
Tibetan supposes dirglte hramap yathc sati. riri $0 yod pas t'uti du bZi?z. c,  d-almost 
effaced; Tibetan: 'di skyes pas na 'di skyes dper. Here NHgHrjuna states that if the 
notion of cause and effect is antinomical, the origin of things can only be explained 
according to the law of the pratityasamut'&da, viz. of relativity. 

4 The same must be understood as regards the notion of " short " and that of 
" lamp ". In the sphere of material experience things are interrelated, though, from 
the standpoint of the absolute truth, they are devoid of any essence. 
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50. When one understands that the origin of the notions of cause 
and effect is like this, one cannot be the follower of the nihilistic view, 
in so far as he admits according to what really is thus this world is 
nothing but a display of subjective differentiation. 

durZd dokitam r ipam gsannair driyate sphufam 1 
nlaricir yadi vZri syZd Zsannaih kim na driyate )I 
dfiribhitair yathgbhiito loko 'yam driyate tathgl 
na driyate tadasannair animitto maricivat (1 
[maricis toyasadrii yathg nZmbo na] cgrthatahl 
skandhgs tathZtrnasadyS2 nZtmZno ngpi te 'rthatah 11 
maricim toyam ity etad iti matvZgato 'tra San l 
yadi nsstiti tat toyam [grhniyan mfidha eva sah 11 
maricipratimam lolkam [4, a]  evam astiti grhnatah l 
nastiti czpi moho 'yam sati mohe na mucyate )I 

51. 'When one according to truth admits that destruction also is 
derived from the display of subjective differentiation, one does not 
become a follower of the realistic doctrine. Therefore, in so far as one 
has taken standpoint in neither view, one attains to salvation. 

52. A form seen from afar becomes manifest to the eyes when one 
gets near to it. If a mirage were really water, how is it that this cannot 
be seen when one gets near? I 

53. This world as it is in reality does not appear to those who are 
far away [from the truth] as it appears to those who are near [to it]- 
that is like a mirage devoid of specific characteristics. 

54. Just as a mirage looks like water but it is neither water nor 
something real, in the same way the groups look like the ego, but in 
fact they are neither the ego nor something real. 

nastiko durgatim yati sugatim yati castikahl 
yathiibhfitaparijiiiinan m o k ~ a m  advayaniiritah 11 5 7. 
anicchan nastitiistitve yathabhfitaparijfiayii I 
nastitgm labhate mohat kasman na labhate 'stitiim 11 58. 
syZd astidiisanad asya nastita "k~ipyate 'rthatahl 
nZstit5dfisaniid eva kasman nii"ksipyatc 'stita 11 5 9- 

..-- 
na pratljna na caritam na cittam bodhiniirayat l 
nastikatve'rthato yesam katham te nastikah smrfah 11 63. 

I T h e  verses 52-4 are quoted b y  Candrakirti, PP., p. 347, as from the Acarya- 
psda, the verses 55-6 are quoted b y  Candrakirti as taken from the Ralndvali, Pf'., 
p. 188.  
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55. If a man [seeing from afar] a miragc, Ixlicving that it is watc:r, 
goes near to it and then thinks that there there is no water, this man 
is a fool I .  

56. So, when a man takes this world, which is similar to a mirage, 
to be either existent or non-existent that man is under the influence 
of bewilderment. But if there is bewilderment there is no salvation. 

57. The nihilist is bound to be reborn in bad conditions of existence, 
the realist will be reborn in good conditions of existence. But those 
who have understood the things as they really are attain to salvation, 
in so far as they have taken their standpoint in neither view. 

58. Those who, unwilling to conceive existence and non-existence 
according to their real nature (as stated by us), state, on account of 
their ignorance, [that nirvd?za is] non-existence why they do not state 
that it is existence? 

SasZmkhyaultikyanirgranthapudgalaskandhav5dinam 1 
prccha lokam yadi vadaty astinZstivyatikramam li 6 1 .  
dharmayautakam ity asn1Zn niistyastitvavyatikramam I 
viddhi gambhiram ity uktam buddhZnSm igsangmrtam :I 62. 
vibhavam naiti ngyzti na t i~thaty api caksanaml 
traikZlyavyativytt5tmg loka eva kuto 'rthatah !I 63 
dvayor apy Zgatigati prasthitii ca na tattvatahl 
lokanirvznayos tasm5d viiesah ka ivzrthatah jl 64- 

59. If you object that by the refutation of the existence its non- 
existence is logically implicit, why then refutation of non-existence 
would not imply existence? =. 

60. [For us] there is no thesis to be demonstrated, no rules of cc;n- 
duct, and on account of our taking shelter in the supreme illunlination, 
not even mind, our doctrine is really the doctrine of nothingness. How 
then can we be called nihilists? 3. 

61. You may ask the common people along with its philosophers 
either the SZmkhyas or the Vaiiesikas or the Jainas or those who main- 
tain the existence of a personality as represented by the five groups 

I Because he did not yet realize that it was a mirage which he saw, and water 
therefore, is out of question. 

That is, it is impossible to affirm existence or non-existence, because this affir- 
mation implies logically its contrary. 

3 Of course, all this from the standpoint of absolute truth, not from that of con- 
ventional truth. Nihilism is in fact, affirmation of a negation, but for N&g.gPrjuna truth 
is beyond either negation or affirmation. 



whether they preach a doctrine like ours beyond the dualism of e>;i- 
stcnce and non-existence I .  

6 2 .  Therefore you must realize that this present of the law going 
beyond any dualism of existence and non-existence is the ambrosia 
of the teaching of the Buddhas known as thc clccp one. 

sthiter abhiivad udayo nirodha; ca na tattvatahl 
uditah sthitai ceti niruddhai ca kuto 'rthatah 11 65. 
katham aksaniko bhiivah pariniimah sada yadi l 
nasti cet parinsmah syiid anyathiitvam kuto 'rthatah lj 66. 
eltadesC [4, b] ksaysd v2 sy5t ksanikam sarvaio 'pi ~ a l  
vaisamyZnupalabdheS ca dvidhapy etad ayuktimat /I 67. 
ksanike sarvatha bhzvet kutah kiicit puriinztii 1 
sthairysd ak~anike  cspi Itutah kiicit puriinatii ij 68. 

63. How can this world be something rcal, sincc it does not vanish 
into non-existence nor come to existence nor even possess the duration 
of an instant, and is, therefore, beyond the threefold temporal relation? 

64. From the standpoint of absolute truth, both this world as well 
as nirv&?a are equally non-existent, either in the future or in the past 
or in the present; how can then any difference between them be real? 

65. Sinceth ere is no duration, there is in truth neither origin nor 
destruction; how can therefore [this \vorld] be really born, permanent, 
destroyed? 

66. If there is always change into new forms, how then exi- 
stcnce is not momentary? If, on the other hand, there is no change how 
could you explain the modification which perceive positively in things? 

yathiinto 'sti ltsanasyaivam Zdir madhyaln ca kalpyatam l 
t r  yatmakat vat ksanas yaivam na lokas ya ksal!am sthitih 69. 
ZdimadhyZvasiiniini ~[intyiini  ltsanavat punah l 
Zdimadhyiilvasiinatvam na svatah parato 'pi v5  1) 70. 
nailto 'nekapradeiatviin napradciai ca kaicana l 
viriaikam api niineko nastitvaill api cllstitam I j  71. 

~ilCiSat pratipaksiid va syad astitvas ya niistita ( 
vinziah pratipaltso vz katham syiid asty;>.sambha\-at I/ 72. 

nirvrtcs tcna lokasya nopaiiy unatvam arthatah l 
antavan iti lokai ca prsfas tus~!im lino 'I)ha\-ni / ,  7;. 

I Quotecl in PP., p. 7-75> as takr.1~ froin the. R/lt/irFuc:[i. 
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67. Whatever is momentary, disappears eithcr partially or totally. 
But since no difference appears in the two cases, thcrcfore both assump- 
tions are equally illogical. 

68. If things are mere moments, any tcmporal relation like that 
of oldness, etc., would be impossible; if, on the contrary, things are 
not momentary, on account of their duration any temporal relation 
like that of oldness, etc., would be equally impossiblc 1. 

69. If the instant has a final moment, we must assume that it has 
the other two moments as well, viz. the initial and the middle; I ~ u t  
inasmuch as the instant consists of three moments the world cannot 
have the duration of the instant z. 

70. Again, beginning, middle, and end must be considered to 1x 
like the instant, viz. divided each one into three moments; the condi- 
tion of being beginning, middle, and end is not existent I,y itself nor 
by another 3 .  

sarvajfia iti sarvajfio budhais tenaiva gamyate I 
yenaitad dharmaggmbhiryam novZcHbhHjane loke 11 
iti naihire yaso dharmo gambhiro nisparigrahah l 
anglaya ity proktah sambuddhais tattvadariibhih 11 
asmZd anZlayZd dharmZd ZlayZbhiratZ janHh1 
astinZstyavyatikrantZ bhitZ naiyanty amedhasah 11 
te nas$ nZiayant y anygn ahhayasthgnabhiravah 1 
tatha kuru yathg rHjan na~ta i r  na viprangiyase. 11 

7 1 .  No [atom] is simple k i n g  many-sided; and no [atom] is sideless 
[in so far as its connection with other atoms would, then, be impossible]; 

I Verses 68-70 are quoted, as taken from the Madhyamakasidh-nta, by Can- 
drakirti in PP., p. 546. 

If things are always changing, they have no time to become old; if there is no 
change, there is also no oldness, but things would be eternally new. 

2 Tri is not in the quotation by Candrakirti, but is found in the Tibetan text 
as well as in the commentary thereon; tri refers to beginning, middle, and end. 

3 This verse meets the possible objection, viz. that, if there is no instant, as it 
is not simple, but complex as being composed of three moments, then the instant would 
be implicitly represented by these three moments, into which the instant has been 
decomposed. The answer of NZgZrjuna is that they also. if they are something real, 
must be composed of other moments, and so there would be regrPJsus in iprfiniturn. 
Moreover, the fact or the condition of being beginning, middle, and end is, from the 
absolute point of view, illogical because it is not by itself, which would be contradic- 
tory, nor bu another cause, because, in this way, there would not be the necessary 
connection between the cause and its effect, which is the fundament of the causal 
relation. So, as demonstrated in the following SloRa, everything has only a relative 
existence. 
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on the other hand the idea of plurality is inconceivable without that 
of unity nor that of non-existence without that of existence I .  

72. Non-existence of existence is only possible through destruction 
or antithesis; but how can destruction or antithesis be conceivable if 
existence is logically impossible? 

73. Therefore attainment of nirvdnd does not imply in fact any 
destruction of worldly existence. That is why even the Buddha, when 
requested whether this world has an end, remained silent. 

74. Therefore, the wise men realize that the All-knower is really 
the All-knower, because he did not preach this deep doctrine to those 
who are unfit [to hear it and cannot, therefore, rightly understand it]. 

75. Indeed the perfect Buddhas, who have realized the absolute 
truth, stated that this law, conducive to salvation, is deep, beyond the 
attachment to any particular thesis, stating the existence of nothing 
which one can depend upon. 

76. Ignorant men, who like to state the existence of something which 
they can depend upon and did not yet get rid of contradictory theses 
like that of existence or non-existence of things, feel but fear of this 
law which does not state the existence of anything we can depend upon, 
and are then ruined. 

77. And being themselves ruined they cause others to he ruined, 
also being afraid of (this teaching) where there is nothing to be feared. 
Be careful, 0 king, unless these wicked ones might ruin you also. 

PS.-I prepared the edition of the text on a modern copy marred 
by many clerical errors. But, on my request, His Highness the Maha- 
raja Joodha Sham Shere was kind enough to send me a good photo- 
graphic copy of the original, which in many a point permitted a revision 
of my first readings. 

Having shown that the atom or the instant cannot be conceived as being 
composed of more elementary moments or as having a dimension, the author shows 
that they cannot be also considered to be a unity, because unity is not conceivable 
without relation to plurality, and plurality is not conceivable without relation to unity. 
Therefore, since existence and non-existence are, in fact, impossible to be conceived, 
even nirvEna cannot be considered as the non-existence of this world. 



SOME GLOSSES UPON THE CUHYASAMA f A  

Dr. Benoytosh Bhattacharya has recently edited the Sanskrit text 
of the GuhyasamcZja and, in the introduction to the same, has, with 
his usual learning, dealt with the significance of this Tantra I .  

On account of my studies in Lamaism and of the work, in which 
I am now engaged, of deciphering the wall-paintings of the Western 
Tibetan temples 2, many of which were inspired I>y the Guhyasatmi~a, 
I took up again, with the help of the extensive Tibetan literature con- 
nected with it, the investigation of this Tantra and I collected some 
materials which I hope shortly to publish. Meanwhile, leaving aside 
the Tibetan developments of the schools derived from the Guhya and 
their literature, with which I have dealt in the IVth Vol. of Indo- 
Tibetica, I shall write in the following pagcs a few notes upon certain 
passages of the printed text, which must, 1 think, be corrected or 
deserve consideration. 

First of all: it seems to me that the text of the Guliyasamija consisted 
originally of 1 7  chapters only: the 18th, which comes at the end, is a 

later addition and a kind of a summary of and a commentary upon 
the previous chapters; it explains the difficult and mystic terms and 
it is written in a style which, to a closer examination, appears to be quite 
different from that of the sangiti which precedes; there, we also find 
mention of theories which seem to be peculiar to other schools: e.g. 
that of the ~adangayoga which is strictly connected with the Sekoddeia 
and the Kiilacakra 3 .  Against this view the fact may be objected that 

I Guhyasa~ncija Tapztra or Tathdgatagtrhyaka (Gaehrad's O r i ~ ~ ~ t a l  Serzcs, \-01. 

53). 
a I tcwzjli del Tibet Occtdeniale, Inab-Tzbefica vol. I I I ,  I and 2 .  

3 The  Sekoddeia-tikd by  N5ropz in which the sanaligayoga is explained in detail 
has been edited by my pupil Dr.  M.  Carelli, Sekoa'defa.tiki (GOS, go), Caroda 1911. 
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the Chinese version of the same text includes the 18th chapter; but 
it must be noted that this translation is very late, since it was the work 
of Shih hu (DZnapZla?) who went to China in the year 980 A. D. we 
possess, on the other hand, a farily old commentary upon this Tantra 
written by Candrakirti, according to the teachings of NZgZrjuna, edited 
in its Tibetan translation, and glossed upon by Tson k'a pa 2. 

This work comments upon seventeen chapters only (cp. fll. 15-39). 
This proves beyond any doubt that at  the time of Candrakirti the text 
of the Guhya consisted, or was acknowledged to consist, of 17 chapters 
only. I t  is even quite possible that a mystic significance was given to 
this number since the gods forming the parivzra of the supreme Buddha, 
as introduced at  the very beginning of the Tantra 3,  are seventeen; so 
that we may surmise that the compilers of the Tantra wanted its 17 
chapters to correspond to the 17 gods of the mystic mandala. 

But if the 18th chapter was not included in the Tantra itself, this 
does not imply that it was unknown at the times of Candrakirti. It 
was only considered to be the appendix, a kind of supplement to the 
other 17 chapters; while these formed the mzilatantra, rtsa rgyud, the 
last was given the name of Samgjottara; under this title, it is quoted 
by Candrakirti himself (fol. I 39b, 'dus pai rgyud p'yi ma) by Indrabh~t i  
in his j+i&nasiddhi (p. 75) and by NZropZ in the SeKoddeSa??k@. It was 
even commented upon by NZgZrjuna (Cordier, Cat., I, p. 131). 

I This translation is to be found in Vol. XVIII of the Taish6 edition of the Clli- 
nese Canon, p. 469, and it cannot be considered as a perfect rendering of the original; 
in many a place it alters completely the meaning of the text, as it has been preserved 
in Sanskrit or in its Tibetan redaction; some renderings point out to a wrong reading 
o r  to a misunderstanding of the Sanscrit. E. g. jaGcaJzilam mahrZjvdlam of p. 1 8  1. 6 
has been read: 0mah~'GEYzam; a t  p. 2 7 ,  1. 14  jrdjta dharmERsara?p (cf. also p. 31, 
1. 5) (printed text wrongly dharmisananz) ak~ara = imperishable, has been under- 
stood as: letter (zc~e?~ tzzi etc.). Misreadings of this kind can be found almost in 
every page. Moreover all passages concei-iled with the esoteric rituals, in which the 
rncdra, viz. a girl of 16 ycars 1s employrd, have been either omitted or completely 
changed. 

a The title of Tson k'a pals work is: Rgyud t'ctms cad Ryi rgyal jo  gSan ba 'dus 
ja ' i  rgya c'er bfad j a  sgron ma  sal ba'i ts'ig don ji b5in 'byed ja'i  mc'alz y i  ynn 'grelpa. 
The Sanskrit title of the work commented upon by Tson k'a pa was, as known, Prau'i- 
poddyotuna; its author is not NHg5rjuna but Candrakirti, who commented up011 the 
text following the instructions (ujade~!as) of N5gHrjuna as he himself states not only 
in tllc Mangalirnm~za of the work, but also at the end of 111s treatise: sgrojz ma gsnl 
bar byed 56s bya ba slob djon c'en j o  ArEgirdsuna'i nznu liag rtcn te slob u'jon Zla ba gr0g.r 
jns mdjad po rdsogs n Here ends the P~ndijoddyotct?za composed by the AcHrya Call- 
drakirti according to the instructions of thc great Acarya NHg2rjuna )) (foll. 472) .  

3 Pp. 1-2 from Samayavnjra to Dharmad/zEtuvajra. 
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One of the points which, according to me, deserves attention is 
the fact that the GuhyasamlZja admits of six and not of five suprc.me 
Buddhas; this means that there is some connection betwecn this Tantra 
and the Kiilacakra which, as known, postulates the existence of a first 
Buddha, the Adi Buddha of which the fivefold series in the emanation. 
That, even according to the Guhyasamdja, there is a suprcme Tathii- 
gata besides the fivefold well known serics: Ak~obhya,  Vairocana, 
Ratnaketu, Amitsbha, Amoghasiddhi, appears clear from the very 
first chapter, where the mandala is described which symbolically 
represents the emanation of the universe from the primeval source of 
everything through five fundamental lines of evolution-the afarni- 
lies o (hula, rigs)-ach called after a corresponding Buddha. The name 
of this supreme Buddha is simply BhagavZn at p. 2, 1. 4. where the su- 
bject of the sentence is Bhagaviin (vzj'ahdra) of p. I ,  1. I ,  and where he 
is spoken of as enjoying the company of Aksobhya, Vairocana, Ratna- 
ketu, Amitiibha, Amoghavajra. 

Candrakirti commenting upon this passage (fl. 50-5 I )  says that 
Vajradhara or Mahsvajradhara, as he regularly calls this suprcme 
Buddha, is the body and the five Buddhas his five constituents or ska~z- 
dhas; the symbol of this body is the ma?zdala in its entirety; thc same 
view he expounds commenting upon the IIId. pa;aZa, when the &&a- 
d&-tu-mandala, in which the five Buddhas appear, is again identified 
with Vajradhara. 

At p. 2, 1. 1 3  he is called Bhagavan Mahs Vairocana, the name 
which he is regularly given in the Chinese translation of Shih-hu; but 
even in this case, Candrakirti points in out that by this name Vajra- 
dhara is meant. Anyhow, that Mahavairocana is quite distinct from 
Vairocana of the five Tathagata series, is clear from the context itself, 
since it is always the same God who, falling into samda'hi, absorbs in 
his threefold vajra of body, word and spirit, " the crowd (vydha) of 
all Tathiigatas ". Even in the Tattvasafigraha I and in the Para?)td- 
ditantra we meet very often Mahsvairocana as being distinct from 
Vairocana . 

At p. 3, 1. 10 foll. he is called BhagavZn Sarvatathiigatakiiyavgk- 
cittavajrzdhi~ati which name is to be found very often throughout 

I Upon this Tantra v. Indo-Tibeiica, I ,  pp. 93-135 and ID. 111, I ,  p. 7 j. 
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the book, and 1. 13: Bodhicittavajra, where it is said that all Tathz- 
gatas reside in his heart. From pages 5 to 7 it appears that the various 
gods of the mandala are nothing else but different manifestations of 
himself: sa eva bhagavzn, who emanates out of himself this or that form 
by the mystic force of a mantra. 

The sixfold series is also manifest in the 9 th. patala where at the 
head of the list we again find Vajradhara (p. 35). 

But how is this emanation represented in the mang'ala? 
The importance of the mandalas consists in the fact that their 

diagram contains the very core of a tantric system. 
Each Tantra viz. each system of mystic realization has its own 

nzandala, that is the graphic expression of its secret lore: a mistake in 
a lnandala makes it useless, in so far as it would not represent any more 
the truth which it is supposed to express in its symbols. For this reason 
it is not without importance to correct the mandnla of the Guhyasamija 
as it has been reproduced by the editor in fig. I of the printed text, 
since it does not correspond to the system of mystic emanations as 
described by the Guhya. 

I)  Aksobhya must be in the center of the mandala, since the 
mandala itself is the body of SarvatathZgatakiiyavakcittavajra (p. 5 ,  
1. 9) and Aksobhya-the vajra-is the first emanation of Vajradhara 
and his direct sambhogak~ya, as expressly stated, in many a place, by 
Candrakirti and Tson k'a pa. 

2) Vairocana must sit to the east, purato; but in the language 
of the Tantras purato or purvanz means always: in front of the image 
or of the worshipper. 

3-5) Then, according to the usual rule of the pradak~in6, the 
other Buddhas follow: Ratnaketu to the right (south), Lokegvara 
(Amit~bha)  in the back (to the north), Amoghavajra to the left (to the 
west). 

Then the emanation of the yum (paredra), viz. of the female coun- 
tcrpart of the Buddhas, takes place. According to the printed text of 
the Guhya these yum appear to be five, viz, dvesarati, ;~noharati, iysyz- 
mti ,  yzgarati, vajrdrati, but, as we are told by the editor himself, this 
fivefold arrangement is not to be found in the manuscripts; it is due 
to emendations incorporated by the editor in the text. Can we accept 
these emendations? In no tantric text ltnolvn to me there is mention 
of IrSyBrati; on the other hand it is evident that these goddesses are 
nothing else but different aspects of those paredras usually known in 
the tantric literature as Locanii (earth, Vairocana) h/I,?malti (water, 
Ratnasambhava) PBndarB (fire, AmitBbha) TBrZ (wind, Amoghasiddhi). 
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A fifth parcdra viz. Dharmadhztveivari, as the parcdra of thc central 
god and as the last of the series: rGpava~?, gandliavajri, rasavajr?, 
spariavajri, is very rarely represented in the mandalas except whcn they 
reproduce the gods in yab-yum attitude; such is for intance the case 
with the mandala of Samantabhadra I .  

Moreover all the sentence concerned with rrsyirati, which has 
Ixen restored by the editor with the help of the parallel passages, is 
not to be found either in the Chinese or in the Tibetan translations. 

On account of all these reasons, the paredras must be reduced to 
four only and their place in the ma?z&ala is as follows: Dvesarati in front 
of Ak~obhya (p~rvako?ze as in the ms.), Moharati to the right ( d a k ~ i c  
as in the mss.), Rggarati in the back, Vajrarati to the north. 

The four hlah5krodhas preside over the four gates of the mandala 
as in fig. I .  

The diagramm of the mandala of the GuhyasamHja must, therefore, 
be corrected as follows. 

4 

z *' 3 I 3 ' RATNASAMBHAVA AKSOBHYA 

2 

5 d 
% AMOGHASIDDHI 

X 
S? 

Each of these deities is evoked, as I said, by a corresponding 
mantra, the b9.a (Tib. sa bo*) or seed, which is also used in meditation 
in order to vizualize the god supposed to spring forth out of it. These 
mantras, which are called hydaya, vidyi, or mm'rd, consist of a name 
with a suffix viz.: I .  vajradhyk, 2. jinajik, 3. ratlzadht7.k, 4. irolik, 5. $raj- 
Za'dhrk, 6. yami~ztakyt, 7. praj&-?zak~t, 8. padnzintakyt, g. v&hnintak.rt, 
I o. dve~arati, I I .  nzoharati, I 2. ra'garaii, I 3. vnjrarati. 

I Even in the mandala referred to at page 7 0  the paredras are four. 



I t  is clear that all these mantras can convey a meaning except lirolik, 
the bqa of Amitgbha. I do not in fact know any Sanskrit root to which 
we may have recourse in order to explain this strange word; nor did 
Candrakirti who commenting upon this chapter gives the following 
interpretation of the mantra: E means complete, ro means life, samsi~a;  
ZiK means going beyond (8 n i  ma Zus pal o, ro ni 'k'or ha, Zik ni las 
'das pas na nyolik ste- fol. 72 a). 

I am therefore inclined to see in c~roZik a Sanskrit transcription of 
some foreign word connected with the cult of the deity which became 
in India associated with AmitZbha or Amitayus or, if it is true-as 
I believe-that his prototype came from outside, which gave origin 
to the type of the Indian Amitiibha Amitiiyus. 

The very beginning of this man t~a :  67-0 reminds us of another name 
viz. Arapacana whose non-Indian origin has been shown by Sylvain 
LCvi I; that name is connected with an alphabet or a mystic arrange- 
ment of letters which is not the usual one in India. 

This series is characterized not only by its peculiar arrangement, 
but also by the presence of some letters which are meant to express 
sounds not to be found in any Indian language; such is a letter which 
has been transcribed by Sylvain L6vi I as ysa. It is regulary included 
not only in the Arapacana series, which according to S. LCvi seems to 
be proper of some Prajfiaparamitii-texts or of the Avantamsaka, but 
also in the alphabet used by the Kalacakra system of thought, which 
contains many allusions to foreign ideas and admits, as the Guhya, 
the existence of an Kdibuddha. Though the alphabet there given 
follows, as a rule, the order of the Indian grammarians, the series of 
the sibilants always includes five letters viz.: sa, ysa, ;a, .<a, ska2. 

Let us see if there are other facts which may lead us to consider 
with a closer examination the question of the analogies of some of 
the doctrines expounded in the Guhyasamiija with other religious SYS- 
tems which developped outside India. I say: analogies, on purpose. 

The question of influence must-according to me-be left to a second 
time, when the literature concerned has been sufficiently explored and 
the religious experiences which the Tantras describe will be better known 
with their allegories and their symbols. For the prescnt, we must be 

I " Ysa ", in  Me'nzorial Sylvain D u i ,  Paris 1937, pp. 355-363. 
2 Cf. VIMALA I'RABHA, $a.taZa, 5 th., 6 th., 7 th .  
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satisfied with tracing these points of similarity from which further 
conclusions may later on be drawn. 

The number of the I 3 deities out of which the mandala of the Guhya 
results could remind us of the 1 3  members of the first creation accord- 
ing to the Manichaean cosmology. But in fact our system presupposes 
a series of 14 elements since, besides the five Tathagatas, which are 
effectively represented in the ma?zdala, their primeval source viz. the 
Vajradhara or Adibuddha, though identified with the mangala, is an 
entity by himself. 

Moreover while the Manichaean series is composed of I (light- 
father) + 5 (light elements) + 5 (gifts) + 2 (Chroschtag and Pad- 
vachtag), our mandala results of 5 + 4 + 4. 

So there is no reason for pressing any further the analogies of num- 
ber, since the realities which they are supposed to express do not 
correspond. 

We have seen that according to the Guhya we must distinguish 
a supreme Tathsgata from his five emanations. This fact implies thta 
the five-Tathsgatas system-which plays such an important part in 
MahZyZna and in the mystic liturgy of many Tantras-has given the 
place, in the school of our text, as well as in that of the Kslacakra, to 
a monotheistic and emanationist view. Of course, in Buddhism itself 
we can trace the doctrinal elements which may have given origin or 
contributed to such a theory. 

Not to speak of the notion of Siva, who is fivefold but one, the 
Buddha-kiiyas doctrine could have provided such a monistic view 
with its metaphysical background in so far as, besides the nirm&za-, 
the sambhoga- and the dhanlza-k6ya, another body was postulated 
viz. the svibhdvika-kdya (no bo fiid, in Tib.) which represents the very 
pit of every existence and whose formulation can be traced back to 
the times of hlaitreya (Abhisnnzaydlarikdya); while, on the other hand, 
thcre can be little doubt that this svdbhavika-kdya inherited the meta- 
physical legacy of the Tathsgatagarbha of the Larikdvatiira and the 
Sn~7zddhirZjasz7tt-a I. But the peculiarity of our system consists in the 
fact that this unique reality, which is ontologically the source of everyth- 
ing, is spoken of as a supreme God; all universes are his emanations 

I j>~*o)o.r of the sixfold scries (5 TatICigatas + Xdibuddha) of our text and 
of t!lr K%lncakr;t n-e must remember that there is, beside a h\-e-skand/za-series, a list 
of six sRn/~cl'/la.r \\-I~ich admits of a jr2E)!-lasRand/zn above the six traditional ones: r #a? 

,hicdr.n d,'zritr~/l.u/(i~ri jj7~i)rac:'ltcitz~~ra salra 504 ku/c~:i biiazl:z??ii; /alLl(i I/,l~~7r.zsba~zd/r~br~/6~zi 

~j~i~i;?ask~r~~cl'h~~:il sEr(I/lnn~ strrI k!-lt/rF);i b/za~a)tti. 1- i I:I a l a p r a b h 5, 6 tll. patn/a. 
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and his glories. In the first stage of his evolution he projects out of 
himself the five Tathiigatas by whose activity he operates in the world 

and by whose means he can again be rcalized by the creatures. Moreo- 
ver the five Tathagatas presuppose a complete assimilation of the ma- 
crocosmos with the microcosmos-dehe viivasya nzdnana7~ I :  the ema- 
nation of the Universe from the primeval God and the creation of the 
body is the same; in the higher stage of meditation the m a ~ d a l a  is this 
very body of ours which contains in itself the universe in its entirety. 
So the five Tathiigatas are said to be the five skandhas of the Vajradhara 
and, on the other hand, in the human beings, these five skandhas are 
said to be the five Tathagatas themselves. 

Pa Ccaskandhd~ samisegza $aka buddhib prakirtitih (Gu hya, p. 1 3 7). 
PaCcabuddhasvabhivatvit $aCcaskandhi jim-h smrtih (Jnanasiddhi, 

P. 41). 

But from many a passage of our text it appears that the shandhas 
with which the Tathagatas have been assimilated are not the skandhas 
of the old Abhidharma, but are rather considered as luminous elements. 
The mandala described in the I rrd pataka is paEcara.fmisamZk*a; 
the Mahiyatna viz. the bodhicitta which must be meditated upon (p. I 5 )  
is $aficavar?a; Ak~obhya-vajra, about whom we are told at p. 35, is 
paCcaraimiprapzZrita because he contains the other Buddhas, being 
assimilated in this case with Vajradhara. The commentary of Can- 
drakirti with the glosses of Tsoi~ k'a pa which represent the traditional 
views of the schools is particularly interesting. From it appears that 
those essences called either Tathzgatas or skandhas were considered 
to be mere luminous elements; their being is represented by an inherent 
light assuming a particular colour (fll. 97 a) dc 62in gSegs t'anzs cad ni 'od 
zer Zna pa'o, all Tathagatas are five lights ". A gloss of Tsoli k'a pa 
explains: ' 6yun ba 6ii ' i  rZun Za 'od zer b5ir rgyu ba ste ... Zlia pa ~ z i  K'a6 
byed nam nzR'a' rlz~vi ste, " In the wind of thc four elements there is 
the motion of four lights; the fifth is the wind of ether which is all- 
pervading ". On the other hand, the dkcznnadhdtu viz. thc transcendent 
form of Vajradhara is light itself (P. 99 b) c'os hyi dbyi+~s ? z i  'od gsal 
ba ste tin he 'dsin ni de Za dmigs pa'o, " The dharmacihitu is shining 
light and the concentration is its perception ". A little above, while 

l '  commenting upon the verse: h(: must mcditatc upon the nza!zdc7?d 

of the Buddhas as being in the rniddlc of Akaja ", after having stated 
that Ak%a is Vajradhara himself, Candrakirti rcmarks: (I;. Zta bzs'i rlznuz 

I/i7~zala$rab/zd, 5 th. jatnla. 



pa ' i  sans rgyas kyi dkyil' 'k'or 'od gsal bar 'jug par sgom par bya, " Thcn 
he must meditate upon such a ma?zdaZa of the Buddhas as being placed 
upon the shining light ". 

According to Tson k'a pa the absolute truth, viz. the immediate 
intuition (nirvikalpao) is the mystic knowledge of this light ('od gsal) 
and by it one purifies the infections of s a m s a a  (p. 99). In another 
place (fol. 159 a) the following equivalence is established: prajlz'dpd- 
ramitd, paramdrtha, 'od gsal  gyi ye fes, sublime knowledge. The same 
theory is to be found in the commentary upon thc P a r a d i t a n t r a  by 
Anandagarbha (Bstan 'gyur, yi, z32 j  where the essence of all things 
is said to be luminous prak~tzprabhdsvara, c'os t'ams cad n i  ran bzin 
gyis 'od gsal  ba'o (as in the Guhya p. 1 3  prak~tiprablidsvard d h m t i h  
suviSuddhd nabhabsamdh) and it is stated that as soon as this has been 
realized one obtains: " the sublime knowledge of the essential light " 
ran biin gyis 'od gsal  ba'i ye ies. 

So we have the following correspondence: Dharmadlidtu = vajra- 
dhara = 'od gsal. - 5 emanations = 5 Tathagatas = 5 ska?zdlias r= S 
shining lights corresponding to the 5 elements. 

The Guhya belongs to that class of Tantras which admit of a girl 
called nzudra as an essential element of the rites fo mystic initiation. 
The sda'lzaka must imagine himself to be the deity of his own esoteric 
" family" and, by the union with the girl supposed to symbolize thc 
corresponding Sakti, he is bound to experience the pal-anzdnanda, viz. 
the supreme bliss, through stages of meditation and self-control which 
are described in the exegetical literature specially preserved in Tibetan. 

So commenting upon the mystic union of the Buddhas with the 
corresponding paredra, alludcd to a t  p. 29, 1. 2, Candrakirti and Tso;i 
k'a pa state that the bodhicitta is the drop, bindu, which on account 
of the sawzipatti of the two organs flows from the top of the hcad (b-vah 
c'ub kyi se77zs [kyi t'ig k spyi bo nas] I dbab p a r  bya'o, fol. 162 a) and 
it fills the same two organs with a flash of fivefold light (siioms p a r  'jug 
pa ' i  dus SZL dkar po Za sogs pa ' i  'od zelp llia rnanzs rdo ?je (masculine or- 
gan) dan pad  nza'i (feminine organ) nali d z d  yons su gali bar bsgonz p a r  
bya ' o. " During the time of the union [with the paredra] one must 
meditate upon the v a j ~ a  and the pcrdma as being filled in the interior 
with the fivefold light, white etc. ". 

All these points which have shortly been dealt with, lead to the 
conclusion that the RIahZyZna dogmatics as expounded in the G~h-va- 
samija had a marked tendency to emphasize the importance of the 

The passage in square brackets is by Tson k'a pa. 
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luminous elements in the process of cosmic emanations as well as in 

that of mystic salvation. I t  can hardly be denied that this doctrine has 
strange analogies with the Manichaean system in which the five lumi- 
nous elements play a prominent part in cosmology as well as in sate- 
riology, though, of course, the analogy is limited to this particular point and 
does not involve, at  least in this Tantra, other essential characteristics 

of Manichaeism such as the dualism between light and darkness, the 
thrce days and the two nights, the triple creation, the envoys etc. I.  

But as to the five light-elements, they appear there in the very first 
crcation and represent the divine in the world, all the drama of salva- 
tion being in them. In the Chinese treatise they are called the " five 
lights l ' ,  the " five light-bodies " or " the five Gods of great light )): 

this expression corresponds to the ponZn6n r6:~an of the Iranian docu- 
ments and is used by the translator of the Guhya to render the pazca- 
raS?ni of the Sanskrit text. Even the identification of light with the 
mystic knowledge reminds us of the luminous yvGo~s of the Mani- 
chaeans 2 ;  Tson k'a pa usually calls it: 'od gsal  Kyi ye ies, viz. light- 
M isdom. 

The fact itself that the divine in us is the bodhicitta and that this 
has been identified as we saw with the semen, points to strange analo- 
gies with similar beliefs of thc Manichacans: " divinas enim virtutes, 
quantum possunt, imitari se putant, ut  $urgent Dei sui  partem: quam 
profecto sicut iu  o~nnibus corporibzts coelestibus et terrestribus, atque in 
onznzunz rerum seminibus, ita et in ho?ninis semine teneri existimant 
i?zpui?zatam 3 .  Even the other practice referred to by Augustine is not 
without parallel, because eating of SuKra is often alluded to in the text 
of ihc Guhya and Sukra is regularly included even now in the so called 
pt rc : i  mc'od of the esoteric Tibetan rituals 4. 

The question of Manichaean influences upon M a h ~ y ~ n a  and La- 
n ~ ~ l i s ~ n  has, no doubt, already been dealt wlth in some quarters 5 though, 
I think, rather unsuccessfully. But I am convinced that some light 

I hloreovcr, as krlown, the hlanichaean series of the elements contains light 
instead of earth; but in the Guhya earth is = Vairocana. 

2 E. W A L D S C H ~ I ~ U T  and W. LENTZ, iWa?7ir./ziirche Dngw~aiik aus rhinesisrhen 
z i ~ i t l  il-cz~lische?~ Tcxlen, l$erlin 1933, pp. 40 and 89. 

3 De hacres. c. 46. 
4 Upon the preparation of the lznn ~nc 'od  for the sid/~alrn of Cakrasall-:\lara K17al 

' (!yn/- gyi dhali p'yug L ~ i i  pa'i lugs fiyi ~ C O ? ~ Z  Zda~z 'das 'k'or Zo sdom j n ' i  sgrub pa'i t'abs 
bd,' c ' m  ,ysa.ul ba by 'Tsoii k'a pa, fol. 32, where the semcn is also called: byalz senzs. 

5 By GRUN\I~EDEL in his Dic Lgelzdc (i ts  N(irol)d, upon whicll see review 

ill JRAS 1935, pp. 677-688. 
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upon this very interesting problem can only be derived from the inve- 
stigation of the theories and liturgies expounded by the Guhyasamija, 
the Samvara and the KZlacakra-Tantras, viz. by systems of mystic 
realizations which were elaborated upon or developed with special 
preference in North-West India or UddiyZna, that is in those countries 
that on account of their geographical position entertained regular 
exchanges with foreign cultures. Nor can we ignore the Tibetan sources 
which, as I hope to show shortly, point out to Iranian influences since 
the Bonpo times. 

Moreover, even supposing that no certain influence of one system 
upon another can be demonstrated, and that the analogies which are 
likely to be discovered are purely accidental-which, I think, is not 
very often the case-the results of this investigation will prove useful 
to our knowledge of the Tantras; it will in fact be realized that the 
Tantras and their experiences cannot be dissociated from the mystery 
religions. Even if there is no connection between the Tantras and 
foreign systems of thought, it can hardly be denied that they are the 
outcome of a religious psychology and of a mystic urge which in Western 
or Central Asia and then in the Mediterranean, inspired analogous 

The GuhyasamZja is not a philosophical text, being chiefly con- 
cerned with mystic realizations and the description of the esoteric 
liturgies which were supposed to lead to the supreme bliss of samddki. 
Only one of its chapters deals with metaphysical questions, in so far 
as it tries to determine the character and the essence of the Bodhi. I t  
contains some githds in which the Adibuddha (called Sarvathiigata- 
kiiyavakcittavajra) first, and the five Tathiigatas after, are supposed 
to expound the tenets representing the dogmatical and metaphysical 
background of the mystic sddhana of the Guhya. The teaching is based 
upon the Miidhyamika standpoint in so far as all dharmas are said to 
be beyond perception and devoid of any essence. The importance of 
these Rd~ikcZs has been recognized by the editor who in the intro- 
duction to the text has published an English translation of them all. 
I shall therefore reconsider the g i t k i  uttered by the Adibuddha, since 
I think its reading, as printed at p. 11, is defective. Mr. Bhatta- 
charyya reads: 
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and understands: " Neither the perception nor the absence of existence 
in non-existence can be called perception, nor the perception of non- 
existence in existence can be discovered ". 

The verse is very important since it is meditated upon in the pro- 
cess of the mystic experiences connected with the mangala of the Guhya 
and the complex and long rituals which ir requires. The Tibetan trans- 
lation of the Guhya is accessible to me in two manuscript, fairly old, 
which I found in some monasteries of Western Tibet. Both of them 
read the verse as follows: 

dnos po med pas sgonz pa med / sgom par bya ba sgom pa min / 
de ltar dnos po dnos med pas / sgom pa dmigs su  med pa'o / 

This is also the reading quoted in the dPalgsan ba ' d m  pa'i mnon 
rtogs fiag 'don gy i  c'o ga and that which can be reconstructed from the 
commentary of Candrakirti. The Sanscrit text must therefore be cor- 
rected as follows: 

abhivena bhzvandbhivo bhivand naiva bhivani / 
iti bhcisvo na bhivab sy id  bhzvani nojalabhyate / l 

where the first pida  is hypermeter, like the preceding githd or the first 
one at  pag. 1 3  etc.: " Since everything (viz. matter bhi'ana-loka and 
beings sattvaloka: snod bcud) has no proper essence, there can be no 
contemplation (because there would be no object of contemplation). 
Contemplation itself cannot be contemplated upon (as being existent). 
In this way, since nothing is possessed of an essence, it is impossible 
to conceive any contemplation (in its three moments, viz. object to 
be contemplated upon, subject contemplating and act of contempla- 
tion). 

As to the Chinese translation it hardly conveys any satisfactory 
meaning. 



ON SOME BRONZE OBJECTS DISCOVERED IN WESTERN TIBET 

During my journey of 1933 to Western Tibet', viz. to a country which 
roughly corresponds to the ancient kingdom of Guge, I searched 
for remains of the oldest civilizations of the place. The task was very 
difficult because no excavation is likely to  be undertaken in Tibet 
without arousing the suspicion of the people: ruins cannot be tou- 
ched, in so far as they are protected by sa bdag who, when disturbed, 
can be very dangerous and hostile to living beings. People therefore 
would eargerly object to the exploration of any place which might 
appear to the traveller to be of some archaeological interest. 

But fortunately superstition comes also to the help of the scientist; 
old objects occasionally found in the fields and which, being of unknown 
form or use, appear as quite strange things to modern Tibetans are 
piously collected and worn as amulets. There is hardly any doubt that 
many of these objects go back to very old times and clearly point out 
to a civilization quite different from that of today. So archaeologists 
in Tibet, being prevented from doing excavations, can at least search 
for these things which often have a great historical significance. Any 
old thing found underneath the ground is called in Western Tibet ton-ti. 

I asked my Lama, who is the chaplain of the Nono of Spiti, and 
Devichand the Lamberdar of Poo, who were m y  companions in the 
journey, to write down this name in its proper Tibetan spelling. Both 
wrote t'og ldi, and explained this form as meaning " fallen from the 
the top (of the sky) ". This form is not clear to me: perhaps l& is for 
Zdin " to  soar, to float ". Anyhow people think that these objects are 
not the work of men but of gods, and that they fall down to the earth 
from their heavenly abode. 

I hardly need to remember that the same belief as to the flints is 
spread all over the world and still survives even among the peasants 
of our countries. This divine origin attached to them imparts to these 

I TUCCI-GHERSI: Gronaca della sjedizione scienfzfica Tucci nel Tibet occidenfale, 
Reale Accademia d'Italia, Roma 1934. 
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objects a sacred character and therefore, as I said, whenever they 
are found, the Tibetans use to wear them as amulets. They are, 
according to the belief of Western Tibetans, of nine principal kinds: 
those men who are lucky enough to possess these nine kinds are consi- 
dered to be specially fortunate since no harm will happen to them, 
nor even to the village where they live. 

The administrator of the Garpons of Gartok insisted upon my 
buying from him a complete set of nine to72 t i  which he had collected, 
and was rather surprised when I told him that I was interested in only 
two or three out of them-the others, in fact, though they looked old, 
were certainly Buddhist. Anyhow I think that he had reason to be 
confirmed in his faith on these amulets, because the price, which he 
succeeded in extorting from me for the three specimens I bought, 
was fairly good. 

I asked both the Lama and Devichand to write down for me 
whatever they could collect upon these ton ti, and their investigations 
were expounded in a few lines which I publish here in Tibetan with 
their translation. 

Devichand: 

t'og I& yan na gnam Zcags zer ba de gnam nas bab fa1 yin ces zer 'dug 

pa. Nam mK'ali t'og yan nas glog bab nas, p'al c'er Byan t'an p'yogs 
la mi  p'yugs Za gnod pa c'en po yofz no; t'og Za'i de Za srun ces zer ro. 
T'og Zdi Zde'uz dan driZ bu 'dra ba dan rdo rje 'dra bn dan gri dan a 
Zon Kyir kyir Za sogs pa sna ts'ogs yod. 
" t'og Z d i  are also called gnam Zcags (viz. iron fallen fi-om the sky); they 
are said to fall down from heaven. From the top of sky thunderbolts 
fall down and specially in Chang t'ang (the Northern plains) they 
cause great danger to men and flocks; these t'og Zdi are said to be a pro- 
tection against them. They are in the shape of little stones or of bells 
or like a vajra or circular rings etc. " 

Lama: 

t'og Zdi Zde'u sku dan gcig gsun dan @is t'z~gs dari gsum p'ur pa dan 
b i i  rdo rje dan Zna gri K'ug3 da72 drug sdi'zs4 dnn bdun a Zon dan 
brgyad k'yun dan dgu yod. 

For: 'ba6 $U. 

For: rde'u. 
3 For: gri gug. 
4 For: rde'u. 
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" The stones (called) t'og Z d i  can be of three kinds viz. referring to 
body or to words or to the spirit (of gods)'; or they are in the shape 
of nails, of vujra, of knife, of small stones, of rings, of R'yun ". 

Of course, being unaware of the conditions under which these 
objects were found, it is impossible to state if we are really confronted 
with prehistorical objects or not. I t  cannot anyhow be denied that 
many of these objects bear the sign of great antiquity and point to an 
art and to beliefs which have disappeared long since; on the other hand 
they show points of contact with wellknown objects from other parts 
of Asia. Of course their designation as prehistoric or even as proto- 
historic objects is to be taken in a relative sense: prehistory, as regard 
Tibet and specially Western Tibet, cannot but mean any period before 
the foundation of the Guge dynasty; but even the few facts which I 
have collected in Indo-Tz'betica I1 upon the events concerning the 
country during that dynasty, are so scanty and concise that they 
cannot claim to throw a great light upon the history of this place and 
specially upon the conflict between the original religion, viz. Bon po 
and Lamaism. 

The  principal places were these objects have been collected are 
Miang, Shangtze, Gartok, Toshang, Ri l. 

The most important thing to be said as regards some of these 
objects is that they show a certain analogy with some products of early 
Chinese or of the so called " migration " art. I refer to a group of a 
Zoli or rings as they are called by people and believed to be specially 
sacred; I found specimens of them in RIiang (Nr. I), Shangtze (Nrs. 
2/3), and Ri. They are strictly connected, though Nr. I seems to be 
the oldest. I cannot understand what was the use of these things. 

The Tibetans as a rule say that the coiled figure in the center is 
a fia, viz. a fish: the man who in Shangtze sold Nr. 2 to me said it to 
be a %a. But perhaps it is rather a snake RZu3, which, as we know, 
enjoyed a great part in the cults of the Bon pos and still survives along 
with the sn bdag in the popular beliefs of Lamaism. Anyhow the sacred 
character of the objects seems to me almost beyond contention; and 
it is proved by the special veneration in which they, when found, are 
still held by the Tibetans. One might compare with the above objects 

This refers to the mystic classification of sacred objects adopted by the Tanlras 
into sku, g~zdri, tLugs. Cf. Indo-Tzbetica I, p. 25. 

a Cf. Cro?zaca.. . under the mentioned places. 
3 But between iia and kZu there is in Tibet a strict relation. Cf. Laufer, A'Zu 

'bum bsdus pai $0, p. 78. 
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the brass buckle published by Roerich (Skythika 2, P1. 11, 2) and 
specially the brass disk found at Jutas in Hungary (Skythika 4, PI. 
XI,  6), which is almost identical to ours. 

The snake has inspired the decoration of other objects which seems 
to have no sacred character at  all, but perhaps belonged to some horse 
harness; Nr. 4 represents a snake from whose mouth a hook is protrud- 
ing; the body is split in its length by two spines in both sides in 
the shape of strings of pearls. The same animal is represented in ano- 
ther object found at Ri though the stylization is, in this case, still 
stronger. It might be compared with similar ornaments found in the 
,, Barbarian " tombs. See Takics, From Northern China to Danube, 
in Ostas. Zeitschr. 1930, Taf. 38, 2-from Hungary-. 

Nrs. 5 and 6 represent two k'yun. Nr. 5 has already been published 
by me in ZndoTz'betica 111, p. 164, fig. 4, where I discussed the relation 
of the garuda with the R'yun and shown that Buddhist art grafted the 
type of the garuda upon that of the k'yu7i which had a large part in Bon 
po mythology. 

A peculiarity of the R'yuiz which distinguishes it from the tradi- 
tional type of the Indiangaruda consists in its being possessed of horns. 

On the head of the k'yun Nr. 5 one can see three jewels; they may 
well represent his diadem, but are also perhaps meant to show the 
character of protector or bestowed of riches attributed to this bird; 
so Ei K'yurz run of the Ladakh version of the Kesar Legend is said to 
have on his mouth all sorts of gems: fii R'yun run gi gzugs po'i R'a 
nor bu sna dgu yod d o  I .  

Both Nr. 5 and 6 are provided on the back with a ring which shows 
that they were suspended by a chain or a string: there is no doubt that 
they were invested of some sacred character and used as amulets. 

Numbers 4-6 are therefore inspired by the two classes of beings 
which seem to have represented the background of Bon po doctrines: 
the Rdu as deities of the waters and of the underground and garztdas as 
deities of the sky, always fighting one against the other; this dualism, 
as pointed out by Przyluskiz, also inspired the religion of the abori- 
ginal population of India of Austronesian origin and is  reserved in 
Indian tradition and mythology. 

More difficult is to determine the character of Nr. 7,  which was 
also found inMiang and is called by people a drz'l'bu, viz. a bell. Objects 
like this were also found in Ladakh in the tombs which Francke sup- 

I Francke, The history of  the eighteen heroes, p. I g .  
The three factors of Vedic culture, in 11zdict1z Czdlure I ,  p. 376, 
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posed to belong to Dards; they are described by him in the following 
way: " little pendants of bronze of bell-like form, with triangular holes 
and a ring at  the top. They were probably inserted between the bronze 
beads of the necklace "I. As a matter of fact, as to the last suggestion, 
one is tempted to compare them with the bell-like ornaments used 
as pendants in some necklaces found in Jutas (see SkythiRa 4, PI. X I ) ,  
Azerbeidian (Eurasia Septentr. Ant. V1 I I, 2 I 3, S), and elsewhere, 
along the route of the great migrations. 

Nrs. 8-9 were found respectively in Shangtze and in Sarang: 
their use cannot be determinated. Very interesting is number 10, 

found in Gartok, which is a representative of the so called " animal 
style ". I t  shows four tigers or lions with heads turned to the left towards 
the onlooker. There are a few traces of gold-gilt. For comparison one 
may refer to 0. Siren, Histoire des arts anciens de Za Chiste, 11, pl. 32 
and 117-SRythika 3, P1. IV, etc. 

The  plaque Nr. I I was also found at  Shangtze: the decoration 
reminds us of the t'ao t'ie or of the stylized animals peculiar of the 
Chinese bronzes. 

Nr. 12 has been discovered in Gartok. I cannot guess what it was 
meant for. In  spite of its stylization it seems nevertheless to represent 
a face of some horned animal: we may compare with it the brass 
ornament published by SirCn, Histoire I, pl. 61,  which though deri- 
ving from a same archetype shows even a higher degree of styliza- 
tion, Cfr. also Takics,  in Ostasiat. Zeitschr. 1930, Taf. 38, I .  

Nr. 13 belonged, I suppose, to horse harness; it shows the type 
of the lion according to the Chinese traditional style (SirPn, Op. cit. 
I ,  1 9 ,  1 1  1 6). On the other hand Nr. 14 belonging to the same 
class of objects and found in Shangtze seems to indicate rather an 
Indian inspiration. We can easily recognize in the two faces two 
makaras which, as known, have become quite familiar in Lamaistic 
decorative art. 

Nr. 15  has been found in Luk, which once upon a time seems to 
have been a very big center: as tradition goes it was the place where 
artisans moulded the big copper and brass images to be still admired 
in the half ruined temples of Tsaparang. Is the deity represented 
Buddhist or not? The  man who found it in the fields insisted upon 
stating that it represents Sa'i Zha mo, viz. the Earth goddess: but this 
is impossible not only because the description of this goddess, as known 

I Francke: Antiquities of I~zdiun Tibet, I ,  p. 73. 
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to us from many sidhana, does not correspond to this type, but also 
because the statue seems to represent a god and not a goddess; for this 
reason it is impossible to see in it one of the eight nzc'od pa ' i  &a m0 
" adoring goddesses " often considered as the retinue of the greater 
deities. 

Very interesting is Nr. 16; it represents a pair of strange birds, 
with two heads in opposite direction. In  the middle there is a ring for 
suspending the object to a necklace: there is no doubt that it represen- 
ted some mythological bird of pre-buddhistic times. I t  was found in 
Shipki, viz. on the very boundary between Western Tibet and Kuna- 
var. This country was specially considered as the center of Bon; 
and even now, as I have shown elsewhere, many old traditions and 
deities neither Buddhist nor Hindu still survive in Upper Bashahr. 
This fact is also pointed out by the inscription of Poo referred to by 
Francke in which mention is made of the Zha c'os, the religion of the 
goods as opposed to Buddhism I .  Double headed birds are not unknown 
in other part of Tibet or Asia. I refer for instance to the brass buckle 
published by Roerich, Skythika 3, (Pl. 11, Nr. 2). I arn not in a condi- 
tion to identify this mythological being; many birds are of course 
connected with the story of Kesar 2 .  

As to Nr. 1 7  which represents a cross shaped ornament, I suppose 
that it is the central portion-with ends of arms missing-of a svnstika 
g'yun drun, which, as known, plays a great role in Bon po religion. 
I t  was discovered in Toshang. 

In the horse harness Nr. 18 we see a decoration consisting of two 
concentric circles not uncommon in the so called migration art (Sky- 
thika, 4, P1. V111 etc.). 

I cannot guess the use of the object represented in Nr. 19. Some 
elements of its decoration seem to be Buddhist: such are the two nzc'od 
rten one above the other with the flying flags on the top. T o  the left 
in spite of the stilization is not difficult to see the mystic vase bunz pa 
or RaZaSa, out of which plants and flowers spring forth with their volutes. 

To the right side there is a standing figure of a man with joined 
hands as in worship (afijaalz): either it wears a two-horned cap or is 
possessed of two horns. 

Did these objects belong to the forefathers of Western Tibetans 
or were they imported by commerce or hy some foreign invasion? 

I Indo-Tibeticu 11. 
a Francke, Tlte story ofthe eightee7z Iwroes, p. I 5 .  David-Nrc.1, La vie surh?cmai)fe 

de GuLsdr de Ling, p. 1 1  ff. 
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Until methodical excavations are undertaken it is, of course, impossible 
to reply. Anhow it seems to me that they, as few as they are, point 
to various cultures; while some of them are unmistakably Tibetan, 

such as Nrs. 5 ,  6, I 5 ,  16, 17,  others bear undoubtedly analogies either 
with Chinese motives (Nrs. 10, I I ,  I 2, I 3) or with that art which was 
formerly called Scythian (Nrs. I ,  18). 

These last objects can perhaps be explained as traces of some 
incursions of Central Asian tribes to Guge: invasions or raids to Western 
Tibet are recorded up to quite recent times and mention of them is 
to be found even in Desideri's Travels (ed. De Filippi, p. 82). We 
must not forget that Western Tibet was not formerly so poor as it 
appears now to be; it maintained prosperous commercial relations with 
Ladakh, China, India, which are mentioned by D'Andrade and are 
the subject of some historical paintings in Tsaparang where the foun- 
dation of the temples is recorded. Guge possessed the gold mines of 
Thok Jalung; ransom in gold was requested by the tribes of Gartok 
for the release of Ye 6es 'od when he was taken prisoner by their king. 
Another great resource was the wool trade which was so prosperous 
as to give the name to the country, known among Indian as Hundesh, 
viz. the country of wool. 

So it is quite possible that raiders from Central Asia came down 
as for as Guge to sack the country. 

As to prehistoric antiquities no settlement has so far been located 
in the country, but I canot pass under silence the stone memorials 
on the Kanzam La,  viz. on the high pass which leads from the Chandra 
valley to Northern Spiti (fig. 20). This large field of small menhirs just 
on the top of the pass is absolutely similar to those referred to by 
G. Roerich (Skythika 3, fig. 6), or to those studied by Tallgren (Eurasia 
Septentr. Ant. VI I I ,  190). The  presence of these menhirs in this place 
is worth of notice since it shows that the area of diffusion of these 
lithic monuments, as shown in the map published by Roerich, must 
be extended up to the boundaries of India. 

The  presence of so many menhirs on the top of a pass which is 
for many months covered by snow seems to point out that the funeral 
character of these stone monuments cannot be generalised: we must 
remember that the summit of a pass is still considered by the Tibetans 
as the abode of sa bdag and spirits; it is this belief which has inspired 
the construction of the Zhato regularly found upon every pass. 

Even if burials took place there, they must have had some ritual 
significance. Their counterpart seems to me that must be found in other 
monuments of the country; for instance in the huge stone pillar in the 
Dra-lang dancing place in Poo, where the Shar-rgan festival takes 
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place I .  It  is still the center of worship. The  rituals and the song of 
these festivals have been copied by me and will shortly be published. 
I must add that on the South slope of the pass leading to the Spiti valley 
can still be seen some rock pictures made by pocking (fig. 21); they 
represent the wild goat, men in act of worshipping(?) with uplifted 
hands, a tree, a horseman(?): therefore they have no particularly 
Buddhist character. In this respect they seem even older than those 
found in Indian Tibet (Ladakh) where I saw them near Kargil, at Dras, 
Leh and near the small bridge on the Indus in proximity of the mona- 
stery of Hemish. Their Buddhist character is in this case clearly 
shown by the figure of mc'od rten or of known symbols of Lamaism 
and even by some inscriptions which were partly studied by Francke. 
Pictures similar to these of the Kanzam La  are found as far as Western 
Pamir (North Badakskan). (For references see Tallgren, Inner Asiatic 
and Siberian rock pictures. Eurasia Septentr. Ant. VIII ,  p. 187, fig. 
I 7-22). 

1 Francke, Antiquities of Indian Tibet I ,  p. 2 1 .  
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INDIAN PAINTINGS IN WESTERN TIBETAN TEMPLES 

In my book Santi e brlganti which is the diary of my Western 
Tibetan Expedition of 1935, I have given a description of Man nan and 
its antiquities. Without going into further detail I may refer to that 
description from which it appears that we must distinguish in Man 
nan two groups of monuments. One on the top of the hill on the 
right bank of the Man nan river and the other on the plains along 
its left bank. The ruins on the hill have no name at present: they 
are called by caravaneers either mK1ar rdzoli or dbus su  nzK1ar. 

I explored most carefully these ruins with the help of my compa- 
nion Doctor Ghersi: but I could discover nothing worth of notice, 
except a temple in which there are some very interesting frescoes repre- 
senting the life of Buddha, viz. his so called twelve feats (mdzad pa 
bcu giiis). 

But the monastery or rather the chapels on the left bank of the 

river are far more interesting (fig. I ) .  Besides some huge mc'od rten, 
there are in this place two temples in which only one monk was living 
when I visited the village. I-Ie is the dRon giier appointed to look 
after the temple by mR1an po of mT1o-lin. 

But formerly the place must have been very much inhabitated: 
so at least we can guess from the great number of caves excavated 
within the cliffs above the monastery. Man nan is not unknown. I 
found mention of this place when I dealt with the biography of that 
great apostle of Tibetan Buddhism who was Rin-c'en-bzan-po. In 
fact in the Deb-t'er-shun-po (Ja,  I ,  ff.) there is mention of a certain 
brTson-'grus-rgyal-mts'an of Gur-Sin in Man-nan: he was one of the 
pupils of Rin-c'en-bzan-po. 

The  tradition is still living in Guge that the chapels of Man-nan 
were built by a lotsava: in fact they are usually called the chapels of 
the Lotsava of Man-nan. Who this lotsava was cannot be settled with 
certainty: because beside this brTson-'agrus-rgyal-mts'an in the colo- 
phons of the bsTan-'gyur there is mention of another lotsgva viz. 
'Grags-'byor-8es-rab of Man-nad; so at least we read in the catalogues 

I Milano 1937, Hoepli Ed. 
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of Cordier (Mdo xxxiii, 9, 3 [but once also Man-'nan]). Considering 
that in Tibetan n and d can easily be confounded I suppose that instead 
of Man-nad we should read Man-nan. 

This lotsiva of Man-nan is associated with JaySnanda of 
Kashmir, ~ r i r i t h a  of Kashmir, Viniyaka,  Ananta &c. 

Whatever the case might be, it is beyond question that Man-nai 
was once upon a time a very important place; at least even to day the 
ruins testify to its ancient splendour. 

At  present there are in lower Man-nan two chapels, but neither 
has a name. The  name, if there was any, is now lost. I could enter 
without difficulty into the chapels and then I was amazed at seeing 
that the walls were completely covered with the most splendid frescoes. 
These frescoes have no relation whatever with the usual Tibetan 
paintings. They betray the same artistic inspiration and the same 
pictorial method as evidenced by the ancient Indian paintings: the 
design, the chiaroscuro, the type itself of the figures portrayed is quite 
Indian. 

I t  is clear that we are in this case confronted with specimens of 
Indian frescoes of the loth or 11 th centuries which would appear to 
be related with Kashmiri painting of the same period. Of course, 
I do not state that there is any relation of direct dependency between 
Kashmiri painting and the frescoes of Man-nan, but that even these 
must be considered as the offshoot of those Indian pictorial traditions 
of which AjantZ and Ellora were up  now considered as the unique 
specimens surviving. Of course we know nothing of Kashmiri schools 
of art: but there is hardly any doubt that this place, which was so famous 
a center of learning, was also a very important center of art. This 
fact is in a certain way evidenccd by the imposing remains of the old 
Kashmiri temples and by the Kashmiri sculptures which escaped de- 
struction, and also hy the literary traditions. In fact there could have 
been no reason for Rin-c'en-bzan-po to go to Kashmir to bring from 
there back to his native country about 32 a r t i s t s~ ,  had not been that 
place a great center of art. I have shown in Incio-Tibetica that the lite- 
rary evidence to be found in the biography of Rin-c'cn-bzan-po is 
supported by the archaeological discoveries which I made in Western 
Tibet and which unmistakably point to a very strong artistic influence 
of Kashmir upon the beginning of the art of Guge. U p  to now this 
influence could only be traced upon the wood carvings of some tem- 

ples like these of Tabo,  Toling, T s a ~ a r a n g ,  which are certainly due 
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to these Kashmiri artists I .  The temple of Man-nan is certainly another 
document of this cultural relation between Kashmir and Western Tibet. 
I t  is a pity that we have not been able to take coloured photos of the 
extant frescoes, but this much can be said that these figures are painted 
in that dark brown which is so peculiar to the old specimens of Indian 
mural paintings. 

Of course we do not find here the same huge groups and crowds 
of people as in the big Ajantii caves. There was no space for this, the 
chapel being rather small. Moreover the subjects are quite different; 
in Man-nan there is no attempt at  representing the stories of the JZta- 
kas. Through these Jgtakas an  echo, as it were, of life could enliven 
the paintings and make us have a glimpse of royal palaces, dances 
and wars, but here in Man nan the atmosphere is exclusively mystical. 
Those who built the chapels were specially interested in haantrayzna 
esoterism, we are therefore confronted with symbols of mystic expe- 
riences rather than with aspects of reality. Either we find independent 
figures of deities protected and encircled by the halo, or complete 
groups of gods which are meant to represent ma?(taZas, viz. graphic 
expressions of certain truths to be properly understood and experienced. 

These man(taZas are on the large walls on either side: on the right 
there is a big mandala of the five Tathggatas (fig. 2). I t  is not difficult 
to identify the cycle which it represents: its central figure is that of 
Vairocana (Tin.: rNam-par-snan-mdasd) which can easily be recognised 
from his m u d ~ d :  so we are confronted with one of the many Vairocana- 
mandalas so popular in the school of Rin-den-bzan-po and AtiBa. The 
order of the other four Buddhas is the usual one: below Aksobhya 
blue, in bhZnzzsparia (fig. 3) to the right Ratnasambhava, above Ami- 
tgbha, to the left Amoghasiddhi. There are besides sixteen minor 
figures of Bodhisattva, filling the space within the four arms of the 
cross formed by the scheme of the mandaZa. The photos which we took 
did not come out very well, therefore I am not in a condition to identify 
with absolute certainty the Tantric cycle by which this mandaZa was 
inspired. Certainly it is not that of Sarvavid-Vairocana (in Tibetan 
Kun-rig) with which I have already dealt in my work on Tabo l .  The 
number of sixteen minor deities included in the inner partitions of the 
mandala makes me surmise that this ma!zdaZa belongs to the Paramd- 
ditantra, well known to Rin-c'en-bzan-po and to his immediate disciples. 

I See for instance I d o - T i b c f i c a  111. I ,  p. 89; 2 ,  p. 74; Snnf i  c Rrigaufi. fig. at 
p. 144, retro. 

a Indo-Tibciirn, 111 part 1. 
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Some of the minor figures are particularly interesting; 1 refer for 
instance to fig. 4 which shows Lokanstha in lalitdsana; he is in the 
posture of the gift while keeping with the other hand a lotus flower. 
This form of Lokanztha was very popular in India and in Tibet and 
it is very often reproduced upon the ts'a-ts'a as I have shown elsewhere 
There is the only difference that in those ts'a-ts'a the posture of Loka- 
natha is that of lalitdksepa I .  Another image (fig. 5) represents a Bodhi- 
sattva who in his left hand keeps a lotus and with the fingers on his 
right hand opens its flower. This is the mua'rd of Vajradharma, one 
of the Bodhisattvas of the Kun rig cycle. This deity is also reproduced 
upon some ts'a-ts'a which I discovered in Western Tibet: one of which 
has already been published by me  2:  but the specimen was not clear 
and I failed to identify the deity represented: I mistook him for Vajra- 
dhara, misled also by a wrong reading of the mantra ov-vajra-dha- 
ra-mn-hi-;a, which should be read ov-vajra-dha-ra-ma (for Vajra- 
dharma) &c. On  this deity I collected larger information in the firstpart 
of Vol. I11 of Indo-Tibetica when dealing with the cycle of Vairocana3. 

This group is practically the only series of images which we are 
able to identify. The  others are gods or goddesses, sometimes monks 
and sddhus (figs. 6-7) whose identification is extremely difficult because 
symbols or mudris  are not always sufficient to specify the kind of deity 
with which we are confronted. Moreover nowhere there is in the 
temple any trace of inscription. 

From the artistic point of view I cannot fail to emphasize the great 
significance of some frescoes representing images of goddesses (figs. 
8-9) which are perhaps the best specimens of the Man nan paintings. 
Of course the artists followed their Kashmiri traditions: the new atmo- 
sphere in which they happened to work does not influence them in any 
way. The  hairdress, ornaments, earrings are quite Indian and have 
their counterpart in the extant Indian paintings. 

The  comparison of figs. 8-9 with fig. 10 shows that the ~a in t ings  
are not all by the same hand: there is in fact hardly any doubt that 
fig. 10 is in design and grace far below the other frescoes reproduced 
in figs. 8-9. Even in the chapel of Mali nari there was therefore more 
than one Kashmiri artist and they were of differcnt capacities. Not 

I Ibid. I, p. 85. 
a Ibid. I ,  p. 90 (nn. 98, 99). 
3 So also the Far  Eastern iconography. See MiRkyddaijilen I ,  p. 724.  Supple- 

ment to the Taishd edition of the Buddhist canon (art section), Vol. I ,  Vajradl~ztu- 
maijdala, p.  9 n. 14. 
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less important and beautiful are the figures of flying goddesses on the 
corners on either side of the central wall (fig. I I). One may be reminded 
for instance of AjantZ cave nr. ii (ii, Tav. X) where there are couples 
of flying deities which lack the softness and grace of our frescoes. 

As to a group of terrific deities one can easily realize how full of 
motions they are. The iconographic rules are of course strictly followed, 
but the artists did not fail to render with a certain success the violence 
of their terrific dance: the chiaroscuro gives an undoubted relievo to 
their bodies and the rapidity of their movements is shown by garments 
waving in the wind. As to the identification of these deities I think 
that we are confronted with special forms of Vajrgpani which I am 
not yet in a condition to identify better (fig. 12).  

The other chapel (fig. 13)  is completely abandoned: Along the 
central wall there were five images of gods which have been taken 
away. Still one can see the trace of halo perfectly round as it is in 
Tabo and in all the oldest chapels of Western Tibet. The  walls are 
covered with frescoes which are not only badly preserved but seem 
to be of far inferior quality than those of the first temple (fig. 14) .  

Anyhow the few photos which we have published here are quite 
enough to show the great importance of these fourteen temples which 
I had the venture to discover in the deserts of Western Tibet. Not 
very far from Toling there is therefore another place in which some 
of the most important documents of Indian pictorial art are preserved. 

These paintings have no counterpart in Tibet and show the models 
from which the school of Guge derived its inspiration. In fact, as I 
briefly stated in my book on Tsaparang and am going to show in grea- 
ter detail in a forthcoming volume, the painting of Guge is quite isolated 
in the history of Tibetan art, has its own peculiarity and is strictly 
dependent upon the North Western Indian traditions. I must add that 
these frescoes are older than those of Alchi I1 period. whose date is 
determined by an inscription written under them as the 14th century. 

The temples as I stated before, are completely empty: neither 
images nor objects of worship can be found in them. Perhaps they 
were plundered during the Dogra wars and it is indeed a great luck 
that they escaped complete destruction. The only object which I could 
find and puchase in Man-nan is a very fine ivory image (fig. 15). It 
is in a slight tribhanga pose. Unfortunately it is damaged: both hands 
are missing and therefore even the symbols which they held. The 
diadem which must probably covered the head of the image as one 
can perceive from the fittings still visible, is also missing. 

Traces of colours on the body, the hair and the eyes are quite evi- 
dent. There is hardly any doubt that we are confronted with an image 
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of AvalokiteSvara, though the fact that the symbols are missing pre- 
vents us from a better determination. Probably it is Padmapgni Lake- 
Svara. In  this case the right hand should be in the abhaynmud~i und 
the left hold the stalk of a lotus. Anyhow it is certain that the work- 
manship is Indian: as one can judge not only from the agility of the 
figure, but also from the arrangement of the dhoti. 

The  dho;i does not cover completely the legs but rather goes round 
them being longer on the right than on the left: the ondulation of the 
border is clearly marked as very often it is done in the PZla images. 
I refer for instance to those discovered in Kurkihar I .  

These are of course very small details hut in general it can be 
stated that they are quite peculiar of a certain style and of a certain 
school and therefore can be very useful for the datation of works of 
art or for establishing the source by which they were inspired. 

The  Indian image found in Man-nan is not isolated: in fact explor- 
ing the very rich collections of statues heaped in some temples of Western 
Tibet as for instance in Davazong (Zla-ba-rdzon) or in Piang Dunkarz 
I discovered many dozens of images undoubtedly brought into Tibet 
by Tibetan pilgrims, or even by Indian refugees seeking shelter in 
the kingdom of Guge when the Buddhist monasteries had become 
unsafe in India on account of the Muhammadan invasions. 

As to ivory images, I must add that they are not very common 
in Western Tibetan temples: so far, I saw only two of them, viz. this 
one which we found in Man-nali and another one better preserved 
in the small chapel of Rildigangs. The  Tibetans must have particularly 
prized these ivory images on account of the material so uncommon 
in their country: and in fact, in the biography of Rin-c'en-bzan-po, 
as I noted elsewhere 4, it is recorded as a fact worth of being handed 
over to posterity that that apostle hrought back to his native place 
an ivory image of the compassionate one: viz. of Avalol<iteSvara. His 

example might well have been followed by one of his pupils and the 
precious image brought from the sacred land into the " country of 
snow " was deposited in one of thc new temples that the kings ofGuge 
erected as a tolten of their devotion to Buddhism. 

I Sarasi Kumar Saraswnti and Khitish Chandra Sarkar, KqdrRihnr, Gayn a?zd 

Bodhgaya, Rajshahi 1936, fig. 6. 
a TUCCI, Sant i  e Brigunti, pp. 148-152 and 168--175. 
3 TUCCI-GHERSI, Serrets of fibet, p. 187. 
4 (do-Tibet ica  11,  p. 69. 
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NEL TIBET CENTRALE 

RELAZIONE PRELIMINARE DELLA SPEDIZIONE 1939 

La nuova spedizione nel Tibet da  me compiuta nel 1939 ha avuto 
per scopo 10 studio dei monumenti del Tibet centrale. Volevo ciok 
vedere se in queste parti esistessero templi e cappelle costruite nei primi 
tempi della propagazione della fede buddhistica e se essi contenessero 
monumenti artistici, specialmente pittorici, che completassero le mie 
ricerche precedenti e mi mettessero in condizione di stabilire gli sviluppi 
della pih antica arte tibetana e i suoi rapporti con quelle di altri paesi. 

I1 primo luogo che occorreva visitare era Sakya (Sa skya) perchit 
questa fu l'antica capitale del Tibet a1 tempo della dinastia mongola, 
la quale, sotto Qubilai (1215-1294) detto appunto agli abati di Sakya 
l'investitura sul Tibet. 

Sakya fu nel XIII-xv sec010 il centro politico e quindi culturale 
ed artistic0 del Tibet ed il luogo di confluenza di diversissimi indirizzi 
di cultura, da quella cinese a quella indiana. Sakya nonostante la sua 
inlportanza t pressochi: sconosciuta. S. Ch. Das, che vi passb nel 1879 
ne ha lasciato cenni insignificanti (jour?zey to Lhasa a?& Central Tibet); 
meno ancora ne dice Bernard che vi sostb per qualche giorno nel 1937 
(Penthouse of the Gods). 

La via pih breve per giungere a Sakya parte da Gangtok nel Sik- 
kim, segue la valle del Lachen e scavalca 1'Himalaya passando per il 
Kangra La (Kongra La). E una carovaniera molto meno battuta di 
quella Gangtok, Natu-la, Chumbi, Gyantse, che k adesso con quella 
Kalimpong, Jelap La,  Chumbi, Gyantse la pih frequentata e la pih 
ricca di traffico. Che la strada del Kangra La sia meno percorsa si 
spiega con il fatto che non passa per nessun centro commerciale cosi 
importante come Phari o Gyantse, che sono divenuti gli empori del 
Tibet e la sede degli scambi regolari fra India e Tibet. 

I1 luogo pih importante che la strada di Sakya incontra nel Tibet 
i: Kampadsong, sede d'una prefettura. Kampadsong k con Lhatse una 
delle prefetture che dipendono direttamente da Tashilhumpo e quindi 
dal punto di vista amministrativo non hanno nessun rapport0 con 
Lhasa. I<ampadsong 6 a circa 4500 metri. I campi d'orzo sono molto 
scarsi: il luogo i: freddissimo e dominato dai venti glaciali che scendono 
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dalla catena dell'Himalaya sovrastantc. La strada passa quindi per 
Doptra (m. 4450) quasi sulle rive del lago Tsomotretung e in gran parte 
feudo del re di Tering, zio dell'attuale maharaja del Sikkim. Valicato 
il Keyi La si scende quindi nella valle di Chiblung fertile ed abbastanza 
irrigua (m. 4250 circa). Sono molti villaggi l'uno vicino all'altro circon- 
dati da  campi d'orzo ben coltivati. L'orzo i: il prodotto principale di 
queste contrade, mandato, in molta parte, con carovane, ai bazar di 
Phari e Gyantse. U n  altro prodotto di queste valli 6 la carta fatta con 
radici di una pianta che vi cresce con molta frequenza. 

Si arriva cosi a Sakya, che adesso principalmente consiste di grandi 
monasteri e di un piccolo villaggio. Sakya vuol dire cc terra pallida ,) 
e deve il suo nome a1 color delle rocce della montagna sovrastanti il 
luogo. C'& un piccolo mercato: la popolazione i: specialmente rappre- 
sentata dai monaci che formano una setta speciale chiamati S a - ~ k y a - ~ a  
dal nome del luogo. Sakya un principato con a cap0 un gran lama che 
6 suprema autoriti  religiosa e politica. Tuttavia qucst'autoriti i: in 
certo senso limitata dal vigile control10 di Lhasa, sicchk gli abati Sakya, 
autonomi nell'amministrazione interna del loro stato, non possono aver 
nessun rapport0 con gli stranieri. L'autoritA si trasmette di padre in 
figlio perch6 questi abati debbono ammogliarsi. 1 monasteri, che con- 
tengono pregevolissime raccolte d'arte e ricche biblioteche tutte da me 
diligentemente studiate, sono stati in molta parte manomessi durante 
le guerre che scoppiarono fra Sakya e le sette rivali e ne provocarono 
alla fine il decadimento. 

La carovaniera pih breve per Tashilhumpo parte dal grande con- 
vento e prosegue per il passo Ata. Noi invece ci dirigemmo verso occi- 
dente. Da Sakya seguendo a valle il corso del Khrumchu, - cosi si 
chiama il piccolo fiuinc che l'attraversa, - passando per Chutscn, ove 
si trovano sorgenti d'acqua calda su l f~~ rea  assai frequentate da malati 
e pellegrini, si arriva a Gyan. Gyan it un piccolo monastero, con un 
grande stupa I il quale fu costruito forse ncl XIII sec010 e contiene tracce 
di pregevolissimi affreschi. Vicino a questi monumcnti sorge un grosso 
monastero appartencnte alla setta gialla. Gyan si trova in una piccola 
gola innanzi alla quale s'apre un'immensa valle che s'cspandc fertilc 
e ben coltivata a orzo fino a Lhatse, o Lhatsc dsong, sulle rive del 
Brahmaputra. 

Lhatse i: prefettura, come ho detto, dipendentc da Tashilhumpo. 
C'i: un grande monastero dclla sctta gialla, c un forte costruito su urla 

I Cosi si chiamano in India monumenti che contengono reliquie cii santi o cose sacre. 
In  Tibetailo chovten (mc 'od  rten). Su di essi vedi il prinlo volume tlei miei Indo-Tibe l i~a .  
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roccia che strapiomba sul fiume; la sua costruzione risale a tempi molto 
antichi, ma t stato restaurato e completamentc rifatto. A Lhatse c'& 

un modesto bazar, ma la gente va per traffici ed acquisti a Shigatse. 
Da Lhatse ho proseguito per Tashilhumpo passando per Phuntsoling. 
Questo luogo sorge su uno sprone montano che domina il Brahma- 
putra. La strada correndo lungo il fiume - salvo qualche stretta, ove 
sale sulla parete rocciosa o strapiomba sull'acqua - solca le rive sab- 
biose. Ma i Tibetani, quando 6 possibile, preferiscono arrivare a Tashi- 
lhumpo in barca: hanno certe barche fatte con pelle di yak tenute insie- 
me da un'intelaiatura di vimini. Le lasciano trasportare dalla corrente 
fortissima guidate dai barcaioli con lunghi pali maneggiati a poppa. 
Sembrano molto pericolose, ma le disgrazie sono abbastanza rare e 
dovute soprattutto alle rapide nella confluenza con altri fiumi. Ogni 
barca porta sei o sette persone e un gran numero di bagagli. I Tibetani 
impiegano circa tre giorni da Lhatse a Tashilumpo; partono alla mat- 
tina per tempo e alla sera s'accampano sulla riva del fiume. 11 tempo 
impiegato da Lhatse a Tashilhumpo t normalmente di tre giorni, la 
meti di quello impiegato dalle carovane. 

Phuntsoling 6 un gran monastero, adesso appartenente alla setta 
gialla, nla fondato da una setta speciale, diventata oggi molto scarsa 
nel Tibet, che si chiamava Jonang. Questo nome di Jonang deriva dal 
paese di Jonang in una gola a poche miglia a sud di Phuntsoling. 
L'antico convent0 6 in gran parte distrutto; se ne veggono solo le rovi- 
ne. Resta un grande stupa con pitture molto antiche e molto notevoli 
e alcune cappelle pih recenti o per 10 meno restaurate in tempi recenti. 
Poco dopo Phuntsoling si lascia il Brahmaputra, che i Tibetani chia- 
man0 col nome Tsang po e ci si interna in valli anguste traverso le 
quali passa la carovaniera solita per Tashilhumpo. I luoghi degni di 
interesse son0 Bodong, molto rovinato durante la guerra fra il Tibet 
ed il Nepal; Tru, con le rovine di un grande stupa e nascosto in una 
gola sulla sinistra della strada, Kangchen gran monastero della setta 
gialla. Valicato il facile passo di Tra si scende sulla valle ampia e de- 
serta del Narthang-chu. Lasciando sulla destra il monastero di Chumig 
si arriva a Narthang ove si trova la pih grande stamperia del Tibet 
centrale. Vi si stampa il bsTan-'gyur in 225 volumi e il bKa'-'gyur in 
IOO volumi, le pih grandi raccolte di scritture buddhistiche, che conten- 
gono la traduzione delle opere p i t  importanti del Buddhism0 volte dal- 
l'originale sanscrito in tibetano. Nelle gigantesche aule del monastero, 
uno dei pih antichi della contrada, sono conservate in apposite scaffa- 
lature le tavole di legno sulle quali sono incise le migliaia di pagine 
delle scritture sacre. Queste tavolette fanno da matrice. I libri non sono 
pronti alla prima richiesta: si ordinano ed 6 consigliabile portare con 
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sk della carta buona che si pub trovare con discreta faciliti nel I>azar 
di ShigatsC. Un gran numero di lama specializzati k addetto alla stan1- 
peria, alle dipendenze di un jarpiin (par-dpon) col quale bisogna 
contrattare i prezzi e a1 quale fare l'ordinazione. 

Da Narthang con una breve marcia si arriva a Tashilhumpo-ShigatsC. 
Le due citti  sono vicinissime, a circa mezzo miglio di distanza l'una 
dall'altra. Tashilhumpo k la citt6 sacra, il convent0 vero e proprio Nel 
suo recinto contiene un tempio grande costruito d a  d G e - ' d ~ n - ~ r ~ b  
che ne fu il fondatore, le tombe dei cinque Panchen Lama che vi si 
sono succeduti fin0 all'ultimo morto due anni fa, le universiti e le scuole 
teologiche, ed infine le abitazioni dei monaci. Questi rappresentano 
una popolazione fluttuante che normalmente si aggira sui cinque o 
sei mila monaci tibetani, cinesi e mongoli. 

La stamperia non i: importante come quella di Narthang; contiene 
tuttavia le matrici delle opere di tutti i Panchen Lama che sono in tutto 
trentacinque volumi. ShigatsC k dopo Lhasa la citt6 pih grande del 
Tibet: grosso mercato e centro dei traffici col Nepal che si svolgono 
traverso strade le quali passando per Sakya arrivano alllHimalaya 
valicato sui passi di Kuti e Kirong. ShigatsC i: insieme punto di con- 
fluenza delle carovaniere che scendoilo da Shang e in genere dalla pia- 
nura a nord del Brahmaputra. Vi k un rappresentante del Governo 
nepalese che ha presso a poco ufficio consolare, ed i: incaricato di 
difendere gli interessi dei commercianti nepalesi i quali hanno qui molti 
affari e molti negozi. Nel mercato si incontrano anche numerosi musul- 
mani: essi sono di origine kashmira, ma si sono da molte generazioni sta- 
biliti nel Tibet, si che sono diventati del tutto Tibetani, conservando 
tuttavia la loro religione e una certa conoscenza della lingua indu- 
stani. Nel mercato di ShigatsC si trovano oltre che cose da mangiare, 
stoffe cinesi, oggetti di alluminio e di maiolica, quasi tutti di prove- 
nienza giapponese, cappelli di feltro e panno importati traverso l'rndia 
dall11talia, terraglie e ornameni muliebri, nella maggior parte dovuti 
agli orafi nepalesi. Cib non avviene ~erchC i Tibetani non siano abili 
per lavorare l'oro e llargento, anzi le loro opere superano forse per 
diligenza di lavoro quelle nepalesi: a Tsethang, a nord del Brahmaputra 
e a circa tre giorni di marcia da Shigatsd, prospera ancora una esperta 
corporazione di orafi che segue fedelmente tradizioni antiche. Ma i loro 
lavori sono generalmente piG cari di quelli nepalesi, e quasi sempre 
fatti su ordinazione, mai per essere venduti sul mercato. 

Da ShigatsC si pub piegare a sud e raggiungendo la valle del 

Nyang-chu arrivare in quattro giorni a Gyantse. To iilvece sono 1-itor- 
nato a Narthang e di 16 mi sono internato nella catena che fiancheggia 
la valle del Narthang-chu. 
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Salito a1 monastero di Ngor che contiene una preziosa raccolta 
di manoscritti sanscriti, e quindi valicati due passi non molto alti, 
ma quasi privi di sentiero, sono sceso a Shalu, uno dei pih celebri ed 
antichi monasteri del Tibet nel quale si conservano pregevolissinli 
affreschi di influsso cinese del X111 secolo e altri sicuramente eseguiti 
nello stesso secolo da artisti mongoli. Shalu appartiene ad una setta 
particolare che dal nome del posto si chiama appunto Shalupa (2va- 
lu-pa). Qui abbiamo raggiunto la maggior carovaniera che unisce 
Shigatsd a Gyantse. Traverso Patsab, di fronte a Gadong, sulla riva 
destra del fiume, e Chogro, che adesso & ridotto ad una sola casa, siamo 
arrivati a Nesar. Secondo la tradizione questo sarehlx uno dei pih 
vetusti templi del Tibet. Le poche pitture conservate danno pienamentc 
ragione alla tradizione. Attraversato quindi con barche il fiume in 
piena ci siamo portati sulla riva destra del fiume, salendo fin0 a1 con- 
vento di Piokhang per studiare i manoscritti e le pitture. Quindi a 
settembre eravano a Gyantse ove raggiungemmo la carovaniera Lhasa 

Sikkim, accolti festosamente dagli amici tibetani incontrativi nel I 93 7. 
Lasciato Gyantse dopo pochi giorni di sosta entravanlo in India alla 
fine di ottobre. 

I1 viaggio (finanziato da Prassitele Piccinini che, da parecchi anni 
sovvenzionando altre spedizioni promosse dalllAccademia d'I talia, si t reso 
altamente benemerito degli studi centro-asiatici) t durato dunque sette 
mesi. Le mie ricerche di quest'anno, come le precedenti, hanno avuto 
scopi specialmente archeologici e storici. La documentazione fotogra- 
fica e la raccolta del materiale scientific0 t tale da permettere uno studio 
completo e definitivo sulla storia politica artistica e religiosa non solo 
delle contrade attraversate, ma in generale di gran parte del Tibet. 
Allo stesso studio della civilti indiana, che k stata l'ispiratrice continua 
del Tibet, grande contributo porteranno le centinaia di manoscritti in 
sanscrito scoperti nelle biblioteche dei conventi esplorati. I rilievi fatti 
sul luogo dei costumi, delle strade, degli itinerari, dei mercati e la corre- 
zione delle carte geografiche, del resto molto imperfette, g i i  pubbli- 
cate dalla Survey dell1India, arricchiranno la nostra conoscenza geo- 
grafica del Tibet centrale. 

La carovana t stata come a1 solito relativamente esigua. Carovane 
ilumerose non hanno faciliti di movimento e date le scarse risorse del 
paese, non sono consigliabili. Noi abbiamo adoprato in media trenta 
yak o cavalli, eppure in molti villaggi abbiamo a w t o  gravi difficolti 
anche per cosi limitato numero di bestie da soma. 11 personale di ser- 
vizio era composto, oltre che dai carol-anieri, da un lama, indispensabile 
per le ricerche cui io mi sono dedicato e per facilitare i contatti con i 
monasteri, un capo carovaniere di Yatung che conosce benc il Tibet 
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e parlava t ik tano ,  hindi, nepalese e inglese, un cuoco e tre uomini 
di fatica. Mi ha assistito il capitano degli alpini Boffa, il quale i: state 
messo a disposizione della spedizione dal Minister0 della Guerra per 
la documentazione fotografica del viaggio e ha disimpegnato il suo 
cornpito con grande zelo e perizia, accrescendo cos1 i contributi che 
gli alpini hanno portato nell'esplorazione scientifica di nuove terre. 



TRAVELS O F  TIBETAN PILGRIMS IN THE SWAT VALLEY 

PART I 

It is now accepted by all scholars that Uddiyfina must be located 
in the Swat Valley: in fact I think that the view of m y  friend Benoytosh 
Bhattacharya 2, who still identifies Uddiyzna with the western part of 
Assam, has but few supporters. I t  must be admitted that our know- 
ledge of the country in Buddhist times is not scarce; our best informants 
are in fact the Chinese pilgrinls, and the description which they have 
left of the place is detailed 3. 

It was left to Sir Aurel Stein to identify, in the course of his adventu- 
rous travels in the Swat Valley, the various places referred to by the 
Chinese pilgrims and to describe in a fascinating book 4 the remains 
which have escaped destruction. The systematical exploration of this 
region is likely to contribute greatly to our knowledge of Buddhism 
and Oriental history. In fact, modern researches point to the great 
importance of the Swat Valley: not only it was very near to the com- 
mercial routes linking India with Central Asia, but it was considered 5 as 
the birthplace of many rites and practices later on absorbed into Mahii- 
ygna. There are many Tantras which were commonly acknowledged 
as having been first revealed in Uddiyzna. One of the most esoteric 

I S. LEVI, Le catalogzre des Y a k a s  dans ta nIa/tunzdyziri, in j. As.,  1 9 I 5, p. 19 ff. 
Bz~ddhist Iro~zoSTaphy, p. xxxii and A n  Introducfion to B u d A i s t  Esoierism, 

p. 45. But cf. BAGCHI in (HQ, 1'1 (1930), pp. 58e581. 
3 Fa-hsien, Records, Legge's trans., p. 28; Hsiian-tsang, (Hiouen-Thsang), 

AIeurozres ( j u l i ~ n ) ,  I ,  I 3 I ff., CHA\?ANNES, Docuvzents sur les Tou-Kiue ocridentaux 
p. I 28; CHAVANNES, Voyage de Song 17un dans l' C'dj,cilra et Ie Ga?zdhdra (5 I 8-522 A. 
C), in B E F E O ,  111 (1903), p.  379. 

4 ON Alexa~zder's trark to the I~rdxs ,  London, 1929. 
5 Tucc~, Some glosses t/$on the Guhyasnrnrija in MCB,  111, p. 351,  and Indo- 

Tihrtira 111, 11, p. 79. 



methods of TZntric realisations relating chiefly to the cycle of the &kjni 
was even known as the Uddiyanakrama; the connection of the country 
with magic is alluded to in some Tantric manuals which even to-day 
enjoy great popularity. 

It is therefore desirable to have some better and more detailed 
information about a country to which our researches point as one of 
the most active centres of radiation of Hindu esoterism. 

During my travels in western Tibet I was fortunate enough to 

find two texts which are a kind of itinerary of the Swat Valley. We 
easily understand why this place became so famous as a kind of magic- 
land for many Tibetan pilgrims when we remember that it was consi- 
dered to have been the birth-place of Padmasambhava. There are, 
in fact, besides India proper, other countries which greatly influenced 
the mystic literature of Tibet; when the intercourse with them became 
rare or came to an end for political reasons, those countries were trans- 
formed into a fairyland of which the geographical and historical reality 
faded and decayed; one of them is ~ a m b h a l a  and the other 0 rgyan, viz. 
UddiyZna. 

The various mystic revelations connected with the two countries 
were severally accepted by two different schools; 0 rgyan, the country 
of Padmasambhava and the place of the fairies (ddini) ,  became the 
holy land for the r n i n  ma pa, and later on for the bKal rgyud pa (spe- 
cially for the sub-sects 'Brug pa and Kar ma pa); ~ a m b h a l a  was, on 
the other hand, changed into a paradise for the ascetics initiated into 
the mysteries of Kalacakra, still counting many adepts chiefly among 
the dGe lugs pa, viz. the Yellow sect. I think that ~ a m b h a l a  became 
popular in Tibet after 0 rgyan; that is the reason why we cannot find 
about it as much precise information as we can gather as regards 0 rgyan; 
nor do I know of any historical itinerary of that country. This seems 
to point to the fact that the mystic significance of ~ a m b h a l a  developed 
at  a later time, when any real and direct connection with the country 
had come to an end and the Tibetans had only to rely upon the infor- 
mation to be gathered from the Vimalaprabha or from the earlier com- 
mentators of the Kalacakra Tantra 1. Even the information about the 

I No great weight can b e  attached to a fragment published by  B. LAUFER, Zzcr 
Buda'histischen Literatur der Uiguren, in T'oung Pao, V111 (1907). p. 401, which seems 
to have been influenced b y  the mythological etllnograplly of Central Asian countries 
as  preserved in the Chinese co~npilations such as the S i ~ a n  hai chizg. According to the 
Vimalaprabh~ 5arnbhala would have been on the shore of the Sit3 river, its chief place 
being Kalapa. 
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country of Sambhala which we gather from the commentary of mK1as 
'grub rje contains nothing but mythology. 

The only itinerary which has come down to us, viz., thc $am bha 
la'i lam yig l  by the famous third Pan c'en bLa ma bLo bzan dpal ldan 
ye Ses ( I  738-1 780), as 1 have shown elsewhere, gives the impression of 
being nothing more than a literary compilation largely based upon 
mythic and fantastic traditions. From all these facts we can draw the 
conclusion that the Yellow sect composed its guides to Sambhala, viz. 
to the KZlacakra-paradise, which had, in the meantime, become a su- 
preme ideal for most of its followers, in order to possess the counterpart 
of the holy 0 rgyan of the rival schools. The country itself was no longer 
a geographical reality to be exactly located in some part of the world; 
it was somewhere in the north, but as to where, that was practically 
a mere hypothesis. 

On the other hand we know of many itineraries to 0 rgyan. One 
is that of Buddhagupta'; it is rather late, but it shows that even as 
late as the X V I ~ ~  century that part of Asia was still considered as a kind 
of holy place worth visiting by the few Buddhist adepts still surviving 
in India, in spite of the dangers which they were likely to meet on 
account of the risk of the journey itself and of the unfriendliness of the 
Muslims. According to Buddhagupta the country in his time was 
known under the name of Ghazni; that is, it belonged to the district 
of Ghazni. 

But he usually mentions the country under its traditional name, 
showing that Tibetan 0 rgyan is derived from UddiyZna, " on account l ' ,  

he says, " of the similarity of sound between d and r ". It must he 
mentioned in this connection that in Tibetan we are confronted with 
two forms of this name, some sources giving 0 rgyan and some othcrs 
U rgyan. There is no doubt that both go back to a Sanskrit original: 
it is in fact known that in the Indian texts this country is called both 
Uddiyiina and OdiyZna 3 .  The first seems, anyhow, to be the right one. 

But there are two older itineraries to the same country and much 
more detailed: the similarity between some passages of these texts 
containing the description of the place and the narrative of Buddhagupta 
leaves me little doubt that Tiirangtha had one of them under his eycs 
when he wrote the account of the travels of his master. 

Edited and translated by GRUNWEDEL, Der 1Yeg nmh .$zmbhala, Sa?n bha lu'i 
lam yig, in Ablza?zd. der KiilzigC. Bayerisrhen A R .  der WissPnschgfte71, Miinchen, I g I j . 

a Upon his travels see TUCCI, The sea and Card trmels of a Buddhist sddhu irz 
the sixteenth century, in /HQ, V11 ( I  93 I ) ,  p. 683. 

3 Now there is the village of Ude-gram, the same as Ora of the Creek authors. 
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The two itineraries here studied are rc:spectively that of 0 rgyan 
pa and that of sTag ts'an ras pa. 0-rgyan pa means in fact " the man 
of 0 rgyan " which implies that his travels were so famous that he was 
given the name of the miraculous country which he had becn able to 

visit and whence he returned safe back to his fatherland. He was the 
most prominent disciple of a sidu'ha or gyub t'ob who still enjoys a great 
renown all over Tibet, I mean rGod ts'an pa, horn r 2 13. 0 rgyan pa 
(I  230-1 293) is mentioned in the C'os ' b y u ~  of Padma dkar po (I>orn I 527)) 

one of the most famous polygraphs of Tibet and the greatest autho- 
rity among the 'Brug pa who call him Aag dhari, the master of the 
speech I .  

The inclusion of the biography of 0 rgyan pa in his chronicle depends 
on the fact that 0 rgyan pa belongs to the same sn7npmdiya, viz., to 
the same mystic school as Padma dkar po, both being adepts of the 
'Brug pa subsect, which has now its stronghold in Bhutan but is largely 
spread all over Tibet. 

U rgyan pa2 was born in Go lun in the territory of Zur ts'o. His 
clan was that of rGyus. At the age of seven he became a catechumen 
under rGod ts an pa. Then up to the age of sixteen he learned many 
tantras of the yoga class along with their liturgy, such as the Kila, 
Hevajra and Vajrapani Tantras. He became famous as a scholar and 
at the age of twenty he was ordained (with Rin c'en rtse of Bo don 
acting as mK'an po, bSam glin pa of Tan as slob dpon, Acarya God  
nams 'od pa as gsan ston) and was given the name of Rin c'en sen ge 
dpal. 

' He made the vow of studying a single system for twelve years 
and of avoiding meat; he then perfected himself in the study of the 
Kiilacakra at the school of Rin rtse of Bo don and of mDo sde dpal of 
Go lun ... '. 

Then the biography narrates how he happened to meet rGod ts'an 
pa, who was able to give him the supreme inspiration of the Kalacakra. 
' But he discovered also that he had no Rarnzir connection with  am- 
bhala, but rather with 0 rgyan, therefore 0 rgyan pa resolved to start; 
first of all he remained for nine months in the northern desert and then 
he went to Ti se, the country of Mar yul, Ga ia ,  Dsa lan dha ra. Then 
knowing that three of his five companions were not fit for the joul-- 

I The full t ~ t l e  being c'0.r 'hyun 6rtnu j n ' i  jn&tzn r u n s  j,z'i 17i)r hj~rd.  The 

biography of 0 rgyan pa is at  p. I 8 I .  

Pad lrla dkar po uses thc form U rgyall 1,;~ i115tc;ul of thc. Inorc conlmon 
0 rgyan pa. 
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ney he dismissed them and leading with him dPal ye k s  he went to 
0 gyan . .  . 

' He thcn to returned to Tibet in order to accompany dPal ye ks 
and on the way back through Kashmir he was chosen by a householder 
as the family guru. 

" By his great merits he made his catechumen the king of mNa 
ris with his people. Then he went to BodhgayH in lndia where the king 
Rsmapsla was his benefactor and gave him the title of supreme master 
of the mystic assembly ... 

' Then he went to China. On the way he met Karma Pakqi (t 1283)~ 
who entrusted to him the charge of helping him in transmitting the 
doctrine; in China he was invited by the king Go p2 la, but after one 
year he returned; in fact he did not receive even a needle. He passed 
away at the age of seventy. 

This short rCsumC of the biography written by Padma dkar po 
gives therefore the following points of chronological fixity; he was the 
disciple of rGod ts'an pal contemporary with a king of BodhgayH, 
Rsmapsla by name, with a king of China called Go pft la and with the 
famous Tibetan reformer Karma Paksi. The date of this last doctor 
is known; according to the chronological table published by Csoma de 
Koros and extracted from the Vaidcrya dkar po the date of his birth 
is to be fixed at 1204 d. C. AS to the Emperor of China, there is little 
doubt that his name has been modified so that it might assume an In- 
dian form: it is quite clear that it corresponds to Qul~ilai. RgmapPla, 
king of Bodhgays, was perhaps a petty chief of the place. Anyhow 
thcse chronological references are quite sufficient to establish the 
approximate date of our pilgrim. He lived in the ~111th century. The 
fact that he was appointed by Karma Paksi as his assistant while he 
was on the way to China seems to imply that Karma P a k ~ i  (died 
1283) was already old. Otherwise, there would have been no need of 
entrusting the school and the teaching to a probable successor. 

So it seems quite probable that the travel of our pilgrim to 0 rgyan 
took place after 1260. The itinerary of 0 rgyan pa is to be found in a 
biography of this Tibetan sdhu which I discovered in the library of 
the monastery of Hemis when in 1930 I spent the summer there and 
under the guidance of the spruZ sRu sTag ts'an ras pa had the rare oppor- 
tunity of investigating the large collection of block prints and manu- 
scripts that it contains. 

This biography is preserved in a bulky manuscript on papcr which 
is very old but incomplete. The work seems to he very rare. I never 
found mention of it in other nlonasteries lvhich I visited; the biography 
of 0 rgyan pa is not even included in that vast collection which is the 
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d K a r  rgyud rnam t 'ar  s p o n  m e  or at  least in the copy I which I 
possess. 

This biography deserves special attention because it shows some 
peculiarities of its own; it has not been elaborated .with literary preten- 
sions; there are many terms in it which are absolutely colloquial, chiefly 
used in Western Tibet. 

I cannot help thinking that this itinerary has not been revised; it 
looks like a first redaction of the narrative of the travel written by some 
disciples of 0 rgyan pa himself. Not rarely he speaks in the first person. 
This fact augments the interest of the book. Of course there is a great 
deal of legend even in it. But this cannot be avoided; there is hardly 
any doubt that 0 rgyan pa really believed many of the things which he 
told his disciples. We must not forget the special spiritual atmosphere 
in which these yogins live; boundaries between reality and pure imagi- 
nation disappear. Whatever happens in this universe is not due to 
natural events fixed by certain laws, but is the product of multifarious 
forces which react upon one another. The most natural facts appear 
to the grub t'ob as the symbol or the manifestation of inner forces which, 
though unknown to the rest of the world, are no longer a mystery to 
him-or upon which he cannot have his hold through his psychic 
powers. We may laugh when we read that every woman he meets 
appears to him as a &kin;; but we must not forget the psychology of 
this pilgrim who had gone to the fairy land of the dikinfi in order to 
experience there those realizations to which the Tantras contained so 
many allusions. Anyhow these magical and fantastic elements are 
few in comparison with the traditional biographies ( m a m  t 'ar)  of the 
Tibetan saints; even in the short biography of 0 rgyan pa by Padma 
dkar po the historical and geographical data almost disappear under 
the growth of legends and dreams and visions. The greater the dis- 
tance from the saint, the lesser the truth about him. The itinerary as 
it is has not been subject to this process, All this shows that the impor- 
tance of the travels of our Tibetan pilgrim must not be denied. It is 
quite possibly an almost contemporary record of a journey to a country 
which was already considered as a magic land, and was seen through 
the eycs of a man who had no sight for reality. Still, we can follow 
quite well his track, from Tibet to Jalandhara, then to India, to the 
Indus, to the Swat Valley, to the sacred mountain of Ilam, and then 
back to Kashmir through the Hazara district. 

I dKar rgyud rnams kyi r7zam t'ar gyi sgron nze; dkar rgyud is here used for the 
more comnlon bka' rgyud. 
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There are some ethnological and historical data to be collected in 

these pages which are confirmed by Persian or European travellers. 
They also show that at  the time of the traveller Buddhism was 

still surviving in the Swat Valley though Islam had already begun to 
eradicate its last trace. 

In this way 0 rgyan pa renewed, as it were, the old tradition of the 
LotsZvas who had gone to the sacred land of India in order to study 
there Sanskrit and to learn from the doctors of NglandZ or VikramaSilg 
the esoterism of the Tantras; of course, Buddhism had in the meantime 
lost in India its vital force and perhaps not very much work was left 
to the translators. But the contact with the holy land was still consi- 
dered, as it is up to now among the Tibetans, to be purifying to the spirit 
and the cause of new inspirations. In the case of 0 rgyan pa it is quite 
possible that the travels of his master influenced him and led him to 
undertake the long journey to the far away country of Swat. In fact 
we know that rGod ts'an pa went up to Jalandhara, which was another 
p<tha according to the Buddhist tradition: It is one of the twenty-four 
places of Vajrakaya as located by the Tantras within the Himdayas. 
I t  also gave the name to a famous siddha, viz., Jalandhara-pa I .  

The short biography of rGod ts'an pa in the C'os 'byuli of Padma 
dkar po contains nothing more than the scanty information that he 
went to Jalandhara 2 ;  but I throught that perhaps in the original rnnnz 
far ,  if any ever existed, it would have been possible to find a larger 
account of his travels. 

In my journey of 1933 I discovered in Spiti a manuscript contain- 
ing a large biography of this saint 3 and, as I expected, I found that 
it has preserved from page 43 to page 53 the itinerary which he follou-ed 
in his pilgrimage to the holy tirtha. Since it is rather detailed and fairly 
old, in as much it describes a journey which must have taken place 
in the first quarter of the ~111th century, I think it to be worthy of 
notice. I therefore give a translation of all the passages containing some 
useful data of geographical and historical interest; all portions contain- 
ing mere legends or those devoid of any real importance have been 
suppressed. 

I Cf. T 5 r a n 5 t h a ,  ~dc1'sffirznzi?ze, p. 59. 
a Even his biography which is contained as a separate chapter i l l  the dKar 

rgyud r?za?~zs kyi  rnam t'ar gyi sgrorz nze and which bears the title rGyal brgod fs'ari pa'i 
rnam f a r  gnas bsdus pai sgrolz me is far from being exhaustive. 

3 The full title is rGyaC ba rGod ts'ali $a rrzgon $0 rdo rje'i nzam t'ar mf'oll ba do?z 
Cdan nor bu'i p'reli ba. 
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Though short, the text contains some useful information about 
the Himalayan countries and their ethnology. I t  also shows that the 
arca where Buddhism had penetrated was more or less similar to that 
of the present day. 

Spiti was already a centre of Lamaism: in its mountains rGod tsiah 

pa finds many famous ascetics. LZhul was Buddhist, but no outstand- 
ing personality was met by him: no mention is made of Trilokan~th, 
ancl the Mon pa tribes-as he calls them-were rather unfriendly 
ton-ards Buddhism. 

Though he met a Buddhist sddhu on the way back from Chamba, 
thr people there seem to have been specially Hindu and rather orthodox. 
Anyhow it appears that they were not yet accustomed to seeing Tibetan 
pilgrims and were therefore not liberal towards them: things changed 
latcr on and at  the time of sTag ts'an ras pa there was a regular inter- 
course between Jalandhara and Tibet as there is even now. There is 
hardly any doubt that this was chiefly due to the travels of Tibetan 
pilgrims of the rDsogs c'en and specially of bKal brgyud pa  sects who 
uscd to visit the sacred places of Buddhist tradition. After rGod ts'an 
pa thcir numbcr must havc considerably increascd: to-day there is 
a regular intercourse along the routes and the tracks of western Tibet. 

From there they descend to the holy tirthas of the Buddhist tradi- 
tion, to Amritsar where the tank of the Golden Temple is believed to 
be the lakc of Padmasambhava, to Bodh Gaya, to Sarnath. It was 
through these routes that thcre came down to the Indian plains the 
Lama who inspired some of the most fascinating pages in the Kinz of 
Rudyard Kipling. That  was no fiction but a real happening; so I was 
told by Sir Aurel Stein in one of those interesting talks in which he 
poured as it were his unrivalled experience of things Asiatic. 

The inspiration came to Kipling from a holy man, a Tibetan 
s&lhzt, who many years ago came as far 2s  Lahore and enquired from 
thv father of the poet about the holy places to be visited in India. This 
Lama renewed the tradition of his ancient forerunners and was certainly 
unaware that he was to become one of the most interesting figures of 
modern literature. Rudyard was then still a boy, but so great was the 
impression he rcccived on sceing the Himalayan traveller, that it never 
faclcd from his memory. 

" From the country of zan- iun hc wcnt upvards. Along this route 
thvrc is the holy place of Tretapuri I which corresponds to the physical 

I Viz., Tirthapuri of the maps, on the right side of the Sutlcj to the west of the 
Kailasa. See below. 
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sphere in the list of the twenty-four places (of the Vajrakzya) 1. It is 
also the place where three valleys meet '; there from the root of a high 
mountain, the river GangZ flows downwards 3. Along its banks there 
are three divine abodes 4 of Mahe6vara ... He (viz., rGod ts'an pa) 
remained there for a few days and his mind and his good inclinations 
greatly developed; great is the benediction one gets in that place. Then 
proceeding downwards he went to Man nan of Guge 5 in the country 
of z a n  iun6. It was the residence of Ati6a and there is a miraculous 
spring. Then he went downwards to the temple mT'o Idin in Zan i un  
where he saw the residence of Lha btsun Byan club 'od, etc. 7. He went 
without hesitation through the big rivers, but his body enjoyed a very 
good health. Then, having crossed the whole country of Zan i un  he 
went to Spiti, where, above Bi lcogs 8, he met the great Siddlia K'a 
rag pa who was unrivalled in the meditation of the rDsogs c'en system 
Then, going upwards he found in a small monastery a naked monk 
who (continually) counted (while reciting it) the syllable hdm. Procced- 
ing further he met a great siddha called " the man from Brag smug ". 
This master was continually sitting in meditation and did not speak 
a word to anybody . . . 

Then he went to Gar 6a where there is the mountain Gandhala 9.  

I As to the mystic equivalence of these places see below. 
The three valleys are that of the Sutlej, that of RCissar and that of the river 

which flows into the Sutle,j to the south of Tirthapuri. 
3 Gariga means of course the Sutlej. 
4 Lha brten (Lha rten) is, in this case, rather " a divine abode " than temple: 

as  I said elsewhere, every rock near the temple of Tirthapuri is supposed to be the 
abode of some god or THntric deity. TUCCI, Santi  e briga~zti nel Tibet ignoto, p. 120. 

s M a i  nan is to the south-east of Toling; it was the birth-place of the lotssva 
of Man n ~ ,  one of the pupils of Rin c'en bzak po. See TUCCI, R i n  c'en bzali $0 e 
Za rinascita del Buddhimzo nel Tibet Occidentale intorno a l  milk-Indo-Tibetica 11. 
I visited this place during m y  Tibetan expedition of 1935 and as I stated in the Illu- 
strated Londoz News, 28th January 1936, 1 found there three chapels, in one of which 
splendid frescoes by  Indian artists of the x ~ t h  century still exist. See TUCCI, Indian 
Pni~lt ings i n  1Vestenz Tibetan Tenzjles, in Artibus A s i ~ ,  V1 I ,  p. I g I .  

6 Although, as a rule, i a n  iun  is considered to be a synonym of Guge, this 
passage seems to show that ?an iun  had a wider extension and that Guge was merely 
a province of the same. The same fact is pointed out by  the travels of sTag ts'ari ras 
pa and b y  a very accurate biography of the Sa skya chiefs which I found in Shipki. 
B h  71za b y y u d  j a ' i  nza?7z $ur t sar  $a izo nzts'ar snati ba, p. 8 ,  a: ju ml i ,  5a;i tuli, gZo 
bo, do/ $0, ,p <re. 

7 On Llla btsun Byan c'ub 'od, see TrTccl ,  Rin c'en bznn $0, etc., p. 17 ff. 
8 Hi lcogs is perhaps i'ilche in the Lipak valley opposite Nako. 
9 This seems to show that our pilgrim went from Spiti to L'al~ul (Gar Sa, Ga 

sa or Gar i a )  through the Chandra valley, which was foi-rncrly the i~sual route bet- 
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This mountain is one mile high and he saw on its top the selfborn stwa 
called dharfna nzu tr i l .  On its four sides there are miraculous rivers 
and trees. It is a place blessed by all dpa' boz and ddkinfs: it is also eth 
residence of yogilzs and yoginis who have attained to perfection. It is 
a place absolutely superior to all others. . . 

There was a kind of small monastery in a village high up; since 
he did not want to stop there, he went to the Lotsiiva of mGar 3 and 
informed him about his plan of going as far as Dsva lan dha ra (Jalan- 
dhara), but the Lotsiiva replied that he could not reach the place and 
that he would scarcely survive 4 . . . 

Then he despatched an interpreter with some provisions, who told 
everything to the minister of the king of Cam be (Chamba) who was 
called Su tu, and since this one asked him to lead along the two great 
ascetics, he replied that if the king gave the order they would come 
after due deliberation. Three days after, leaving Gar Sa they reached 
the bottom of a high pass full of snow reflecting the sky like a mirror. 
I t  was so high that is seemed to rise to heaven 5. They were considering 
how it would have been possible to find a way there, when they met 

ween the two provinces before the Shigri glacier collapsed. See HUTCHINSON and 
VOGEL, History of the Panjab Hill States, 11, 449. Gandhala is Gandhola (Guru Ghan- 
tal). According to the tradition which was told during my visit to the place during 
my travels of 1931, another mountain was the abode of the famous siddha Ghantg 
pZ whose cave is still shown from afar; this explains the Tibetan name of the place 
Dril bu ri, viz., the mountain of the bell, viz., probably of the Siddha Chant2 p5, upon 
whom see GRUNWEDEL, Die Geschichten der 84 Zauberer, p. 192. This Dril bu ri is 
perhaps that alluded to by TARANATHA, Edelsteinmine, p. 17. On Gandhola and Dril 
bu ri there is a mHhZtmya gnas c'en dril l u  r i  da7i ghan dho la gnas yig don gsal 
ba. I t  is therefore evident that Dril bu ri and Gandhola are two different places. Dril 
bu ri is the Mountain called after the Siddha referred to above and Gaildhola is 
called after the temple of Bodh Gaya. The mdhdtmya of Gandhola was traslatcd 
by J. SCHUBERT, Der tibetische MZh5tmya des Wallfahrtsplatzes Triloknath, in 
Artibus Asiae, IV and V .  

I Perhaps, dharmanzzirti; every stGja contains the essence of dharma and is, 
therefore, the symbol of dharma. 

a This shows the connection of legends here located by the Tibetan tradition 
with the TZntric cycle of Samvara (viz., Heruka) in which the vfra (dja' bo) and 
g'lkinf play such an important role. Upon this cycle vide TUCCI, Indo-Tibetica 111, 
Part 11, p. 42. 

3 The village should be Gondla or Gundla. Is vzGnr for 'Gar? 
4 The statement contained in History of the Panjab Hill Staks by HUTCHINSON 

and VOGEL, p. 478, that Gozzail ( G o d  ts'an) laina of Lahul lived in the eleventh 
century must be corrected; nor was rGod ts'an pa a man from Lahul, though his me- 
mory is still living in that country. 

S Is this the Drati pass (15,391 feet) now also dreaded on account of its stone 
avalanches? Vide VOCEL, Antiquities o j  the Cha?nba State, 1, p. 23.  
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many Mon pa I who carried loads: " so-they thought-if these get 
through, we also can get through ". Then those Mon pa with the help 
of the pick-axe began digging their track and went on; we also followed 
them. At  midday we reached the pass. But the descent was even 
stceper than the ascent, so that we began we began to be frightened, 
thinking how we could go through it. But one of the Mon pa, leading 
the way and being tied by a rope to the waist, dug some holes in the 
rock with his pick-axe so that we also went slowly after him. At dusk 
we reached the bottom of the pass ... Then after about twelve days we 
came to the presence of the king of Cambhe. There all the moun- 
tains of the country of the Mon come to an end. The plain of India 
is even as the palm of the hand. 

The king of the place is called Bi tsi kra ma 2; he commands seven 
thousand officers; each officer is appointed over seven thousand soldiers. 
Inside the wall (of the royal palace) the lots6va beat the damam and all 
men of the palace and all people from the town came to see (the visitors). 
The king himself sat in a verandah and expressed in many ways his 
astonishment 3 . . .  They remained there about five or six days and were 
happy. Then in three days they reached Dsa lan dha ra. When they 
entered the town, a man came out from a crowd, went in front of the 
ascetic 4 and saying " my master, my master " led him by his hand 
(to his house) and offered him good food. This country of Dsa lan dhara 
is but one of the twenty-four (branches as represented by the twenty- 
four) places (of the Vajrakgya) 5. 

I Mon pa are called by  Tibetans the tribes of the borderland towards India and 
in many places the aborigines of the provinces later on conquered by them. DAI- 
NELLI, Spedizione De-Filifli, I, p. 135. LAUFER, Jr'u 'bum bsdus 'a'i siiiri '0, p. 94. 

a Perhaps: vicitra var mH; one Vicitravarman is recorded by the V-fkali 
of ChambH as the son of Vidagdha ( x ~ t h  century), but no king of this name of the 
~ 1 1 1 t h  century is known to me. 

3 Is this the meaning of j a r  'ir smra ba? 
4 Called in the text, as usual: Rin j o  c'e, viz., " the gem ". 
5 According to various Tantric schools and specially that of 5an;vara the soil 

of India is considered to be the vajra-body of Buddha and it is divided into twenty- 
four limbs, each corresponding to a holy place ($@m) of famous renown. The 24 
places are presided over by 24 deities called d'a '  bo regularly included in the mystic 
nza:z4aZa of the 62 deities of the 5a"ivaratantra. I have given the complete list and 
description of these deities in my Indo-Tibetica 111, Part 11, p. 42 ff. where the Tibetan 
literature on this subject has been investigated. Our pilgrim following evidently a 
Tibetan tradition, locates the pithas of the diamond-body in North-Westem India: 
so at the end of his travels to the Swat Valley 0 rgyan pa can boast of having made 
the tour of all the 24 holy places. The Tibetan tradition accepted by rGod ts'af~ pa, 
0 rgyan pa and sTag ts'ah ras pa is certainly more recent than the other alluded to in 
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As to the external twenty-four holy places in the Jambu-dvipa 
they are the twenty-four miraculous appearances of Heruka assumed 
by him in order to convert the twenty-four lcinds of gross people capable 
of being converted. The twenty-four secret places correspond to the 
circles (viz., the symbols) of body, speech and spirit in the mandala. . . 
The twenty-four internal places are in one's own body ... 

In Dsa lan dhara all the dpa' bo (viya) and &Linz assemble as clouds. 
As to this country, it is as even as the palm of the hand and easy; bodhi- 
trees and palm-trees and pines of various kinds grow (in this country) 
and many medical plants, such as the three myrobalans, grow also there. 

T o  the left and to the right there are two big rivers which in their 
course meet; here along the bend of a mountain-spur in the shape of 
a sleeping elephant is the town of NZga ko tre ' with five thousand inha- 
bitants. On the spur of that mountain there is a great temple called 
Dsa va la mu gi in which both believers and un'believers offer their 
worship. Thirty villages are in charge of this temple. The very day 
the pilgrim arrived and went to Dsva la mu khe, in the night there were 
in the temple sixty or seventy girls, all undefiled, beautiful and charm- 
ing like divine girls, dressed with five-coloured dresses and adorned 
with various ornaments such as thc jewelled crown. Some of them 
carried in their hands flowers and other things for the pZj8 such as 
incense, etc. The girls having covered their head with a cotton veil, 
entered the temple. The pilgrim followed them, but a door keeper of 
low class holding the door-bolt did not allow him to go farther; but he, 
without hesitation, pushed the door and went in. The other stood up 
but was unable to hit him, and (the pilgrim) went inside. One of the 
principal ladies said " Sit down here, all these are ddkinix" 3 .  Then 

the rituals of the .faanzvaratantra. According to this passage of rGod ts'ari pa there are: 
(a) A series of 24 place geographically located in the supposed Vajra-k5ya: 

they are supposed to be the mystic abodes of various manifestations of Heruka. 
(b) The  24 places as reproduced in the symbolic spheres of the ma?z&nZa, they 

are secret in so far as their significance is explained b y  the guru to the disciple after 
a proper initiation. 

(c) The  24 places in that ?nan(laZa which is one's own body; they nlust be medi- 
tated upon in the adhydtnzihG-$zQ'6. 

Viz., Nagarkot, a name for Kangra, see below p. 393. 
a Viz., Jv5l;lmukhi, " Believers (p 'y i )  and unbelievers (van) " are here respec- 

tively the Buddhist and the Hindus, hut latcr on, at  the t i~nes  of s7Tag ts'an ras pa, 
under the name of " believers " both Hindus; and Buddhists are inclutled, the unhe- 
lievers then being the Muslims. 

3 In spite of the corruption of the text it is easy to p~rcr i \ re  that the sentence 
is in vernacular. 
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that lady began to sing some songs. The other girls sang as if they 
were eithcr the sixteen mystic wisdoms (via'yd) or the twenty goddesses, 
made the offerings with the various ingredients of the pCjd such as flo- 
wers, incense, etc. They sang songs and danced accompanying the dancc 
with gestures of the hands . . . 

In front of that great town, downwards, there are five cemeteries 1. 

The first is called Ka ma ku ldan sar where Brahmins and othcrs carry 
pure corpses. Then there is the cemetery P'a ga su. It is a hill upon 
an even plain. On the top there is a temple of the heretics. It is the 
place where ~ a m v a r a  resides. Then there is the great cemetery called 
La gu ra of triangular shape. There are images of the Sun and of the 
Moon with the symbols of dli and kdli? Between these two, on a king 
of pillar, there is a self-born image of Bhattarikg-yogini. Then there 
is another great cemetery called Mi bkra sa ra which bestows great 
benediction upon those who dwell in it and is possessed of various pro- 
pitious signs. Then there is the cemetery Si ti sa ra which is in turn 
a meeting place of the dpa' bo and &kinis. If one resides for some 
days in these cemeteries one's own merits greatly increase, and the 
(good) inclinations develop by abiding specially in the two great ceme- 
teries La gu ra and P'a ga su ra. .. 

In that town there are many begging monks among the unbe- 
lievers as well as among the believers, either noble Yogins or 
Brahmins. 

As to the time for collecting alms (it is as follows). The mistress 
of the house gets up as soon as the sun begins to warm and after having 
well swept the house leads (out) the oxen and cleans the verandah. 
Their houses are cleaner than the monasteries and on the earthen walls 
many designs are painted. On one side of the kitchen they boil rice-pap 
and then the mistress of the house carrying a sesamum-oil-lamp burns 
some incense of good smell: then putting some hot rice-pap upon a 
plate of bell-metal she goes out, and when the famiiy has bathed, she 
worships the sun and the moon, then the image of ~ i v a ,  the goddess 

I The most famous of these cemeteries seems to have been that of Lagura or 
Larigura, referred to also by  0 rgyan pa and sTag ts'af~. 

ACi is the series of the vowels and k d i  the series of the consonants, the two 
elements of all mantras and the symbols of cosmic creation. According to the Tantras, 
the two series are respectively encircling the sun and the moon, viz., the mystic circles 
in the ndbhi$adma, viz. the lotus of the navel-wheel at  the junction of the veins idd 
and $ijigaCi. Sun and moon are therefore symbols of the two aspects of the divine 
intelligence as it realizes itself in the reality of the phenomena. Bl~agarzki-yogi?lri is 
the sylnbol of the central vein, the su~unzwi corresponding to the turlvn state. 
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of the outer-door and the goddess of the inner door I .  Then the mistress 
of the house goes inside and when the rice-pap is cold, she eats it along 
with the husband, avoiding any uncleanness. At that time the smell 
of the aromatic herbs spreads out and all beggars go for alms. The 
yogi'ns blow three times their brass-bell and carrying in one hand the 
gourd and in another the d a m a ~ u ,  they reach the door of a house, make 
the damaru resound in various ways and say, "Give alms and practise 
the law ". 

The country which is very big is called Dsva lan dha ra, but it 
has numberless towns; Na ga ko te means in Tibetan " The castle of 
the snake ". He stopped in that place for about five months, but 
since the nourishment was unsubstantive and agreeable food was 
lacking, his body was in a very bad condition. Then he returned to 
Tibet. Avoiding the route he took formerly, he went by a short-cut 
since he wanted to visit the holy place of J<u lu ta. After two days along 
that route he met in a place called Ki ri ram a great ascetic called 
Anupama whom he asked for the explanation of the law. The other 
uttered " Homage to the Buddha, homage to the Dharma, homage 
to the community ", thus bestowing upon him the protection of the 
three jewels, and then he added: " We both are two vajra-brethren 2 ,  

disciples of Acarya NZgZrjuna. Go to Tibet, you will greatly benefit 
the creatures ". 

Then he went to the holy place (tfitha) of Ku lu ta which corresponds 
to the knees of the body included in the circle of the (Vajya-)kgya as 
represented by the twenty-four holy places. The core of this place is 
called Siddhi where there is a forest of white lotuses in flower; there, 
upon a stone there are the foot-prints of Buddha 3. In that place one 
reaches quickly the best powers of the common degree 4, but one meets 
also many hindrances; in this place there are two venerable (bhadanta) 
and one yogin. 

Then he went to Gar Sa; then to the retreat in Ghan dha la. He 

spent there the summer; and his inclinations to the practice of the good 
greatly increased. Then in the good greatly increased. Then in the 

autumn he reached the pass of rTsan Sod in Spiti. 
I must confess that these itineraries of the Tibetan monks are far 

from that exactness which we admire in the writings of the Chinese 

I I do not know the name of the two gods of the door; for the protector of the 
door, see W. CROOKE, ReZigio?z a n d  Folklore of iVorz%enz Iy~dia,  1926, pp. 98-99. 

2 Viz., fellow-disciples in the mystic school of Nngarjuna, the lllost famous master 
of the Vajruy&u. 

3 Perhaps the same as the stzZ$u alluded to by Hsiian-tsang, I .  131. 

4 Viz., of the Prajii2p5ramitZ class. 
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travellers. As I said before, not only a great deal of legendary and 
fantastic elements permeates their descriptions, but the itinerary itself 
can hardly I)e followed from one place to another. Many reasons ac- 
count for this fact; first of all proper names are spelt in the most arbi- 
trary ways; there is no trace of the strict phonetic rule generally followed 
by the Chinese pilgrims. The Tibetan travellers try to transcribe into 
Tibetan letters the spelling of the various places which they happened 
to visit; but this transcription is often imperfect. 

We cannot also forget that their works were for a long time copied 
by monks of various capacities, who never saw the places spoken of 
by the pilgrims. This is the reason why so many mistakes creep into 
these biographies, increasing the inaccuracies of the manuscripts which, 
as is well known to scholars, are, as a rule, far from being correct. 

There are also cases, when the authors attempt to translate foreign 
names according to no fixed rule or according to some fanciful etymo- 
logies, which make very difficult the identification of the original. No 
criterion is also followed as regards enumeration of the places recorded 
in their narrative. In some cases the places are mentioned one after 
another; in other cases our pilgrims seem to forget the intermediate 
halts and record only the starting-point and the place of arrival. The 
direction is rarely given and even when noted it cannot claim to be al- 
ways exact. Distances are never registered except in days: but this does 
not help us very much, because we do not exactly know the average 
length of their marches. As a rule the Tibetans are good walkers, but 
they halt a good deal during the day. So far as my experience goes, 
I can say that they march at the average of 1 - 1 5  miles per day. 
But in India they seem to proceed more slowly on account of the heat 
and the different conditions of the soil to which they are unaccustomed; 
on the whole, travelling in the plains is for them more tiring than 
marching through the highlands and the plateaus of their fatherland. 

Records of speed are often mentioned in these writings, but we 
are confronted with exaggerations intended to show the miraculous 
powers of these yogirzs and their proficiency in those special Ha.thayoga 
practices in which the rlwn pa are said to be specially expert. 

For all these reasons it is particularly difficult to locate the places 
mentioned in our itineraries; localization on the basis of mere simi- 
larity of spelling of names, when no distance and no direction is given, 
is particularly doubtful. I must also confess that my interest is rather 
centred upon other branches of oriental literature than history and 
geography; this increases the difficulty of my task. But my purpose 
has only been to place before scholars more qualified for this kind of 
research than myself certain texts which I happened to find and which 
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are still difficult of access. I leave them to draw the conclusions, if any, 
from the sources here made accessible. As regards these sources, I 
must add that of the Tibetan text from 0 rgyan pa I selected those portions 
of his vast biography which have a real historical or geographical signi- 

ficance; legends, dreams, prophecies which enliven the narrative have 
been suppressed. I did not think it necessary to add to the travels of 
0 rgyan pa those of sTag ts'an ra pas, who is also known under the name 
of Orgyan pa l(Tag dban rgya mts'o and is the founder of the monastery 

of Hemis in Ladakh. His date is known, since we are told in the Chro- 
nicles of Ladakh that he was a contemporary of King Sen ge rnam 
rgyal (about 1600-1645) I .  

His biography is easily accessible as it is printed in the monastery 
of Hemis, and it seems to have been composed at the time of the same 
ruler mentioned above by bSod nams rgyal mts'an dpal bzan po. 
It bears the following title: Au  tz' y a  nag dban rgya mts'oi rnam t'ar legs 
bris vai d G  rya dkar po. This section, which comprehends the biography 
proper, is followed by the itinerary of 0 rgyan: 0 rgyan mk'a' 'gro'i glifz 
gi lanz yig t'ar lam bgrod pa ' i  t'em skas, written, according to the colo- 
phon, by sTag ts'an himself and printed in Leh under the patronage 
of Sen ge rnam rgyal and the queen sKal bzan sgrol ma. 

The third section consists of songs of sTag ts'an ras pa in the tradi- 
tional style of the dohakosa and of the poems of Milaraspa, and bears 
the title: 0 rgyan p a  nag dban rgya mts'o'i mgur 'bum i a l  gdams zab 
don ut p a  la ' i  'p'ren ba. 

As a rule, place names in this itinerary are here better reproduced, 
but from the geographical point of view we are confronted with the 
same inaccuracy as has been referred to in other Tibetan itineraries; 
anyhow a good deal of other useful information is to be derived from 
the diary of sTag ts'an ras pa. 

The comparison of the two itineraries, viz. that of 0 rgyan pa and 
that of his later imitator proves very interesting; we realize the progress 
done by Islam during the three centuries which approximately inter- 
vene between the two travellers; sTag ts'an ras pa set off with the lam 
yig of his predecessor as his guide; so, at least, we read in his notes of 
travel. But very often he failed to find the  laces there mentioned; 
is this fact due to the inaccuracy of the redaction of the diary of 0 rgyan 
pa which he employed, or was it the result of historical events which in 
many a place had already altered the importance of old cities and villages 
and shifted the halting-places of caravans from one site to another? 

I PETECH, ATote~ on LadaRhi hzsto~y, in IEIQ, XXIV (1948), p. 220.  
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I feel rather inclined to accept the first view; comparing the lists 
of the places visited by both pilgrims, wc easily realize that the spelling 
of names in 0 rgyan pa's travels was badly handled by the copyists; 
I subjoin a few instances. While the manuscript at m y  disposal reads 
' Bhrarmila ', the copy used by sTag ts'an had ' Varamila ': so 0 rgyan 
pa's 'Si la '  seems to  correspond to ' Hila ' of sTag ts'an; for another 
place our manuscript gives two readings ' Brahor ' and ' Bhahola ', 
while the copy of sTag ts'an reads ' Hora '; so also while on the one 
side we have ' Na'ugri ' or ' Na'utri ' as the name of a big salt-mine, 
on the other side the itinerary used by sTag ts'an reads 'Bain-hoti l .  

In this way it is clear that it is a difficult task for us to identify correctly 
the route followed by the pilgrims, as it was for sTag ts'an to find out 
the places his predecessor went through. In fact comparing the lists 
here appended we must come to the conclusion that he followed a quite 
independent route; if we except the valley of Swat proper, where more 
or less the itinerary is the same, the places registered in the Lam yzg 
of sTag ts'an are not to be found in that of 0 rgyan pa-the only excep- 
tion being Malot and Rukala; it can only Lre stated that sTag ts'an 
went out of Swat, a t  least partially, by the same way by which his 
predecessor had entered; but this implies that San dhi pa and Ka vo ka 
correspond to K a  bo Ro, Ka'oRa and Si ddha boy. The route also to 
Kashmir is through Jhelum and the Pirpanjal, and not through the Ha- 
zara district as in the case of 0 rgyan pa. The many adventures he met 
on the way compelled sTag ts'an to take long detours and very often 
to retrace his steps. Anyhow in order to have a better idea of the two 
routes it is interesting to give the list of the places as registcred in the 
two itineraries. 

0 rgyan. $a I 

gDon dmar 
I / =  day 

North door of Ti se 
Ma p'am lake 
Kulu 
Maru 
Gar na ta  ma mountain 
Jalandhara Nagarkete (Nagarkot) 
Lan gu ra cemetery 

20 days 
Chandrabhaga river 

sTag ts'ari ras #a 
Ti se, Myari po ri rdson, 

Pretapuri, K'yun lun, 
Sarang-la, rNam rgyal, Pu 
Sa, Soran, K'yags, 
Su ge t'ari 
Dsva la mukhe 
Jalandhara- Kahgarkot 
Lan gu ra cemetery 

I day 
Nu ru p'u 

I The Arabic numbers show the distance in days from one place to another, 
according to the itineraries. The spelling is that of the Tibetan texts. 
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Indranila on that river 
Bhrarmila 

I day 
Si la 
Town of the Mongols 

near a river flowing fro111 
Kashmir 

Brahor (Bhahola) 
I day 

Na'ugri, Na'utri 
I day (or 3 in the verses) 

M alakote (Malakota) 

5 days 
Rukala 

4 days 
Rajahura 
Sindhu river 
Kalabur 
Bhik'robhasa 

I day 
Kaboko, Ka'oka 

I day 
Bhonele, Bhenele 
Siddhabhor 

I day 
K'a rag k'ar 
Kodambar river 
110 mountain 

(all together 7 days from Ka'oka) 

I day 
Ra yi k'ar (near Lha b a  pa's cave) 
Mangalaor 

day 
Dhumat'ala 
Karna'onka mountain (to the W.) 

(Kamalaglupa cave) 
Maigala-pani (to the N. of Dumat'ala) 

5 days 
Gl~ari  

7 days 
Ur Sa 

Sri na ga  ra 
P a  than na  
Nosara 
Ka thu ha  ra 
Parurda 
Pathanmusur 
Sakiri 
Salau 
Bhets'arbhura 
Salakanthu 
Sotakota 
Ghortsoraka 

2 days 
Balanagaratila 
Kashmir 
Varan 

I day 
Mate 
Zahs dkar 
'Bar gdan 
Ga Sa 
K'afI gsar Dar rtse 
Skye nah 
Gusamandala 

2 days 
Re p'ag 

I day 
Maru 

2 days 
Pata 
Kotala pass 
Pangi 
Sura 
Naran- Kamaru 

2 days 
Tsambhe dam pa 

7 days 
Hindutam 
Nurup'u-as before up to 
Gotsoraka 
big river from Kashmir 
(Varamila) 

The names between brackets are those of the places searched for by   tag 
ts'afI as being in the itinerary of 0 rgyan pa b u t  not found. 
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3 days 
Tsi k'ro ta 

I days 
Ramikoii (Rasmisvari) 

9 days 
rDo rje mula 
Kashmir 
Jalandhara 

rTag /S'& rar #a 

1s &P 
H ila 
(Hors) 
(Bahhoti) 

3 QP 
Muraga river 

3 days 
TsoSara 
Dhodhokna 
Vavula 

2 days 
Malotp 

2+9 day 
Salt lake 

3 days 
Rukaa 
Akkithial 
Bhahupur 
M5lapur 
U ts'alapur 
Sapunpur 
Reuret 
Atike-Indus 
M ats'ilkanathatril 
Pora 
Nosara 
Matahgana 
MithapZni 
MBdha 
Atsimi 
PakSili 
Dhamdhori 
Kituhar 
Bhathurvar 
Pathapam ge 
Mutadni 
Kapola 
Kandhahar 
Hasonagar 
Paruka 
Nasbhala 
Sik'ir 
Momolavajra 
Sithar 
Bhayasahura 
Hasonagar again 
Paruba (before Pamka) 
N yapala 
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sTag ts'an ras #a 

Apuka 
Killitila 
Sikir 
Momolavajra 
Sinora 
Pelahar 
Muthilli 
Mu~ambi  
Muthiksi 
Mahatilli 
Satahulda 
Kalabhyatsi 
Sarigiladhuba 
GothaiaSakam 
Pass 

3 days 
Dsmok'ati where all the waters 
of 0 rgyan meet 

S days 
Yalom pelom 

5 days 
K'arakiar 

Rahorbhyara (Mangalaor) 
Rayisar again 

I days 

Odiyana (Dhumat'ala) 
Kamalabir mountain 
Marigalapan i 
Odiyzna again 
R5yiSar 
M idora 
K'aragSar 
Sandhibhor 
Kavoka 
Bhyatsabhasabhasor 

5 days 
Sindhu 
Radsahura (not far from Antike) 

2 days 

Nila 
Kamthe 
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Nepale 
Nila'u 
Lahka 
Horaiia 
Agakamni 
Mahatsindhe 
Chelamri 

6 days 
CorSda 

2 days 
Kalpa 
Ruk2la 
Rahorbunda 
Ravata 
Sat5 
Hati 
Tsiru 
Rut2 
Dselom 
Sara 
Bhebar 
NoSara 
Ratsuga 

3 days 
Lithana 
Pirbaiitsa 

2 days 
Kashmir 
Varan 
Mate 

ro days 
Zans dkar 
Mar yul 

As to the names of places, they are in general, no more accurate 
in sTag ts'an than in 0 rgyan pa; many of them have lost their somewhat 
archaic forms often purely Sanskritic and have become more or less 
similar to modern names; Jalandhara is also registered as Kangarkot, 
Malakot has become Malot, and so on. Whereas in 0 rgyan pa the Mon- 
gols are usually called Sog po or Hor, viz. the traditional Tibetan names 
for Mongols and Turks in sTag, ts'an they are known regularly as Mongol 
and as Pathan, though in his writings Pathan seems to have occasio- 
nally assumed the meaning of jag pa, viz. robber. 

But as regards Kashmir, the names are so like the modern ones, 
that doubt may arise whether they have not been by chance given this 
shape in quite recent times, by some learned Lama of Hemis on the 



occasion of the reprint of the itinerary. One might think that to the same 
elaboration of the text are also perhaps due the dialogues in Hindi often 
inserted in the book, and which seem to have a quite modern turn. 
But certain forms, as kindly suggested to me by my friend S. K. Chat- 
terjee, are now obsolete and point to an early stage of Hindi: kami, 
turni, roti veZ6 khai, etc. 

I subjoin two examples: 

fol. 10-When sTag ts'an escapes slavery in Momolavajra and 
is saved by a Brahmin in Sithar, the following dialogue takes place 
between the Tibetan pilgrim and that Brahmin (fol. 10, b): - 

Hindi Translation of the Tibetan version 

ST. Hami bhofanti dsogi huva I am a Tibetan ascetic (Tib. 
Br. KaSimiri bha (corr. bho) rtogs Zdan) . 

!anti aya Are you a Tibetan from Kashmir? 
ST. Hami KaSimiri nahi; hama- 1 am not a Kashmiri: I am from 

ra mahZ tsinna huva Kaii- (the province of dBus and gTsali) 
miri thibanta pari daSa masi beyond Kashmir; I left after a 
nighaya hayi ten months (journey). 

When he meets the old Brahmin who with his caravan leads him 
to Rukzla (fol. 8, a): 

Hindi Translation of the Tibetan version 

Br. Tu  mi abo eham bhksa roti Yo come here; sit here, do you 
vela k'a'i kyi na hi eat bread or not? 

ST. K'ahi k'ahi 
Br. Hami bramze huva; tumi I do eat it. 

t'orra bh'yat'a sangi rdono I am a Brahmin, wait a mo- 

ho dsa ment. Let us go together. 

The comparison of the two itineraries is also interesting from many 
other points of view. It shows that at the time of 0 rgyan pa Islamic 

invasion had not yet completely destroyed the last traces of Buddhism 
and Hinduism. We find, in the account of his travels, hints of survival 
of small Hindu principalities in the Salt Range and in Uddiysna. As I 
said before, the names of places are still recorded in a Sanskritic form 
as can easily be realized even through the corruption that their spelling 
underwent in the Tibetan manuscripts. On the other hand, when 
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sTag ts'an undertook his travels, Islam had succeeded in establishing 
its supremacy more or less everywhere. 

As to 0 rgyan it appears, from the account of the two pilgrims 
that Udegram-Manglaor was considered the very core of the country 
along with the sacred mountain of Ilam already famous at the time of 
the Chinese travellers. But the kings of 0 rgyan did not reside there, 
but rather on the outskirts towards Hindustan. In the travels of 0 rgyan 
pa there is no mention of a king of 0 rgyan or of his capital; only a 
prefect is recorded as residing in a place called Ka  ho ko or Ka'oka, 
perhaps three days' march before the KarakZr Pass. This prefect, to 
judge from his name RZjadeva, was a Hindu or a Buddhist, certainly 
not a Muslim. At the time of sTag ts'an ras pa the capital of 0 rgyan 
is said to be Dsamikoti. It was in a valley which collected the waters 
of the country of 0 rgyan, and at  the same time one could reach from 
there the mountain Ilam in five days without crossing the KarakZr 
Pass. This king was called Pafitsagaya. No mention is made of the 
religion he followed, but there is hardly any doubt that he was a Muslim, 
though very liberal and well disposed towards the Tibetan pilgrim. 

These kings ruled therefore over a vast territory including, besides 
the SwZt proper, even parts of Buner. 

There is no record in the accounts of our pilgrims of monks or 
learned people who continued the tradition of Buddhist scholarship; 
if he had met any, 0 rgyan pa would not have failed to mention 
his name, as he did in the case of Kashmir. 

Anyhow, a t  the time of 0 rgyan pa a popular and magic form of 
Buddhism still survived. Witchcraft, for which Uddiyana had been 
famous even in the times of the Chinese pilgrims, was then in full swing. 
But the old traditions recorded by the Chinese travellers and centred 
round the figure of SZkyamuni or his preachings seem to have been 
forgotten or to have ceased to attract the attention of the people. The 
atmosphere which surrounds and inspires the pilgrims is purely tzntric. 
~ a m v a r a  and GuhyasamZja have become the most prominent MahZ- 
yZna deities; the place of sZkyamuni and his disciples has been taken 
over by Indrabhfiti and Kambala~Z.  These facts quite agree with the 
revival of TZntric Buddhism in the SwZt valley which was chiefly due 
to the work of Indrabhfiti and his followers, a work certainly deserving 
greater attention than has been given to them up to now. 

At the time of sTag ts'an there is not the slightest trace of any 
survival of Buddhism but we have only the mention of ruins; even the 
sZdhus, who were occasionally his companions of travel or whom he 
found in the country, do not seem to have been Buddhist since they 
belonged to the sect of the Ngthapanthiyas. 
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PART I1 

TRANSLATION O F  THE ITINERARY OF 0 RGYAN PA 

Setting out from gDon dmar in Pu ratis I in half a day we 2 reached 
the north door of Ti se 3, king of glaciers, and started meditating among 
a crowd of five hundred ascetics (ras $a) 4. Then we drunk the water 
of the (Lake) Ma p'am S .  

Then we arrived at Kulu (Ku lu !a) or Maru 6 ,  which corresponds 
to the knees and the toes of the Vajra-body divided into twenty-four 
great places. 

At that time we did in one day the road which to an ordinary man 
takes seven days, without relenting or being tired either in body or 
in spirit 7. In this place a female K ~ e t r p d a  dropping pus and blood 
from the nose, said (to us): " First of ali do not abide in front of the 
master. Then do not abide in the middle of thy companions. I stay 
here; 1 will procure (your) maintenance ". 

Then I thought that somehow I could go to 0 rgyan 8. 

P u  raris is the eastermost province of Western Tibet. At  the time of 0 rgyan 
p a  it was under independent chiefs of the 1De family. Se G. TUCCI, Rin c'en bzan 
90-Indo-Tibetica, 11, pp. I 6, 22, and TUCCI-GHERSI, Secrets of Tibet, p. 25 I .  As to 
gDon dmar, it is unknown to me. 

Viz., 0 rgyan pa and his companion d Pal ye. 
3 Viz., KailHsa; T i  se is the aboriginal name of KailZsa; perhaps this name is 

to be related with T e  se known in Tibetan demonology as one of the nethern spirits 
(sa bdag). According to the Bonpos, the mountain is sacred to Gi k'od or rather 
to the Gi k'ods because, in some Bonpo manuscripts I found that the Gi k'ods are 
300. T h e  Buddhists consider the KailHsa as the mystic palace of bDe mc'og viz., 
.:an- vara: upon Sag.vara see G. T u c c ~ ,  Indo-Tibetica, I1 I ,  I I ,  

4 Ras $a, viz., " a person wearing cotton clothes " is a common designation for 
all ascetics though it is specially applied to the grub t'ob of the bKa' rgyud pa sect 

5 M a  p'am or M a  p'ari is the name for Manosarovar; it is also called: g'y74 t5.0 
" turquoise-lake ". from the colour of its waters, or ma dros $a = anavatapta. 

6 S. LEVI proposed to identify Maru with Chitral. From our accounts it seerils 
that the Tibetan tradition, which must have some weight since it depends upon Indian 
data, located that country in Kulu or in the upper Chandrabhaga Valley, bordering 
ChambP; Maru, according to the Va~idvaZ l  of the Chamba kings, is the reviver of 
the solar race and practically the founder of the royal lineage of Charnba. See VOGEL, 

Autipuities of the Chanzba Sfute, I ,  pp. 8 1  and 91. 
7 This refers to a special yoga practised b y  some Tibctan ascetics wliicll is belie- 

ved to develop tlle capacity of running at  great speed. Those who practise this rnedi- 
tation are called, as we saw, rlu~i $'a. 

8 O rgyan pa took that girl for a d(iki?zT. 
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Then during the hot months we resided in the great mountain called 
Garnatama I where many good medicinal plants grow; there are 
also five miraculous springs. . . . . . Successful discussion with an Indian 
ascetic . . . 

Then, along with many Indian ascetics, we went to Jalandhara 
corresponding to the top of the head of the twenty-four places (of the 
Vajra-bod y). 

At that place there is a great town called Nagarkete (viz. Nagarkot, 
Kangra). In a river there is a triangular 3 piece of land; digging of the 
soil there is forbidden; there is a cemetery 4 called Lan gu ra, where 
there is a boulder which looks like a skull; a self-made (image) of 5 

AryabhattZrik5 appears there. To the north there is a famous image 
called JvZlZmukhi where on looking 6 at the divine face everything 
blazes in fire. Near the royal palace therc is a cemetery called Mitapara 
where there is a cave of the MahZtmZ N5g5rjuna called Mitaglupa. 
In front of it there is one of the eight kinds of trees called Nilavrksa 7. 

If you hurt it, you die immediately. So he said. 

From that mountain, travelling one month we went to the south; 
In the royal palace of the country of Jalandhara 
There is a great bazaar where (one finds) goods (meeting) all 

wishes. 
I was not able to carry away any handsome good. 

After twenty days' march from Jalandhara we reached the Ghatali 8, 

i.e. a tributary of the Chandrabhaga, on whose banks there is the town 
of Indranila. 

Garqatama cannot be located by  me. 
I n  the MSS. Dsva rar. As to this place see above p. 379. Cf. HUTCHINSON 

8: VOGEL, History of the Panjab Hill States. 
3 C'os 'byuri in this sense is not in the dictionaries but the glosses of TsorS k'a 

pa on the Guhyasanzija.tiki by Candrakirti, fol. 93,6 b ,  clearly states that it is a syno- 
nym of zur gsunz, " triangle ". 

4 The correction dur k'rod for k'rod as in the manuscript is sure: &d ts'ah pa 
and sTag ts'ari refer to the same place as a famous cemetery. So also 0 rgyan pa himself 
in this same page when he relates the story of the ganacakra which he and his com- 
panions held in this place (La gyu +a y i  dur R'rod). 

S RaA bjton for the more frequent rari 'byuri, self-born. 
6 bstan = mig ita 6a. 
7 According to the Tsntric tradition, each cemetery is possessed of its peculiar 

characteristics, viz. its own tree, its protecting deity, its ntign, etc. The lists from San- 
skrit and Tibetan sources are given in Indo-Tibctica, 111, 11, p .  173 ff. 

8 Most probably the Ra\-i. 
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To  the east there is the plain of rGya skyags I .  One night we met 
(lit. there was) a woman who was putting, while singing, many weapons 

into a bag z. Next morning we met four Hor horsemen and I was hit 
by one of them with the back of an axe; since I withstood him violently, 
he dragged me for half a day by the scarf I used in my ascetic exerci- 

ses 3 ,  kicked me in the chest and, then, I lost the sight. But at that 
time I collected the vital force (pr&za) and the mental force in the wheel 
of the bindu and I let them go into the central vein 4. 

dPal ye 5 thought that I was dead. Then, restored to my strength, 
I made a great noise and I overpowered him (the Hor) with the exorcistic 
magnetising look, so that he was unable to speak and began to tremble. 
All our companions said that I was a siddtia. 

From Intanila (viz. Indranila) we reached Bhrarmila6 in one day; 
from there we went to Si la. Then we arrived at  a town of the Mongols 
whose name 1 have forgotten. From this place upwards Indians are 
mixed with Hor. Some are Hindus (that is, people of India); some are 
Musurman; some, being fused together and living in the plains, are 
equally called MO go la. 

At that place there is a river flowing from Kashmir 7; we forded 
it and reached a town called Brahora 8 of 7,000,ooo inhabitants (sic). 
The prefect of the town is a Tartar Malik Kardharina by name. One 

I Unidentified, but perhaps a translation of Bhiirata. 
a According to 0 rgyan pa this woman must have been a dzkini for telling 

the impeding danger. 
3 Sgom f a g ,  yogapa.#a, the scarf used by ascetics for fastening together their 

limbs in some of the most difficult yoga-postures. 
4 0 rgyan pa refers to a Hatha-yoga practice of preserving the vital force; mind- 

stuff, sems (Skr. citta), is believed to have )r@za with its five-fold principal aspects 
as  its vehicle. In the moments of deep meditation this mind-stuff is made to enter 
in the central vein (avadhcti, ci&CZi or madhyama), which is supposed to run from 
the top of the head to the adhi;.th&zacakra, viz., to the wheel under the navel; a i'un 
" short a " is considered to be the symbol of the germinal consciousness as present 
in ourselves. 

S dPal ye is, as we saw the companion of 0 rgyan pa. 
6 According to the copy used by  sTag ts'af~: Varamila. As to Si la (sTag ts'an: 

Hila) it may correspond to Helan. 
7 Viz. the Jhelum; the town of which this pilgrim has forgotten the name is 

perhaps Mong or Haria. 
0 The only big place on the route followed by 0 rgyan pa seems to be Pindi 

Dadan Khan, which formerly was one of the biggest salt-markets; of course the num- 
ber of inhabitants is exaggerated. One may also think of Bhera, but this town is on 
the left side of the river. Nau-giri perhaps may be a corruption of ~avana-giri.  
The salt mountain must be searched for in thc proximity of the Khewra mines. 
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day's march from this town, there is a hill full of mineral salt; it is 
called Na'ugri; the salt (used in) Kashmir, Malo'o, Ghodsar, Dhokur, 
Jzlandhara is taken from there. Many salt merchants come from this 
place even to Jalandhara. The big road to these salt-mines offers very 
little danger since one finds plenty of food, many companions and 
there are, usually, many bazaars. So he related. 

From there we reached in one day Bhahola a. 

From the river (which flows in that place) we went to the 
west for one day's march. 

There is a mountain of mineral salt called Na'utri 3. 

1 did not carry away a bit of salt. 
So he said. 

Then, in one day, we went to Malakote4, where we begged (food) 
from the queen (r&zi) of that place, Bhu dse de bhi (Bhujadevi) by 
name, and she gave us food, provisions and clothes. That place is famous 
as " the gate of the ocean , mine of jewels " 5. There is a temple founded 
by king Hulahu 6 .  There great plants of rtse bo 7 grow. 

Then three days' march to the west * 
In the town of Malakota, 
There is the gate of the mine of jewels (the ocean). 
He did not carry away even a bundle of medical herbs. 
All sorts of trees grown from the earth. 
So he said. 

I Malo'o is Malot, Ghodsar is Gujrat. 
a Evidently the same as Brahora on the river. 
3 The same as Naugiri. 
4 Malot. Its temples are well known. For references see V. A. SMITH, H i s h y  

of Fine Arts  in India and Ceylon, 2nd Edition, p. 119. COOMARASWAMY, History of 
Indian and Indonesian Art ,  pp. 7 4  and 143. I t  is difficult to state why Malot is called 
the " gate of the ocean "; perhaps this was due to the fact of there being some import- 
ant market, to which caravans used to carry goods from the sea and the Indus mouth. 

5 The Sindu-Sagar Doab. 
6 Hulagu it can hardly be, in spite of the similarity of spelling, the famous em- 

peror who was almost a contemporary of our pilgrim; the temple alluded to must berd 
a Ilindu temple, as is proved by the statement of sTag ts'an ras pa that it was destro- 
yed by  the Rdoghuls; according to Arcl~neoZogical RejoH, V, p. 185, it was founded by 
the Kauravas and Paadavas. 

7 r T ~ e  bo, v iz . ,  rtse $0; rtse j o  is, according to Sarat Chandra Das, a plant called 
in Indian texts ka?l,tuRnl-i. 

8 But, in the prose section, they reached hlalot in one day only. 
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There we went for five days to the north-west to the town of 

Rukala I .  There a queen, Somadeva by name 2 ,  gave us provisions for 
the journey. Then in four days we reached Rajahura, which is one of the 
four gates to 0 rgyan. The other three gates are Nila 3,  Pur 60, Ka'oka. 

In Rajahura (Rajpur) we went for alms; but as soon as we thought 
of eating (what we had collected), all fruits turned into ants and into 
worms. I showed it to dPal ye, who felt nausea and was unable to eat. 
Winking with the eyes 1 said " eat " and the rest of what I had been 
eating turned Into fruits and grapes. But he did not feel the incon- 
venience of being without food and was not able (to partake of that) 4. 

So he related. 
To  the west of this town there flows the river Sindhu. It is one 

of the four rivers flowing (from the KailHsa) and it springs forth from 
the mouth of a lion in the Kailssa S .  rt flows through Mar yul6 and 
then, from the country of 'Bru ia7 on the North of Kashmir (which 
country borders on Zans dkar and Purig)*, through sTag-gzig 9 reaches 
0 rgyan. 

Taking hold of one another's hand we went to the ford of the 
Sindhu. I entered a boat and asked the boatman to pull the boat, but 
this man said: " No objection, (but) on the other side of the river they 
say there are Hor; there is fear of being killed ". 1 replied that 1 was 
not afraid of dying and he pulled the boat. From this   lace upwards 
there is the country of 0 rgyan; there are 90,000 towns, but no other 

I Rupwal; Nila is about ten miles to the north-west of this town. 
a Either r51)Z Somadeva or r%?i Somadevi. 
3 Perhaps the same as Nila on the Soan River to the east of Pindi Gheb. 
4 The translation of this passage is doubtful. 
I C.?. Iizdo-Tibetira I ,  p. 80. That is why the Indus is called by the Tibetans 

Sen ge K'a 'bab. 
Mar yul is Ladalth; I have shown elsewhere (INDO-TIBETIC:A 11, p. I 5) that 

though in recent times Mari yul has been also used for Mar yul, originally Man )'ul 
was a district to the east of Purang on the borderland between Tibet and Nepal. I t  

has been stated, but I think on very poor grounds, t!mt the so-called MO 10 so (\VAT- 
TERS, On Y u a n  Chwnrtg's travels, I ,  p. 299) corresponds to Ladakh; but the form Mar 
po suggested by Cunningham does not exist, at least to my knowledge. 

7 'Hru Sa is Gilgit. LAUFER, Die  UrlrBa .S/)rarhc. 
8 Purig is the district of Icargil. 
9 sTag gzig corresponds, as known to Tajig 311d is the usual name for Persia or 

Persian: of course Persia in our text rcfcrs to CIliIas and must be understood in broad 

sense as the countries clependiilg upoil Persia. This pass;iEc and the followi~zg state- 

ment point to the fact that thc name of 0 rgyan was not confined to the Swat valley, 
but included part of Buner and, roughly, speaking, the territory betwee11 the Swat 
and the Indus. 
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place there except Dhumat'ala I is called U rgyan. At that time 0 rgynn 
had been just conquered by the Hor. So he related. 

Having forded that river, there is (a town) called Kalabur Ppur). 
We reached there at  sunset; all inhabitants, men as well as women, 
thinking that we were I-Ior, began to hit us with stones; then we took 
shelter among some trees and they, saying that that night we could 
not go anywhere else, departed. But that very night a great storm broke 
out and we ran away unnoticed from the village trough a bypass. 

He said that in the interior of 0 rgyan there were sTag gzig. Then 
met (lit. there were) a husband and wife who had run away from the 
Hor and were returning home, driving cows and sheep and carrying 
with them a small child. We said to them: " We are two Tibetan monks 
going on pilgrimage to 0 rgyan. Having happened to meet you, let us 
accompany you as far as Dhumat'ala " 2.  Then 1 carried the child 
and drove the cattle ... Having forded the Sindhu we went to Bhi- 
kirobhasa3;t hen in one day's march we reached Kaboko4. In this 
town all people have a virtuous mind and a great wisdom. There are 
provisions in great quantities and mines of carminium. Its chief is 
called Rgjadeva; he is the master of the greatest part of U rgyan. 

One month to the west of that town S 
To the west of the ford on the river Sindhu 
There is the town of Ka'oka, 
Where there are mines of carminium; 
But he was unable to carry away even a bit of it. 
So he said. 

Then that liberal master gave in the country an entertainmcnt 
and sent us a man to accompany us up to Bhonele (Buner), distant 
one day's march and, (as to the towns) beyond that place, (he gave us) 
a letter to lead us safely up to the holy place of Dhumat'ala (in which 
he had written): " Let thcnl be accompanied by such and such to such 
and such places " From Bhonele 1s.e reached Siddhabhor (Siddhapur) 
and then, having forded a small river (the Burandu), we went in one 

This implies the equivalence of Dhumat'ala, often spoken of in the Padmasam- 
bhava literature, with U rgyan; the name of U rgyan, Uddiysna still sunlives in the 
village Udegram, the Ora of the Greek authors, upon which see SIR AUREL STEIS, 
0 7 1  Alexa~zder's t)-arfi t o  the Oldus. Cf. also down below sTag ts'ail's itinerary. 

a d4.r. Hurnata la. 
3 Prrhaps Beka. 
4 Kotha? 
5 The town referred to here is that mentioned in the previous verse, i.e. Malol~ota. 
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d a y  to K'a rag k'arl.  From this place upwards they say there is the 
boundary 2 .  There are good rice and wheat, and various kinds of 

good fruits get ripe; there are meadows green like the neck of the peacock. 
(The country) is covered by soft herbs and by flowers of every 

kind of colour and smell; there is a river running through U rgyan called 
Kodambhar 3. To the east there is the mountain 110 4 which is the fore- 
most of all mountains of the Jambudvipa. There is no medical herb 
gro~ving on the earth, which does not grow there. It is charming on 
account of its herbs, stalks, leaves and flowers. Sarabhas and other 
antelopes wander there quite freely. There are many gardens of grape, 
beautiful birds of every kind and of gracious colours make a deep 
chattering. 

From that country we went to the west for seven days; 
U p  to the mountain 110, the peak of K'a rag k'ar 
In the mountain, Sarabhas play 
And there are gardens of grape in abundance. 
I did not covet any thing. 

Then in one day we reached Ra yi k'ar 5, which is said to have been 
the capital of King Indrabhote 6 .  Now it is divided into two towns: 
in one there are about sixty houses, in the other about forty. To the 

north there is a temple founded by king Indraboti and called Mangalaor, 
where there are various stone images of Buddha (munindra), Tar5 
and Lokegvara. 

When I saw from afar the country of U rgyan, my (good) inclinations 
became very strong. Near Ra yi k'ar there is a small river; it can be 
forded by a man and it runs to the south. Having forded it (one finds) 
in a protuberance of a rock the place where the great Siddha LZvapZ 

I The Kar2kar pass which divides Buner from the Tahsil of Barikot. 
I am not quite sure that this is the rendering of so t'an. 

3 In  this case (0 rgyan gyi c'u 'jug) c'u 'jug must have the meaning of river 
only; therefore it refers to the Suvastu; otherwise it may be the Gandhak running to 
the east of Barikot. 

4 This mountain has already been referred to by  the Chinese pilgrims by whom 
it was called Hi 10. FOUCHER, in BEFEO, I ( r g o ~ ) ,  p. 368, n. 3, was the first to identify 
1-Iilo with the Ilam. Cf. also A. STEIN, On Alea7rde~'s track, p. 27 ff. 

5 This place seems to be Rajgir on the ridge above Udegram; on this locality 
ant1 its archaeological importance see A. STEIN; 0). cit., pp. 36-39. I t  is called Rayi- 

Sar by  sTag ts'an. 
6 Viz. IndrabhClti, the famous tantric teacher and the spiritual father, accord- 

ing to the Tibetan tradition, of Padmasambhava. The two towils correspond to cog- 
dara and Udegram. 
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used to stay. A DZkini let a shower of stones fall upon that (place), 
but LgvapZ showed the tarjanz'mudri and the stones remained in the 
sky just as a tent. The Ac2rya turned with his powers the &kinis into 
sheep so that in that country all women disappeared I;  the men assem- 
bled, went to their search but could not get (them). Then the Ac%rya 
shaved all the sheep and wore upon his body a woollen mantle (Zva; 
Rambala); from this he was called LZvapa, viz., " the man of the woollen 
mantle " 2 .  

Then they went to make homage to him and asked him to let them 
free. He asked: " Do you make an engagement? " They agreed. Then 
he said: " Wear the shoes upon the head; insert a ring in the nose; use 
(lit. make) a girdle (in the shape of) a snake ". This has become the 
custom of the country up to now. 

A woman there said to me: " You are Indrabhoti ". My disciple 
~ e s  rin asked: " rndrabhoti and LZvapa did not live at  a different 
time? " I said: " LZvapa was not contemporary with the great (Indra- 
bodhi). There were two rndrabodhis; I am  like the Younger ". So he 
related 3 .  

Near Rayik'ar there is the country of the P'ra men, all women 
know how to turn themselves by magical art into any form they 
want; they like flesh and blood and have the power to deprive every 
creature of its vitality and its strength. Then in half a day we arrived 
a t  Dhumat'ala 4. This is the core of the miraculous country of U rgyan. 
A t  the mere view of this country our cries (of joy) could not be counted. 
In front of it there is a self-appeared (image) of k y a b h a t t 2 r i k ~  in sandal 
wood; it is called Mangaladevi. 

I slept before it and I perceived that some trouble (lit. hindrance) 
was to come. I asked dPal ye to prepare a stick, but he would not hear. 
Next morning he went to three hamlets to the north and I went to the 
south to collect alms. 1 met some women, who threw flowers upon me 

I Because, in this country, women were all considered to be dikk is .  
This story is also related in the biography of the 84 Siddhas, Grunwedel; 

Die Geschichten der 84 Zauberer, p. 176 f., and Edelsteirrmine, p. 56 ff. See also the 
account of sTag t'sari ras pa. But our text is rather obscure. Upon the local industry 
of rags Kambala see STEIN, 0). cit., p. 89. 

3 All this passage seems to be a gloss or a later addition by some pupil of 0 rgyan 
pa. That there was more than one Indrabhfiti is also accepted by Taranatha, Edel- 
slei?zmine, p. 109. 

4 Now Butkara near Mingora; for Dhumatala see what Sung Yun says concern- 
ning the most important sacred place of Uddiyana, called at his time To-la (tala, 
tara) . 
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and put a dot of vermilion (on my forehead) making various symbc,ls 
taught by the Tantras; so that my powers increased and my vitality 

greatly developed. But he I was surroundcd by an armed crowd 
was on the point of killing him; I ran to his rescue and when I said that 

he was my companion, they let him free. In this place there are about 
five hundred houses. All women know the art of magic and if you 
them: " Who are you? " they reply: " We are yoginis ". While I Mras 
lying down in front of Marigaladevi, one woman said (to me): " Enjoy 

a woman ", but I hit her with a the stick and she ran away. The day 
after a woman met us both with incense and scattered flowers upon us 
and honoured us. I t  was the gift for having kept that gem which are 
the moral rules. In this place there is a woman who has three eyes; 
another has a flesh mark manifest on her forehead, viz., the coil of a 
svastika red as if designed with vermilion. She said: " I am a self-born 
yogini. I can make everything appear in view ". Then a Sog po said: 
" If you are a self-born yogini, bring something from my country ", 
and she immediately produced a bow and a Hor hat, so that the Sog po 
was amazed. He said that this woman was the wife of the king of Dhu- 
matala 2 .  

Among the women of this town there is one who is said to be a 
yogini. Since it was difficult to recognise her, I took food from the hands 
of all women of the town and by eating it I surely got spiritual perfec- 
tions from them. In the town of Kaboka 3 I took food from a woman 
called Saluntapuca and as soon as I drank a cup of soup (given by her), 
the place began to tremble . . . 

The great yoginis famous in this place are four: Soni, Gasuri, 
Matangi, Tasasi. 

Soni is (the ddkini known in Tibet as) 'Gro bzari 4. 

To the west of this place there is a snow mountain called Ka ma 
'ori ka 5 where they say that there is the palace of the yoginis. In its 

Viz., dPal Ye. 
a rGyu ma t a  la is a mis-spelling for Dhumat'ala. 
3 I t  must be the same as the place already mentioned at p. 47. Though that 

town does not belong to the very centre of 0 rgyan which the pilgrim now describes, 
it is referred to again as being also a centre of those daki?z?s whose powers 0 rgyxll 
pa here praises. 

4 The &Linz 'Gro bzari is famous all over Tibet. Her ynam far  or biograplly 

belongs to the most popular Tibetan literature. 
5 In  the text only gaks, corr. gan ri; below in the verses, Kamadhoka instcad 

of Kams'oka. Evidently 0 rgyan pa did not proceed to that mountain, which is the 
Mankhyal. I t  seems that apart from the supposed dakin~s 0 rgyan pa did not see ma- 



interior thcre is a cave for ascetics called Kamalagupta, where there 
is the image of a Krodha of blue colour, with orrlaments made of human 
bones; it has three eyes and is shining with splendour like the rays of 
the sun: he has (in his hands) a sword and a skull. 

dPal yc thought that it represented Samvara. 
To the east of this place there is a cemetery called Bhir sma sa 1, 

crowded by terrific assemblages as (thick as) clouds of dangerous ddkints 
(in the shape of) boars, poisonous snakes, kites, crows and jackals. 

A little to the north there is one of the eight kinds of trees callcd 
okas'av!-k~a. A little to the south of that cemetery there is a self-made 
(image) in stone of a K~etrapiila, called Dhu mun khu. In proximity 
of that tree, on a stone called Ka pa la hho jon; there are self-made 
images in stone of BrahmB, Rudra and other deities. There, there is 
a palm tree which is called Mangalavrksa that is "the auspicious tree ". 
In its proximity a spring called Mangalapsni; (that is, the auspicious 
water) runs to the south 

To the east of this there is a big mountain called Sriparvata, whvrc 
many trees of sen Mali 3 grow. To the west of this, in the rivulet Mari- 
galapsni there is a piece of land of triangular shape called Mulasa'ikota; 
there, there is an AryabhattBrikB spontaneously appeared. But now 
fearing the Hor soldiers she stays in Dhumat'ala. 

In front of it many women assemble and worship it ejaculating 
KiZitsiZi 4. Those who are deprived of strength or humiliated are (the- 
reby) favoured (by becoming) fortunate. 

This is the principal of the twelve Sriparvatas of India. On its 
border there is a valley known as the valley of Sri. While 1 was sleeping 
for some days in a temple built by rndrahdhi at the gate of U rgyan, 
many &iki?zis assembled and preached the law. This is the very mira- 
culous country of U rgyan. 

From that country he went to the west for four days; 
To the west of the " stone without touch " 

ny remains of the Buddhist period except for a few sculptures or rock engravin,p. 
Therefore, being disappointed, he shifted to Orgyan, at the foot of Mankhyal. Dhuinata- 
la, if I am not wrong, is the valley near Mingora and Saidu. He did not see any 
other part of Swat. 

I Viz., B h i r m d d n u .  
L Perhaps the same as the tree and the source alluded to by Su~lg  Yiin, p. 410, 

as being near the footprints of the Buddha. If this is the case, the places here men- 
tioned must be near Tirat. 

3 Perhaps Khadil-a, Acacia Catechu. 
4 Kili-tsilz' is a Mantra used in many a tantric ritual. 
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To the north of the river Kodambari 
T o  the east of the glacier Kamadhoka 
There is the miraculous country of U rgyan 
The &ikinZs of the three places assuming human shape 
Give enjoyments of inexhaustible pleasure. 
But 1 did not seek for great enjoyments. 

So he said. 

In the miraculous country of Dhumat'ala there is the benediction 
of the Blessed one. He said: " The individuals who are proficient (lit. 
good) in the Tantras, of the " father " and " mother " class I obtain 
the instructions of the Dzkini of the three places. Wherefrom the spi- 
ritual connection with the deep road can be arrived a t?  '. 

Then dPal ye said: " 1 believe (in all this), (but) let us go back to 
Tibet ". I replied: " From a country far way I reached this place without 
considering (the risk of) my life and I obtained a great benefit; the best 
could be to lay the head down here; if this is impossible, at least I 
want to abide here, at  any rate, for three years ". Then he said, " Even 
if you do not want to depart, (at least) accompany me up  to Rajahura ". 
So we went. Our companions, who seemed to be merchants, said to me: 
" This friend of yours does not understand the language and will not 
get any alms. Without you this man is lost ". Then I thought that 
it was a shame to leave in the way, among difficulties, a friend who had 
come to a holy place from a country far away and a fellow disciple of 
the same garu2; going downwards, we reached in five days (a place 
called) Ghari. Then in seven days we reached Uria 3 .  Then, having 
as companions some merchants we arrived to the gate of a terrific ceme- 
tery. When they saw it they were greatly afraid and said: " Ghosts 
will come and men will die ". I said: " Do not fear. I can protect you 
from the ghosts l ' ;  and then by the blessing of Danda 4 nothing hap- 
pened. 

From that place we went to the east for scven days; 
A terrific cemetery is to the south. 
In the fortunate kingdom of UrSa 

I This refers to a twofold division of the Buddhist Tantras into femininc and 
masculine (literally ' mother ' and ' father '), according as the medium of their cxpe- 
riences is the $rajCC or the zi$@ya. 

Viz., rGod ts'an pa. 
3 Urasii, viz., Hazara. 
4 Perhaps Niladanda. 
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There is corn and no (land)lord, (so that) anybody 
can carry it away. 

But I did not carry away a single grain. 

Then, after three days, we arrived at Tsi k'ro ta I ;  there is a great 
river (coming out) from a rock in the mountain. There a merchant, 
being inflamed by a disease, began to fight, killed two (of his) compa- 
nions and wounded another. Then I evoked the meditation of Guhya- 
pati and overpowered him by the magic look, so that he immediately 
died; otherwise by fighting at close quarters they would have killed 
each other. So he related. 

Then in one day we reached Ramikoti. On the other side of the 
river (which runs there) there is RasmiSvariz (one of) the twenty-four 
places (of the Vajrakiiya) which corresponds to the space between the 
eyebrows of the Vajrakiiya. There the space between the river coming 
from Kashmir and the water of a pond is similar in shape to the eyebrows. 

Thence four day's march to the east 
there is a place (called) RasmiSvari; 
in the house of a beggar they nursed (him) and boiled wine 
but he did not carry away a single barley-paste ball. 

(Marching) to the right of the river (flowing) from Kashmir, after nine 
days we arrived at a narrow valley called rDo rje mu la 3 and then rea- 
ched Kashmir. 

The surface (of this country) is flat like the palm of the hand and 
charming, stretching from east to west; in the north there is a lake pure 

I Perhaps in the proximity of Muzafferabad (is there any connection between 
Tsi k'ro t a  and Charrota near this place?). The river along which the pilgrims reach 
Kashmir referred to below is obviously the VitastH. 

RHmeSvara, as known, was and still is a famous pitha in South India, but in 
this Tantric cosmography, as accepted by  the Tibetan writers, it has been located in 
the Western Him%layas, which are supposed to comprehend the whole of the Vakra- 
kzya; see Indo-Tibeiica 111, 11, p. 43 sqq. I cannot identify this RPmesvara referred 
to even by sTag ts 'ai  ras pa; it is anyhow clear that it has no relation with the RPmH- 
srama which was a pftha in Kashmir, and with the Sanskritised name of R h u c h  
(Ramuga) referred to in the NilamatapurHi~a and the RPjataraigini. See A. STEIN, 
Kalha!ra's Chronicle of Kashmir. This place is on the road from Supiyan to Srinagar 
near Shozkroo. 

3 rDo rje mfi la (lower down ' Varamula ') is a curious name half Tibetan and 
half Sanskritic: it evidently derives from a vernacular form of VarHhamula (now 
Baramula) where the first part of the word was taken b y  0 rgyan pa as a corruption 
of Vajra. 
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as the sky, called Kamapara l ;  (the place) is lovely on account of the 
beautiful flowers; it is thickly covered with excellent trees bent (under 
the weight of) their ripe fruits; it is adorned by all sorts of ripe crops, 
and furnished with every kind of riches. I t  is a mine of knowledge 
sprung forth from that gem which is the teaching of S ~ k ~ a r n u n i ;  every 
creature practises the white dharma. I t  is the place to which refers the 
prophecy of the PrajfiZpZramitZ when it says: 

" it is the abode of many Buddhist pa?zditas ". 

From there (we went) to ~ r i n a ~ a r a  (formerly) a town of three 
million and six hundred thousand inhabitants; having been ravaged 
by the Hor now (they have been reduced) to no more than three mil- 
lions 2 .  Then we went to Vatipur 3 where the saffron grows. Then we 
arrived at  Bhejibhara 4, which counts nine hundred thousand inhabi- 
tants. There he asked many sacred Mantras of ~ a m v a r a  and other 
Tantras of 'Bum mi Bri la 5 and of other Panditas. As they entered the 
town for alms, many children began to hit them with bricks; but two 
girls saved them, led them into a house, but gave them no food. 

Then came an old man who was the householder and (said to us) 
" If you do not stay (in my house) one day, it will be a shame to me ". 
Then, having paid homage to us, he asked: " Who are you? ". We 
replied: " We are religious men from Tibet and have gone on pilgri- 
mage to U rgyan ". They felt some doubts and called for a student 
who asked: " If you are men of the law, what kind of law do you 
know? ". 

Since I replied that I knew the Abhidharma (nznon pa), we agreed 
upon logic and discussed together; he acknowledged that it was true 
(that1 knew the law). 

Then he asked: " Besides this system, what else do you know? " 
When 1 said: l '  The Kiilacakra " he replied: " It is false ", and was 
surprised 6 .  I insisted that it was true; then they called a student in 
order to see whether I had said the truth or not, and aftcr discussing the 
subject he recognised that I was a learrled man. Then they sent for 

Kamapara is a corruption of Kalnalasara = Wular lake. 
The number is, as usual, exaggerated. 

3 Vatipur, farther below: Varipur, is a corruption for Avantipur; this statement 
anyhow is not exact, because saffron-fields are to be found only near Pampur. 

4 Vijayajeivara, now Bij-beh?ira, Ijijbiara. 
5 Bhfimijila? 
6 The KFilacrtkra is still considered in Ti1)c.t ;IS one of tlw 1no5t difficult Tnntric 

systems. 
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an old man who could recite by heart the Vimalapralhil; both the 
husband and his wife were famous for their learning all over Kashmir. 
I discussed with the wife and got myself out fairly well. 

The lady said: " 0 learned man, what (else) do you know or have 
heard? l'. 

I replied: " I have thrown away all objects ofk nowledge as grass, 
and having gone to Ogyan and to other holy places 1 have forgotten 
(everything) ". Then they agreed that I really was a Tibetan patzdita 
and were pleased. Since I was made known by the name of " Hor " 
which I had formerly been given by the boy (who had thrown bricks 
at him), the king as soon as he was aware (of this fact) sent some 
policemen to catch me, and from midnight to the day-light (my host) 
said to the king that I belonged to another religion and was not a 
Hor. But he did not listen to him. Then the others having relinquished 
my protector, my protector said: " I t  is better to escape ". Then, 
wearing Kashmiri dress we went to a ford of a big river, (but we found 
there) a group of about thirty Indian rascals, who said: "The men 
whom we want are here", laid hold of us, and took off our dress. 
1% asked: " What will be done to us? " " You \{?ill be led to the 
presence of the king and killed; until that, there is nothing to do ".- 
" If we are to be killed before the king, we should be happy to die 
here ". 

Then turning downwards we laid the head on the crossed arms 
and slept; (then they said: " While they stay here, let us go to eat ") 
and they went away. 

We ran away very quickly without touching as it were the earth; 
but, since a great wind-storm arose, even our traces were not 
visible. Then, restraining our breath, nre went to a river which was 
running very slowly, and with great facility, without sinking as it were 
in the water, we reached the other shore. That day we stayed with some 
young shepherds who happened to be there, and in the night we slept 
in a heap of grass; in the morning n-e went for alms and somebody 
gave us some worn clothes. 

From that place after one month to the east 
we ~ . e n t  to Varipur, the steadfast throne of Kashmir; 
in its fields saffron grows, 
but I did not carry away even R pistil of that flower. 

I This is thc commet1tar)r upon the K2lncakra. 
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When we reached a pass on the way from Kashmir among a crowd 
of women wearing furred coats, there walked about five hundred 
women who had the hair loose on the back. They asked: " Wherefrom 
do you come? Whereto are you going? " I replied: " We come from 
0 rgyan and go to sBud bkra " I .  " 0 great man, your enterprise is 
fulfilled ". So they said, and suddenly disappeared. Afterwards the 
mK1an po bsGrub rin asked me if those women were d~kini of that 
time, and I agreed that they looked so. 

Then we reached Jalandhara, and after a few days some Kashmiri 
merchants happened to be there, and asked us: " Where doy ou come 
from? " " We are Tibetan monks gone on pilgrimage to 0 rgyan. On 
our way back we came to Kashmir and your king (wanted to) kill us 
both ". They looked astonished and said: " Perhaps you are a siddha. 
When the king sent some men to catch you, a kind of rainbow in the 
sky gradually vanished ". 

Greatly astonished they made me great honour and many offerings 
and I began to be famous even in Jglandhara as a monk from Tibet woh 
had gone on pilgrimage to 0 rgyan and had got there miraculous powers. 

Then we went to Mar yul 2 .  

PART I11 

TRAVELS O F  STAG TS'AN RAS PA 

(2, a )  Even sTag ts'an ras pa starts from Tse and through Myan 
po ri rdson3 and Pretapuri, a day's journey only from that pla- 
ce 4, enters the province of Guge S in Tan iun-(iari iuri gi yul GU 

T h e  residence of rGod ts 'a i  pa. 
T h e  short-way for going to Mar yul (Ladakh) would have been to cross the 

Zoji la; I cannot understand why they took the long way to Kangra and LHhul. 
3 M y a i  po ri rdson is in the proximity of Dulchu gompa. 
4 Pretapuri is the same as Tirthapuri (see above p. I 5). In  the dkar c'ag or nzd- 

hdtmya of the monastery the name is mis-spelt as gNas tre bsta puri, an evident corrup- 
tion of Tirthapuri through the colloquial Tretapuri. This nzdhitmya is preserved 
in the monastery and its title is: gNas Ire bsta jur i  gyi gnas yigs (= yig) dkar c'ag 
(ms. c'ags) gsal ba'i nze 202 (ms. Ions). Pretapuri seems to be the original name, since 
Pretapuri is included in the list of 24 places presided over by  the 24 Viras. See TuCCI, 
Indo Tibetica, 111, part 11, p. 42; Padma t'an yig, Chap. V .  The place was named Pre- 
tapuri perhaps on account of the hot springs of sulphur which are to be found there 
and were considered as being connected with chthonian deities. On Pretapuri- 
Tirthapuri see TUCCI, Santi e Briganti neC T i b ~ t  ignoto, p. 120.  

5 That  points to Pal kye, where vast ruins are still to be seen. See TucCI, Salzti 
e Briganti, p. I 32. 
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gel). He then reaches K'yun lunz and after five days he halts at the the 
bottom of the Sarang 1a 3 .  Having crossed this pass, he enters the narrow 
valley (ron) of Ku nu and through rNam rgyal 4, Pu, Sa, he arrives 
after two days at So ran and then sets out to K'yags 5 ;  in five days he 
reaches Su ge t'an 6 and after three days more Llsva la mu khe. In the 
proximity, thcre is a warm rock which is said to have ixen the mcdi- 
tation-hut of Nsgsrjuna (2, b). Then in one day, the pilgrim rcachcs 
Dsalandhara-one of the twenty-four limbs of the vajrakzya; it is also 
called by the Indians Kankarkot (Kangra) and by the Til)c:tans Nag:.r- 
kot. (2, b). 

To  the east of this place there is a temple in the shape of a st ipa,  
in whose interior one can see a stone image called Mahsdurkha 7 ,  and 
it is said to be the abode of the goddess rDo rje p'ag mo. On thc four 
sides there are four holes for the four magic karma: to the north thcre 
is a place for bloody sacrifices (dmar mc'od). 

Even sTag t'an ras pa refers to a practice of the Hindu pilgrims 
mentioned by early Persian and European travellers: that on the eastern 
side people used to cut their tongues believing that it would grow again 
within three days 8. 

Then, to the south of this place, sTag ts'an ras pa went to Lan- 
gura 9 one of the eight cemeteries with its peculiar tree; people used 
to offer bloody sacrifices to a NZgavyksa which grows there. Not 
very far, there is a cave where the Tibetan ascetic rGod ts'an pa 
spent some time in meditation. Tibetan pilgrims use to reside thcre: 
in the first month o f  the year, on the occasion of the holiday which 
commemorates the miraculous exhibitions of the Buddha, all belie- 

On the relation between i~ iuli and Guge see above, p. 16. 
a K'yun lun (the valley of K'yuli), as I stated in the above work, was a very big 

town, still considered by the Bon pos as one of their holiest places: m ~ u l  mk'ar " the 
silver castle " of K'yun is still invoked in the prayers of the Bon pos. 

3 I hardly think that the distance between K'yun lun and the Sarang la can be 
covered in five days. 

4 rNam rgyal is Namgyal of the maps at the bottom of the Shipki pass on the 
Indian side. 

5 Pu is of course Poo of the maps and Sa is Sasu between Poo and Kanam. 
So rari is Sarahan, the summer residence of the r%ja of Bashahr; perhaps K'yags is 
the same as rCya sKyags of 0 rgyan pa. See above, p. 44. 

6 SU ge t'an is, I think, Suket. 
7 Mahadurg5. 

For European and Indian references on this subject, see Nirfmy ofthe Panjab 
Hill Slates by J. HUTCHINSON and J. Ph. VOCEL, Vol. I, p. I 10. 

9 On this cemetery, see above, p. 381. 



n.rs (MA j a ) ~  of India assemble in the place and make aflcring. 
During the festival-ceremony after the new moon, yogins (dso hi), 

sl;~znyu'si?zs (se n'a xi), and Tibetan pilgrims perform their worship without 
distinction in the royal palace. In a piece of land betwecn two rivers, 
flowing in that cemetery, there is a boulder looking like a skull, where 
one can see quite clearly the image of rNal 'byor ma. 2 sTag ts'an ras 
pa could not accept the local tradition which saw in the stone the mira- 
culous image of Ganapati with the elephant's trunk (3, a). To the north 
of this place there is a hillock called Kha' nu ma o tre (Hanuman?). 

The king of Kankarkot, which is a very pleasant and fertile country 
and inhabited by a good-looking people, is a believer; in his family 
there has been an incarnation of 'Kor 10 sdom pa 3, therefore, in the 
country there are many sannyzsins and yogins. 

One day to the west of Kan gar kot, there is Nu ru p'u; then the 
itinerary of the pilgrim runs through Srinagara, Pathanna Nosara, 
Kathuhara, Pa ru rda, Pathanmusur, !;akiri, Salau, Bhets'arbhura 4, 

Sa la kan !ha, So ta ko !a, Gho tso ra ka; within two days from this 
place he reached Ba la na ga ra ti la, the residence of many yogins. 
On the southern side of a hill in its proximity one can see upon 
the rock a very clear miraculous image of 0 rgyan. Tha tis also the 
place where two famous yogins Dsin ta pir 5 and Dsapir disappeared 
into the earth. This return to Kashmir from Gujrzt seems to show that 
the pilgrims were afraid to proceed any further. 

Then he went to Kashmir, of which he gives a general description 
very similar to that found in the Lam yig of 0 rgyan pa. To the west, in 
a piece of land between two rivers, there is Rva me h a  ra6, which cor- 
responds to the eye-brows of the vajrab~ya. To the east there is the 
sttipa of Pan pu re 7 in the middle of a lake. That sttipa was erected 

I For sTag ts'an the word "believers" seems to include not only the Buddhists, 
but also the Hindus as opposed to the Mohammedans. 

Viz. Yogini, in this case VajaravHrahT. 
3 Viz. of Cakra-Samvara. On this Tantric cycle see TUCCI,  Indo-Tibetica 111, 

part 11, p. 1 7 .  
4 Some places can be identified: Nu ru p'u is Nurpur, Pathan~la  perhaps corres- 

ponds to Pathankot, Kafhuhara is Kathua or Kathlaur, Salau may correspo~ld to 
Salathia, Salakatlfa to Sialkot, Gho tso ra ka to Gujrat; anyhow it is clear that sTag 
tsari went from Nurpur to Jammu and from there proceeded to Kashmir. 

5 These two namcs seem to be mis-spelt, at  least it is difficult to recognize the 
original form of them: the name " pir ", thougli specially usctl for Mohammcclari saints, 
is also occasionally applied to Indian S,?dlius. 

6 See above, p. 403. 
7 Viz. Pampur. 
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in order to commemorate the rniracle of the arhat mi ma gun pa (Ma- 
dhyandina) who, sitting in meditation, over-powered the &gas who 
wanted to disturb him; the fiercc winds which they roused were unable 
to move even the border of his clothes, and the weapons they threw 
upon him turned into flowers; being unsuccessful in their attempts, 
they requested him to ask for whatever he wanted and he replied that 
hc desired as much ground as was necessary for him to sit in vajrd- 
paryahka (3, b). So all the lake dried up and in the surface which thus 
emerged there is a town with three million and six hundred inhabitants I .  

There is also a grove, the Kashmirian residence of NZropI. 
The capital of Kashmir is a big town called Na ga ra: there is 

a temple of the unbelievers called Bha ro ma tsi 3 which is adorned by 
four hundred pillars. In Pa lhar sgan4 there is an image of sGrol ma 
inside a well. To the east there is a hill called sTag si l i  ma 5 said to 
be Gru 'dsin 6 .  

Then in one day the pilgrim reached Puspahari7 where he stopped 
for seven days (4, b). Then, leaving in Kashmir his three companions 
suffering from fever and anxious to go back, he went to see the rock 
Sen ta 8, from where water runs from the fifteenth day of the fourteenth 
lunar mansion up to the fifteenth day of the eighteenth lunar mansion. 
This place corresponds to the fingers of the vajrakdya and was still in 
the hands of the believers. 

Returning to his friends who were run down by disease, he went 
along with them to Varan 9, but on the way to Mate10 one of his compa- 
nions died and another, Grags pa rgya mt'so by name, passed away 
in Mate. So only Dran po bzan po was left ( 5 ,  a). They spent there 

I On this legend and its source see VOCEL, Indian serjent Lore, pp. 233-235. 
a Abreviation for Srinagara. 
3 This is the Boromasjid. 
4 I cannot identify P a  lhar sgaf~; I suppose that it is to be identified with the 

Parvati hill. 
S Takht-i-Suleiman. 

Potala, the abode of Avolokiteivara. 
7 Also called in the Tibetan biographies of Naropa, Marpa and Milaraspa: Phu- 

lahari, ' mountain of flowers ". 
8 This spring is sacred to the Goddess Saydhya and is called now Sundbrar. 

STEIN, Kalh.ana's Chronicle of the Kings of Kashmir, 11, p. 4%. "The spring of Sam- 
d h y ~  derives its fame as well as its appellation from the fact that for uncertain periods 
in the early summer it flows, or  is supposed to flow, intermittently, three times in the 
day and three tiines in the night ". 

9 Unidentified. 
I o  I suppose hlutti on the river Brinvar. 
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three days and went up to a high pass I .  sTag ts'an halted in the 
evening on the top, but since his companion did not arrive, on the 
following day he returned back thinking that either he had died or 
was unable to proceed; he met him near half-way below the pass, but 
on that day it was impossible to go any farther on account of the snow 
which fell heavily; next day they started and crossed the pass with great 
difficulty and having recourse (5,  b) to some yoga practices; after fifteen 
days they reached the Tibetan Zans dkar, where they met the great Siddha 
bDe ba rgya mts'o who invited them to spend some time in retreat in 
the place where he used to meditate. Behind it, there is the magic 
shield 2 of NZropZ; they spent two months in that place. Then, when 
their companions arrived from Nagarkot, intending to go to Ga Sa 3 ,  

the place of the &kinis, they went to 'Bar gdan 4 and from there, hav- 
ing taken leave from bDe ba rgya mts'o and his disciples, they reached 
Ga Sa. The king of this place Ts'e rin dpal lde 5 rendered service to 
them for three months. Then in K'an gsar 6 they were attended upon 
by the younger sister of the king with her son; she was called bSod 
nams. They explained various doctrines, such as the Mahzmudrg, the 
six laws of Ngrop57, the Prgnayoga, the law of the karmic connection, 
the esoteric methods, the teachings of Mar pa, Mi la ras pa and Dvags 
po rje 8, the story of the law 9, the Mani bka' 'bum IO etc. They also visi- 
ted the places near Lahul, such as Gandhola, Gusa mandala ", Re prag 
and Maru corresponding to the toes of the vajrakaya Iz. In winter they 

I Perhaps the Shilsar Pass. 
The text has p'ub, but I think there is a mistake, the exact reading being plug, 

' l  cave ". 
3 Ga S,?. = GarSa, the usual Tibetan name for Lahul. 
4 This is perhaps Padam, the chief village of Zaris dkar, though in the Chronicles 

edited by FRANCKE the name of this place is spelt on p. 164 Dpal ldem (p. 166 dPa 

S This king is to be identified with Ts'e rin rgyal po, brother (Chronicles of Tinan, 
FRANCKE, ibid, p. 212) or son (Genealogical Tree of the Chiefs of Tinan, ibid, p. 216)  
of bSod nams rgya mts'o; perhaps the same as Ts'e rin se grub of the document refer- 
red to ibid. at p. 2 I 8 (about I 569 A.D.). 

6 On the left bank of the Bhaga river. 
7 Viz. the Nlroja' i  c'os drug, the fundamental book of the bI<a' brgyud pa and 

the guide of their Hathayoga practices. 
8 This is the samjradiya of the first masters of the bKa' brgyud pa sect. 
9 C'os 'byun. This is the general name for any history of the holy doctrines. 
lo  The famous work attributed to Sron btsan sgam po. 
1 1  Gus on the Chandra River. 

See above p. 379. 
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sat in retreat for six months in gYur rdson. Then, for twom onths they 
went to Dar rtse I ,  where was the king. Altogether they spent an entire 
year in Ga 6a. After that, while his companions remained there, he 
went with a single monk from Dar rtse to K'an gsar, sKye nana, 
Gusamandala where begins the country of Kuluta corresponding to 
the knees of the vajrak6ya; then in two days he reached Re p'ag, where 
there is the image of sPyan ras gzigs in the form of 'Gro drug sgrol ye 
Ses 3 .  The image is made in stone from Kamaru 4. Then in one day 
to Maru, in two days to Pata; then to the bottom of the KO ta la pass; 
having crossed the pass full of snow, he reached Pangi and then Sura 
and after two days Na ran. This country is called Ka ma ru and 
corresponds to the armpits of the vajrakdja. Having crossed another 
high pass, he reached in two days the narrow valley of Tsam bhe 
dam pa 5, which he traversed in seven days. Then he found himself 
in Hindutam6. The itinerary then runs through: Nurup'u, Srinagara, 
Pathanna Nosara, Kathuhar, PZturar, Pathanmosur, Sakiri, Salau, 
Bhetsarbhura, Salakantha, Sauta, Kauta, Ghotsoraka7, in whose proxi- 
mity a big river coming from Kashmir runs to the south. Since in the 
itinerary of 0 rgyan pa it was stated that on the other side of this river 
there is a place called Va ra mi la, he (7, a) marched for four days 
towards the south, but could not find that place. His companion Zi 
ba rnam rgyal lost any faith in the itineraries and advised him to return. 
But he did not listen to him and went to the north-west; after fifteen 
days through a desert country he reached a place called Hi la. He 
asked there for the town called in the itinerary of 0 rgyan pa Hora and 
said to have 700,000 inhabitants; nobody could tell him anything 
about it. Nor had he better results when he enquired about the moun- 
tain of mineral salt called Banhoti*. They said anyhow that there were 
many places where one could find mines of mineral salt (Salt Range), 
the nearest being those of Tsoiara (Sakesar?); having traversed for 
three days a desert country, they reached Muraga. There they forded 

I The first  illag age to be Inet when entering Lahul after crossing the Baralacha 
Pass. 

142. Ti nan. 
3 See SCHURERT, in Artibus Asiac vol. 111. 
4 The high valley of the Chandrabhaga. 
5 Viz. Chamba. 
6 hlis-spelling for Hindustan. 
7 See abol-e. 
8 Cf. abol-e, and note how the spelling of these places is dificrcnt: in 0 rgyan 

pa it corresponds to Bhrahora, Bhallola: pcrhaps Bhera. 



a big river (Jhelam) and after threc days more they rcachcd TsoBara. 
I t  is a valley stretching from north-west, whcrc it is very high, to 
the south-east, wherc it is low. 011 its northern side there are many 
ravincs facing south whcre there is mineral salt in the shape of rocks. 
To  the south of this place there is the big country of Dhagan and that 
of Dsamola I where there are many believers and many sects of monks. 
They come to take salt there from Nagarkot up to Lahor and Abher, 
on the other side up  to Gorsala and Ghothaiasakam. In thc old itjnc- 
raries it is written that the salt of this place goes as far as 0 rgyan; but 
a t  the time of the author this commerce had stopped; anyhow even in 
0 rgyan there is mineral salt of blue colour like crystal 3 .  From TsoSara 
(6, b) he went to Dhoina (Dandot) and Vavula, then after two days 
to Malotta 4, where there is a temple founded by king Hu la ruined by 
the soldiers of the Mugal. In the itinerary of 0 rgyan pa it is stated 
that to the north-west of this place there is Rukala, but nobody could 
give any information about this town. Anyhow, marching towards 
north-west, they met some Hor who were salt traders; he enquired 
from them about Ruksla, but they replied that the place beyond was 
desert and full of brigands who were likely to kill them. They could 
give no information about the road. Proceeding farther, they had a 
narrow escape from five or six salt diggers who wanted to kill them; 
the next day (8, a) they turned back, but lost the way, went to the east 
and after some time they met some salt-traders; among them there 
was an old Brahmin who became a friend of the Tibetan pilgrims. 
These went along with the caravan until after nine days they met 
a salt-lakes, on whose shore there was a large pasture-land. The pilgrim 
confesses to have forgotten the name of this lake. The merchants there 
carried their trade of salt and butter and then went away with the 
younger brother of the Brahmin; sTag ts'an resumed the march and 
after three days arrived at  RukZla6; then they went to Akkithial, 

I Dhagan is Dekhan, and Dsamola is the Tamil Country. (Dralnida, Dramila). 
Perhaps Gujarat. 

3 It  is in fact sold in the market of Mingora. 
4 Malofta is Malot; see above. 
S This is the salt lake near Kallar Kallar. It took our pilgrim so many day 

reaching this place because, we are told, he went astray. 
6 As I stated before (p. 47) I supposed that R u k d a  is the same as Rupw:~l. 

As to the names which follow, if the idetltification Ruknla-Rup~rial is cxact, Bllahfipur 
might be Bakhuwala to the north of Khaur; hlxlapur is perlxaps a ~nis-spelling for 
Kamalpur, and Utsalpur seems to correspond to Uchar (to the south of Cninpbellpllr). 
Atike must he tlttok: this identificntion is sure 011 account of th(. Svii gc k ' s  'hat) slid 



Bhahupur, Miilapur, Uts'alapur, Sapunpur, Reuret, Atike in front of 
which runs the Sen ge k'a 'bab. Crossing this river, there is a placc 
called Ma ts'il ka na tha tril; then there is Pora, Nohara (Nowshcra), 
Matangana, Mithapsni. It is a spring which has a salt taste and it is 
said to be derived from the urine of Padma-samhhava. Thcy wc-nt 
farther on along with that old Brahmin, three yogins and a householdcr, 
Atumi by name (8, b). After having bcen detained by a man callcd 
Tsadulhayi I ,  who expressed the desire to accompany them but dc-layc-d 
the departure on account of some clothes that he had to wash or of the 
bad weather, they started again on the journey; but the old Brahmin 
left them and returned (g, a). The itinerary of sTag ts'an runs thcn 
through Miidha, Atsimi, PakSili 2, Dhamdhori, Kiwhar, Bhathur\-ar, 
Pathapamge, Mutadni, Kapola, Kandhahar, Hasonagar. 

Then they forded a river 3 and resumed the journey through 
Paruka, Nasbhala, Sik'ir. Proceeding farther for half a day they 
met about sixteen brigands who boasted to be from Kapur, viz., from 
0 rgyan. They hit the pilgrim on the head, cut his hair, took off his 
clothes and then sold him as a slave, for some silver tarik'as and some 
payesa to two brothers. After having met another group of six I~ri- 
gands and still another brigand and paid the ransom, in the evening 
he reached with his proprietors Momolavajra (0, b). He was givcn 
some work to do, but at the fourth part of the day (t'un) he begpn 
reciting the prayers loudly. The old father of thc house in a fit of r q e ,  
hit him twice on the head so that he lost consciousness, hut he rcco- 
vered after having recourse to some yoga practices and to the mcdi- 
tation on his guru. He escaped and arrived at a place called Sithar 
where he was caught again by the people. He told a Brahmin \:.h0 
happened to the there that he was a Tibetan not from Kashmir but 
from Mahscina; with his help he was released and at the suggestion 
of that same Brahmin he went to Bhayasahura, where he met many 
yogi7zs. The chief of them was called Buddhanztha. He was recei\-c,d 
by them with great joy and was given the name of ~an~on i i t ha  ( I  I ,  l)). 
Those ascetics had holes in the ears and were called Rlunda. Li\.ing 

in our text to be flowing near that place. The Sen ge li'a 'bab is the Tibetan Iz:une 
for the Indus. 

Perhaps a ATohammedan name: Shahidullah. 
a Paliiili perhaps is Bakshali, in which case Madha could be identified ~vllit 

Martlzn. But it seems as if the pilgrim went astray: from Nowshera the distance to 
Buner and Swat cannot cover so many halts; perhaps nobody could ullderstnr~d 
what sTag ts'aii ras pa meant for 0 rgyan, Uddiyzna. 

3 Perhaps the Barandrl. 
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n m r  Guru Jiifinaniitha sTag ts'an learnt many doctrines of the yogins, 
such as GurganZtha I .  During his stay in that place he could assist 
in some wrestling performances in great fashion in that town. There 
was there a famous wrestler who was challenged one day by a Her 
officer who boasted to be very clever in that very art. This Hor began 
fighting, but was easily overcome by the other who though often reque- 
stcd by his badly injured rival to stop fighting, did not cease until that 
ofFLcer, was killed. In the proximity there is one of the eight cemeteries, 
viz. that called Ts'an 'ur 'ur sgrogs pa, where there is a thick wood. 
Both believers and unbelievers carry there their corpses, the believers 
to burn them and the unbelievers to bury them. They go there for 
secret practices and in the night; one can see corpses rising from the 
soil; there are also many dsltinis black, naked, carrying in their hands 
human hearts or intestines and emanating fire from their secret parts. 
In this place there are also performances. 'They fight one with a shield 
and another with a sword. If one breaks the shield that is all right; 
othcrwise even if he is wounded or dies it is considered to be a shame 

(12, a). In that place in the first month of the year, on the occasion 
of the big holiday which commemorates the great miracle of Bud- 
dha, there is a great nzeli where many yogins and sannyasins mcet. 
They told him that he would have seen a great yogin hailing from 
0 rgyan (13, a). In fact, he met him and he was astonished to see that 
he knew everything about his having been captured by the ban- 
dits, etc. 

This yogin told him that he was bound for Hasonagar but that he 
w ~ u l d  return within ten days to take him to 0 rgyan. Therefore, sTag 
ts'nri ras pa waited in Bhyasahura for ten days; then, since the yogin 
did not come back, he decided to start alone. The yogins assembled 
in Bhyasahura and the great Pir Buddhanatha advised him to go 
M-licrever he liked, either to Dhagan or to Hindutam or to Lahor save 
0 rgyan; there were there too many Pathans who would have killed 
him (13, b). SO he requested them to show him the way to Hindutam, 
but in fact he went to Hasonagar, where he enquired about the yogin 
from 0 rgyan who was called Palanatha and succecded in finding him. 
That  Palanatha was a Pathan by birth who after having k e n  an 
unl~eliever became converted and spent many years in 0 rgyan. Then 

they joined a party of traders and went along with them upwards. 
Thcy crossed a small river and then, through Paruba, Nyapala, Apuka, 

I I cannot find the origin of Sarnon5tha: is it ~ a m b h u n 5 t h a ?  GurganZtlla is 
Goraksan5tha. 
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Killitila, Sikir I ,  Momolavajra, Sinora, Pelahar, Muthilli, Muqamli, 
MuthikSi, Mahatilli, SatZhulda, Kalabhyatsi, Sangiladhuba, Gothaiab- 
kamz they arrived a t  a high pass; having crossed it, they arrived in 
the country of 0 rgyan. After three days they reached Dsomok'ati 3 

where there is the palace of the king. This king was called Parts'agaya. 
He holds his sway over the 700,000 old towns of 0 rgyan. This king 
was an intimate friend of PhlanStha and therefore he gave them a guide 
who knew well the country. After five days thcy arrived at the moun- 
tain Yalom peloms, said to be one of the eight Sriparvatas to the Jam- 
budvipa. At its bottom there grows a medical herb called jiti and on 
its middle there are thick woods of white sandal. On the top there are 
field of saffron. In their middle there is a tank, where the king In- 
drabhMi used to bathe and on the border of this tank there are many 
chapels beautifully carved and adorned with beams of red sandal 5. 

The top of this mountain is higher than the Himdayas. He resided 
there for seven days (14, a). In a desert valley near that mountain 
there are many wild animals and every sort of poisonous snakes. Then 
they went to the other side of the mountain (* 1 5 ,  a), where there is 
a valley in the shape of a fullblown lotus with cight petals, stretching 
towards the south-west. After three days they arrived a t  K'arakiar 6 ;  

then after five days a t  RhyiGar 7 .  U p  to that point the custom of the 
pcople of 0 rgyan is like that of the Indians. But after that place it 
changes. Both men and women have a girth of jewels; this girth some- 
times is in the shape of a snake of black colour, sometimes of a snake 
streaked. They wear a black hat of felt in the shape of a toupet which 
is adorned with many jewels; the women wear a cap like that of 
Padmasambhava, but without the hem. Both men and women wear 
earrings, bracelets and anklets made either of silver or of earth properly 
prepared. To  the south-west side of this place there is the palace 

But before Sik'ir. 
a These names have nothing in common with the toponomy of today: this 

means that sTag t s ' h  ras pa was there brforc the Yusufzai entered the country or 
gave the places a Pashtu name. 

3 Dsomok'ati is said, farther below, to be the place where all rivers of 0 rgyan 
meet, and on his way back to Kashmir sTag t'sari went straight from that town to the 
Indus; from there he also starts for the mountain Ilam. I therefore think that Dso- 
mok'ati is to be located in the Barandu valley. 

4 Ilanl mountain, on which see above p. 398. 
5 Nothing of this kind exists on the Ilam except a big stone on which " Sri- 

ram " is written. 
6 M'hich srems to be the Karakzr Pass. 
7 Rajgiri. 



of Indrabhiti  with nine stories ( I  5,  b). But a t  this time there were only 
the ruins I Not very far, to the north-west, there is the place where 
Padmasambhava was burnt; the soil turned into clay. But there is no 
trace of the lake spoken of in the biography of the saint. After three 
days' march to the north-west there is a big place called RahorbhYara. 
This place is so situated, that it takes seven days from whatever part 
one wants to reach it either from the west or the east or the north or 
the south. In its middle there is the vihara founded by king Indrabhfiti 
the great and called Mangalahor It possesses one hundred pillars and 
still has many chapels. Specially worthy of notice is the chapel of 

Guhyasamiija with its mandala. To  the north-west of this locality 
there are many places, but there are no temples nor things worth seeing. 
Therefore, both sTag ts'an ras pa and Palanatha went back to Rayiiar. 
Behind that place there is a small river; they forded it and after one 
day they arrived at  Odiyana 3 (16, a); it was a big holiday correspond- 
ing to the tenth of the third month of the Buddhist calendar. All people 
were assembled and singing and dancing they drank all kinds of liquors 
without restriction. This place is the very core of 0 rgyan (16, b). To 
the west of it there is a small temple, where one can see the miraculous 
image of a yogini of red sandal. To  the back of that temple there lives 
a yogini, HudsunZtha by name, more than a thousand years old though 
she looks about twenty-six or twenty-seven. From that place one can 
see the mountain called Kamalabir 4 ( 1 7 ,  a); its top is always covered 
by the splendour of the rainbow, but when the rainbow vanishes it 
looks like a helmet of silver. According to the Tantric literature this 
mountain is known as the dharmagaEja (the treasury of the law) or 
the miraculous palace of Heruka. In front of it there is a cave which 
is the sacred cave of the Vajra; or according to the itinerary of 0 rgyan 
pa the magic cave of Labapa. All the Indians call it Hadsikalpa and 
it is the abode of K'otas 5 .  Behind that mountain there is a lake known 
as the ' Sindhu-ocean ' of DhanakoSa6; in colloquial language the 
Indians call it Samudrasintu. It was distant only one day's journey; 

I Raja Gira's Castle? 
Mingora; Rallorbhyara and Mingora seem therefore to be identical or to be 

very near; in that case Rallorbhyara might be a n  ancient name for Saidu Sharif or 
any othcr village near Mingora. 

3 Udegram bclaw R5igiri. 
4 Tlle same as the mountain Kama-'onka, K a ~ n a d l ~ o k a  of Orgyan pa. Certainly 

Mankyal. 
s The meaning or the Sanskrit equivalent of this word is quite unknown to me. 
6 Makoclan to the north of Upshu? 
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but PglanStha told him that thcre was no need of going any farther, 
because behind the pass there was no placc to be scen except the lakc. 
To  the south there is a small mountain where there is a spring called 
Mangalapgni or in colloquial: gyurpgni because it bestows immortality. 
(18, a) I .  Then, they went back and in two days they arrived a t  Odiysna, 
also called Dhumat'ala; then through RZyiiar, Midora, K'aragSar, where 
there was a woman emitting fire from her mouth and dancing and singing 
like a mad person, whom nobody dared approach, Samdibhor, Kavoka, 
Bhyathabhasabhasor, Dsomok'ati was reached. The king at that time 
was in the park where he kept all sorts of animals, such as Persian 
lions, boars, etc. under the supervision of special stewards. While 
Pglangtha remained with the king, sTag ts'an went on his way for five 
days guided by a man appointed for this purpose by the king. He 
then forded the Sintupani (the Indus). The itinerary then runs through 
Radsahura, after two days, Nila, Kamthe, Nepale, (19, a) Nila'u, Lanka, 
Horaiia, Asakamni, Mahgtsindhe, Ghelamri after six days, Gorgala, 
then again after two days Kalpa, Rukgla, Rahorbunda, Ravata, SatP, 
Hati, Tsiru, RutBZ, Dselom, Sara, Bhebar, NoSara, Ratsuga. After 
three days he reached Lithanna, then crossed two passes and reached 
a narrow valley. Having then crossed another high pass called Pir- 
bafitsa 3, after two days he arrived in Kashmir, where he went to pay 
a visit to the famous place PuSpahari in the lower part of which there 
are fields of saffron. In the proximity of these there is a bazar called 
Spanpor 4. After having bathed in the spring of the rock called San- 
dha 5, he returned to Kashmir proper. -4t last, having crossed a pass, 
he arrived after two days at Varan; then he went to Mate and after ten 
days through a desert country he was in the Tibetan Zans dkar. Finally, 
he reached Mar yul, where he was properly received by the king and 
his ministers. 

In conclusion, we must say that we are here confronted with three 
itineraries which cannot always be exactly followed in the maps because 
many names are mispelt, as, I said no distances are given, and lastly 
many names are changed chiefly after the Moghul conquest and the 
Pashtu invasion in the North-Western province. 

I Perhaps the sulphur spring near Kotelai to the MTest of Saidu. 
From Ruta to Kashmir the route can easily be followed; it is the old route 

through the Pir Paiijal Pass, practically abandoned after the extension of the railway 
to Rawalpindi; Ruts  is Rohtas; Dselom is Jhelum; Bhebar is Bhimber. 

3 Lithanna is perhaps Thannamang. Pirbaiitsa is evidently Pir Panjal. 
4 Probably Pampur. 
5 Cf. above p. 409, n.  S. 
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We can roughly say that rGod ts'an pa went to Lahul, Trilokn~th, 

Chamba, Nagarkot (i.e. Icangra), Jvalamukhi, Jalandhar; then on his 
way back he went to Kulu, Lahul, Tibet. The itinerary of 0 rgyan 
pa is more detailed; we can roughly follow him from Kulu, Kangra, 
Jalandhar, the ford of the Chandrabhaga (Chenab), a place near Jhe- 
lum or Jhelum itself, Malot, the Salt Range; having crossed the Indus 
near Attock, he then proceeded to Buner (Bhonele), the Karakar passl 
went to Rajgiri (Rayik'ar) and reached the very core of 0 rgyan, Kote- 
lai, Saidu, Mingora. Then he returned to Tibet through the Hazara 
district and Kashmir. 

We can gather from 0 rgyan pa that a t  the time of his travels 
some Hindu principalities had survived in Swat, though the cou~ltry 
appears to be under the suzerainty of the Afghans as a vassal state, 
or various vassal states, if a king could give him a letter of introduction 
to the people of Swat. The Pashtu had not yet arrived. 

sTag tsan ras pa follows the Sutlej, Jvalamukhi, Kangra, Gujrat, 
Kashmir, Zans dkar, Lahul, Gujrat. Then, though he seems to have 
used as his guide the Lam yig of 0 rg-yan pa, he went astray and only 
occasionally do we find, though with a different spelling, the names 
which we read in that same Lam yig. The historical setting had changed, 
new names had been given to the old villages, the situation was less 
safe. O d d i y ~ n a  is located near Rayiiar which I think is Rajgiri, but 
in another place it is situated to the South. The centre of Orgyan 
remains anyhow Dhumat'ala, which must be Mingora (cf. T 'a  la mo- 
nastery of Sung Yiin, and the name of the village of Te le gtum) mi- 
splaced. The only fact of interest which we can gather from the book 
of sTag ttsa,;l ras pa, is that the local people had not yet adopted the 
Pathan dress of today, and that this seems to resemble that of the Kafirs; 
therefore, we are at  the very beginning of the Yusufzai invasion. 

To  sum up, we can gather no conclusive facts from these Tibetan 
pilgrims; the best diary is certainly that of rGod tsan pa, though limited 
in extent. That  of 0 rgyan pa has a personal touch, but nothing impor- 
tant can be found in it concerning Swat. The only thing worth remem- 
bering, as I said before, is that we find both in 0 rgyan pa and in sTag 
ts'an ras pa the reflex of a different historical situation, that the habits 
of the people were not yet completely islamized, that there were sur- 
vivals both of Buddhism and Hinduism, and that the ancient monu- 
ments were in a far better condition than they are today, though it is 
a matter of regret that the Tibetan pilgrims did not think it worth while 
to write a more detailed description of them. 



ALESSANDRO CSOMA D E  K0Rt)S 

Vorrei che mi permetteste anzitutto di ringraziarvi per l'oncre 
che mi avete fatto invitando me, fra tanti illustri cultori di studi t i k -  
tani, che oggi noverano i paesi della nuova Europa, a parlarvi di 
Kiirijsi Csoma; perch6 non vi pub essere onore pih grande per un fore- 
stiero che ricordare e celebrare nella loro stessa patria gli immortali 
pionieri di cultura che aprirono nuovi orizzonti a110 cpirito umano: 
o rivelarono alla presunzione dell'intelletto, superbo del suo presente 
e ansioso del futuro, la tenacia eterna di esperienze remote. 

L'umaniti non s'arricchisce solo nluovendo ardita c mai soddi- 
sfatta alla conquista di nuove idee e all'architettura di nuovi congeni; 
ma anche fermandosi ogni tanto a riguardare e ad intendere certi suoi 
pensamenti lontani e quasi dimenticati: perch; non t detto che il nuovo 
sia sempre meglio dell'antico e che nelle imaginazioni distanti nel tempo 
e nello spazio non brillino scintille di quella luce eterna, che, sotto ogni 
cielo, l'uomo ha acceso o scoperto, per farsene lume e conforte nel suo 
doglioso vivere e patire. 

Ma era forse giusto che un italiano parlasse di Alessandro Korosi 
Csoma nella terra che gli dette i natali, perch6 Ungheria ed Italia gct- 
tarono i fondamenti degli studi tibetani: come se legami misteriqsi, 
vibranti nel mondo delle idee, ahbiano stabilito simpatie arcane fra i 
nostri due popoli e le mistiche profonditi del tctto del mondo. 

Pensate: Odorico da Pordenone, senza giungere a Lhasa, 6 il 
primo che ne parli ripetendo i raccontari uditi nel suo viaggio di ritorno 
a traverso 1'Asia centralc: quasi cinque secoli e mezzo pi t  tardi, quando 
l'attiviti missionaria si lancib da Ronla all'evangelizzazione della 
Asia, il gesuito Ippolito Desideri da Pistoia (vissuto nella grande uni- 
versiti teologica di Sera e rifugiatosi poi nella solitudine di Takpok'ic-r) 
analizza con acume e sottigliezza scolastica, le complicate astruserie 
della dommatica lamaista, in quella Relrzzio;ice del  Tibet che per la sua 
profonditi e diligenza resiste all'urto dei secoli e a1 perfezionarsi della 
indagine. 

I missionari cappuccini succeduti ai Gesuiti nella missione di Lhasa 
raccolgono il materiale elaborato dal Giorgi in quel suo AZ@inbttunt 
Tibetanu??~ che donato dal Rloorcroft a Korosi Csoma incontrato lungo 
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le carovaniere del Ladak, determinb il destino scientific0 del grande 
filologo ungherese. 

Un  altro missionario italiano (forse un cappuccino) cornpilava 
il dizionario tibetano-italiano che comperato manoscritto dal colonnello 
Latter fu volto in inglese dallo Schroter e vcnne pubblicato a Scram- 
pore nel 1826 dal Marsham; ma 10 Schroter ebbe il solo merito della 
traduzione e slarrogo il vanto d'un'opera non sua. 

K6rosi Csoma segue senza interruzione l'opera degli italiani, la 
completa e fonda gli studi tibetani su una solida base filologica. 

Naturalmente io vi parlerb soltanto della sua opera, non elen- 
candone, si intende, gli scritti, ma evocandone e lumeggiandone il 
definitivo e positivo valore. Della sua biografia sarebbe van0 parlare, 
proprio qui, nella sua terra, ove egli sovrasta a1 flusso del tempo in 
quella contemporaneith tcnace nell'animo dei vivi che 6 l'immortale 
durata degli uomini grandi: nk io avrei nuovi documenti da aggiungere 
o nuovi episodi da  narrare, dopo le amorose riccrchc di Teodoro Duka, 
che di Kiirosi Csoma ha ricostruito le vicende terrene. 

Tutta la sua vita, voi sapcte, fu dedizione alla scienza. Gli anni 
passati nel collegio di Nagyei~yed e pih tardi nell'universita di Got- 
tingen, non erano trascorsi invano: egli aveva acquistato l'abito della 
precisione, della discriminazione intelligentz fra l'imaginato ed il reale, 
della ritrosia per quegli accostamenti fantastici di parole e di radici 
nei quali s'era prodigata l'erudizione dell'ultimo settecento. La disci- 
plina degli studi classici compiuti sotto buona guida 10 aveva educato 
alle contemplazioni cristalline, alla ricostruzione liscia e scarna delle 
architetture del pensiero e della storia scnza ricami e abbellimenti, 
alla rivelazione delle idee essenziali nella loro nudit i  elementare; quasi 
una spersonificazione del10 studioso tutto intento a riflettere nelle tran- 
sparenti luminositj del suo spirit0 la visione spettrale delle cose esa- 
minate e approfondite. Questo 6 il pih vivo carattere dell'opera di 
Csoma e le impartisce certa soliditA tenace che vince l'usura del tempo: 
una costruzione ove tutto k necessario e sicuro, ilulla arbitrario o avven- 
tizio; le ricerche fatte dopo di lui possono a\lcrc aggiunto e con~pletato, 
quasi mai modificato o corretto. 

I1 suo dizionario passb quasi intero nei lcssici postcriori; alcuni 
si limitarono a copiarlo come fece quasi semprc lo Schmidt, altri 10 
inserirono di sana pianta nel loro come il Chandra Ilas: la stcssa sorte 
toccb alla gramatica chc lo Schmidt pose in tedcsco cd i l  Fo~ ica~ lx  in 
francese; oggi si i: ristampata perch6 si i: tlovuto riconosccre chc, :L un 
sec010 di distanza, non si i: riusciti a far di piG o di rnvgiio. 

Gli scarni cataloghi dclle colle7ioni til~ct;lnc pul,l~lic;~tc clal Rvcl~h, 
dall'universiti di Sendai o da quclla Otnni non sono c o n ~ ~ a r a l ~ i l i  alla 
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sua analisi del bKa'-'gyur; in quelli hai elenchi di titoli e liste di nomi; 
in questa uno schema ragionato delle opere contenute nei IOO volumi 
dell'edizione di Narthang che presuppone la lettura attenta di ogni 
pagina e costituisce la scheletrica struttura di una storia letteraria del 
Buddhism0 non ancora tentata. 

La dimestichezza con opere che la filologia tibetana sembrb dopo 
di lui ignorare - o percht ne perdette notizia o per le difficolti del 
soggetto e della lingua - gli permise la compilazione di quelle appendici 
brevi come paradigmi lineari che ricostruiscono 10 schema cronologico 
della storia tibetana, o le equivalenze fra cicli indiani e i cicli t ik tani ,  
spigolati nell'aggrovigliata selva del VaidErya dkar po e I'identificazione 
di versi del Mahibhdrata e della Bhagavadgitd ritrovati nelle monu- 
mentali raccolte. 

Non vorrei che la puritH filologica degli scritti di Csoma potesse 
indurvi in errore e farvi considerare quest'uomo singolarissimo come 
un semplice erudito: anzitutto l'erudizione i: sterile, accumula per se 
medesima coacerva nozioni disgiunte; ma l'opera di Korosi Csoma fu 
il cominciamento glorioso di discipline non ancora arrivate a piena ma- 
turazione scientifica e partite dalla sua investigazione di pioniere. E 
poi la vita del grande che oggi commemoriamo fu nel suo svolgi- 
mento terreno vita di poeta oltra che di scienziato: la poesia 6 sognante 
evasione dal n~ondo della realtH, un candid0 dispregio delle leggi che 
governano la tormentosa necessiti delle cose, un fiducioso librarsi nel 
magico regno dell'imaginazione per dimenticare in quegli spazi liberi 
ed ariosi la pesantezza mortale. 

Riflettete ... Asceta itinerante della scienza, K6rosi Csoma supera 
la fatica immane delle distanze percorse a piedi, vince le angustie 
della poverti implacabile fin0 a diventare miseria, umilia il suo corpo 
con i digiuni, le privazioni e i freddi dei monasteri tibetani, cosi fedele 
a1 suo sogno che la carne si mollificava e vaniva nei luminosi richiami 
dello spirito: i suoi sacrifici stanno alla pari con quelli dei missionari 
che attratti dallo zelo apostolico avevano a pih riprese valicato l'Hi- 
malaya e domato con 10 zelo della fede le inviolabiliti ostjli della cin- 
tura montana con cui il Tibet si difende dalla curiosit& umana. Egli 
s'era inoltrato con la sola compagnia dell'imaginazione e della speranza 
per quei sentieri dello Zanskar, dello Spiti e dello stato di Bashahr che 
sembrano sfide lanciate all'ardimento umano dall'inimicizia della na- 
tura e, volontario recluso, s'era sepolto come gli anacoreti tibetani nei 
piccoli conventi di Zangla e Kanam per farsi un varco negli intricati 
labirinti del lamaismo. 

Lasciate che in questo giorno dedicato alla memoria di quel grande, 
io rievochi a me stesso la commozione che mi vinse quando nel 1931 
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scendendo appunto dallo Zanskar nella valle della Satlej diretto alla 
frontiera del Tibet, mi recai in raccolto pellegrinaggio a quel piccolo 
tempietto di Kanam - che si chiama anche oggi il bKa'-'gyur Lha-ktah 
- dove Csoma visse alla maniera dei tibetani dall'agosto del 1827 
all'ottobre del 1830: volli sfogliare quei grossi volumi delle sacre scrit- 
ture che nessun studioso mai pih apri dopo che Kiirijsi Csoma li  eblle 
letti con la rapita meraviglia di chi scopre un tesoro nascosto e the 
passarono poi a1 pih umile ufficio di essere recitati ad alta voce e a 
casaccio dai monaci venali per qualche cerimonia funebre o per implo- 
rare la pioggia negli anni di carestia. 

In quel romitorio che guarda la valle augusta e sassosa, vigilato 
dalle cuspidi aspre ed inaccessibili del Ri Purgyul, piantato sulla 
roccia che si sgretola e precipita e g i i  annuncia nello squallore della 
vegetazione rada e scarne la vicinanza del Grande Tibet, Kijrosi Csoma 
pose fine alla sua peregrinazione nello spazio per intraprendere quella 
pih fascinosa nel tempo: l'investigazione quasi affannosa della lette- 
ratura buddhistica gli traeva quasi d'ora in ora dal nulla dell'ignoto 
la vivace esperienza di una religione millenaria. 

Fu trionfo della volonti tesa inflessibile all'inveramento di un 
ideale che coincideva con 10 scopo e la ragione della sua vita: la quale 
infatti compiuto il dizionario e la gramatica e stampata l'analisi della 
grande enciclopedia sacra, precocemente si spense a Darjeeling, sulla 
via di Lhasa, quasi stanca e domata dall'immane logorio del lavoro 
e dei patimenti. 

Ma proprio questo volontario sacrificio, qucl doglioso pellegri- 
naggio e paziente esilio distinguono Csoma dagli altri scienziati: l'ideale 
scientific0 cosi 10 invase e dominb che le sue fiamme liquefecero e 
dissolvettero ogni altro pensiero e tramutarono il filologo in eroe. 

Non ci interessa insistere sul motivo occasionale che condusse 
Csoma alle sue ricerche tibetane: o sugli indizi di certi autori arabi che 
10 mossero a rintracciare l'origine della sua gente nelle distese aride 
e montuose delllAsia centrale. L'Europn in pieno sviluppo romantic0 
sognava i virginali candori dclle origini e quasi stanca della sua con- 
sapevole maturiti  si piegava su se stessa a far luce sui primordi mistc- 
riosi delle genti, a ricostruirne le migrazioni e a trovare la remota sorgente 
delle idee madri. 

Non ci meravigliamo se Korosi Csoma nella sua anima di poeta 
subisse anch'egli il fascino di quei pensamenti che is~irnrono la ricerca 
storiografica del primo ottocento, anzi anticipasse nella divinazione del 
suo intelletto lc scoperte che la filologia cinese, anch'cssa giovai~e 
d'anni, stava per fare, esplorando la labirintica vastitj della storio- 
grafia cinese. 
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L'uomo arriva a1 compimento della sua opera per tortuove vie, 
ispirazioni mistcriose, inconsapevoli necessiti o quasi arcane industrie 
del destino, che 10 conduce per mutevoli allettamenti e richiami. 

Kijrosi Csoma giunge in India quando la Societi Asiatica di Cal- 
cutta aveva g i i  cominciato a svolgere la sua attiviti: una esigua ma 
valorosa schiera di studiosi faceva corloscere con le prime traduzioni 
attendibili i tesori spirituali dell'rndia; I'Occidente meravigliato assi- 
steva alla rivelazione di una sapienza millenaria che umiliava la sua 
vaniti e con guizzi improvvisi di veggcnze solitarie squarciava la 
notte dell'umana ignoranza, Goethe, gli Humboldt, gli Schlegel, Scho- 
penhauer inchinarono il loro genio alle Upanisad ed alla Bhagavad- 
g2ti: i miti dell'induismo che lc prime traduzioni dei PurPna avevano 
rivelato all'occidente, aprivano orizzonti insospettati all'immagina- 
zione, erano dilatazioni dell'impossibile, aggrovigliamenti di sogni, esa- 
sperazioni di delirio, e cos; si intrecciavano, fondevano e accavallavano 
che nessuna fantasia riusciva a coglierne i l  significato, e se nc ritraeva 
spaurita e sopraffatta vanamente in cerca di un senso e di un'allegoria 
che pur doveva nascondersi dietro quella apparente stranezza. 

Ma del Buddhismo nulla ancor si sapeva, perchit i l  libro del Dcsi- 
deri che sunteggiava la principale opera della tcologia lamaistica, i l  
Lam Y ~ ? Z  c'en nzo di Tson k'a pa giaceva inedito nelle biblioteche dei 
Gesuiti: nZ: dalla Cina, n t  dalla Birmania, nZ: dal Siam erano giuntc 
notizie precise sul Buddhismo: oppure tali, che di tutte le religioni 
dell'oriente questa, che i: la p i t  nobile e profonda, sembrava la piG 
povera e decaduta. I missionari in Cina seguendo l'esempio del Ricci 
avevano rifiutato di vestire alla foggia dei bonzi, adottando I'abito dei 
letterati confuciani: la legge della rinascita, che essi erratamentc intcn- 
devano come metempsicosi, avvicinandola con arbitrio alle teorie pita- 
goriche, allontanava il Buddhismo dalla simpatia dei cristiani ancora 
troppo dimonati dalla cieca cortezza dell'ortodossia per aprire la mente 
alla comprensione di una delle pih sottili architctture religiose che 
I'uomo abbia insegnato. 

Dalla Birmania, quasi mentre Csoma si rifugiava nei romitori 
dello Zanskar e di Kanam era giunta l'esposizione del Buddhismo del 
Piccolo Veicolo fatta dal Sangermano (con buona conoscenza dclle 
fonti paliche); ma essa, come i tentativi del Mantegazza che I'aveva 
preceduto su quella via, aveva il torto di giudicare una religione, diffu- 
sasi con tanta luce di sapienza sulla pih gran parte dell'Asia, senza 
scendere in profonditi, nelle universali significazioni delle sue dottrinc, ma 
divagando alla superficie ed insistendo sulle sue interpretazioni contingenti. 

In India poi il Buddhismo era da tempo tran~ontato e solo in quegli 
stessi anni, quasi per inconsape\role accordo, 1'Hodgson esplorando le 



sognb le stesse esaltazioni e anelb agli stessi superamenti del mondo 
che la gnosi ellenistico mediterranea e centro asiatica, con una contern- 
poraneiti che i: in qualche parte rapport0 di misteriose co1leganze. 

I1 Lamaismo i: la dilatazione di quella gnosi, un formalistico mec- 
canizzarsi dei suoi riti, che offuscb e intorpidi la suadente efficacia 
delle liturgie antiche, un lento trapassare dalle contemplazioni della 
palingenesi mistica degli eletti a1 torpore dei giornalieri uffizi nelle larghe 
radunanze conventuali. Ma se 10 spirito di quella gnosi si i: cosi offu- 
scato, illanguidito, qualche volta perduto, il suo simbolismo sopravvive 
nel culto lamaista e ne rappresenta la interiore struttura spirituale e litur- 
gica: chi la ignora, fatalmente fraintende e travisa il Buddhism0 tibetano. 

Questo i: il mondo immenso della metafisica e dell'esoterismo che 
Csoma, ritrovando la radice indiana del10 spirito tibetano, ha rivelato 
alla curiositi dell'intelletto umano mai stanco di ripetersi le stesse 
domande senza risposta sulla fataliti delle cose. 

Accennavo sopra a110 spersonificato carattere della sua opera, alla 
ritrosia a parlare di se medesimo come a uno degli aspetti che in lui 
piir sorprendono: egli sembrava aver tutto donato alla scienza e in 
quell'ardore aver consumato ogni ambizione. 

Pensate, quest'uomo traversa, viatore solitario, mezza Europa e 
mezza Asia, passa con la verginale curiositi della sua anima semplice, 
avida di mistero, tra genti di cui tanto aveva appreso nelle sue letture 
quanto bastasse per notarne, maravigliando, la noviti, sa vincere, con 
10 stupore candid0 della sua fede, ostiliti di luoghi e di persone. 

Egli fu dunque un esploratore; i suoi itinerari e le sue note di 
viaggio ci sarebbcro oggi preziose. Ma l'esploratore ha molto spesso 
bisogno di ~ a r l a r e  in prima persona; egli i: l'attore, la curiosith vigile 
e maravigliata che d i  colore e luce all'indifferente silenzio delle cosc, 
e le illumina con la sognante sensibiliti della sua anima. 

Percib ICorosi Csoma ha soffocato in si: l ' e~~ lo r a to r e ,  e tace delle 
sue peregrinazioni che rinnovano all'alba del XIX secolo gli ardimenti 
dei Polo. 

E nulla sapremmo del suo itinerario, se non fosse stato costretto 
a parlarne e con una quasi sdegnosa brevith nella lettera a1 Kennedy, 
come se 10 ammutolisse la ritrosia dell'anin~a entusiasta a rivelare le 
sue esperienze prcziose. 

Quest'asceta della scicnza si impone la mortificazione di st: mede- 
simo, come se egli si considerasse provvidenziale strumento di una 

missione a lui affidata dal corso della storia e non sk valutasse, ma 
l'opera che doveva inverarsi col sacrificio della sua caducitj mortale. 

Ma badate che questa non 6 modestia: l'alchimia dci valori morali 
opera per cosi miracolose coml~inazioni, che certc nnturnli tendcnze 



dcll'animo in queste persone si tramutano in difetto e in quell'altre 
in virtii, secondo il riflesso e la colorazione che ad esse d i  la concretezza 
umana: la coscienza del proprio valore 6 superbia quando, illudendosi, 
ingigantisce le reali possibiliti dell'uomo o queste elogia e vanta per 
calcolata vittoria sugli altri: t modestia, quando l'apparenza i: dispre- 
giata, come vana di fronte alla certezza della propria v i r t i  

Anzi si pub dire che la modestia i: la superbia degli uomini grandi, 
la consapevolezza della distanza fra quello che sono e che gli altri 
credono di loro, la misura dell'abisso fra quello che danno e quello che 
ricevono. 

E nessuno allora pih consapevole della propria nobilti che Korosi 
Csoma, nessuno pih pronto a rifiutare ogni compenso che sembrasse 
tradurre nella ponderabile quantiti del denaro la poesia del suo sacri- 
ficio. Non accetta I'aumento di 50 rupie offertogli dallJAsiatic Society, 
nk acconsente alla generositi del Dobrentei e quando riceve dall'Un- 
gheria una somma di danaro, nulla tiene per s t  ma con quello fonda 
una borsa di studio. 

Di molti uomini grandi la morte fu la pih inattesa contradizione 
della loro vita; seppero alcuni vivere, ma non seppero morire o la morte 
li colse cosi impreparati che il suo tocco offuscb la luce della loro gran- 
dezza. 

Ma con Korosi Csoma fu benevola; nella incontaminata purezza 
della sua anima candida, rifiutando ogni soccorso di medicine, si spense 
sulla strada di Lhasa, a Darjeeling; solitario pioniere della scienza, visse 
come un poeta nella inaccessibile chiarezza dei suoi sogni e come un 
eroe vinse e piegb le leggi che regolano la mobile ed instabile sostanza 
della nostra durata. 
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raccolte nepalesi, cominciava a rivelare i tesori del suo pcnsiero e la 
ricchezza della sua letteratura. 

In questo sfondo di scarse notizie, preconcette interpretazioni e 
tradizionali incomprensioni emerge e sovrasta I'opera solitaria di K&esi 
Csoma il quale non ha  soltanto fondato gli studi tibetani ma segna gli 
inizi dell'indagine scientifica del Buddismo. 

In un certo senso si pub dire che dopo lui si camminb pih lenta- 
mente: l'attenzione degli orientalisti fu volta, i: vero, all'edizione e alla 
interpretazione dei testi sacri del MahZyZna e del Hinayzna tratti 
quelli dalla dimenticanza polverosa delle biblioteche del Nepal, e presi 
questi alle comunith di Ceylon, della Birmania o del Siam: poi, quando 
comincii, a fiorire la scuola sinologica francese, con il RCmusat o il 
Julien continuata dallo Chavannes e dal Levi, fu il Buddhismo cinese 
chc sembrb attrarre su di si: l'interesse dei dotti. 

La  ragione, voi 10 capite, era nel gran disordine cronologico della 
India, in quella vaghezza e indecisione nella quale questo paese ardi- 
tamente ignaro del tempo aveva lasciato le vicende individue e collet- 
tive, perdute nel nulla della dimenticanza, intorpidite dalla leggenda 
o vuotate di ogni limite e contorno nell'eterno presente del mito; la 
precisione della storiografia cinese, gettava sull'eguale fluire dell'anti- 
chi t i  indiana piloni luminosi che scgnavano la tappe sicure del suo 
cammino nei secoli; ma, se guardato bene, gran parte cli questo lavoro 
era ricerca estrinseca: (quell0 che gli indiani clliamano bahirangapa- 
n - k ~ d )  raccolta diligente ed accurata di materiale ma miope e difettosa 
veduta d'insieme. 

Una religione, - e una delle pih vivaci e sottili che l'uomo abbia 
imaginato a consolare la sua tristezza mortale e a confortare la sua 
disperata speranza, - non rivela le sue spirituali significazioni traverso 
l'uso dei libri. Le sue ~ ro fond i t i  non si traducono nel simbolo morto 
della lettera; ai suoi segreti vitali si partecipa con l'abbandono della 
anima non con le deduzioni dell'intelletto. La via per la comprensione 
del Buddhismo k una sola, quella aperta da Karosi Cosma. 

Col suo esempio egli ha mostrato che bisogna vivere nei mona- 
steri, frequentare i grandi maestri, vedere come in essi e nelle folle si 
inverino i principi eterni del buddhismo. 

Quando usci dalla solitudine di Zangla e di Kanam, Kiirosi Csoma 
aveva imparato assai piir che il tibetano: con la sua ~rodigiosa 
capaciti di lavoro aveva compiuto e superato in ~ o c h i  anni il cam- 
mino teologico prescritto per i dottori della massima universit; lamaiste. 

Le raccolte del bKa'-'gyur e del bsTan-'gyur avevano rivelato 
alla sua smarrita ammirazione tesori di pcnsicro che le vicende dells 
storia avevano in gran parte distrutto nel loro testo originale. 
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I1 Tibet appariva dJun tratto, in virtG delle sue ricerche, una 
provincia indiana: traverso l'erediti spirituale del Buddhism0 il Tibet 
passb dalla notte del suo nomadism0 e dalle sue barbarie alla luce 
della cultura: la sua primordiale sempliciti fu trascinata e vinta dal 
fascino di un pensiero maturo: con l'ortodossia degli animi candidi 
10 accolse e difese come un retaggio sacro, solo ansioso di tramandarlo 
intatto, senza travisamenti ed aggiunto. N2land2, Odantapuri, Vikra- 
maSi15, rivissero a Saskya, a Narthang, a Tashilumpo e a Lhasa, ove 
la diligenza tibetana fu solo intenta non a creare nuove corrcnti reli- 
giose, ma a interpretare le antiche con la venerazione del pih timorato 
neofita. 

La solitudine e gli spazi del tetto del mondo che sembrano la proie- 
zione geografica dell'infinito, avevano accolto nelle serene inviolabiliti 
dei loro silenzi la quintessenza della saggezza indiana. 

I romitori, piantati sulle cime delle montagne come isole inacces- 
sibili, sotto le quali ondeggiano vanamente e mugghiano i flutti delle 
passioni e del dolore umano: i grandi conventi ove la folla oziante dei 
monaci nasconde l'opera silenziosa di maestri austeri furono gli eredi 
spirituali della tradizione indiana. Nel Tibet per ininterrotto scambio 
vitale tra maestro e discepolo, che con miracolo della fede sopravisse 
all'urto della storia e a1 corso dei secoli, continua lJesegesi dei testi sacri, 
resiste la connessione immediata fra la lettera e 10 spirito, e si dischiude, 
nelle chiose, nei commenti, nelle glosse, il senso riposto delle pih remote 
scritture. Csoma aveva visto chiaro; noi oggi ci stiamo lentamente 
incamminando verso un nuovo momento negli studi del buddhismo 
che potremo chiamare il momento tibetano, nel quale i l  paese delle nevi 
ci conduce traverso la meditante saggezza dei suoi maestri all'intima 
comprensione della religione di ~ a k ~ a m u n i  nei suoi sviluppi millenari. 

Pensate, le massime architetture logiche del pensiero indiano da 
Nagarjuna a Dinnsga, da Vasubandhu a Dharmakirti, le pih intricate 
costruzioni di concetti nelle quali il pensiero, si realizza e si esalta, si 
acuisce e si moltiplica insuperbendo di questo suo universo traslucido 
come acqua di sorgente, senza l'ombra e l'opaciti delle contraddizioni 
che rendono cosi tragic0 il travaglio della vita e cosi ostile quello della 
natura, sogni dialettici impassabili e necessari sono tutti raccolti nelle 
enciclopedie tibetane: poi riassunti, discussi, rielaborati, penetrati nelle 
loro piir sottili significazioni, seguiti nelle loro pih lontane implicazioni 
in una letteratura immensa la cui profonditi emerge da secolari racco- 
glimenti e nclla cui chiarezza scopri l'eco della sereniti conventuale 
senza scosse e senza urti. Ma pih vana jmpresa sarebbe intendere senza 
I'aiuto degli esegeti tibetani la significazione mistica della liturgia Tan- 
trica di quella gnosi indiana, che sulle rive dei fiumi sacri dellJIndia 
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sognb le stesse esaltazioni e anelb agli stessi superamenti del mondo 
che la gnosi ellenistico mediterranea e centro asiatica, con una contern- 
poraneith che 1: in qualche parte rapport0 di misteriose colleganze. 

11 Lamaismo i: la dilatazione di quella gnosi, un formalistico met- 

canizzarsi dei suoi riti, che offuscb e intorpidi la suadente efficacia 
delle liturgie antiche, un lento trapassare dalle contemplazioni della 
palingenesi mistica degli eletti a1 torpore dei giornalieri uffizi nelle larghe 
radunanze conventuali. Ma se 10 spirito di quella gnosi si i: cosi offu- 
scato, illanguidito, qualche volta perduto, il suo simbolismo sopravvive 
nel culto lamaista e ne rappresenta la interiore struttura spirituale e litur- 
gica: chi la ignora, fatalmente fraintende e travisa il Buddhism0 tibetano. 

Questo i: i l  mondo immenso della metafisica e dell'esoterismo che 
Csoma, ritrovando la radice indiana del10 spirito tibetano, ha rivelato 
alla curiositi dell'intelletto umano mai stanco di ripetersi le stesse 
domande senza risposta sulla fataliti delle cose. 

Accennavo sopra a110 spersonificato carattere della sua opera, alla 
ritrosia a parlare di se medesimo come a uno degli aspetti che in lui 
pih sorprendono: egli sembrava aver tutto donato alla scienza e in 
quell'ardore aver consumato ogni ambizione. 

Pensate, quest'uomo traversa, viatore solitario, mezza Europa e 
mezza Asia, passa con la verginale curiositi della sua anima semplice, 
avida di mistero, tra genti di cui tanto aveva appreso nelle sue letture 
quanto bastasse per notarne, maravigliando, la noviti, sa vincere, con 
10 stupore candido della sua fede, ostiljtA di luoghi e di perc ,one. 

Egli fu dunque un esploratore; i suoi itinerari e le sue note di 
viaggio ci sarebbcro oggi preziose. Ma l'esploratore ha molio spesso 
bisogno di parlare in prima persona; egli 6 l'attore, la curiositi vigile 
e mnravigliata che d i  colore e luce all'indifferente silc-nzio delle cose, 
e le illumina con la sognante sensibiliti della sua anima. 

Percib ICijrosi Csoma ha soffocato in sc' l'esploratore, e tace delle 
sue peregrinazioni che rinnovano all'alba del XIX secolo gli ardimenti 
dei Polo. 

E nulla sapremmo del suo itinerario, se non fossc stato costretto 
a parlarne e con una quasi sdegnosa breviti nella lettcra a1 Kennedy, 
come se 10 ammutolisse la ritrosia dell'anima cntusiasta a rivelare le 
sue csperienze prcziose. 

Quest'asceta della scicnza si impone la mortificazione di sk mede- 
simo, come se egli si considerasse provvidenziale strumento di una 
missione a lui affidata dal corso della storia e non sc' valutasse, ma 
I'opera che doveva inverarsi col sacrificio della sua caducitB mortale. 

Ma badate che questa non 6 modestia: l'alchimia dci valori morali 
opcra per cosi miracolosc. combinazioni, (-he cei-tc nnturnli tcndcnze 



dell'animo in queste persone si tramutano in difetto e in quell'altre 
in virtu, secondo il riflesso e la colorazione che ad esse d i  la concretezza 
umana: la coscienza del proprio valore & superbia quando, illudendosi, 
ingigantisce le reali possibiliti dell'uomo o queste elogia e vanta per 
calcolata vittoria sugli altri: & modestia, quando l'apparenza k dispre- 
giata, come vana di fronte alla certezza della propria virth. 

Anzi si pub dire che la modestia & la superbia degli uomini grandi, 
la consapevolezza della distanza fra quello che sono e che gli altri 
credono di loro, la misura dell'abisso fra quello che danno e quello che 
ricevono. 

E nessuno allora piu consapevole della propria nobilti che Kiirosi 
Csoma, nessuno pih pronto a rifiutare ogni compenso che sembrasse 
tradurre nella ponderabile quantiti del denaro la poesia del suo sacri- 
ficio. Non accetta l'aumento di 50 rupie offertogli dallJAsiatic Society, 
nk acconsente alla generositi del Dobrentei e quando riceve dall'Un- 
gheria una somma di danaro, nulla tiene per sk ma con quello fonda 
una borsa di studio. 

Di molti uomini grandi la morte fu la pih inattesa contradizione 
della loro vita; seppero alcuni vivere, ma non seppero morire o la morte 
li colse cosi impreparati che il suo tocco offuscb la luce della loro gran- 
dezza. 

Ma con Kiirosi Csoma fu benevola; nella incontaminata purezza 
della sua anima candida, rifiutando ogni soccorso di medicine, si spense 
sulla strada di Lhasa, a Darjeeling; solitario pioniere della scienza, visse 
come un poeta nella inaccessibile chiarezza dei suoi sogni e come un 
eroe vinse e piegb le leggi che regolano la mobile ed instabile sostanza 
della nostra durata. 





MINOR SANSKRIT TEXTS ON THE PRA JRA-PAR~MITA 

I .  THE PRAJGA-PARAMITA-PIND-A . . OF DINNAGA 

The  palmleaf manuscript containing the text of the PrajrZipira- 
mitd-pindirtha by Dinnzga was found in the monastery of Zalu which 
I visited in autumn 1939. I t  consists of three leaflets without indication 
of any date. This small book is an epitome of the A~tasihasriRi- 
prajf i i-piramiti  and it is intended to classify the arguments expounded 
in this treatise and to adapt its long repetitions to the logic of a rational 
and intelligible schema. 

Though Haribhadra quotes from it, there is a certain discrepancy 
between the Abhisamayddalikira and the Pi?z&irtha; anyhow, both 
represent two of the most significant efforts of Mahhyzna dogmatics 
to impress a logical coherence upon the bulky expositions of the Mahi-  
yina-Szitras. 

On account of their brevity and preciseness these versus memoriales 
of Dinnaga enjoyed great diffusion in MahZyhna schools, since in the 
most concise way they summarized one of the texts generally considered 
as the chief guide for realizing and experiencing the fundamental tenets 
of Buddhism, thus preparing the way to nirvhna. 

The booklet was translated into Chinese by Shih-hu, who arrived 
in K'ai feng in the year A.D. 980. I t  bears in Chinese the title: 

-f@ & -B a H -S and is said to be the 
work of T a  yii lung. Nanjio (1309)) followed by Bagchi (Canon boud- 
dhique en Chine, p. 604), restored the Sanskrit title in the following 
manner: Buddha-~~zittrka-prajCi-~d~amitd-salig~ti-Sdst~a, and attributed 
tentatively the work to NZgBrjuna. 

The catalogue published by the Tbhoku Imperial University and 
HCbCgirin on the basis of the Tibetan restored the Sanskrit title in the 
following manner: Arya-prajn'i-piramiti-saligraha-KdriAi, rightly attri- 
buting it to DinnZga. 

The Tibetan translation is included in mDo 'grel: 'P'ags p a  s'es 
rab kyi p 'a  rod tu p'yin pa ' i  ts'ig k ' u r  bya pa: dryd-prajfii-pdramiti- 
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suilgraha-kdrikd (mDo 'grel, xiv, no. 2, and cxxviii, no. 7). But it is 
also known as brgyad ston bsdus, which, as rightly stated by Cordier, 
corresponds to the Sanskrit A;tasdhasrikd-pinddrtha. This means that 
the book was known under either title, though on the authority of the 
Sanskrit manuscript we may presume that the original title was Prajc8- 
pdramitd-pindirtha. 

This book was commented upon by Triratnadgsa, dKon mc'og 
gsum gyi 'bans in his PrajEd-pdramitd-sangraha-vivarana. 

Triratnadiisa is well known to the Tibetan tradition: according to 
Tgraniitha (Schiefner, pp. 127 and 140) he was a pupil of Vasubandhu 
and a friend of Dinngga, who commented on one of his works. Some 
Tibetan authorities were inclined to identify him with liryaiiira, 
though there is no support for such a view I .  His commentary exists 
in Chinese (Taisho, no. I 5 17) as well as in Tibetan (mDo 'grel, xiv, 
no. 3). 

The  translators were: into Chinese Shih-hu, into Tibetan the Kash- 
mirian Pandit TilakakalaSa and Blo ldan Ses rab of the rNog clan. 
This is the well known lotszva of the eleventh century, upon whom we 
are well informed by Tibetan sources; for instance, Deb tier snon po, 
Ca, p. 37; Buston, History of Buddhism, trans. Obermiller, p. 215; 
G. Tucci, Indo-tibetica II: Rin c'en bzan po, p. 30. 

The  authority which the Prajn'd-pi!&irtha enjoyed is proved by 
the quotations from it found in some dogmatical works. Haribhadra 
refers to it five times in his AbhisamaydZanRdrdZoha: p. 14 (v. 7)) p. 18 
(VV. 3-4), p. 28 v. I),  p. 80 (v. 5 7  a), p. 218 (v. 56) 2 .  

As regards the sources of the treatise there is no doubt that it follows 
strictly the points of view of Asanga. This is shown for instance, by 
its classification of the various modes of unsubstantiality: these are 
according to Dinnaga sixteen, as compared with other lists of eighteen 
(Makdvyutfatti, n. 934-95 I )  or twenty s'unyatzs (Haribhadra's Abkisa- 
nzuydZiribdrdZoka, Tucci ed., pp. go ff.); in the Abkisa?naydlalikdl.a~a 
itself no classification of the SzZnyat8s is contained. 

The chief source and the standard work on this topic being the 
MadhyZnta-vibhdga, Dilinaga follows naturally this book commented 
upon by Vasubandhu and Sthiramati. In one case he uses the same 
words as a RariRa of the Madhyanta-vi6higa; r ~ p i d ~ a b h d v e  tad d d a -  

I Sce THOMAS, Tlie IYorks of I b n i ~ ~ r a ,  TrirntnndZsd, and D/utmzilt.ns?~bh~ili, 
Album Kern, Leide 1903. 

A summary and syllopsis of this work is to be found in: rGyas 'brifz b s d ~  
,scum. . . .nzili gi rmm gralis by  Klori rdol bla ma, complete works, T'a. 
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prati;thiZald;a?zak;ati~ (v. 10) to which verse I ,  I 7, of Madhyinta-vibhdga 
may be compared: bhok t . rbho jamtaddehapra t i ; th&vas~ .  

Naturally there is nothing extraordinary in it, since the works of 
Maitreya-Asanga were soon considered as most authoritative by the 
school to which Dinngga belonged. The kirikis were certainly learnt 
by heart by every pupil eager to become proficient in Mahiiysna dog- 
matics. But there is a certain difference between the traditional order 
of the sixteen modes of unsubstantiality as expounded in Madhyinta- 
vibhriga and that followed by Dinniiga, as can clearly be seen from the 
following table: - 

( I )  bhoktri. (= adhygtmai.) 
(2) bhojanai. (= bahirdhiii.) 
(3) adhyatmabahyai. 
(4) mahzs. 
(5 )  ifinyatai 
(6) paramarthag. 
(7) samskrtai. 
(8) asamskytag. 
(g) atyantai. 

( I  o) anavariigrai. 
( I  I )  anavakgrai. 
( I  2) prakrtii. 
( 1  3) laksanai. 
( I  4) sarvadharmai. 
( I  g) abhgvag. 
(16) abh5vasvabh5vai. 

Dirindga. 

Id. 
Id. 
Id. 
Id. 
laksanai. 
iiinyat56. 
prakytii. 
atyantai. 
anavarZgra6. 
sarvadharmai. 
paramzrthai. 
abhgvai. 
abhZvasvabhiiva6. 
samskrtai. 
asamskrta6. 
anavakzrai. 

This diversity in the arrangement of the SzZrzyatd is easily explained, 
since Dinngga tried to adapt rather forcibly to his scheme the contents 
of the A;!as~ihasriRi-prajGri-p6ramitri and was therefore compelled to 
follow the arguments of the text he commented upon. 

The section on the ten vikaZpavik;efa points to the same conclu- 
sion: these viR;epas have been, as known, concisely enunciated by 
Asanga in the Mah&y6~za-sGt~&ZanR6ra (xi, 77), and then, with more 
details, in the Mahdycrza-san~aha-Sristra trad. Lamotte, chap. I I ,  p. I 15 ) .  
Mention of them is also made in the Vzj'n'apti-nzritratd-siddhi of Hsiian- 
tsang, transl. by La Vall6e Poussin, p. 5 2 1 .  

The Tibetan version follows quite faithfully the Sanskrit original; 
the Chinese translation is generally satisfactory, though Shih-hu has 



very often to struggle with the irreducible diversity of the two languages, 
and, though adapting very closely his text to Sanskrit, often he fails 
to render the conciseness of the original. 

Namah prajfiapzramitayai 
prajfiiipZramitZ jfianarn advayam s5 tathagatah 1 
sadhya tadarth ya yogena tzcchabd yam granthamzrgayoh 1) I 1) 
iiirayai cZdhikaraS ca karma bhiivanayg saha I 
prabhedo lingam spat ca sznuiamsam udahytam 112 11 
iraddhzvatsm pravrttyangam iiistii parSac ca siik~ini I 
deiakiilau ca ni rdi~tau svapriimiinyaprasiddhaye 11 3 11 
sangitikartii loke hi deSakZlopalak~itam I 
saszksikam vadan vaktz przmiinyam adhigacchati 11 4 11 
sarvam caitam nip5tZtmairavanZdeh prakirttanam 1 
przsangikam tu eviirthii mukhyz dv5trimSad eva hi 11 5 1) 
prabhedah sodaiiikiirah Stinyatiiyz yathzkramam 1 
nirdi~to  'stasahasryz sa vijfieyo 'nyapadeiatah 11 6 11 
ittham astasahasriyam anytin5 'rthair yathoditaih I 
granthasamk~epa i ~ f o  'tra ta  eviirthii yathoditzh // 7 /l 
bodhisattvam na paiyzmity uktaviims tattvato munih I 
bhoktii 'dhyiitmikavastiniim kathitz tena itinyata 11 8 l/ 
r i p a m  ripasvabhzvena Stinyam ity uktitah punah I 
bahyiiny iiyatansniha bhogyani prati~iddhaviin 1) 9 /I 
rtipiidy abhsve taddehaprat is thzlak~aksat ih  ( 
gatzrthz yena tad drstam tadiidhyatmikam ity asat 11 10 11 
5dhyiitmikZnZm Stinyatve prakrter api Stinyatii ( 
vijiianaripam gotram hi krpzprajfiatmakam matam /l I I 11 
notpanno na niruddho va sattva ity iidinii sphutam I 
sattvasamsgrayoh kiimam dariita tena i inya ta  11 I 2 il 
Buddhadharmzms tathii bodhisattvadharman na paiyati I 
ity adinii vinirdista Stinyii daiabaladayah /l I 3 /l 
prati prati yato dharmah kalpita iti kirttitam ( 
tat0 na paramartho 'sti dharmaniim iti coktavan 11 14 11 
ztmadidrster ucchedam mahatya prakaroti yat I 
tatah pudgalanairiitmyam bhagavan sarvatha jagau I g 11 
sarvadharma anutpanna iti kirttayatii tatha 1 
kathitam dharmanairatmyam sarvatha tattvavedina / /  16 11 
savadyaniravadyanZm avrddhiparihanital! I 
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samskrtisamskrtinHm ca kufaliniim nirikytih :, I 7 Ij 
kuialiinzm ca Binyatve tadgatz 'kqatP t a t h i  I 
kalpitaiveti bhedznim BinyatZyZh sa sarpgrahah l, 18 , 
daiabhii  cittaviksepaii cittam viksiptam anyatah I 
yogyam bhavati bPlinam n2dvayajfiHnasiidhane j I g ;I 
t2n apiikartum anyonyam vipaksapratipak~atah I 
prajfi5pHramitHgranthas te  ca sampindya dariitih j: 2 0  

yad iiha bodhisattvah sann ity abhzvaprakalpanH- 
viksepam viksipan G s t i  szmvrtaskandhadarianit 1 2  I ,l 

etentigasahasryiidiv idivzk yHt prabhn y api I 
iisamzpter niseddhavyz vidhinPbhHvakalpanZ ,, 22 ,l 
hetuvikyzni naitzni kytyamztram tu sicyate 1 
brahmajiliidisitre~u jfieyzh sarvatra yuktayah j 23 1, 
bodhisattvam na paiyimi aham ity idivistaraih I 
nirzkaroti bhagavin bhzvasamkalpavibhramam ,, 24 jl 
yan na  paiyati n8m2pi [na] gocaram kriyzm t a t h i  I 
skandhzmi ca sarvatas tena bodhisattvam na paiyati , 25 ,, 

kalpitasya nisedho 'yam iti sangrahadarianam I 
sarvo jiieyatayiridha iikgrah kalpito matau 1 26 ,, 
prajfiZpzramitzy2m hi trin samziritya deSanH I 
kalpitam paratantram ca parinispannam eva ca l 27 :, 

nZstity2dipadaih sarvam kalpitam viniviryate I 
miiyopam2didr~tiintaih paratantrasya deianz /, 28  

caturdhii vyavadanena parinispannakirttanam 
prajfiapiiramitiiyam hi n i n y i  buddhasya deianz :: 2 9  1 
daiasamkalpaviksepavipakse deianiikrame 
trayangm iha boddhavyam samastavyastakirttanam l' 30  
yathadiviikye ni~pannaparatantraparikalpitaih 1 
abh5vakalpanZriipavik~epavini\.rlranam 1, 3 r , /  
tena buddham tatha bodhim na paiyzmiti vacakaih I 
asamapter iha jfieyz kalpitZnPm nirzknih ;l 32 ,I 

iiinye r i p e  svabhiivena samZropah kva kena vii I 
ity anyesv api vzkyesu boddhavyam tan nivzranam 33 1 
na hi iiinyatayz Siinyam iti vzkyam vinirdiian I 
apavgdavikalp5nzm nirzsam sarvatholctav8n Ij 3 4  ,; 

rngyopa~mas tathH buddhah sa svapnopama ity api I 
ayam eva kramo jfieyo vjfiair vzkygntaresv api 35 , 
samaniidhikaranyena prokto miyopamo jinah I 
miiyopamiidiiahdaii ca paratantro nigadyate 1, 36 1' 
pghagjangnsm yaj jfianam prakrtivyavadanikam I 
uktam tad I~uddhaiabdena bodhisattvo yathii jinah , 37 ,; 
nijam svarupam pracchzdya tad avidy5vaiikrtam I 
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mZy8vad anyatha bhzti phalam svapna ivojjhati 11 38 11 
a d v a y a s y g n y a t h ~ k h y ~ t a u  phale vapy apavgdinzm 1 
apavZdavikalpZnZm apavzdo 'yam ucyate 11 39 11 
na riipam iCrnyat5 p k t a  parasparavirodhatah I 
n i r ipa  SGnyatZ namarupam akarasangatam / /  40 /l 
i ty ekatvavikalpasya bZddhZ niiniitvakalpanam I 
runaddhi nanyat tad riipam Siinyatgyah kathamcana 11 41 11 
asad eva yatah khyati tad avidyavinirmitam l 
asatkhyapanaiaktyaiva savidyeti nigadyate 11 42 11 
idam evocyate riipam prajiiiipgramiteti ca I 
advayam dvayanl evaitad vikalpadvayabadhanam )l 43 ij 
yuktim caha viiuddhatvat tatha canupalambhatah I 
bhHvZbh5vavirodhZc ca niinatvam api paiyati 1 44 1 
namamatram idam riipam tattvato hy  asvabhgvakam ( 
tat svabhgvavikalp5nam avakgiam nirasyati 11 45 jl 
riipam riipasvabhiivena iiinyam yat prathamoditam I 
tat svabh5vasamaropasamkalpaprati~edhanam ) /  46 11 
notpzdam na  nirodham ca dharmiii!am paiyatiti yat I 
bhagavan aha tad vyasta tadviiesasya kalpana 11 47 1) 
krtrimam nama viicyzi ca dharmas te kalpita yatah I 
Sabdarthayor na  sambandhas tena sviibhaviko matah / /  48 11 
bahyarthiibhiniveias tu bhrantya balasya jrmbhate I 
tathaiva vyavahgro 'yam na t v  atrartho 'sti kaicana 1) 49 \ l  
atra tena yatha nama kalpyate na tathssti tat I 
vacyam vastu tat0 nistha yath5nZmZrthakalpana 11 50 11 
prajiigpiiramita buddho bodhisattvo 'pi va tatha I 
niimamiitram iti praha vyasan satyiirthakalpanam 11 5 1  l /  
iabdarthapratisedho 'yam na vastu vinivzryate I 
evam anyesv api jfieyo viikyesv arthaviniicayah l/ 52 

naivopalabhate samyak sarvanamani tattvavit I 
yathiirthatvena tenedam na dhvaner vinivaranam 5 3  / l  
Subhit is  tu dvayam vyasan Sabdam Sal~dartham cva cal 
bodhisattvasya no nama paiyiimiti sa uktaviin 11 54 l/ 
prajfiapiiramitaviikyam nasti yan neyatii gatam I 
iihyas tu ltevalam tc 'rthiih..  . siiksmaya dhiy; 1 )  5 5  1 
praltr%ntiirth[atira]skaro ya ciirthiintaral;all~anZ I 
prajfiZpiiramitay2m hi prok.ta sa  prativarnilt5 I ' 56 
etiivzn a r thasamk~cpa l~  prajfi;ip2rami;ZSrayal? I 

I This vcrse is missing in thc Cl~inc*sr trnnslntion, \vh(,rc it is insc-rtcd in the com- 
mentary 11po11 v 48, but  in prosch. 
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Zvartyate sa evarthah punar arthZntarZ8ritah jl 57 1; 
prajfi2piiramitZm samyak samgrhyZstasahasrikZm I 
yat punyam 2ptam tenZstu prajfiZpZram ito janah 11 58 1 
prajfiZp2ramitZpindZrthasangrahah samgptah , j  
krtir ZcZryadignZgapZd2niim I/ 

( I )  The gnosis is the monistic knowledge 1; it is the Tathigataz, 
the object to be realized 3; this word expresses the book in which this 
knowledge is expounded and the path to salvation as well in so far as 
both are intended to this same aim 4. 

(2) These are the arguments dealt with in the text of the Aftasa- 
ha s r i k~ :  the basis, viz. the Buddha, the fitness for (listening to) the teach- 
ing (viz. the Bodhisattvas), what should be done by these (Bodhisattvas), 
the meditation (on the contraries of the ten imputations), the classifi- 
cation (of sixteen aspects of unsubstantiality), logical arguing, the faults 
in which one may fall 5 ,  the advantages 6 .  

(3) As factors able to lead the believers to the appropriate action, 
the recorder (sa+zgitikart&) in order to state his own authority indicates 
who is the teacher, whose assembly listened to the teachings, the time 
and the place where the teaching was held 7. 

I That is, transcending grEhya and gudhka ,  object (rGju, etc.) and subject. 
In so far as it is the result, viz. the identification with the supreme reality 

symbolically said to be the Buddha. This verse is quoted also in Dohdko:a.tiki, ed. 
Ragchi, p. 67. 

3 By the Bodhisattva. 
4 This means that the word Praj6E-jiramitd has a double meaning, one primary 

(nzukhya), viz. monistic knowledge, and one secondary (zuu?~a) ,  viz. the text and the 
path. 

S ITiz. the  wrong assumption which one should avoid or any  false statement as 
regards the gnosis. 

6 This refers to the closing formulae of the gnosis upon the merit which is derived 
from reciting, reading, etc., the gnosis. 

7 The author proceeds to explain the first of the thirty-two arguments included 
in the gnosi5, the ciSuqvz or fundament, viz. the Buddha. In  this way he establishes 
the validity of the gnosis in so far as it is the revelation of the Buddha. H e  then 
explains the traditional beginning of the s~itrcs: mm? 7 f i Q p i  hutam, " so I have heard ". 

In another palmleaf manuscript containing a fra,ment of the PrajIZd-jdramiirt, 
k i ~ i k d - s n j t ~ t i  of Ary~sariga there are, a t  the end of this treatise, a few lines which 
seem to be the commentary upon this verse of the A-aj1-iri-prEramitd-jiydEut/u7: 

" E.h-uyo h/z.lgav& , dd/rikdro bod/u'sattvaga?zanz adh'k!l'ya de$yalate, kamzu, kriyd, 
j~aj idpira?7zi tdyE~ bodhisat~u.yd~r~~~~Ad~td~,n, bhavand daiavid/ tavikal 'pqC'a~ya-  
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(4) As a matter of fact, in this world, the recorder (saizgitikart~) 
expounding things of which witnesses are known and that are definite 
as regards space and time, becomes an authority when he relates them 1. 

( 5 )  All these (references), viz. the fact that the (the sangitikartd) 
heard the teaching as explicitly indicated by the adverb (so), the pro- 
noun (I) and the verb (have heard), etc., are occasional 2 ;  the funda- 
mental teachings of the gnosis are in fact thirty-two only. 

(6) The  sixteen various aspects of the unsubstantiality have been 
expounded progressively by the A;!asahasrikci 3: they must he under- 
stood as being explained by various enunciations 4. 

(7) So this Agasahasri results from these arguments, as many as 
they have been enunciated, not one less; a summary of the book is here 
wanted; the arguments are the same as those explained there. 

I. UnsubstantiaZity of inner elements (adhy6tmaSZnyat6). 

(8) The  ascetic truly said: " I do not see the Bodhisattva "; in 
this way he explained the unsubstantiality of the elements which are 
supposed to constitute the inner individuality of the sentient being 5. 

n iyd  , 'prubheda/z jraj+iijdramitdyd/z Toddfdjrakdrdb, Cikgam mcirakarnzd~zim avai- 
vartt ikdbodhzs~ttvdnip ca, @at, andrt/za& saddhurmajrati&e$idind dhar~navyasana- 
sapva7irZanvam karma savi;nyd ca #rajEd$drdmiti , anuSa?psi mahzttvanirdeSa4 jra-  
jni'piramitdydb , k;ayamdIrdlambaneni'pi sakaladinidimaya$unydb/zibhuvdkatha?~a~, . . 
.'prabhedab ;o&Sdz~nyatd, vikal'pd: dbhdvvabli6va-samiro'pi~avid~-eRatv-ncindtvd-mab/zd- 
va-~i~e;a-yathd~~~t-mdrthaydthu~rt/~dndmi iti $indcirt/zo '~ tasdhUsryd~z " , , 

I The  S~ligit iharid,  determining the time in which the revrlation was heard 
( e h m i n  samaye), denies that the things related belong to the time of the decadence 
of the law, and that they are not Bz~ddhvaca?za, words of the Buddha. 

a They are therefore not included within the thirty-two principal items to be 
discussed. 

3 Leaving aside such introductory things as briefly enunciated which are not 
peculiar to the PrajAi'p-pdramitd, the author comes to the essential arguments expounded 
in this text and he begins with a synopsis of the sixteen kinds of unsubstantiality. 
O n  the twenty aspects of fzinyatd see Obermiller in IHQ, ix ( I  933), p. I 70. 

4 Since the individuals are of various capacities, as a rule of three kinds: inferior. 
intermediate, and superior. 

5 ad/tyritnzikaSziizyuZd: " I do not see the Uoclhisattva " is s smtence wllich comes 
very often in the ASPP. ,  c. g. p. 4, p. 2 5 .  
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I .  Unsubstantiality of outer elenzents (bahirdhdJCnyatd), 

(g) When again it is said that the objects visil~lc, etc. I ,  are unsulj- 
stantial in so far as in them there is no such a thing as visibility, etc., 
he excludes that external perceptions are enjoyable Ily that same person. 

III-IV. Unsubstantialzties of body, of space, of attvibutes and unsub- 
stantiality itseGf (bahiradhydttntamahdlaR;anaSCnyatdi6nyatd). 

(10) If visible objects and the like do not exist, it is implicit that 
the body in which they (are supposed to CO-exist), the world which con- 
stitutes the support of this, the (thirty-two) marks of the great man 
vanish; when one realizes this, individuality appears to that man unreal 
as being a mere inner assumption. 

VII.  Unsubstantiality of nature (Prak~tiSrZnyaM). 

( I  I )  If the inner experiences are unsubstantial, the unsuhstantiality 
of nature is implicit 3; in fact the spiritual family of which one partakes 
consists of consciousness and it is said to result in compassion and gnosis. 

V X .  Unsubstantiality endless a n d  unsubstantialitj~ without beginn- 
ing and  end (atyanta and anavardgrdslrZnyaM). 

(12) When He states that the individuals are neither born nor 
annihilated 4 and so on, in this way, He clearly shows that individuals 
as well as the cycle of transmigration are unsubstantial. 

X .  Unsubstantiality of a l l  eklnents (sarvadhamnas'zinvat~j. 

(13) When it is stated that he does not see either the attributes of 
the Buddha or those of the Bodhisattva, he shows that the ten powers 
of the Buddha and so on are unsubstantial. 

I What is said of the things visible must be referred also to the other objects of 
sensorial perception: bEhy6yata~zaSlnyatE; rtijam rzijaswabhineena izirryam. Cf. ASPP., 
p. 10: rzipa- virahitam rti#a.wdhdvena. 

a bridhy@dhy&tmikaStinyaii, viz. the body, as a synthesis of external and internal 
experiences; tad-deha#rafi~$zG occurs in .44ad~yCirzta+ibh&a, 10, I 7; the world is bha- 
jnnuloka = snod 'jig rten where the body dwells; in the first part of the wrse thrre 
kinds of siori #a *id are therefore refuted: b&j~@d/tyatmiMrinya~i, nurkaninvd&, 
Zak~a?zaSzinyat& (mis'an iiid); in the fourth #ddn 011 the contrary the Srirtyddhinycltd, 
siori #a 6id siori #a tiid. 

3 " Nature " mrans gnlra, rigs lineage. 
4 Cf. ASPP., p. I I (Subhiiti): aj&f6 /zv arzit-jdfd.. . . s a n ~ a d h ~ d ~ .  
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XI. Unsubstantiality of the absolute (paramirth6idnyata). 

(14) Since it is stated that the attributes K are imputed, therefore, 
he declares that from the point of view of the absolute truth the attri- 
butes do not exist. 

XIZ. Unsubstantiality of unreality (abhZvaidnyatii). 

(15) Since with every means he (the Bodhisattva) uproots the, 
view that there is an ego, therefore the Blessed one has declared that 
in no way there exists a personality. 

X .  Unsubstantiality of reality (abkivasvabhivaidnyat6). 

(16) So when He  says that all attributes (rzpa, etc.) are not born, 
then the Buddha, who knows the truth, has implicity declared that the 
attributes are equally devoid of substance. 

XZV, XV.  Unsubstantidlity of conditioned and  unconditioned eknzents 
(sa~sk~ta-asamskrtaSUnyati) .  

(17) By stating that there is neither growth nor diminution of the 
pure and impure elements, the existence of any moral category, either 
in the plane of the conditioned existence or in that of the unconditioned 
existence, is refuted. 

X VZ. Unsubstantialzty of non-repudiation (anavakiraiznyati). 

( I  8) The meritorious actions are unsubstantial, their conduciveness 
to nirvi?za inherent in them is also imputed. 

This is the summary of the various aspects of unsubstantiality. 

(19) When mind is distracted by the ten mental distractions from 
the other thing (knowledge), then it is unfit, as it happens with the fools 3 ,  

for the realization of the monistic knowledge. 

I a!ltw?~zn, vi7. rrija, etc. Cf. ASPP., p. I g (Buddha): sar7)adhnmzdh ka&iti?z. 
a Having so dealt with the sixteen kinds of unsubstantiality, the author comes 

to the ten mental distractions, cit+t,7vik;e$a. 
3 In so far as they remain attached to 7,zi$n, etc., and such like wrong assump- 

tions. 
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(20) The treatise of the gnosis is meant to eliminate reciprocally 
these distractions by having recourse to (the dialectis of) a thesis and 
an antithesis'. Those distractions have summarily been taught in the 
(following) way. 

I. Distraction of non-existence (abh&vaviK;epa). 

(21) SO when the teacher said: " The Bodhisattva exists " 2, he, 
showing that the constituents of the human personality exist from a 
conventional point of view, refutes the distraction consisting in the im- 
putation of the non-existence. 

(22) According to this same rule in the A;{asahasrikd, as well as 
in the other redactions of the gnosis, from the introductory verses up 
to the end, the imputation of non-existence must be refuted. 

(23) These are not logical argumentations, rather suggestions are 
here given as regards what one must do; logical reasons are to be learnt 
everywhere else, as for instance in the Brahmaj~InsEtra and such like 
books 3. 

11. Distraction of existence (bh&vavik;epa). 

(24) When he says: " I do not see any Bodhisattva ", and with 
such like expressions largely employed, the Blessed One refutes the 
bewilderment consisting in the imputation of existence 4. 

(25) In so far as he does not see in any way either a name or a 
field of experience 5 or the action or the constituents of human perso- 
nality, therefore he says that " he does not see any Bodhisattva ". 

(26) 6 This is the refutation of all imputed 7 and this is the synthe- 
tical synopsis of the gnosis; all appearances assumed as being object 
of knowledge are imputed in mind. 

(27) The teaching, in the gnosis, is done by having recourse to 
a triple aspect of things; imputed, relative, and absolute8. 

For instance non-existence as antithesis of existence and vice versa. 
a Bodhisattuo bodhisatva. e m  san. Same quotation in Ma/tdydna-s~2irrilairkrira, 

xi, 77. 
3 See WELLER, &er das Bra.hajdZa-slitra. Asia Major, vol. ix. 
4 Of r@a, etc.: Bodhisattvam m srtmanuj&&wi. . . 
S Viz. the mgrga of the Bodhisattva that is ultimately the gnosis. 
6 One may object that this second alternative is contradictory to the first, and 

therefore the author replies with this stanza. 
7 sRana'h, d h t u ,  Gyatana, etc. 
8 An example of the first is the arising of the notions of subject and object in 

the impure knowledge as that of blue, etc.; of the second when in the monistic 
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(28) With the expression " it does not exist ", all imputed is refuted; 
when holy text say that things are like illusory appearances and employ 
these examples, they explain what is relative. 

(29) With the fourfold purification I the absolute is explained. In 
the gnosis there is no other teaching of the Buddha than this. 

(30) In the methodical explanation of the doctrine intended to 
be the antithesis of the ten imputations, the three aspects of the things 
(as above said) are to be understood as being enunciated here both in 
a summary and in an extensive manner. 

(31)  So, for instance, in the introductory part of the gnosis 2 on 
the basis of these three aspects of the existence: imputed, relative, and 
absolute, He (viz. the Buddha) refutes the distraction which consists 
in the imputation of non-existence 3 .  

(32) When the speakers 4 say: " I do not see either the enlightened 
or the illumination ", up to the end (of the book) the refutation of the 
imputations 5 is to be understood. 

knowledge, by  the agency of the nescience, duality arises; of the third, knowledge puri- 
fied ot the duality of subject and object. The sources on this topic are numerous: 
La Vallee Poussin, Vq6a$ti-mdtratd-siddhi, Paris, 1929. LCvi, Matkriaux pour 
servir h Z'etude d u  systime Vzj+iajtirndtyatd, Paris, 1932. 

I ran  b i in  gyis rnam j a r  byun $rdk!.tivyavad&a 

dr i  md med $a'i rmm par byun vuimadyavyavaddna 
dmigs j d i  rnam par byan 6Zumbdnavyavddd~td 
rgyu mt 'un pa'i rnam j a r  byan scl-pak~yavydvadkaa 

( I )  all beings and dharmas are, like the TathHgata, devoid of any essence. 
(2) monistic knowledge which is born in the yogins meditating through the 

dialectics of the contaries 
(3) the teaching of the gnosis 
(4) all dharmas are analogical to the absolute 

Upon these four purifications see: Mahdydna-sangraha-Sdstra, trad. par E. La- 
motte, Louvain, 1938, p. I 21; MadhyE~ztavibhZga~ikk, ed. par Yamaguchi, p. I 12; 

Madhydzta-vibhdga, transl. by Tscherbatsky, Moscow, I 936. 
"The passage of the A;?asd/~asrikd referred to here is: pratibhdtu te, SubhzZL, 

bodhisuttvdncim rnafiattvdndrrz jraj&i&iramitd?n h b y a  ydthk bodhisattvd mahisattvdh 
$?,aj6@clramitdm nirydyur (p. 4). According to TriratnadHsa jratibh-tu te Sudhzite 
refers to paratantra, the literal meaning of the sentence to pnri/l.a@ita, akeyziyur to 
parini~$dnna. 

3 in so far as by the that these three aspects exist, it is impossible to state that 
there is absolute non-existence. 

4 The Buddha, Subhiiti, etc. 
S Because the fools could take literally the words of the P~~rj7;2(ijCra)nifd and 

consequently think that a t  least in those cases a subject and an object esist. 
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111. Distraction based upon positive assumption (adhy6ropavik~epa). 

(33) When matter is essentially unsubstantial, then where or by 
what can the positive assumption that it is an essence take place? 
It is understood that in the other expressions such a refutation is also 
implicit. 

IV.  Distraction based upon negative assuwzption (apavidaviksepa). 

(34) When He  says, in the course of the teaching, that unsubstan- 
tiality is not such on account of2 unsubstantiality, He expresses an 
absolute refutation of the negative imputation. 

(35) The same applies to other expressions such as " The Buddha 
is similar to a magic appearance 3; he is like a dream "; those who know 
should apply this same method even to the other expressions contained 
in the gnosis. 

(36) The Buddha is said to be similar to a magic appearance 
because He  coincides (with the monistic knowledge) itself. With the 
expression " He is like a magic appearance " the relative is indicated 4. 

(37) That inborn knowledge which, being pure by its nature, is 
present event within the individuals this very knowledge is expressed 
by the word Buddha; the Bodhisattva is to be understood as the Buddha. 

(38) This knowledge 5, its nature being obstructed by nescience, 
appears quite different 6 from what it really is, as a magic show; just 
as (what is dreamt in) a dream does not attain its aim (when one awakens), 
the same happens with it 7 .  

I This is introduced in order to answer to the eventual question: Why is the 
jur ikal j i ta  refuted and not the $ar inis janm? The reply is that from the point of view 
of absolute truth, there being no substantiality in anything whatever, there is no 
place for refutation either; Slinyum rGjamabhcZvemz, cf. v. 9. 

"a szinyatayd Szinya??~. 
3 The Buddha himself is nothing but monistic knowledge, which is the same as  

the knowledge inborn within the particular selves, though obstructed by ignorance. 
ASPP., p. 39 (Subhiiti): samyaRsambuddhutvum mdyojamam. 

4 In so far as it is under the operation of avidyd. This implies that it is wrong 
to state that nothing exists. The thing which is called monistic knowledge is not only 
identical with Buddha, but it is the kernel (sn'ili $0) of individuals. 

S Some may argue that were this monistic knowledge within the individuals, 
it should be manifest, perceptible. And therefore this stanza is introduced. 

6 On account of the imputation of subject and object, etc. 
7 This implies that all conventional knowledge (2'0s and h a m ,  learned or medi- 

tated upon) has no value when one awakens (gets thc real knowledge). 
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(39) This I is called refutation of the imputations consisting in the 
negative assumption of those who hold a negative view as regards 
monistic knowledge in so far as they understand in an improper way 
either that knowledge itself or the result (which is derived from the 
realization of truth). 

V. Distraction based upon assuwzption of identity (ekatvaviksepa). 

(40) I t  is not logical to say that visible matter is unsubstantiality 2 

since there is contradiction between the two statements; unsubstantiality 
is unmaterial while whatever is material is possessed of some form. 

VI. Distraction based upon assumption of diversity (n&zatvavik~epa). 

(41) In this way the logical impossibility of the imputation of the 
identity excludes the imputation of diversity; visible matter is in no 
ways different from unsubstantiality 3. 

(42) It is a creation of nescience that whatever does not exist 
appears (as existent). I t  is called nescience because it has the capacity 
of making to appear as real what in reality does not exist. 

(43) The same thing indeed may be called visible matter and gnosis 
as well; the duality is in realiy only identity; this comes to the refutation 
of both imputations. 

(44) The  Buddha explained 4 the logical reason of this statement 
in so far as things are by their essence pure and trascending perception. 
H e  considers also diversity (as inadmissible) since existence and non- 
existence are contradictory 3. 

I Viz. na  SGnyatayd JGnyam. 
I t  refers to the sentence in the Praj. P.: yad rG$asya SGnyatc na trzd rGja?z, 

and refutes the possible assumption of an identity of rG$a and Szinya. 
3 rG$a and iknya cannot be distinct because this would imply duality; while 

nothing is admissible but non-duality: ASPP.,  p. 16 (Subhiiti): no hy aaltyn sn mnjld 
anyaC tad rzijam. 

4 Even on the basis of logical grounds it is evident that the knowledge pure of 
a n y  vikalja is the contrary of the distractions. I t  is purr on account of its being 
~ r a R ! t i $ r a b h ~ u ~ a ;  it transcends percrptibility, because such a thing as identity and 
so on cannot be seen. 

S The non-perceptibility gives the opportunity to TriratnadBsa to summarize 
the idealistic doctrine of knowledge as expounded by Dinn?tga and his school, and to 
ascertain its self-feeling. On this discussion one may rcfer to Tscherbatsky, Buddhirtic 
Logic, Leningrad 1930, 11, pp. 384 ff. 
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VII .  Distraction based upon the assumption of an essence (svablz& 
vavik;epa). 

(45) When it is said that this matter is purely nominal, but in fact 
it is devoid of essence, this does not allow any place for the imputation 
of any essence I .  

(46) When, then, it was before stated that matter is devoid of 
the essence of matter 2 ,  this was meant to refute a false judgment consist- 
ing in (admitting) the existence of such a thing as essence. 

VII I .  Distraction based upon the assumption of a diversity (viie;avik;epa), 

(47) When the Buddha states that he does not see either birth 
or disappearance of things 3, He thus refutes the imputation that these 
things have a characteristic of their own. 

ZX. Distraction based upon the assumption that names correspond to 
things (yathirthanimibhiniveiavik~epa) . 

(48) Name is factitious 4 and things, in so far as they are nameable, 
are imputed; therefore it is impossible to think that the relation between 
the objects and their name corresponds to something essential. 

(49) The attachment to external things-as if they were real is proper 
to the fools and is the consequence of an error; therefore this is a con- 
vention adopted in common life, but in reality there is nothing. 

(so) Therefore in this world the name is imputed, but, in fact, 
there is no object expressible by it; it is therefore an established fact 
that objects are imputed according to their names. 

X. Distraction based upon the assu7nption that things correspond to 
names (yath~rtha?zdmib/ziniveS:aviR~epa). 

( 5 1 )  The Blessed one also stated that the gnosis, the Buddha and 
the Bodhisattva are mere names and in this way He refuted the impu- 
tation that there exists something really existent. 

~zE~~d-?~zril~anz idam yad ~.zipa?n; cf. .4SPP., 3 1  (Subhfiti): minzihitntvcif sama- 

d/k77777(iyiy. 
vzijn7~ .n~c~b/rciz~t.luz Szi7lj/nnz, v. 9; 1-iz. matter is devoid of any proper and 

grneral character: ra7i dafi P1yi 77zt.r'un %a'. 
3 )~nr jJ ia ' (~ ,  vide v. I 2 .  

4 h. ! I - ~ ~ J L Q ? , ~  ?ui?ztz. 
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(52) This is the refutation of the things as named by the name, 
but this does not mean that the object in itself is denied I .  A similar 
determination of the things must be understood as (being applicable) 
to the other expressions (contained in the gnosis). 

(53) The man who knows according to truth does not perceive 
anything as corresponding to the names. Therefore this refutation is 
made as regards the existence of the objects connoted by names, but 
it does not deny that sounds have a conventional purpose. 

(54) But Subhuti, denying both the name as well as the object 
expressed by the name, said: " I do not see any name of the Bodhi- 
sattva " 2. 

(55) There does not exist in the gnosis any expression which should 
not be understood according to this method of interpretation; its various 
meanings are to be grasped in this way by men possessed of subtle 
intelligence. 

(56) Gnosis is called counterfeit when one disregards in it the argu- 
ments undertaken or assumes in thein a different meaning. 

(57) This, and this only is the synopsis 3 of the arguments contained 
in the gnosis; this meaning comes again and again even in connection 
with other arguments (dealt with in the books of the gnosis). 

(58) If some merit has been acquired by me in making an exact 
summary of the gnosis called Agasahasrikd, this mzy help the crea- 
tures to reach the supreme gnosis which transcends this existence. 

Ses rab p'a rol p'yin gfiis med 
ye Bes de ni de biin gSegs 
bsgrub bya don de dan ldan pas 
g iun lam dag la de'i sgra yin ( I )  

rten dan dban du 4 bya ba dan 
las ni sgom pa dan bcas dan 

I vastu is evidently = j a rami~ tha  as for instance in Nydya-bindu. See Tscher- 
batsky, 09. cit., p. 68. On vastu see the long discrlssiorl in Bodhisattva-blzdmi, ed. 
Wogihara, pp. 45 ff. 

a Nor, it is implied, any  Bodhisattva. Cf. ASPP. ,  p. 25 (Subhuti): ~ztiluzp tcrd 
dftdrmam s~rn~)zu jaSydmi  yasyaitan m-mddhyap  yrzduta bodhisattva, etc. 

3 Viz. the thirty-two arguments as stated in this book, arihci~~tartZSrita, viz. 
according the various questions put to the Buddha as regarcls ska?td/u~, bndhisatt7ja, 
Buddha, etc. 

4 Ch. f? m -  
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rab dbye rtags dan ltun ba dab 
p'an yon bcas par yan dag brjod (2) 

dad ldan 'jug pai yan lag tu 
ston pa dban po 'k'or dan ni 
yul dus nag kyan nes bstan pa 
sdud po ran iiid ts'ad ma ni (3) 

rab grub p'yir yin 'jig rten na 
yul dan dus kyis fier mts'on iin 
dban por bcas pa smra ba yi 
smra po ts'ad mar rjes su rtogs (4) 

ts'ig p'rad bdag t'os la sogs pa 
'di dag t'ams cad i a r  la ni I 

brjod pa yin te gtso bo'i don 
gsum bcu rtsa gfiis de dag iiid (5) 

ston pa fiid kyi dbye ba ni 
rnam pa bcu drug brgyad ston par 
rim pa ji biin brjod pa ni 
g ian gyis bstan par Ses par bya (6) 

de ltar ji skad bSad don gyi 
brgyad ston 'dir don ma ts'an med 
'dir giun bsdus pa yin 'dod de 
don ni ji skad brjod de iiid (7) 

byan c'ub sems dpa' de iiid du 
nas ma mt'on ies t'ub pas gsuns 
za po nan gi dnos rnams kyi 
ston pa iiid ni de yis brjod (8) 

gzugs ni gzugs kyi ran biin gyis 
ston pa ies ni gsuns pa'i p'yir 
bza' bar bya ba p'yi yin no 
mc'ed rnams kyan 'dir bgag go (g) 
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gzugs sogs rned n a l  de yin no 
lus gnas mt'san fiid zad pa'i don 
rtogs fiid gan gis de mt'on ba 
de yan nan ba yin p'yir rned (10) 

gan p'yir nan rnanls ston fiid na 
ran biin yan ni ston pa iiid 
'di ltar rnam Ses dan biin rigs 
brtse dan Ses rab bdag fiid yin ( I  I )  

sems can skye rned 'gag pa yan 
rned ces sogs kyis sems can dan 
'k'or ba dag ni ston fiid gtsor 
des ni gsal bar bstan pa yin (12 )  

sans rgyas c'os dan de biin du 
byan c'ub sems dpa'i c'os rnams ni 
mi mt'on ies bya la sogs kyi 
stobs bcu la sogs ston par bstan ( 1 3 )  

gan p'yir c'os rnams so so ni 
so sor brtags ies rab brjod pa 
des na c'os rnams don dam du 
yod min ies lcyan brjod pa yin (14) 

gan p'yir bdag sogs lta ba ni 
c'en po gcod mdsad de yi p'yir 
bcom ldan 'das kyis rnam kun tu 
gan zag bdag rned fiid du gsuns ( I S )  

c'os rnams t'ams cad ma skyes ies 
brjod par mdzad pas de biin du 
de liid rigs pas rnarns kun tu 
c'os lcyi bdag med gsuns pa yin (16) 

k'a na ma t'o bcas rned rnanls 
p'el dan Iiams pa med pai p'yir 
'dus 1)yas 'dus ma byas pa yi 
dge ba rnains ni gsal ba yin (17) 
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dge ha rnams ni ston pa na 
der brten mi zad de biin du 
g iag  fiid de ni ston iiid kyi 
rab tu dbye ba bsdus pa ies  (18) 

sems kyi rnam par gyen pa bcus 
g ian  nas sems ni rnam gyens par 
byis pa rnams la gfiis med kyi 
ye Ses sgrub pa'i skal ba med (19) 

de dag p'an ts'un giien po dan 
mi mt'un pyogs kyis bzlog pa'i p'yir 
9,s rab p'a rol tu p'yin g iun  ste 
de rnams kyan ni bsdus tu bstan (20) 

ston pas p'un po kun rdsob pa 
gzigs p'yir byan sems dpa' yod ces 
gan gsuns pa yis dnos med ky i2  
ston pai gyen pa 'gog pa yin (21) 

'dis ni brgyad ston la sogs su 
dan po'i nag nas brtsams nas ni 
rdzogs pai bar ni sgrub pa yis 
dnos med 3 rtog pa 'gag bya yin (22) 

'di dag gtan ts'igs dag yin te 
bya ba tsam i ig skyos pa yin 
rigs par ts'ans pa'i dra ba sogs 
mdo kun tu ni Bes par bya (23) 

bdag gis byan c'ub sems dpa' ni 
ma  mt'on ies sogs rgyas rnams kyis 
bcom ldan 'das pa kun rtog pa 4 

'k'rul pa 'gog par mdzad pa yin (24) 

l C h . e & % a z -  

X!.].: 6yi.r. c h .  B #B. 
3 Ch.  $1. 
4 Ch.: adds. G $1 = hlufva as in Sanskrit. 
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gan p'yir min yan ma mt'on iin 
spyod yul dan ni bya ba dan 
p'un po kun nas de biin des 
byan c'ub sems dpa' mt'on ba med (25) 

'di ni brtags pa 'gog pa yin 
de 'dra bsdus pa'i lta ba ste 
Ses bya fiid du blo biugs pa'i 
rnam pa t'ams cad brtags pa yin (26) 

Ses rab pia rol p'yin par ni 
bstan pa gsum la yan dag brten 
brtags pa dan ni gian dban dan 
yons su grub pa k'o na'o (27) 

med ces bya la sogs ts'ig gis 
brtags pa t'ams cad 'gog pa ste 
sgyu ma la sogs dpe rnams kyis 
gian gyi dban ni yan dag bstan (28) 

rnam par byed pa bii yis ni 
yons su grub pa rab tu bsgrags 
Ses rab p'a rol tu p'yin pa ni 
sans rgyas kyis ni gzzn bstan med (29) 

kun rtog gyen par rnam bcu yi 
mi mt'un p'yogs bstan ts'ul la ni 
gsum po bsdus dan so so ba 
'dir brjod par ni Ses bya ste (30) 

dper na grub dan gian dban dan 
rab tu brtags pas nag dan por 
dnos po med par ran biin gyis 
rnam par gyen pa sel ba biin (31) 

des na sans rgyas de biin du 
byan c'ub ma t'ob par brjod pa 
yons su rdzogs pa'i bar gyis 'dir 
brtags rnams bsal bar Ses par bya (32) 

no bos ston pa'i gzugs rnams la 
gan du 'am gan gis sgro 'dogs 'gyur 
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des na nag gian rnams la yan 
de bzlog par ni rtogs par bya (33) 

ston iiid kyis ni mi ston ies 
bya ba'i nag ni ston pa na 
skur pa yi ni rnam rtogs rnams 
t'ams cad du ni sel ba gsuns (34) 

de biin sans rgyas sgyu 'dra dan 
de ni rmi 'dra ies bya yan 
ts'ul 'di iiid ni mk'as rnams kyis 
nag gian dag la'an Ses par bya (35) 

gii mt'un pa yis rgyal ba ni 
sgyu ma lta bur rab brjod cin 
sgyu ma lta bu la sogs pa'i 
sgra rnams kyis kyan gian dban brjod (36) 

so so'i Skye bo'i Ses pa dan 
rali biin gyis ni rnam byan ba 
de la sans rgyas sgrar brjod de 
byan c'ub sems dpa' la rgyal biin (37) 

ma rig pas ni dban byas te 
ran gis ran biin rab bsgribs nas 
sgyu ma lta bur gian du snan 
'bras bu rmi lam biin du spon (38) 

gfiis med gian du snan ba na 
'bras bu la yan skur rnams kyis 
skur ba'i rnam par rtog rnams la 
skur bar byed par 'di brjod do (39) 

p'an ts'un du ni 'gal ba'i p'yir 
gzugs ni ston iiid yin mi rigs 
stoil fiid ran biin med iiid la I 

gzugs ni rnam pa dan 'brel ba (40) 



des na gcig tu rnam rtog la 
gnod gyur gzugs de ston fiid las 
ji lta bar yan g i a n  min pas 
t 'a dad kyi ni rnam rtog 'gog (41) 

gan p'yir ma  rig par p'rul pa 
de ni m i i ~  pa k 'o na snan 
med pa ston par nus pas na 
de ni ma rig ces brjod do (42) 

ran biin de fiid Ses rab  kyi 
p'a 1-01 p'yin pa ies  kyan brjod 
gnis 'di fiid ni gfiis med pa 
rnam rtog gfiis la gnod par yin (43) 

rigs pa gan gsuns rnam dag p'yis 
de biin mi dmigs p'yir dan ni 
dnos dan dnos med 'gal p'yir yan 
t'a dad fiid kyan mt'on ba yin (44) 

gzugs 'di min tsam de did du 
ran gi no bo yod rnin pas 
de na  no bo did du ni 
rnam rtog rnams kyi go skabs sel (45) 

gzugs ni gzugs kyi ran biin kyis 
ston par snar brjod gan yin pa 
de ni ran gi no bo yis 
sgro 'dogs rnam rtog 'gog byed yin (46) 

c'os rnams kyi ni skye ba dan 
'gag pa mt'on ba med ces gan 
bcom ldan 'das kyis gsuns pa des 
de yi k'yad par rnam rtog bsal (47) 

gan p'yir min bcos brjod bya yis 
c'os de dag kyan brtags yin pas 
sgra don dag gi 'brel ba ni 
no bo fiid d u  des mi hied (48) 

byis pa'i p'yi rol don du ni 
mnos ies 'k'rul pas sgyili ha yin 
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t'a shad 'di yan de biin te 
di la don 'ga' yod ma  yin (49) 

des 'dir ji ltar rnin byas pa 
de ltar brjod bya'i dnos po de 
yod rnin dan  p'yir min ji biin 
don du rtog pa 'dod ma  yin (50) 

bden don rnam rtog sel ba na 
Bes rab p'a rol p'yin pa dan 
sans rgyas de biin byan sems dpa' 
rnin tsam ies ni rab tu gsuns (51) 

'di ni sgra don 'gog pa ste 
dnos po sel bar byed pa rnin 
de biin du ni nag g ian  la'an 
don rnams nes par s'es par bya (52) 

de fiid rig pas rnin rnams kun 
don ji Ita bar yan dag tu 
dmigs pa med iiid de yi p'yir 
sgra 'di zlog par byed ma yin (53) 

rab 'byor gyis ni sgra dan sgra'i 
don fiid gfii ga  'gog pa na 
de yis byan c'ub sems dpa'i rnin 
ma mt'on ies ni brjod par 'gyur (54) 

Bes rab p'a rol p'yin nag gan 
'di tsam gyis rtogs rnin pa med 
'on kyan 'di dag de Bes pa 
rtsams kyis i ib  mo'i blo las dpyod (55) 

skabs kyi don ni spon ba dan 
don gian  rtog pa gan yin pa 
don ni 5es rab p'a rol tu 
p'yin par gzugs briian yin par 'dod (56) 

Bes rab p'a rol p'yin brten can 
11sdus don 'di tsam fiid yin te 
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slar yan don gian la brten nas 
don de iiid ni bzlas pa yin (57) 

Ses rab p'a rol p'yin ma ni 
brgyad ston yan dag bsdus pa yis 
bsod nams t'ob gan des skye'o 
5es rab kyi p'a rol p'yin gyur cig (58) 

'p'ags pa Ses rab kyi p'a rol tu p'yin ma bsdus pai ts'ig 
le'ur byas pa slob dpon p'yogs kyi glan po'i i a l  sna nas 
mdzad pa. 



T H E  VALIDITY OF TIBETAN HISTORICAL TRADITION 

The publication of the chronicles discovered in Tun Huang for 
which we are indebted to the learned editors Bacot, Thomas and 
Toussaint, who spared no pains in deciphering, translating and com- 
menting upon the difficult texts I,  has placed Tibetan scholars in a posi- 
tion to verify the validity of Tibetan literary tradition. Though Tibetan 
literature, as an independent activity of Tibetan writers and not as a 
series of translations of foreign books, is known to us through works 
generally belonging to a later period-subsequent to the second intro- 
duction of the law (p'yi day), beginning with Atiia, Rin-c'en-bzan-po 
etc.-,there is no doubt that during the royal dynasty a great literary 
activity took place for which Buddhists can be responsible only to a 
very limited extent. Leaving aside other problems,-e.g. that of the 
survival of dhyina teachings, so strong during K'ri-sron-lde-btsan's times 
that Kamalaiila was compelled to write a refutation of his Chinese oppo- 
nent, the Hva Ban MahZyZna2, and that of the fragments of old texts 
preserved in the gTer-ma 3,-we can now ask if later Tibetan chroniclers 
had a notice of such documents like those discovered in Tun  Huang 
and, therefore, to what extent classical Tibetan historical works depend 
on those more ancient documents. 

I do not refer here to the Chinese S u  Tu han can 4, quoted by the 
Deb-t'er-snon-$0 and by bSod-nams-rgyal-mts'an, which dealt with the 

J. BACOT, F. W. THOMAS, Ch. TOUSSAINT, Documents de Town-Houang rcla- 
tzys a C'histoire dz4 Tibet, Paris I 940-46. TH I ,  TH 2 and TH 3 refer res~ectivel y to 
the Annals (pp. 9-75), the Genealogy (pp. 79-89) and the Chronicle (pp. 93-170). 
Other abbreviations: GR = rGyal-rabs; DLChron. = Chronicles of the fifth Dalai 
Lama; D.T. = Deb-t'm. 

a Cf. OBERMILLER, A Sanskrit M S  fyom Tibet: Kamald-la's Bh&unnkrawza, 
in journal of the Greatm I d i a  Sociefy, I1 (1935)) p p  I ff.; Tuccr, Tibetan Painted 
Scrolls, p. 590 and notes. 

3 TUCCI, ibid., p. 1 1 2  ff. 
4 As I stated, ibid., p. 160, probably Hsii t ' u  fan c/zuan, Supplementary story 

concerning T'u fan. 
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T'ang times. Works of this kind are not yet accessible to me. In this 
paper I want to examine the extant and more authoritative Lamaistic 
historical works in the light of the newly published documents and to 
investigate if they can be considered as reliable in the sense that they 
go back to some sources parallel to, or dependent on, the Tun  Huang 
texts. This literary tradition is known through many sources, which 
have been compared by L. Petech I .  They are: the rGyad-rabs-gsal- 
bai-me-do& by bSod-nams-rgyal-mts'an-it is not so old as Laufer thought 
since it was not written before 1508,-Bu-ston's C'os-'byun, finished in 
the year 1347, the Deb-t'er-snon-po by gzon-nu-dpal written in the year 

1476, the Dam-pa-c'os-kyi-'byu&-ts'ud by the Nor Lama dKon-mc1og- 
lhun-grub ( I  497- I 5 5 7), Pad-ma-dkar-po'i-c'os-'byun by Pad-ma-dkar-po 
( I  562-1 592). The Gans-can-yud-gyi-sa-Za-spyod-pa'i mt'o-ris-kyi-rgyad-6don- 
gtso-bor-brjod-pa'i-de6-t'er said to be composed by Nag-dban-dge-legs, 
translated by Liu Li-ch'ien (edited by the West China Frontier Institute 

2 -f-; $2 $& g), is nothing else but the Cronicles of the Fifth 
Dalai Lama written in 1643. The Debdmar  or Hudan-Deb-t'er by 
Kun-dga'-rdo-rje of Ts'al is not accessible to me. Later writers depend 
on these works and are therefore not to be taken into consideration. 
But there are some works, which seem to be still unknown to Western 
scholars and which are older than the books referred to above. 
They are: the Bod-Kyi-rgyal-rabs by Grags-pa-rgyal-mts'an ( I  I 47-1 2 16) 
and the Bod-kyi-rgyad-rabs by 'P'ags-pa ( I  238- I 280)' respectively to 
be found in the volumes ta and ba of the Sa-skya-pa lamas (sDe-dge 
edition) 2 .  Here follows the translation of the part of these documei~ts, 
dealing with the history of Tibet beginning with king Sron-btsan- 
sgam-po. 

Vol. Ta .  Bod-kyi-rgyad-mbs, p. I970 6: 

l l Sron-btsan-sgam-po had three wives; dMo-11za'-k'ri-mo-gfian 
bore him a son, Gun-sron-gun-btsan. His minister (read ?an instcad 
of Zal) was from the 'Bro-clan. He died before his father; therefore, 
in the genealogical lists he counts for half (a reign). He  married Va- 
iva-bza'-Man-po-rje 3, who bore a son, Man-sron-man-btsan. His mini- 

I PETECH, A Study on the Ch~or~irl'es of Ladakh, Calcutta 1939. 
Another work is the Ses-bya by 'P'ags-pa, in which a p;lrti;ll list of Tibetan 

kings is included. I t  is translated into Chinese, TaishCi Vo. XXXII  n.  1645. 
3 As regards Va-:\,a, curv.; 'A%a, sec tlw nzi.\-c .a16 $oi/r,? in PKTI.;CH, A[(-i~ri 
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ster was Ts'e-spon. H e  married K'ri-c'en-k'rim-lod of the 'Bro-clan, 
who bore him a son Dur-sron-man-po-rje-rlun-nam. The  son married 
C'ims-bzaJ-mts'ams-me-tog, who bore a son. Me-K'ri-lde-gtsug-brtan. 
Here the nine and a half happy generations (Gun-sron counting for a 
half) end, and begin the three and a half very happy generations. Me- 
-K1ri-lde had six wives. One of them, Gyim-p'ya-gon-ju, was the daugh- 
ter of Yag-'byam, the prince (rje) of China; a son was born: K'ri-sron- 
lde-btsan I .  H e  married Ts'e-spon-bza'-rMa-I-gyal-mts'o-skar-ma, who 
bore him four sons. Mu-k'ri-btsan-po died in T'ar-pa. Mu-ne-btsan-po 
reigned for one year and nine months, but then he was killed by his 
mother; therefore he counts for half a generation. 

Then the power was taken by K'ri-lde-sron-btsan. He married 
'Bro-bza'-Lha-rgyal-gun-skar-ma, who bore three sons. The  eldest, 
K'ri-btsan-ma, was poisoned while he was in the South in Bum-t'an Ily 
' Bron- bzal-Legs-rje and sNa-nam-bza' Me rje-t'e'u; (the other son) Glan- 
dar-ma was not elected king, because he had the head of a monkey and 
was ugly and foolish. The younger brother was K1ri-gtsug-lde-Ral-pa- 
can; with him the three and a half very happy generations are completed. 

Sron-btsan-sgam-po was born in the year fire-ox; he was (an incar- 
nation of) spyan-ras-gzigs (Skt. Avalokiteivara); when he was 1 3 ,  his 
father died and then he reigned for 69 years; so at the age of 82 he 
disappeared into the image of spyan-ras-gzigs with eleven heads in 
the sPrul-snan temple. So it is said; but others state that he died in 

nomi geografici ne/ L-dvags-rgjfal-rabs, in RSO, XXII (1947). pp. 82-91. hIari- 
po-rje, or better: Man-mo-rje (fern.) means: ' the  high honourable', ' the venerable 
lord (lady) '; it is a title. 

I K'ri ,  which is found in the largest part of the names of the emperors as well 
as in many of princes and ministers and even of queens (see K'ri-c'en K'ri-ma-Iod; 
the feminine form: K'ri-mo is also known, e.g. K'ri-mo sNen-ldan-sten) is a title (cf. 
e.g. Chinese: Auarzg, hzra~zg shang). The kings used to take their dlmastical name when 
ascending to the throne; see T H ,  p. 43 (year 712), cf. London doc. I 7 .  The names 
under which they are known are in fact mere titles. Sron means righteous; btsntr 
is the name of a class of gods, chiefy of tribal gods in Bon religion. As to /de or [&'U, 
probably it is connected with the word /daii.s-$Q; to rise, to be elevated; in may be 
explained recollecting a passage of the rGya/-rabs (p. 54 of m y  ms.) in which after 
having spoken of four classes of Bon-po priests (cf. TUCCI, Tibetun Painted Srro//s, 
Appendix 2) it is stated " As regards the power. it was of the sgruli and lde'u " (cf. 
Sum-pa-mk'an-po, p. I 50, 1. I 7 ) .  According to bKa'-t'ali-sde-/ka, rGyal-$0-bRa'-t'ctli, 
p. 19-60, the)? originated at  the times of gRa-k'ri-btsan-po, being invested with the 
Lha-c'os. This shows that Me, /de'u, had a religious significance, which can only b- 
explained by the fact that formerly the kings were not only the political but the rzli- 
gious chiefs as well of the community. 
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Zal-mo-sgan in 'P'an-yul. Gun-sron took hold of the power when he 
was 13 I ,  and he kept it for five years; he died at 18; then the power 
was taken over again by his father. 

Man-sron was born in the year fire-dog after one cycle (Zo-~Ror-~ci~); 
his grandfather died and Man-sron reigned for I g years; he died at 27, 

in spring, in rTsan-bar-snan (TH I :  Ts'an-ban-sna). When Dur-sron 
was born, his father had already died z ;  he was born in the year water- 
mouse in sGrags (TH. sGregs); he was immediately elected king and 
died at 29 in the country of ' Jan 3; in charge of the corpse were Cog-gru 
and K'on-k'ri; Ic'ri-lde-gtsug-brtan was born in the spring of the year 
the father died and he was immediately elected king. At an age of 63, 
in the year water-horse, he died. It is said that he passed away in 
Y ar-'brog-spas-ba. 

K'ri-sron was born in Brag-dmar (TH I ,  p. 41, 42), in the spring 
of the year iron-horse; when he was 13,  his father died; he was then 
elected king and reigned for 13 years. At 56 he died in Zun-'pran in 
the year wood-ox. So it is heard. 

I I t  is well known that the Tibetan kings ascended the throne when 13 years 
old. This was due to Bon-po ideas according to which the number 13 was a sacred 
number. It implied most probably perfection like the age of kumiya or Rifora in India, 
viz. 16; cf. ~oda;aRila, the whole, the 16 tithis, etc. The  election a t  13 does not imply 
a co-government of father and son; the case of Gun-sron seems to show that when the 
son ascended the throne the father retired; in fact it is stated that when Gun-srori died, 
his father took again the power. The case of K'ri-sron-lde-btsan is also worthy of notice- 
his father died just when he was 13 (754 A.D.). As a rule there is no one of the first 
kings who ascended the throne after his fifteens. The fathers died generally before the 
sons reached 13 years of age. 

Gui-sron died a t  18, thus allowing his father to ascend again the throne. Man- 
sroli died a t  27, the very year in which his son 'Dus-sron was born. K'ri-lde-gtsug- 
btsan saw the light the same year in which his father passed alway. K'ri-sron-lde- 
btsan was elected after his father's death, when he was 13 years old. With Mu-ne- 
btsan-po this normal occurrence seems to be interrupted: he is elected a t  25, K'ri-lde- 
sroli-btsan a t  23. What does all this mean? According to mr, that these deaths were 
hardly natural and that they betray a sharp conflict of interests among the various 
clans and chiefly between the kings and their supporters on one side and the clans of 
their wives and their ministers on the other. 

'P'ags-pa expresses this fact by the word rMug; this is certainly a technical 
term. We have many words derived from the same root, which have a similar mean- 
ing: rmu-rlza dullness, gloomy; rnzugs foggy, languor; rmun-$0 dull; snzug-$a fog; all 
this ev id~nt ly  points to a notion similar to that of mourning, following the kings' 
death, whe~l  the court was deprived of its splendour a ~ t d  the funeral ceremonies pre- 
vious to the final burial of the corpse took place. 

3 La-nlyava of TH.,  viz. the MO-so country. 
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Mu-ne-btsan-po was born in Brag-dmar in the year water-tiger. 
At 2 5  (xyl.: rtsa-Zna for Zi-su-rtsa-Zna) he took hold of the power and 
reigned for one year and nine months, being killed in spun-p'u by his 
mother. 

His younger brother K'ri-lde-sron-btsan was born in Brag-dmar 
in autumn of the year wood-dragon. 

When the elder brother was killed, he took hold of the reign for 

31 years; at  54, in autumn of the year fire-bird, he died. 
K'ri-gtsug-lde-btsan-Ral-pa-can was born in the year fire-dog, in 

'0-can-de'u I .  He was the youngest of the three brothers and was pos- 
sessed of all sorts of good qualities; when he was 21,  his father having 
passed away, he took hold of the reign; he reigned for 24 years; he 
ruled over two of the three parts of 'Dsam-glin. He was an incarnation 
of P'yag-na-rdo-rje (Skt. VajrapZni). He died at 36 in the year iron- 
bird; K'ri-sron took hold of the power in the year water-horse; in the 
year iron-bird K'ri-gtsug-lde-btsan died; up to this time for 99 years 
the Holy Law greatly spread: these were the five happy generations; 
afterwards, the Holy Law and the institutions were obscured, the im- 
perial power decayed. The eldest of the three brothers was rTsad-pa, 
who was born in the iron year; without getting hold of the power, 
he was poisoned in Bum-t'an in Lho-brag by 'Bro-bza'-Legs-rje 
and sNa-nam-Man-po-rje; his lineage still remains (de-yi-srid-rgyud- 
biugs) . 

The second son was Glari-dar-ma, who had a head of a dragon; 
he was born in the year water-sheep. When he was I 5, his father died; 
when he was 19 his younger brother died. He  took hold of the power; 
for six months he ruled according the righteousness, but about the end 
of the year iron-bird the Holy Law was obscured; then, for six and a 
half months he reigned sinfully. All together he ruled for one year and 
half a month. 

In the year of the dog he was killed by the Bodhisattva dPal-gyi- 
rdo-rje (Skt. ~ri lrajra) .  He had two sons: 'Od-srun and Yum-brtan. 
'Od-srun was born in spar-p'u in the year water-hog; immediately 
after that (event), he took hold of the power for three (63?) years; he 
died in 'P'ans in Yar-ltluns, in the year wood-ox. Yum-brtan is said 
to have died at 36. The period when these two princes lived, was the 
beginning of a bad time. The outer boundaries ('p'yi-so-Ra) escaped 
(from the Tibetan authority) and in Tibet there was internal strife. 

I T h  I ,  pp. 39 ff. .'lln/tiz~l~~cf$atti: On-can-do; BI'-STOX, p. r jO: IT-San-rdo. 
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dPal-k'or was born in 'P'alis-dar (for: mda') in the year water-ox; 
when he was 13, his father died; he reigned for 18 years and during this 
time he founded one hundred temples and he had devotion to the Law, 
greatly reproving the actions of his grandfather. H e  died in Yar-lu*- 
Sar-po at 31, in the year water-sheep. 

Then the Tibetan institutions were troubled and the times decayed. 
In the year earth-ox there was a rebellion (R'yen-Log) and in the year 
fire-bird the (royal) tombs were dug up. The  two sons of dPal-'k'or 
divided between themselves the upper and lower countries; then (read 
yrtn instead of yab), the six brothers (their sons). [Follows a short inser- 
tion on the spread of Bon and Buddhism]. 

The eldest of the two sons of dPal-'k'or-btsan was bKra-gis-brtsegs 
btsan; he had three sons. As regards the descendants of the eldest dPal- 
sde, they were: the Gun-t'an-pa, the Klu-rgyal-pa, the sPyi-pa, the 
Lha-rtse-pa, Glan-lun-btsan-skor.pa. The  descendants of the second 
son 'Od-sde were: the Grom-pa, the Srad-pa, the R a n - ~ t o d - ~ a ,  the 
family of Lha-c'en-dPal-'bar of Yar-lun. The descendants of the third 
one, viz. sKyid-sde were: the Mus-pa and some in Ran-stod (Ban-stod- 
pa-rtog-'ga') The  younger son of dPal-'k'or-btsan was K'ri-skyid-ldin; 
he had three sons. The  descendants of the first dPal-gyi-mgon were 
the Mar-yul-pa. The  descendants of the second bKra-;is-mgon were 
those of zan- iun  (inner and  outer)^; the Pu-ran-pa (xyl.: Pu-ron-pa), 
the Ya-rtse-pa 2 .  The  descendants of the third sDe-gtsug-mgon were 
those settled in Mon-yul, like, K'u-'bu etc. 

Idany incorrect genealogies are found; but having, in \iarious ways, 
tested and examinated them, some correct ones can also be met. These 
have been condensed in a booklet. This extremely pleasant summary 
was written by the Sa-kya-d~e-bsfien Grngs-pa-rgyal-mts'an in the 
monastery of Sa-skya. May  it 1,e useful to the holy teaching and to 
living beings l ' .  

Vol. Ba. Bod-kyi-rgyaG-rabs, p. 360 6: 

1 1  Sron-btsan-sgam-po was born in the year firc-ox; when he was 1 3  
years old, he took hold of the royal power; he reigned for 69 years and 
died at 82 in the years earth-mouse. Though Guii-(xyl.: cl?cri) sron 

Zari-iun (inner and  outcr) evitlrntly ref(>rs to i n i ~ - ? . r ~ r i  propcl- and to C;u~;c, 
which in Tibetan tradition are distinguished, as I have shown clscuhcrc.. 

Ya-rtse: M'cstern Pnhrang, most probably Taklnkot. (:f. \ V . ~ s s l r . r ~ w .  (;(W- 

gl-aJicz T'ibrta, p. 8. 
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ruled for five years, he is not reckoned apart (logs-su-mi-pail), since 
his father again reigned (over the country). 

Man-sron-mati-btsan was born in the year fire-dog; he took hold 
of the royal power when he was 13 years old and reigned for I 5 years; 
he died in the year water-mouse at 27. 

Dur-sron-Man-po-rje was born in the year water-mouse in the 
period of mourning (rmug); immediately after his birth he was elected 
king. When he was 29, in the year iron-dragon, he died in 'Jan. 

K'ri-lde-gtsug-brtan was born in the spring of that same year 
iron-dragon. Towards the end of that year his father died and he was 
elected king. H e  died at 63  in the year water-horse. 

K'ri-sroklde-btsan was born in the year-water-horse; he was elected 
king and reigned for 43 years; at 56 in the year wood-ox he died. 

Mu-ne-btsan-po was born in the year water-horse, and was elected 
king a t  25;  after two years he died. His younger brother K'ri-lde-sron- 
(xyl.: sran) btsan was born in the autumn of the year wood-dragon 
he took hold of the kingdom when he was fully 24 and reigned for 31 
years. H e  died at 54 in the year fire-bird. 

Ral-pa-can was born in the year fire-mouse and was elected king 
at 1 2  in the year firebird. H e  reigned for 24 years; he died at 36 in the 
year iron-bird. 

From the year water-hore, when K'ri-sron-lde-btsan was elected 
king, up to the year iron-bird, when Ral-pa-can died, IOO years elapsed. 
U p  to this it was an excellent happy time, since religion and power 
spread in Tibet. 

The  elder brother of Ral-pa-can was Glan-dar-ma, who was born 
in the year water-sheep; he took hold of the kingdom towards the end 
of the year iron-bird when he was 39. For six months he ruled according 
to righteousness; then for six and a half month he ruled sinfully; all 
together he reigned for one year and a half month. H e  died in the year 
waterdog. His son 'Od-srun was born in the year water-dog and was 
immediately elected king. At 63 he died in 'P'an-mda' in Yar-kluns 
in the year wood-ox. The son of 'Od-srun was dPal-gor-(sic) btsan, 
who was born in the year water-ox; he took hold of the power at 13, 

reigned for eighteen years and died in the tyear water-sheep. dPal- 
gor-btsan had two sons. The eldest was bKra-iis-brtsegs. H e  had three 
sons, the eldest being dPal-sde. His descendants were Klu-rgyal-ba 
of Gun-t'an, sPyi-pa, Lha-rtse-pa, bTsad-kor-pa of Gla-lun. The second 
(of the three sons of bKra-Sis-brtsegs) was 'Od-lde; his descendants 
wcre Grom-pa, Srad-pa, Ran-stod-pa, the Lha-c'en-dPal-'bar-ba of Irar- 
klun. The third was bsKpid-lde; his descendants were hflus-pa, ' Jad-pa 
and some who went to Ran-stod (,~u~-stod-pu-'~la'-'ga'-5ig--~od). 
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The  eldest son of bsKyid-lde, the son of dPal-gor-btsan, was dPal- 
mgon; his descendants were the princes (bt~ad-PO) of Uar-luns. The 
second son was bKra-5s-mgon whose descendants were those of 2 a i -  

iun (inner and outer), the princes of Pu-raris and those of Ya-ts'e. The 
third son of bsI<yid-lde was 1De-gtsug-mgon whose descendants were: 
K'u-'bupa, and some who settled in Mon-yul. 

This book was written in the year wood-hog 1275  in the 16th of 
the month [Name and number of the month are missing] by 'P'ags-pa 
in rKa-mdo in Sa-skya ". 

The  contents of these two treatises may now be summarized in 
the following table in which a comparison is attempted, with the most 
important historical works of Tibet now accessible. 

If we now compare these two booklets with the manuscripts of 
T u n  Huang it will appear that the genealogical tables of Ta correspond 
very closely to the manuscript 249 of Paris (TH 2). That  the author 
had before his eyes a list of this kind is proved not only by the corre- 
spondence between the two catalogues, but also by the fact that he adds, 
immediately after, a second more detailed list, containing the indication 
of the cyclic years as in the Tun  Huang annals, missing in the first 
genealogy. This repetition can only be explained if the Sa-skya-pa 
writer depended on two different sources, a fact which is confirmed by 
the occasional different spelling of some names. Moreover, even as 
regards chronological data, the Sa-skya-pa masters evidently drew their 
information from a text akin to that of Tun Huang; in fact the dates 
correspond, provided we accept only the indication of the animal of 
the duodenary cycle, and do not take into consideration the first element. 

Though the date fire-ox given as the birth-year of Sron-btsan- 
sgam-po is wrong and therefore even the following dates are implicitly 
wrong of one or two cycles, it corresponds to truth if we read only the 
second part of the chronological indication. In fact since Sron-btsan- 
sgam-po died at 82 in the year 649, he must have been born in an 
ox-year 568; the birth-year fire-dog for Man-sron is wrong but it is true 
that he was born in a dog year; he died at 27 in a mouse year; in this 
very year Dus-srori, his son, was born; the dragon year is equally that 
of the latter's death and that in which his son K'ri-gtsug-lde was born. 
Then, since the Sa-skya writers state that this king passed away in the 
horse year, this horse year missing in the T H  chronicles must be the 
year 754. I t  therefore appears that the Sa-skya-pa masters had access 
to documents akin to the chronicles, fragments of which have been 
found in Turkestan, and that they or their sources added the first 
element in the indication of the cycle. 
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We may even add that, since these dates contained in the Sa-skya-pa 
chronicles are exact, as the preceding comparison has shown, we niay 
safely rely even on the chronological information concerning Ral-pa-can 
and his successors. The same agreement is to he found regarding other 
details, e.g. the names of the kings' wives, mentioned all along Tibetan 
historiography apart from some occasional differences in spelling, which 
are easily to be explained in a country, where copyists arc used to mis- 
handling manuscripts. Here follows an enumeration: 

A .  the wives of Sron-btsan-sgam-po are according to: 

T H  3, p. 88: K'ri-mo-mnen-ldon-steh, probably the same as rnen- 
tioned in 

T H  I ,  p. 33: sna-mo-sten, K'ri-mo-stens (years 671 and 688); 
GR, p. I I I b; besides the Nepalese and Chinese wife: Zan-iun-bza' 

and Mon-bza'-K'ri-lcam; 
DLChron., p. I 7: Lha-gcig K'ri-btsun the Nepalese, Lha-gcig-kon-jo, 

Ru-yod-bza', zan-iun-bza', Mon-bza'-k'ri-lcam. 

B. the wife of Gun-sron-man-sron: 

T H  3, p. 88: Man-mo-rje-k'ri-dkar I .  She is the grandmother hlan- 
spans, died in 706. 

GR and DLChron. do not mention her. 

C. the wife of Man-sron-man-btsan: 

T H  3, p. 88: K'ri-ma-lod of the 'Bro clan (year 700); also named 
K'ri-mo-lan (year 700). The is the mother of 'Du-sron-man-po-rje 
(cf. the years 701, 702, 704 and 705). She had a power as no 
other queen ever had. After the death of the grand-mother 
Man-spans (year 706) she is called grand-mother and takes part 
in the political events (708-712). Her importance is shown by 
the fact that K'ri-lde-gtsug was enthroned only in the year 712  

receiving the name K'ri-lde-gtsug-brtsan, when the grand-mother 
died, nine years after the death of his father. Together with her 
clan she ruled during the regency. 

GR, p. I 22: 'Bro-bza'-K'rim-blod (mistake for: K'ri-ma-lod): 
DLChron., p. 30 d: 'Bro-bza'-k'ra-po K'ri-ma-lod. 

Man-mo-rje, the feminine of Ma&po-rje is a honorific title (cf. note at p. 455). 



D. the wife of 'Du-sron-man-po-rje: 

T H  I ,  p. 46: bTsan-ma-tog. She died in the year 722; 

T H  3; bTsan-ma-t'og-t'og-sten of mC1ims; 

GR,  p. 122: Me-tog of mC1ims; 
DLChron., p. 30 6: 1C'irns-bza'-bTsan-mo-rog-ge. 

E. the wives of Me-k'ri-lde-gtsug-ldan: 

T H  I ;  Kirn-;an, died in the year 739 l; 

TH 3 knows of another wife: Man-mo-rje-bii-sten; 

GR, p. I 23 a: 1 Jan-me-k'ri-btsun; p, I 23 6: Gyan-Siri-kon-jo; 
DLChron., p. 31: 'Jam-mo K'ri-btsun and Kon-je. 

F. the wives of K'ri-sron-lde-btsan: 

TH 3: Ts'e-spon rMa-rgyal-ldon-skar; 

GR, p. 127 6 enumerates five wives: Ts'e-spon-bzaJ-ma-tog-sgrod, 
mKCar-c'en-bza'-Ts'o-rgyal, 'Bro-bza' Byan-c'ub-gron, 'C'ims- 
(corr.: rnC6ims)-bzaJ-lha-mo-bzan, PO-yon-bza'; 

DLChron., p. 40: Ts'e-spon-bza'. 

G. the wife of K'ri-lde-sron-btsan(-sad-na-legs): 

T H  3: Lha-rgyal-man-mo-rje of 'Bro. 
GR: rTse. 

The conclusions to be drawn from these facts seem to be that, while 
the Sa-skya-pa depended on sources related to the T H .  documents, 
the authority which they enjoyed was largely responsible for the subse- 
quent historical literature t. Let us in fact compare the most important 
genealogical lists now accessible, summarized in the preceding table. 
These show, beyond any doubt, that the Tibetan chroniclers drew their 
information most probably from the Sa-skya writers of from allied sour- 
ces which are, on their hand, based on texts similar to the Chronicles 

I According to BUSHELI, (The Ear& History o f  Tibet f rom  Chi7zese Source.r, 
J R A S ,  1880,  p. 456) the name of the Chinese wifc was Chin ch'cng. 

The only difference is supplied by  Bu-ston, who gives Mai-srori ;IS thc son of 
Sron-btsan-sgam-po and Gun-sron as his son. But this is probably due to a mistake 
of the copyist, since it is contradicted by all other lists; it is followcd by thc L a - d v w -  
? p a l - m b s ,  pp. 3 2  and 84. 
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discovered in Tun  Huang. So we can accept as well founded the tradi- 
tional account of Tibetan history. I mean as a whole, in its skeleton, 
without of course taking into consideration the legends and myths which 
later on were circulated and grew up concealing, as it were, the authen- 
tical kernel of the ancient chronicles. And, in fact, Tibetan historians 
seem to have preserved of these chronicles nothing else I ~ u t  the genealo- 
gical and chronological schemes; the main events which led Tihet to 
fight against China, the ups and downs of this struggle, the rivalry of 
clans, are passed unnoticed by the Lamaist chroniclers: their interest 
is only the Holy Law, its fortunes and propagation. The stories of its 
masters take the upper hand: kings are recorded chiefly as patrons 2nd 
supporters of Buddhism. History becomes slowly a c'os-'byu~z. So in the 
GR. or in the DLChron. we find only occasional references to historical 
facts: e.g. to the war waged by China against Tibet after the death of Srori- 
btsan-sgam-po and the first years of Man-sron-btsan-po's reign "Then 
the minister mGar repelled the invaders, but he was killed in the battle 
and the Chinese reached Lhasa and burnt down the Potala " (DLChron., 
P 300; GR,  p. 122  of m y  ms.). This evidently refers to the same facts 
alluded to by TH., year 659, though the leader who fell at the head 
of his army is said to be the da-rgyal Man-po-rje. "da rgyal mari po rjes 
??ttsio nag stoli r u r  rgya se'u den pair dali nol t'abs bgyiste da  rgyal gyan 
gum Jiiz brgyad k'ri stoiz la  rdugs l ' ,  which hzs been translated by the 
editors of the text: " Le da-rgyal Mari-po-rje traita i Ston-ru du Lac 
Noir avec le Chinois Se'u-den-pan. Bien que le da-rgyal firt tug, ils 
furent rCduits de 8o.ooo i mille" But I think that we should better 
understand: "The  do-rgyal Mali-po-rje fought (noGt'abs = snol-t'ab) 
in Ston-ru of mTs'o-nag against the Chinese Se'u-den-pan; though 
the da-rgyal was killed, the 80.000 (Chinese) were decimated to 
1.000 ". 

Another reference to military facts is to be found in GR, p. 136, 
where the victory of Lha-bzaii-klu-dpal is related at the times of K'ri- 
sroh-lde-btsan, when sin-kun, Ceu-mk'ar and sMan-rtse were conque- 
red; then mention is made of the wars under the reign of Ral-pa-can, 
when peace was signed between China and Tibet, and the rDo-rins 
were set up. 

It  is strange that in classical historiography no mention is made 
of these booklets of the two Sa-skya-pa masters, but this is perhaps 
due to the fact that their data were globally inserted in later works, 
e.g. in the Deb-tier and in the rGyaZ-1-abs, \vhich quickly acquired a 
greater notoriety; quite apart is of course the information derived from 
Chinese sources and chlefly from the I-GjvrrZ-yzlp-ts'ali translated into 
Tibetan by Rin-c'en-grags-pa (DT, I i n ,  p. 23 6). 
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The  conflict between these two traditions appears very clearly for 

the period between K'ri-sron-lde-btsan and Ral-pa-can. 
In fact, as regards the sons of K'ri-sron-lde-btsan, the literary 

tradition varies. 
According to the DLChron. p. 40 a) Ts'e-spon-bza' bore him three 

sons. The elder, i.e. Mu-ne-btsan-po, succeeded his father on the throne, 
but after one year and seven months he was poisoned by his mother; 
in the DLChron. he is said to be the same as M~-k ' r i - b t s an -~o ,  who 
therefore is not acknowledged to be a different elder brother as other 
authors did (e.g. dPa'-bo-gtsug-lag). The  second son was, according 
to the same writer, Mu-rug-btsan-po; trying to enter the room were 
his father and the ian-bdon were holding a war-council, he was pre- 
vented to do so by the son of that minister. In a fit of rage the prince 
killed him. Judgment followed and according to the advice of the 
minister of 'Gos the prince was sent into exile among the Mon. This 
banishment gave origin to an epic, the echo of which remains in some 
allusions contained in some rmin-ma-pa traditions and in the worlcs 
of the fifth Dalai Lama. Then he was called back, but he was killed 1)y 
the sNa-nam-blon in order to revenge the murder on his relative. The 
third son was Mu-tig-btsan-po Sad-na-legs, who ascended the throne 
four years old. The same author thinks that to call this one K'ri-sron- 
btsan means to overlook the statement contained in the second chapter 
of the sgra-sbyor; this refers to the beginning of the Tibetan translation 
of the Mahfivyutpatti, where K'ri-lde-sron-btsan is the name for Ral- 
pa-can I ,  rightly called K'ri-gtsug-lde-btsan-Ral-pa-can (in the Hackin 
document). The  Chronicles of TH I know of two sons of K'ri-sron- 
lde-btsan; the first son Lhas-bon is called the heir (years 738 and 741); 
when he died, the second son Sron-lde-btsan, born in the year 742, 
came to the throne. 

T H  3 knows Mu-ne-btsan-po and 1De-sron-brtsan. Since the last 

prince is said to be the father of K'ri-gtsug-lde-brtsan (Ral-~a-can), 
it is clear that he is the same as K'ri-lde-sron-btsan of the Sa-skya-pa 
chronicles. 

Now the identity of Mu-ne-btsan-po may be discussed: is he the 
same as Lhas-bon recorded in T H  I ?  This is quite possible in the case 
that Mu-ne-btsan-po-as the presence of the word btsan-po points 
out-was the name the prince received when he ascended the throne; 
anyhow, he cannot be identified with 'Jan-ts'a-Lha-dban quoted in 

I ArthviuiScaya, ed .  FERRARI, in Att i  dell's Renl'c Accademia d'Italin, M emorie, 
Classe sc. mor. e stor., Serie V I I ,  vol. IV (1944), p. 5 4 3  
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GR I ,  since he was the son of another wife of K'ri-lde-gtsug-hrtan, viz. 
the 'Jan-mo. H e  was nained according to thc custom of naming thc 
son after the clan of his mother or better after the name of his mothcr's 
father. The  Sa-skya-pa sources, which, as we saw, always agree with 
the THChron., state that K'ri-sron-lde-btsan died in the year 797, whcn 
he was succeeded by his son Rllu-ne-btsan-po, who reigned for one year 
and nine months 798 or 799; this quite corresponds with the information 
of the Chiu T'ang shu: " the Tsan-p'u, who died in the 4th month of 
the 13th year Ch6ng yiian (797) was succeeded by his eldest son, who 
died one year afterwards, when the second son succeeded to the throne ". 
The disagreement with the Chinese sources is therefore to I.,e found- 
according to me-not as regards Mu-ne-btsan-po, as Petech thinks 
(of. cit. p. ss), but rather concerning his successor or rather successors, 
as the Chinese sources could make us to believe. In fact this anony- 
mous king of the Chiz~ T'ang shu, corresponding to I\llu-ne-btsan, is 
follo~ved by a younger brother, who died in 804, and who is named: 
Tsu chih chien. This king is quite unknown to the Tibetan lists. Rin- 
c'en-grags-pa, the translator of the rGya-yig-ts'an (Deb-t'er, ka, p. 23 b), 
is obliged therefore to render his name by a mere transliteration from 
the Chinese into Tibetan: Dsu-c'e-btsan-po. The conclusion is that, 
either the Tibetan chronicles have lost notice of a king whose relation 
to his predecessor and to his successor as well are unknown, or that 
there is a mistake in the Chinese sources, which divided Sad-na-legs' 
rule (798-81 7) into two reigns. T o  the validity of the Chinese tradition 
two facts would give support: first the statement of the fifth Dalai Lama 
that Sad-na-legs ascended the throne when four years old, since this 
cannot be true with regard to K'ri-lde-sron-btsan, who was born in 
764 and died in 817 at an age of 54; secondly the existence in some 
Tibetan sources, as in some redactions of the GR, of the name of ano- 
ther king: 1Din-k'ri (1Den-k'ri in m y  mss., p. 134), placed between 
Sad-na-legs and Ral-pa-can. But against this view, there are the TH 
Chronicles, which on account of their age have their special impor- 
tance. On the other hand, the fact remains that the tradition was here 
not so sure as in the other cases, as is e\;idently shown by the opposite 
views of the sources and the elaborate discussions caused by this period 
of Tibetan history to be met in the works of the most famous Chronicles 
of 1310-bzan-rgya-mts'o and in Sans-rgyas-1-gya-mtso's Vai-d?T-rj~a-gya'-se/. 

Other sources, which, though not properly historical, go back to 
old times or documents, viz. some rmin-ma-pa texts such as the bKa'- 

I THOA~AS, in ]R-45, 1928, p. 85; Doc. dc TH.  o. 5 1 ,  no. I .  
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t'czn-sde-Zna, make mention of three sons of K'ri-sroii-lde-btsan. I n  
fact, in the second book of that work, i.e. in the ~ G y a Z - p o ' i - b R ~ ' - t ' ~ ~  
(p. 19, 6), we read that K'ri-sron-lde-btsan had three sons: 
btsan-po, Mu-rug-btsan-po and m Jin-yon Sad-na-legs; the first died in 

Northern mDo-k'ams, the second while he was having his meal. Later 
on (ibid., p. 27) it is said that by  the dcgrya, i.c. P a d m a s a n ~ t ~ h a ~ ~ ,  
he was called Mu-tig-btsan-po, by his father K'ri-sron-lde-btsan, by 
the Nan-blon m Jin-yon Sad-na-legs, and by the Chinese M u - r i - b t ~ a n - ~ ~ .  
O n  the other hand, according to the Ra-tna'i-gter-wza, viz. a 
discovered by Ratna-glin-pa, quoted by Sans-rgyas-rgya-mts'o in the 
Vai-dG-rya-gyn1-sel (p. I 2), after K'ri-sron-lde-btsan there was one year 
of strife, caused by the four wives of the old king; then, for one year 
and three months, the power was taken over by Mu-ne-btsan-po, finally 
poisoned. Then the tutorship of Mu-tig-btsan-po was taken by Mu- 
rug-btsan-po; being 25  years old, Mu-tig-btsan-po was elected king 
and reigned up  to his death, which occurred when he was 65 years old. 
H e  was succeeded b y  Sad-na-legs, followed by Ral-pa-can. 

But these dates are contradicted by the Chinese sources and the 
Sa-skya-pa chronicles. According to another famous book, the sBa-bs'ed, 
being the history of bSam-yas and known under various redactions 
(Vai-dG-rya-gya'-sed, p. I 36) followed by the Deb-dmar (ibid., p. I 36), 
K'ri-sron-lde-btsan had three sons: Mu-ne-btsan-po, Mu-tig-btsan-po 
and K'ri-lde-sron-btsan; Mu-ne-btsan-po reigned I 7 months, Mu-tig- 
btsan-po was killed and K'ri-lde-btsan-po was elected king when only 
four years old. Then the C'os-'byun by the spyan-sna bSod-nams-grags-pa, 
quoted by the same Vai-dZ-rgya-gya'-sed states that Mu-ne-btsan-po 
reigned 7 years and 9 months. 

Leaving aside the number of the sons of K'ri-sron-lde-btsan, which 
is of no importance to  the question of his successors, it is clear that 
Tibetan tradition is divided into two groups: one group, starting from 
the T H  Chronicles, knows of only two kings between K'ri-sron-lde- 
btsan and Ral-pa-can. This is thc opinion of the Sa-skya-pas, oncc 
more testifying their dependence on sources akin to the T H  documents. 
The  other group in represented by the tradition to be met with in Chi- 
nese sources and introduced into Tibet by the ~ G y n - ~ i ~ - t s ' a l i ,  translated 
by Rin-c'en-grags-pa and followed by some redactions of the rfi~rr~- 
rabs. The  Cronicles of-the fifth Dalai Lama represent a compromise, 
largely influenced by the rRin-ma-pa tradition under the inspiration 
of which an epic cycle developed, its hero being Mu-rug-btsan-po. We 

are not yct in a position to state which tradition corrcslmnds to truth. 



PREISTORIA TIBETANA 

La storia ael Tibet, gli sviluppi della sua cultura, i suoi rapporti 
colle civilti confinanti sono ancora tutt'altro che note. La tibetologia 
6 una scienza assai recente, la pih reccnte di tutte le discipline orientali 
e percib presenta ancora molte e gravi lacune. Non sorprenda dunque 
se la preistoria tibetana i: tutt'ora assai misteriosa. Anzitutto conviene 
intendersi sull'estensione che vogliamo dare a questa parola preistoria. 
Essa i: un termine molto vago siccome include tutte le viccnde del Tibet 
fin0 agli inizi della sua storia certa, la quale comincia soltanto nel 
settimo secolo. Nel settimo secolo infatti il rc Sron btsan sgam po 
unificb sotto il suo comando le tribh t i k t a n e  c costitui un grandc impc.ro 
che si oppose vittorioso alla Cina, straripb poi sulla vallc dcl Tarim 
e contese a1 Celeste rmpero il possesso delle guarnigioni che presidia- 
van0 le oasi e le strade carovaniere nell'Asia Centrale. Alla potenza 
politica si congiunscro i primi bagliori della cultura che penetrb nel 
paese delle nevi dall'rndia e dalla Cina giungendovi soprattutto attra- 
verso la religione buddhistica cui la corte e parte dell'aristocrazia 
sembrano cssersi presto convertite; conversione per lungo tempo super- 
ficiale che solo con grande fatica sopraffece le credenzc aborigenc. 

Come possiamo noi ricostruire la cultura del Tibet e Ic sue viccndc 
prima della fondazione di questo impero che coincide con i l  sorgtrc 
della letteratura tibetana e quindi con la pih antica compilazione di 
monumenti letterari e storici? 1 documenti a nostra disposizione sono 
le fonti cinesi, la toponomastica, i testi indigeni ed infinc i ritrovamenti 
archeologici. Le fonti cinesi ci illuminano soprattutto sulk tribh imme- 
diatamente confinanti con le provincie estremo occidentali della Cina, 
ma contengono altresi notizie di carattere etnografico di molto inte- 
resse su tutta la gente che inclusa sotto il nome di Ch'iang e poi T'u-fan, 
erravano nomadi sul pianoro tibetano. Di speciale interesse P la notizia 
contenuta in un'opera storica del secolo IX d. C. sccondo la quale un 
gruppo notevole della popolazione tibetana sarebbe stato costituito da 
una frazione dei Yiieh-chih, che cacciati dagli Hsiung-nu dalla provincia 
del Kan-su, non potendo seguire il grosso della sua gente nelle lunghe 
migrazioni verso I'Ovest che la portb successivamente nella Hattriana 
e poi nell'rndia, si rovescjb nel Tibet confondendosi con la popolazionc 
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del luogo. Cosi per esempio sembra venuta dalla Persia (sTag+zig) la 
famiglia dei principi di da-lu nei pressi di Tashilunpo: per converso 
I'intrusione scitica nel paese delle nevi viene indirettamente confermata 
d a  alcune genealogic tibetane. Queste infatti accennano ad infiltrazioni 
per 10 meno iraniche. Per converso secondo la tradizione indigena, il 
flusso della immigrazione specialmente dell'aristocrazia che fini con 

l'assumere una posizione di comando sulle varie provincie, si deter- 
mina a partire dalla grande ansa del fiume Giallo. 11 pih grande numero 
dei documenti familiari da  me scoperti e studiati conserva ricordo di 
una provenienza dai confini nord-orientali dellc trihh che nei tempi 
storici vediamo stanziate con funzioni di comando nelle varie contrade 
tibetane. Per fare qualche esempio soltanto la famiglia che regnb su 
gNas-gsar, un piccolo paese vicino a Gyantse, si dice di stirpe 'A-iva 
cioi, i T'u-yii-hun delle fonti cinesi stanziati nel retroterra montagnoso 
dallo Shan-shan (Lop) a1 Kan-su. 

U n  altro caso interessante i: quello dclla famiglin del V Dalai Lama 
Blo-bzan-rgya-mts'o, che governava un territorio a Sud di Yarlung: 
essa si dichiarava discendente dai Bhata Hor, cioi: dai Mongoli Bha- 
dra ,  stanziati forse vicino a1 Baikal. Questi invasori esercitano il govern0 
sulk  zone in cui si stabiliscono sostituendosi alle popolazioni locali, 
le quali riconosciute come appartenenti ad una stirpe diversa, vengono 
designate con vario nomc; prevale il nome di Mori con cui sono general- 
mcnte chiamate le popolazioni ricacciate verso il sud e verso l'ovest 
e per lungo tempo restate come enti t i  ctnografiche e linguistiche distinte 
dagli invasori. A quale razza appartenesscro codesti indigcni Mon non 
6 sempre chiaro determinare; pcr escmpio nel Ladak, cioi: in un pacse 
chc se 6 tibetano di lingua e di costumi si trova tuttavia fuori dell0 
stato tibetano, Mon si chianlano le popolazioni prevalentcniente dardc. 
ch? dovevano rappresentare il sottostrato dcgli abitanti del paese. Ma 
se varchiamo i confini occidcntali del Tibet vero e ~ r o p r i o  ed cntriamo 
in quella vasta provincia che si cstcnde fin0 a1 Kailasa e a1 hlanasarovar 
troviamo chc gli indigcni ~ a r l a v a n o  originarianlentc. una lingua the 
non ha ncssun rapporto con il tilxtano. Qucsta lingua dal nome della 
provincia vicnc generalmentc conosciuta come lingua di Guge e anche 
di Za i - iuh .  l? la lingua nclla quaIc sernllrano csscre stati scritti molti 
tcsti della rcligione indigcna dcl 'Tilwt ~ r i r n a  dclla introduzione del 
B~~ddhi smo,  voglio dire la rcligicme Bon, c anchr nlcuni tcsti frammen- 
tari scoperti ncll'Asia C(>ntralc dalla missionc, Stcxin. Scl)l,c'nc 10 studio 
di questa lingua non sin ancol-a approfondito, non part, tuttavin dulhio 
che contenga elementi di Icanavari chc si i~arln tutt'ol-;l nc.110 statn di 
Bashahr, affine allc linguc chc gcncricamcntc ~ , i  dcs igna~~o  col nomc. di 
austroncsiche cosi Ixnc studiatr. d i ~  1'. Schmiclt e clal Przylusl.ri. La 



espansione di questo gruppo i: confermata anche dalla toponomastica; 
per esempio la provincia di Chumurti ci presenta un caratteristico 
esempio di 1)ilingualismo del tip0 dei Lingua-glossa e Mongibello, ccu 

esscndo la parola tibetana per acqua e murti  il corrispondente Kana- 
vari. Non mi par dubbio che anche il nome della montagna sacra del 
Tibet, il Ti-se chiamato dagli indiani Kailgsa e in tibetano classic0 
Gans-ri, ci presenti un nome Kanavari. Fino a dove arrivasse questa 
popolazione austronesica nel Tibet non possiamo dire, i: tuttavia d a  
notarsi che il maggior tempio di Sa-skya, monastero e ci t t i  a I 50 chilo- 
metri a ovest circa di Tashilunpo, si chiamava Go-rum, nome forse ian- 
iun .  Inoltre le tradizioni tibetane distinguono concordemente i Bod- 
pa, T i k t a n i  veri e propri, dai 'Brog pa, i nomadi pastori che vivono 
con le loro mandrie e i greggi sui pianori spostandosi secondo il ritmo 
delle stagioni. Pzrlano una lingua notevolmente diversa e pascolano 
specialmente nei pianori del nord. Come che sia, le tribh conquistatrici 
provenienti dall'ansa del Fiume Giallo mostrano un grande rapport0 
di cultura con i gruppi turco-mongoli delllAsia Centrale. Secondo quanto 
leggiamo nelle antiche genealogie familiari e nelle opere oggi accessibili 
della religione Bon queste tribli adoravano come deiti  suprema il  Cielo 
che esse chiamavano gNam e la cui mitografia ricorda assai da vicino 
quella del turco mongol0 Tangri. Come le tribli turco mongole, erano 
divise in yaszln, cioi: ccossao, nome inteso ad indicare il Clan; la stessa 
partizione in rus, equivalente tibetano dello stesso significato, si ritrova 
all'origine della societi tibetana nella quale resiste per lungo volgere 
di secoli. Inoltre i: ben noto che le emigrazioni dei popoli turco-mon- 
gnli sono sempre avvenute secondo uno schieramento di marcia che 
presuppone un corpo centrale affiancato ai due lati da due ali, 724; la 
divisione geografica del Tibct antico i: basata sullo stesso principio; 
infatti ad una provincia centrale fanno seguito due ali l'una a destra 
e l'altra a sinistra, la prima ad occidente e la seconda ad oriente cib 
che lascia immaginare una direttrice di marcia da Nord a Sud. Le 
concezioni cosmogoniche di questo sottostrato etnico del Tibet sono 
anclle esse assai simili a quelle che troviamo presso i popoli turco- 
mongoli. I1 mondo viene cioi: immaginato come una grande tenda, 
concezione naturale presso i nomadi, la quale dalla base larga rappre- 
sentata dalla terra va rastremandosi verso l'alto. Come nella tenda 
c'& un asse centrale, cosi l'universo si svolge intorno ad un axis nzum'i 
costituito da una montagna sulla quale sono disposti tredici cieli. Come 
nel centro dclla tenda si trova un for0 per l'uscita del fumo, cosi a1 ver- 
tice della tenda cosmica si trova un for0 dal quale si affacciano i lumi- 
nari celesti, il sole e la luna, mentre sopt-a si stende 10 spazio infinito 
ccleste, il vero e propl-io Tangri o gNam di cui sopra ho parlato. 
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uscs for these first editions is 6ie7is, biens-pa, not par, which we should 
expect for any printed edition; biefis only means to order a sacred 
thing to be made and consecrated. If we are to follow his statements, 
we can tabulate the diffusion of the scripture from this first set 
of sNar-t'an: 

Tv:L-lu edition of 6sTan-'gyur by Bu-ston, which was newly arranged 
with the addition of supplementary works up to about one thousand 
items all together; a new copy with further additions by slob-dpon 
Nam-mkla'-rgyal-mts'an of Rin-spuns; this copy was placed in rTse-t'an; 
hence new additions and new copies in Gon-dkar and gDan-sa-t'el; 
then the copies of K'ams, that by C'os-rje mT1on-ba-ldon-ldan, by 
thc du-dben-ia of dBus, by C'os-rje-ran-byun in mTslur-p'u, that of 
the dPon-e'en dGe-bsfien in Yar-rgyab placed in Byams-pa-glin I .  

But some of these sets, though based on the sNar-t'an copy, were 
new editions with additions and better arrangement of the works, such 
as that of the bsTan-'gyur by Bu-ston. 

The redaction of the bsTan-'gyur by Bu-ston (born 12.90; he arri- 
ved at  Tva-lu in 1320) was placed by him in the bsTan-'gyur lha-k'an, 
where it is still to be seen. It was made under the auspices of the sRu- 
i a h  of zva-lu, Kun-dga'-don-grubz. It is a manuscript set; Bu-ston 

I Nam-mkla'-rgyal-mts'an of Rin-spuns was a contemporary of the sDe-srid 
G rags-pa-rgyal-mts'an of P'ag-mo-gru ( I  374 (Sin-stag)-I 440). rTse-t'an (founded 
in 1351 by Byan-c'ub-rgyal-mts'an), gDan-sa-t'el, and Gori-dkar were various places of 
the 1"ag-mo-gru-pa, rTse-t'an in Yar-klun being the civil capital and gDan-sa-t'el the 

- - 

religious. Du-dben-ia was the title tu-ylmrr-.rhuai ;$R conferred by the Yuan 
to Tibetan dignitaries (Yuan-shih 87.8). I cannot identify at present all the persons 
here alluded to. C'os-rje-ran-byun (rdo-rje) is the pupil of Urgyan-pa (1230--1309)~ 
upon whom cf. G. TUCCI, Travels of Tibetan Y i b i m s  i n  the Swat Valley, Calcutta, 
1940. Also cf. Deb-t'er snon-$0, @a, p. 129, Sum-pa-mklan-po, dPag-bsam-ljon-bzan 
(S. Ch. Das ed.), p. 360; mT'on-ba-ldon-lclan is also a Kar-ma-pa; ibid. Byams-pa- 
glin is a monastery in '01 dga ' (01 k'a, '01 ka). Many of these personages and their 
history are to be found in the chronicles of I310-bzan-rgya-mts'o: Garis-can-yul-gyi-m- 
La-sjyod-ja'i nzt'o-ris-kyi rgyaGbLon @so-boy brjod-ja'i dtb-t'er, rdsogs-ldan giorz-nu'i- 
&U'-ston dbyid-h~ti-rgyal-nzo'i glu-dbyalis, which has been translated ancl commented 
upon in my book Tibetalz Painted Scrolls. A partial translation of this work, said to 
be by ~ a ~ - d b a r i - d ~ e - l e ~ s ,  has been published in Chinese by LIU Li-ch'ien of the West 
China Frontier Rcsearcll Institute. 

On his date and the genealogy of the princes of iva-lu cf. Indo-Tibetica, 
111, I ,  p. 90. 
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himself prepared the index after the work of collation was finished: 
bs Tan- 'gyur-gy i dRar-c'ag yid-biin- nor-bu dbali-gi rgyal-po'i p'reh-ba, 
Complete Works, Lhasa ed., Vol. La: an abridgment (with an index 
of the bKa'-'gyur) is to be found at  the end of the C'os-'byun by the 
same author. 

A few years after Bu-ston, the myriarch (K'ri-dpon) of Ts'al 
Kun-dga'-rdo-rje I ,  the rival of Byan-c'ub-rgyal-mts'an (born 1302; 
elected myriarch 1334)~ subjected to a revision the previous edition of 
the bKa'-'gyur already referred to and edited the so-called Ts'aZ-pa 
bKa'-'gyur, which was the basis of the later, printed edition of sNar-t'an 2. 

This sNar-t'an edition was made under the seventh Dalai Lama, 
bsKal-bzan-rgya-mts'o, by the regent or sDe-srid bSod-nams-stobs-rgyas 
(died in 1747) of P'o-lha in gTsan. Opinions differ as to the date. 
According to Csoma, Asiatic Researches 20.42, the sNar-than edition 
was printed in the year 1731. This statement is contradicted by Laufer, 
JRAS, 1914, p. I 128' who tells us that the index volume of the bsTan- 
'gyur carries the date c'u-R'yi, viz. 1742; his statement is supported by 
the colophon of the same index, though it refers to the dkar-cag written 
in that year by P'ur-bu-lcog-gi-ri-k'rod-pa Nag-dban-byams-pa in the 
autumnal month. But on page 7 b, after the list has been given of the 
artisans who worked on preparing the books and of the supervisors, 
it is stated that the carving of the blocks was started in the year Zcags-bya 
(1741) on the twenty-seventh day of the third month, and that it was 
over on the twenty-fifth of the tenth month of the year c'u-b'yi ( I  742). 
So there can be hardly any doubt that 1742 is the year in which the 
edition of the bsTan-'gyur was completed. IVith the bKa'-'gyur the 
case is different; as we know from its dKar-cag, p. 5 5  b and p. 62 a, 
the work started on the twenty-eighth of the eighth month of 1730 and 
was finished on the 26th of the first month of 1732. The information 
contained in the dKar-cag, both of the bKa'- 'gyr and of the bsTan- 
'gyur, generally agrees with a passage of the biography of P'o-la-nas 
fiod-nams stobs-rgyas (dPal-mi-dbari-po'i-rtogs-bv'od-fa yig-rten-halt-tu- 
dga'-ba'i-gtanz; see Tibetan Painted Scrolls, p. I 69) to which prof. Petech 
has drawn my attention. There we read (p. 340) that the idea of editing 
the bKa'-'gyur and the bsTan-'gyur came to the sde-srid in a dream; 
he then ordered the 11rork to be immediately undertaken on the twenty- 

I I 11avc dealt with this man as a political figure and as a writer of historical 
nrorks in Tibrialr Pailrted Sct-olls, pp. 9 ,  107, 140. 

a Iiloli-rdol bla-ma's complete works, 1-01. dsu: BAro'-'gyui j~oi;;-~ri~~g~-kyi lttir- 
l:zg.r-pal--l'ob-jn'i fob-yig-i'nl--l)a'i ?'c~~z-.r/f.a.r, p. I . 
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fourth day of the R'mms (24th constellation) month of the year kags-k'yi 
(1730) in ~el-dkar-rdson. This place was evidently chosen because the 
wood necessary for making the blocks was easily obtainable there. 
Since the persons in charge of the work thought that twelve years 
would be required to complete the project, the prince collected all 
qualified artisans from all parts of the country; thus the carving was 
completed in the year Zcags-p'ag (1731), viz., in one and a half years. 
But the author clearly states that this refers only to the bKa'-'gy$r 
which, since it contained the words of Buddha, was given precedence; 
on the blocks the blessings of the seventh Dalai Lama sKal-bzati- 
rgya-mts'o, were invoked, and they were then placed in the monastery 
of sNar-t'an (p. 378 a). I t  is therefore to be concluded that the sNar- 
t 'an bKa'-'gyur was finished in the year I 73 I and that the bsTan-'gyur 
was completed in the year 1742. There is, it is true, a time difference 
of less than three months between the statement of the dKar-cag of 
the bKa'-'gyur and that contained in the above quoted biography; but 
this is probably to be explained, as in the case of the dKar-cag of the 
bsTan-'gyur, by referring the date registered there not to the actual 
carving of the blocks but rather to the revision and indexing work 
concluded with the same dKar-cag. The Lhasa edition of the bKa'-'gyur 
printed by order of the thirteenth Dalai Lama in the Nor-bu-glin 
bskal-bzan p'o-bran is composed of one hundred volumes. 

As regards the distribution of the bKa'-'gyur and bsTan.'gyur in 
the various libraries of the world, I may add that there are two copies 
of the sNar-t'an edition of the bsTa7z-'gyur in Rome-the one in my 
library and the other in the library of the Oriental school of the Uni- 
versity. Both copies were purchased by me, the first in Siklcim and 
the other in Gyantse; both are sufficiently good. The Lhasa edition 
of the bKa'-'gyur is in my library; a set of the bKa'-'gyur, sNar-t'ari 
edition, probably a gift of the old missions and brought by Orazio della 
Penna, is in the Vatican Library. I also possess, many volumes of a 
manuscript bKa'-'gyur found in the ruins of Upper Toling. 

2 .  THE DIFFUSION OF THE YELLOW CIIURCH IN WESTERN TIBET AND 

THE KINGS OF GUGE 

In spite of the researches of numcrous scholars there are m a n y  
points in thc history of Ladakh and Western Til,ct which arc. still 011- 

scurc. I t  will therefore be useful to publish hcrc solnc data concerning 
these countries which 1 havc found in scvcl-a1 ;luthoritatl\lcx works of 
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Central Tibet. Interesting information regarding the diffusion of the 
Yellow sect in Guge and Ladakh is to be found in the dPaZ-miiam-med 
ri-bo dga'-Zdan-pa'i bstan-pa iva-ser cod-pan-'c'an-pa'i rin-lugs c'os- 
t'nms-cad-kyi rtsa-ba gsaGbar-byed-$a vai-&r-ya-ser-po'i me-Zon by the 
sde-srid Sans-rgyas-rgya-mts'o '. 

Sum-pa-mk'an-po, as usual, copied from this book his catalogue 
of Western Tibetan monasteries, omitting the lists of the aht~ots; hut 
even his rCsumC escaped the notice of scholars. The text of the Vai- 
dGr-ya ser-po is very important, since it contains a catalogue of the 
Yellow temples of Guge, Ladakh, Spiti, and Upper Kunu at the end 
of the seventeenth century; it is certainly taken from the census of the 
monasteries ordered by the fifth Dalai Lama. It gives, in fact, even 
the number of the monks living in each place, very often stating also 
to which class they belonged of the four into which, according to the 
purity of their rule, the monkish population of Tibet was in the year 
I 663 divided. 

Moreover, there are in this book occasional references to historical 
facts, as, for example, the mention of the incorporation of Guge in the 
realm of Ladakh after the victory of Sen-ge-rnam-rgyal over the country 
of Guge (1630) 3. Then, besides giving the names of the various abbots 
of the monasteries, Sans-rgyas-rgya-mts'o never omits giving the name 
of the founders of the various convents and temples; it is a tradition, 
no doubt, but since he or his sources had at their disposal ancient chro- 
nicles, the dKar-cag of the temples or the inscriptions, these references 
must be given due consideration. From this catalogue we realize that 
the spreading of the Yellow Church in the Western provinces is very 
old, almost contemporary with 'Tson-k'a-pa and his direct disciples, 
but also that its conquest of the country was slow because of the obsti- 
nate resistence of the old schools, especially of the Sa-skya-pa and 
bICa'-brgyud-pa, which had a firm hold on the people. Then, last but 
not least, Sans-rgyas-rgya-mts'o gives us a list of kings of Guge which 
other sources do not contain. In fact, the documents dealing with that 
country supply us with genealogical tables up to the thirteenth century 4, 

but after that they are silent. No information had reached us concern- 
ing the king defeated by Sen-ge-rnam-rgyal, though at his time De 

I This work was finished fifteen year after the birth of the sixth Dalai Lama, 
Ts'af~s-dbyahs-rgya-mts'o-that is, since the latter was born in 1683, in the year 

1697. 
a Killed by Lha-bzail Khan in 1705. 

3 PETECII, A Sf:ddy on flze C/~ronicles of ladakh, p. I 41. 

4 I d o - T i b e f i c a ,  11, p. 176. 
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Andrade had founded in Tsaparang the Catholic mission which, if we 
are to follow the Portuguese Jesuit, was supported by the prince him- 
self; he was called by the missionaries simply by his title: chodapo 
(=jo-bo bdag-$0). Now we know that his name was b K r a - S i ~ - ~ r ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ ,  
as proposed by Francke, Antiqziities of Indian Tibet 1.36, on the basis 
of an inscription. 

Moreover, comparing with this genealogical table the lists of the 
abbots of the various monasteries, we perceive that,  as if reviving the 
ancient tradition of the family, the younger brothers of the kings used 
to take the title of Zha-btsun and to embrace the religion; they were 
accordingly appointed as abbots of the most important monasteries. 
This tallies with the account of the missionaries, who tell us that the 
brother of the king was in their time the greatest religious authority, 
the chief of the community and, as such, the leader of the monks, often 
in open antagonism with the court I .  This abbot was most probably 
Blo-bzan ye-Ses-'od. 

On the other hand, comparison of the lists of the Vai&rya 
ser-po with the fragments of the catalogues contained in the bKa'- 
gdams-gsar-rEin shows that the succession of the abbots, as given by 
our sources, cannot be taken as absolutely certain; often the lists were 
based upon an oral tradition which cannot always claim to correspond 
to the real state of things. Nevertheless, they afford us a point of 
departure which can be taken as a starting point for future investiga- 
tion. Thc list of the abbots of the various monasteries which appears 
on p. 484 may seem of slight interest, but it will, on the contrary, prove 
very useful when the edition of the inscriptions of Ladalth and Western 
Tibet, which has been undertaken by Prof. L. Petech and myself, is 
completed; many of these abbots are in fact likely to be found in those 
inscriptions, thus giving an  approximate idea of their chronology. 

1 must add that the data contained in the catalogues of Salis-rgyas- 
rgya-mts'o are very important for the history of Western Tibetan art. 
As 1 have shown elsewhere 2 ,  the chapels of Spiti, Kunavar, and Guge 
have great significance for the study of Tibetan painting, since the 
frescoes on their walls have little connection with the schools of Central 
Tibet, but rather betray a strong influence of Kashmiri art, so evident 
either in Man-nan or in Alchi. 

While some temples certainly go back to the time of Rin-c'cn- 
bzan-po (eleventh century), others have certainly been rebuilt and 

WESSELS, Early  jesu i t  Travelcvs i n  Central A s i a ,  p. 75 .  
2 I~zdo-Tibelica, 111, parts, I and 11.  
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recorded by Sans-rgyas-rgya-mts'o 

and his wife, Don-grub-ma, contemporaries of Nag-dban-grags-pa, a 
pupil of Tson-k'a-pa. 

I 1 
'Jam- 

I 
' Jig-rten-dban P'yag-na- 
p'yug-pad-ma'i dbyans- rdo-rje 
dkar-lde Pa 

contemporaries of dGe-'dun-rgya- 
mts'o and bSod-nams-rgya-mts'o 

1 
I_ I 

K'ri Nam-mk'a' Lha-btsun 
dban-p' yug bsTan-pa'i-fii-'od 

I 
K'ri ni-ma'i- 
dban-p' yug 

In this list there is no place for K'ri dBan-p'yug-lde and K'ri 
rNam-rgyal-lde recorded as founders of Dun-dkar, at the time of 
Nag-dban-grags-pa. 

I I 
K'ri Grags-pa'i Lha-btsun Blo- 
dban-p'yug-lde bzan-ye-ies-'od 

1 
K'ri rNam-rgyal- contemporaries 
grags-pa'i-bzan- , of Pan-c'en 
po'i-lde 

l 
Blo-bzan-c'os-rgyan 

l 
bKra-Bis-grags- 
pa defeated by 
Sen-ge-rnam- 

rgyal 
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repaired in later times; it would, therefore, be most interesting to know 
when these repairs took place and to fix, at least approximately, the 

date when the paintings which can still be admired were made. For 
some of the most magnificent temples of Guge, the notes of Sans-rgya- 
mts'o supply us with the information we want. He tells us, in fact, 
that the temples of Tsaparang were rebuilt, enlarged, and embellished 
in the time of Blo-bzan-rab-brtan; his wife built the " red temple "; 
since that king was a contemporary of ~ a ~ - d b a n - ~ r a ~ s - ~ a  and thus 
a pupil of Tson-k'a-pa (1357-1419) it follows that the temple goes back 
to the first half of the fifteenth century; the Lha-k'an dkar-po, on the 
other hand, was built by his nephews and therefore cannot be earlier 
than the sixteenth century; so also the 'Jigs-byed-lha-k'an. The man 
who introduced the dGe-lugs doctrine in Guge was Nag-dban-gragspa, 
born in Kalinz on the southern shore of the Ggnga. He went to dBus 
and gTsan, met Tson-k'a-pa, and becamc his pupil; then he went back 
to his country, and in Dun-dkar-sa-sfiiii, which he chose as his resi- 
dence, he erected an image of rDo-rje-'jigs-byed, the Yi-dam of the 
new sect. His fame was then known by three princes of the royal line 
of Guge: bKra-Sis-'od, 'Od-lde-k'ri-rnam-rgyal-'od, and &kya-'od. The 
latter asked him to subdue a demon ('dre) called bKra-ba-dpon-mo, 
who had done great harm to the country, and he succeeded, thus 
showing that the power of his mantras was superior to that of the Sa- 
skya-pa and 'Bri-gun-pa, which formerly had been widely diffused 
throughout the country. He was therefore given the abbotship of 
mT1o-glin (Toling, Tolingmath of the maps) and Blos-stans by the 
king of Guge. 

I C'os-rje Nag-dban-grags-pa is also known from other sources. For instance, 

the bKa'-gdams gsar-reiiz-gi-6'0s-'byuli yid-kyi-nzdses-rgyan, written by bSod-nams- 
grags-pa in the year 1529, tells us (p. 98) that, born in ~ n ~ a ' - r i s ,  he became a pupil 
of Tsoil-k'a-pa; having mastered the Law he went back to his country, where he 
converted King and subjects and rebuilt the tcinple of rnT'o-ldin. On the references 
to this last place in Tibetan literature, cf. Indo-Ti6~tica 11, p. 64. To  the sources there 
quoted we may add 10-60-rje Iha-gcig d'pad-ddnlz /I-ti-Sa'i-rtzc~j,z-t'a/, 6la-ma'i-yo?z-ian- 
c'os-kyi-'byuli-gnus sogs bka'-gdams rin-'po-c'e'i-&gsr-6a~7z, p. 86: YOUNG, " A Journey 
to Toling and Tsaparang in Western Tibet ", jourlzal of the Palzjah i-listoricad Society, 
8 (1919), 177; TUCCI-GHERSI, Shrines of n T/zou.rajzd Brrdd/zas, p. 205; SHERRING,  

l.l/ester?z Tibet, pp. 153-154; S v e i ~  HF;TIIN, So~~t/~/lrr/r Tibet IV, pp. 320-321; Sum-pa- 
1~k'all-po, p. 334. [I inust apologize for referring so often in these notcs to my pre- 
VIOUS works, but thcy happen to be the oilly attempt a t  an  archaeological and artistic 
study of the country]. 

This place is not known to me. 
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MT'o-LDIN was built by bla-ma Ye-Bes-'od I ;  it was formerly called 
mT'o-ldin, but at the time of the author colloquially T'o-lin. His first 
abbot was Rin-c'en-bzan-po 2, the great translator; it contained the 
chapel where AtiSa explained the four classes of Tantras. The descen- 
dants of Nag-dban-grags-pa were Ts'ul-k'rims-b5es-giien, rje Legs- 
grub-pa 3,  Kun-spans-pal Nam-mk'a'i-mts'an-can, rje Kun-dga'-dpal- 
bzan, rje Rin-c'en-dpal-bzan, panc'en S ~ n - t i - ~ Z ,  Blo-gros-rgyal-mts'an, 
slob-dpon Sen-ge-rgya-mts'o, C'os-rje P'yag-rdor-dpal-bzan, C'os-rje 
bDe-legs-dar, rje Grags-pa-'od-zer, rje Ts'ul-k'rims-rgyal-mts'an, Lha- 
btsun bsTan-pa'i-iii-'od. 

The latter invited the Pan-c'en of bKra-iis-lhun-po Blo-bzan c'os- 
kyi-rgyal-mts'an ( I  570-1662); after that event Blo-bzan-ye-Ses-'od was 
on the see for twelve years; then Sen-ge-rnam-rgyal, king of Ladakh, 
captured both the abbot and the king of Guge, bKra-Sis-grags-pa 4, 

subdued Guge, and placed on the see a mk'an-$0 elected by him. The 
line of the abbots then was Gu-ge-bye-dkar-pa Zod-pa-rgyal-mts'an, 
Blo-bzan-c'os 'p'el. Then mNa'-ris-skor-!gsum passed under the Dalai 
Lama's sway S. The abbots were bSod-nams-dpal-grub of Ladakh, 
sByin-pa-rgya-mts'o of Amdo, and Blo-bzan-c'os-'p'el of sBo-'p'or 
in K'ams. The monks go to Sera, 'Bras-spuns, and dGal-ldan in the 
mNalris-rgrva-ts'an. 

RTSA-HRAN 6, Bre-ldan, and bKra-Sis-dge-rgyas (also called Blos- 
stans) were built under K'ri Nam-mk'al-dban-p'yug by Ye-Ses-brtson- 
'grus. Blo-stan, also called Blos-stens, was near the royal palace. 

On Ye-ses-'od, cf. A. H. FRANCKE, Antiquities of Ifzdian Tibet, 11, p. 169; 
Indo-Tibetica, Vol. I1 passim; Bu-ston, History of Buddhism (Obermiller), p. 2 1 4 .  
On Toling, Tolingmath, mT'o-glin see 10-bo-rje l/za-gcig d ' d - l d a n  atiia'i-mam-t'm 
bla-nza'i-yotz-tan-c'os-kyi-'byuli-gnus. Cf. also TuccI ,  Preliminary repo?? on two scien- 
tz)c exjcdztions i n  Ne ja l ,  Rome 1956, p. 64. 

On Rin-c'en-bza&po, cf. Indo-Tibetica, Vol. 11. 
3 Before Legs-grub the bKa'-gdams gsar-rein records Pon-nam-mk'a'-po, Kun- 

spans-pa (who in SAS-rgyas-rgya-mts'o's list follows), C'os-rje-rab-bzair. 
4 This war took place in the years 1614-1630. Cf. FRANCKE, op. cit., 11, p. 109; 

PETECH, o j .  cit., p. 140. Tsaparang was conquered in 1630. 
5 This refers to the expedition of dGa'-ldan Ts'e-dbair of 1683. FRANCKE, 0). 

cit., 11, p. I I 5;  PETECH, 03. cit., p. 1 75. PETECH, ' The Tibetan-Ladakhi-Moghul war 
of 1681-1683 ', 1.0, 23 (1947)~  169-199. 

6 Usually rTsan-bran, but, as a rule, the spelling of the names in the Trai-d12r-y~ 
is far from being exact; we have, for instance, Maf~-yul instead of the regular hiar-yul, 
Man-yul being a couiltry to the north of Nepal; rTa-so instead of Ta-bo, the famous 
monastery of Spiti, upon which see below. On Tsaparang: YOUNG, op. cit.; SHERI:IXG, 
01. f i t . ,  pp. 326-338 (Chaprang); TUCCI-GHEKSI, o j .  cit., pp. I 12-181. 
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When Blo-bzan-rab-brtan, son of the C'os-rgyal-Buddha, became a 
supporter of the Yellow Church (having been converted by Nag-dba*- 
grags-pa), his wife, Don-grub-ma, built therc the red temple, mC'~d-k '~r i  I 

dmar-po, with thirty pillars and images of %kyamuni, Byams-pa, 
Rigs-gsum-mgon-po, Tson-k'a-pa, etc. These princes had two sons, 
!hkya-'od and S5kya-rin-c'en. The latter had three sons, 'Jig-rten- 
dban-p'yug pad-ma'i-dkar-lde, 'Jams-dbyans-pa, and P'yag-rdor, who 
built in rTsa bran the white temple (mCfod-k'an-dkar 2 -PO) and the 
temple of rDo-rje-'jigs-byed 3 and presented dGe-'dun-rgya-mts'o (1475- 
I 542) with many offerings, so that the mNa-ris-grva-ts'an was built in 
the great lamaseries of Central Tibet 4.  The sons of ' Jig-rten-dban-p'yug 
were Nag-gi-dban-p'yug and Lha-btsun ~es-rab'od-zer. 

The sons of Nag-gi-dban-p'yug were K'ri Narn-mk'a1-dban-p'yug 
and Lha-btsun bsTan-pa'i-hi-'od. The latter endowed the monastery 
of Bre-ldan 5 so that there were periodical ceremonies in the chapels 
on the right and on the left and containing the mandaZa of the Dus-khor, 
gSali-'dus, ' Jam-dpal, rDo-rje-'jig-rten-dban-p' yug, &in-rje-byed black 
and red, Mi-k'rugs-pa, Ts'e-dpag-med, bDe-mc'og according to the 
system of Dril-bu-pa, dGyes-rdor, 'K'or-c'en, 'Byun-'dul, Kun-rig, 
sMan-bla, etc. The son of K'ri Nam-mk1a'-dban-p'yug was K'ri Ri-ma'i- 
dban-p'yug; his sons were K'ri-Grags-pa'i-dban-p'yug-lde and Lha-btsun 
Blo-bzan ye-Ses-'od; the former had a son called K'ri rNam-rgyal- 
grags-pa'i-bzan-po'i-lde. All of these were great devotees of Pan-c'en 
Blo-bzan-c'os-kyi-rgyal-mts'an ( I  5 70-1 662). Here is the succession of 
the abbots of the Blos-stens 6 beginning with the ~ag-dban-grags-p:  
sTon-pa-dpal-bzan, Rin-c'en-dpal-bzan, Pan-c'en San ti pa 7 ,  rje Salis- 

I This temple has been described in Ifzdo-Tibetica 111, 11, pp. 133 ff. From 

this passage of the Vai-~GY-ya-ser-$0 it is clear that this temple was called Lha-k'ail- 
dmar-po, and that this name is not a modern substitute for another older name, now 
lost, a s  I had formerly supposed. 

On the " white temple " and its description, cf. Irrdo-Tibetica 111, 1 1 ,  p. 112. 
r n ~ a l - b d a ~  Lha-bzali-po goli-rna 'Jig-rten-dbaii-p'yug-pad-dkar-lde went to pay a visit 
in the year 1 5 5 5  to the third Dalai Lama, bSod-nams-rgya-mts'o. See the biograpl~y of 
this bla-nzn written by Blo-bzan-rgya-mts'o, p. 47. In FRANCKE, o j .  cit., 11, indices, 
he is wrongly called " queen of Ladakh ". 

3 Cf. TUCCI T o  Lhasa  a n d  beyond, Rome 1956, pp. 125-126; FERRARI, 172hA3'r)l 
brtse's Guide to the h o b  places of Central Tibet ,  Rome 1958, pp. 47, 120. 

4 011 the rDo-rje-'jigs-byed Iha-k'ail cf. Ido- l i 'bc t ica ,  111, 11. 

j Is this the temple of dDe mc'og? Ibid. ,  p. 16. 
Now called Ulo-t'an, which is described in Iudo-7i'betica 111, 1 1 ,  p. 167, whyl-C 

I incorrectly interpreted the name of this chapel. 
7 One of the Pal!-c'en of Tashilumpo; cf. Sum-pa-n11th;un-po, p. 3 2 5 .  On Bye-dkar 

cf. TUCCI-GHERSI, o j .  r i t . ,  p. 248. 



rgyas-dpal-bzan, Grags-pa-'od-zer, slob-dpon Yid-biin, Lha-ljtsun Scs- 

rab-'od-zer, C'os-rje Ts'e-dban-dpal-hzari, Lha-btsun bsTan-pa'i-fii-'od, 
Lha-btsun Blo-bzan-ye-Ses-'od, Bye-dkar-pa Ts'e-dban-hzan-po, Ka-ru 
Blo-bzan-rnam-rgyal, Man-nan Blo-hzan-mk'as-btsun, then C'os-skyon- 
rgyal-mts'an of Sans living a t  the time of the author. It had about sixty 
monks. 

The RNAM-RGYAL-RTSE in Bye-dkar was founded by dBan-p'yug- 
dpal-pa and it belonged formerly to  the 'Bri-gun-pa; then it was taken 
over by the dGe-lugs-pa a t  the time of Grag-pa-bzan-po, a pupil of 
Nag-dban-grags-pa. Abbots: Sans-rgyas-mgon-po, C'os- bzan-mgon-p,  
Lha-btsun Ses-rab-'od-zer, rje Ts'e-dban-dpal-bzan, Lha-btsun Blo-bzan- 
ye-Ses-'od, Blo-bzan-bstan-pa'i-rgyal-mts'an, C'u-si-pa hZod-pa-rgyal- 
mts'an, Bye-dkar-pa Blo-bzan-bstan-'dsin; about I 20  monks. 

MA-NAN BYAN-C'UB-GLIN I was founded by Byan-c'ub-'od and 
was the abode of AtiSa. Abbots: Ma-nan Lha-btsun hkya- 'od ,  Nag- 
dban-grags-pal Don-grub-rin-c'en, C'os-dbyins-rgya-n~ts'o, Lha-dban- 
dpal-bzaii, Lha-dban-blo-gros, Blo-bzan-rgyal-mts'an, Blo-bzan-p'rin-Ins, 
C'os-dpal-bzan-po, 'Brog-pa-ya-ts'a, rDo-rje-'bum, Sans-rgyas-dpal-bzari, 
Lha-btsun Ses-rab-'od of the royal lineage, Byan-c'ub-bzan-po of Ma-nan, 
Byan-c'ub-rgyal-mts'an, Dam-c'os-rgyal-mts'an, Dam-c'os-rnam-rgyal, 
Blo-bzan-dpal-'byor, Blo-bzan-mk'as-btsun, Gu-ge Blo-gros-rgya-mts'o, 
Nag-dban-bstan-'dsin of Guge; about sixty monks. 

DO-SAN RIu-DKAR-C'OS-RDSON was founded by dKon-cog-dpal- 
mgon, a pupil of mK1as-grub-rje (1385-1438). Abbots: dKon-cog-dp;ll, 
dBan-p'yug-dpal-bzan, Sans-rgyas-dpal-bzan, sTon-pa-dpal-bzan, Rin- 
c'en-dpal-bzan, Lha-btsun ses-rab-'od-zer, Ts'a-dpal-bzari, Lha-btslln 
Blo-bzan-ye-Ses-'od, A-ni c'os-rje of the royal line, 1Don-po-pa Rlo- 
hzan-bstan-pa'i-rgyal-mts'an, Do-San-pa dPon-po gDans-sa-pa, Gu-gc-pa 
dPal-ldan-bkra-iis, C'u-pa-pa bZod-pa-rgyal-mts'an, Do-San-pa bKra- 
Sis-rgyal-mts'an, C'os-skyon-rgyal-mts'an, Blo-bzan-rgyal-mts'an; at the  
time of the author about forty-five monks. 

RTA-BO 3 C'OS-SDE in Spiti was founded by  the lotsc7z~n Rin-c'cn- 

I Ma-nan, or better Mah-naxi, from the artistic point of view is one of the most 
important chapels of \Yestern Tibet, since it contains extremely interesting frescoes 
of the time of Rin-c'en-bzaii-po, probably by  Kashmiri painters. Cf. TL'CCI, S ~ / : r i  
e Bi-iganti, pp. I 57-163; Ibid., " Indian Paintings in Western Tibetan Temples ", -41-tib~rs 
A s i n c ,  7 . 1 9 1 .  

On Do-San and the remains of its temples, cf. TUCCI-GHERSI, oj. rif., p. 241. 

3 In the text incorrectly rTa-so (in running handwriting j)n and so call easily 
be mistaken); on this most important monastery in Spiti, cf. FRAKCKE, U). cif., 11, 
p. 37; TUCCI-GHERSI, n j .  rit., p. 84; Iudu-Tib~fira 111, I ,  pp. 2 1  ff. 
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bzan-PO (958-1055); the list of the abbots is uncertain; the following 
arc recorded: slob-dpon dGa'-'p'el, P' yag-rdor, T'an-pa Rin-bzan, rTa-po 
Gyan-dpal, A-ni c'os-rje, La-ri-pa Sron-bu, rTa-po Rab-b~a rns -~a -  dMag- 
zor, dBus-pa Ts'e-rin-rgyal-mts'an, Kra-t'un-bsTan-pa-rgya-mts'o, Salis- 
rgyas-c'os-'p'el, Blo-bzan-rgyal-mts'an, La-ri-pa dBus-pa B10-bzati-t~'~l- 
k'rims, rTa-po Blob-zan-ts'e-rin living at the time of the author; about 
fift y-ilinc monks. 

Its dependency was NOR-BU DGE-'P'EL, built l ~ y  ~ c s - r a b - b l ~ - ~ r o s  
of K'ri-se. Abbots: K'ri-se-pa T'ub-pa bSod-nams-don-grub, sGra-mi- 
rtag-pa, Ts'ul-k'rims-bltra-Sis, Pi-ti Ran-rig-pa, Man-t'os-rgya-mts'o, rTa- 
bo-pa bTsan-pa-rgya-ints'o, K'u-rig-pa bSod-nams-rgya-mts'o, sKyid- 
spar-pa bZod-pa-rgya-mts'o, bSod-nams-dpal-'byor, Ran-rig-pa dGe- 
legs-rnam-rgyal; about sixty-nine monks. 

BYAN-C'UB-GLIN I was founded by Byan-c'ub-sems-dpa' of mT'o- 
glin. Abbots: Blo-bzan-rgyal-mts'an, gSum-dkyil-ba Don-grub-rgyal- 
mts'an, mTio-glin Elo-bzan-bstan-pa, mTio-glin dPon-po, gSum-dkyil-pa 
dKon-cog-rdo-rje, Da-mur-pa Ts'ul k'rims-rgyal-mts'an, Ts'ul-k'i-ims-gies- 
giien, Blo-gros-don-grub, Ts'o-ri-ba Don-grub-sen-ge, dKon-cog-legs-pa 
living at the time of the author; about forty-six monks. 

LA-GO-SPAL~ was founded by Ran-rig-pa Sans-rgyas-'od-zer.Ab- 
bots: Nam-mk1a'-lha-dban, sKra-mi-rtag-pa, San-rtse dGe'dun-yar-'p'el, 
Kun-dga'-mgon-po, Ts'e-rin-sans-rgyas, C'os-'p'el-mgon-p'rug, Lha-luri 
C'un-ts'un, Man-rtse-pa bSod-nams-mc'og-grub; about sixty monks. 

KAM-LO 3 was founded by Rab-byams-pa dPal-'byor. Abbots: Pi-ti 
C'os-legs, Legs-pa-rgya-mts'o, Blo-gros-ts'e-rin, Gu-ge 'Dul-ba-rgya-mts'o, 
sICyid-pa God-nams-dpal-'byor, bSod-nams-mc'og living at the time 
of the author. 

A-RA-MA 4 was founded by a monk of K'ri-se. Abbots: Lcgs-pa- 
rgya-mts'o, sKyid-spar mBlo-gros-ts'e-rin Gu-ge 'Dul-ba-rgya-n~ts'o. 
P'ug-lta-ba Tsa-k'a-ra-pa living at the time of the author; about seven- 
teen monks. 

BKRA-SIS-C'OS-GLIN in Dun-dkar 5 was founded I,y K'ri-dbari- 
p'yug-lde and K'ri-rnam-rgyal-lde and then offered to fiag-dl,an-grags-pa. 
Ai~bots: C'os-dban-grags-pa, Ts'ul-k'rims-rin-c'en, C'os-rje-rab-bzan, 
Lcgs-grub-stod-pa-dpal-bzari, Rin-c'en-dpal-bzan, Salis-rgyas-dpal-bzan, 

I Byai-c'ub-glin is in Spiti on the road Tal,o-Cllumar-Ha~llc. 
a Perhaps Nako: Oz<h-Tib(./ic.n, 111, I ,  p. 141.  5vc.n I-Icclin: 1,nro. 
3 Kam-10; perhans Elo-sar, I~elow the IC~msan-In; T~rc-c-f-(;~ral~sI, 0). [it., 

pp. 51-66. 
4 SUIII-pa-nlk'an-po: Orama. 
5 On Duli-mkhar cf. ~ ' L J C C I ,  Salrii r h'uign:/ii, p. 270 fi. 
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Sgn-ti-pa Dlo-gros-rgyal-mts'an, ~ e s - r a b - b ~ a n - ~ o ,  Byams-pa, Byati-sems- 
bde-legs-dar, Nor-l~zan, C'os-skyabs, Blo-rin, dPal-mgon, dKon-cog- 
rgyal-mts'an, dPal-bzan, bKra-Sis-dpal-bzan, Blo-hzan-rgyal-mts'o, b h s -  
gfien-bzan-po, Sans-rgyas-dpal, P'ran-gsum-skyes, Dun-dkar-pa, Gu-ge 
Blo-bzan-bstan-'dsin; about thirty-five monks. 

DGA'-LDAN-LHUN-PO in Gu-gc ~ a n s - ~ ' u  was founded h y Gu-ge San- 
t'ar-pa Sen-ge-rgya-mts'o. Abhots: P'yag-rdor-dpal-bzan, Rin-c1en-dpal- 
bzan, Nam-mkla'-blo-gros, dPal-'l~yor-rgyal-rnts'an, Rin-c'en-dpal-bzan, 
who dedicated the image of Dar-byams, A-ni c'os-rje, Bye-~Ikar-~a 
C'os-rgya-mts'o, Gu-ge Sanspa  bKra-Sis-rgyal-mts'an, mNaP-pabs~an-  
'dsin-rnam-rgyal, Tre-po Nag-dl~an-l~kra-Sis, Ma-nan-pa dGe-dt~ah-dpal- 
'byor; about fifty-four monks. 

In SANS-RTSE the prince Maitri-pZ built the I-an-ka-c'os-sde and 
placed upon its see Legs-grub-dpal-bzan and he then became chief 
bla-ma of C'os-rgyal 'Jig-rten-dban-p'yug. Then near the palace hc 
built a chapel called Rab-brtan-byams-pa-glin. Abbots: Legs-grub- 
dpal-bzan, S ~ n - t i - ~ a  Blo-gros-rgyal-mts'an, rNam-rgyal-blo-gsal-ba, 
Byams-pa-rgya-mts'o, Dun-dkar Rab-brtan, rDo-rin-c'en, Lha-btsun Ses- 
rab-'od-zer, C'os-'k'or-rgya-mts'o, bKra-iis-dpal-'bar, sGom-pa Sans- 
rgyas-'od-zer, Lha-btsun Blo-bzan-ye-Ses-'od, Sans-rtse gSar-dpon-dkav- 
bcu-pa, Dun-dkar-pa b~es-gfien-bzafi-po, Sans-rtse Grags-pa-rgya-rnts'o- 
dar, dGe-slon Kun-dga', 'C'an-mo-p'yi-'byun-ba, 'Brog-pa 'P'rin-las- 
mc'og-grub, Dun-dltar-pa Sans-rgyas-dpal-'p'rin, Sans-rtse C'os-rje-don- 
grub, Byed-dltar-pa Blo-bzan-bstan-'dsin, mNa'-baBlo-bzan-bstan-'dsin, 
Saris-rtse Blo-bzan-rnam-rgyal, Gu-ge Krab-pa dGe-legs-don-grub, Blo- 
bzan-dban-p'yug living at  the time of the author; about seventy-two 
monks. 

In MA~J-YUL of mNa'-ris along the Sit2 River 3 the temple of sTag- 
mo-lha-k'an 4 was founded iq K'ri-se'i-p'ur by sTod Ses-rab-b~an-~o,  
a pupil of Tson-k'a-pa. 

K'RI-SE'I-C'OS-SDE 5 with its palace was founded by dPal-ldan-6es- 
rab, the nephew of sTod Ses-rab-bzanpo. He then placed on the sce 

Most probably Shang. Cf. TUCCI-CHERSI, 0). lit., p. 186. 
5an-rtse is Shangtze, where many ruins are found. TUCCI--GHERSI, 0). ,:it., 

p. 244. 
3 As I stated above, Man-yul is an error for Mar-yul. The Sit6 is evidently out 

of place; the same mistake is naturally in Sum-pa-mk'an-po (Siti: in Ch. Das ed.); 
instead of Sit3 shall we read Sindu (Sen-ge-k'a-bab)? 

4 sTag-mo lha-k'ari is probably sTag-lun, where FRANCKE discovered ruins of 
a monastery. FRANCKE, op. rit., I, p. 60. 

5 K'ri-se is K'ri-rtse near Leh. Its founder sTod-kyi  by^-serns Ses-rab-bzah 
is recorded by the bKa'-gdanzsgsar-rtiiil 97.6. He was a pupil of Tson-k'a-pa. As his 
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his own nephew, ' Jam-dbyans-blo-gros. Abbots: dPal-'byon, his nephew, 
'Jam-dbyans-rin-c'en, who dedicated the chapel of K'ri-se, C'os-rje 
Blo-gros-rab-brtan, 'Jam-dbyans-rgya-mts'o, Drun-~kyob-~a  ses-rab- 
rgyal-mts'an, ' Jam-dbyans-ts'e-rin, Sans-rgyas-blo-gros, Mod-nams-rgyal- 
mts'an, bSod-nams-rgya-mts'o, La-dags-Slel-pa C'os-rje, La-dags Sar-sgo- 
la-pa Blo-bzan-rnam-rgyal, gTsan-rog-ts'o-ba, Dar-rgyas-rnam-rgyal, 
bSod-nams-grags-pa living at the time of the author: about seventy-five 
monks. 

DPE-T'UB C'OS-SDEI: this was originally a temple founded by 
'Od-lde, elder brother of Lha-bla-ma Byan-c'ub-'od when he was thirty 
years old, in the year of the mouse. In the course of time it was de- 
stroyed but it was repaired by gSan-piu-pa Lha-dban-blo-gros, a pupil 
of mKias-grub-rje ( I  385-1438). Abbots: Blo-bzan-dpal-'dren, rje Nam- 
rnk4a'-dpal-bzan, bSod-nams-rgya-mts'o, rje C'os-rgyal-legs-pal drun 
Rab-'byor-pal rje Sans-rgyas-bstanpa, rje Grags-don-grub, rje bsTan- 
pa-rgyal-mts'an, 'Bum-rams-pa bSam-gtan-rgya-mts'o, Rin-cien-dpal- 
byor, drun ~ e s - r a b p a ,  rje Blo-bzari-c'os-skyori, C'os-rje bsTan-pa-rgya- 
mts'o, ~ R e - m o - ~ a  bsTan-pa-rgyal-mts'an, sLe-pa c'os-rje, drun-gnas 
La-dag P'i-van-pal Nam-mk'aP-rgyal-mts'an, Drun-pa Pi-ti rTa-bo-pa 
bsTan-pa-rgya-mts'o, Slel-pa Blo-bzan-dpal-grub, Grags-pa-rgyal-mts'an, 
bSod-nams-bstan-dar of Slel living at the time of the author; about 
fifty monks. 

The king of Man-yul-stod Blo-gros-mc'og-ldan was the patron 
of Lha-dban-blo-gros and made many rich gifts to Pan-c'en dGe-'dun 

successors, that book records: dPal-ldan-ses-rab, ' Jam-db yaris-rin-c'en, C'os-rje 'Jam- 
dbyans-blo-gros, dBon-po dPal-'byor. In  the biography of the fifth Dalai Lama: 
Za-her-gyi ban-de lirag-dbali-bCo-bzali-rgYa-mts'o'i 'di snali-'k'rul-ja'i-rol-ytsed rtogs- 
brjod-kyi-ts'ul dzi-ku-Za'i gos-bzan, Vol. c'a, 140, under the year c'u byi (1672) there is 
mention of a visit made to the Dalai Lama by  the abbot Dar-rgyas-rnam-rgyal of K'ri- 
rtse. From this same work it appears that the relations between the Lhasa govern- 
ment and the court of Ladakh became worse after the death of Sen-ge rnam-rgyal. 
When this king died, a mission was sent to Lhasa in the year 1646 for a funeral service 
on his behalf; then the support given by  the Ladakll king to the 'Brug-pa stressed the 
situation. bDe-ldan sent as envoy a Nono in the year 1669 but, a s  the biography says, 
nothing could be concluded because the politics of Ladakh still inclined towards the 
'Brug-pa; this shows that the court was under the influence of the abbots of Hemis 
and rather unfriendly to thc dGe-lugs-pa. 

On dPe-t'ub (on the maps: Pittug, Spithug), cf. FRANCKE, oj. cit., I ,  p. 84. 
The " year of the mouse " is perhaps earth-mouse six years after the arrival of A t i h  
(1042); the bKa'-gdams-gsar-rein 98.6 records as its founder Nam-lnk'a'. 

B~o-~TOS-n1cLog-ldan is a well-know11 Lacl;lkl1i king. \Vith I ~ i m  tile first ~ a t l a k h i  
dynasty ended. Cf. I'I~ANCKE, 0). cit., 11, pp. 37, 101-102; PETBCII, U). cit., p. 113 ff. 
The date of this king is placed b y  the said authors between 1440 and 1470. 
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grub ( I  391 - 1475); his nephew, bSod-nams-dpal-bzan-po, went to stud y 
in Tashilunpo and was initiated by bSod-nams-rgya-mts'o. 

BAR-SKYA or Bar-kyog, was founded by Lha-dban-blo-gros. Abhots: 
mT'o-glin-pa ' Jam-rdor, A-ni C'os-rje, Bye-dkar C'os-sku-gfier, Kun-t'ub, 
sTen-pa, dBu-sfiun, Ma-nan-pa bSam-'p'el, Grags-rgyal-mts'an, Don- 
yod-rgyal-mts'an. Rin-c'en-ts'ul-k'rims, Blo-bzan-rgyal-mts'an, Lhun- 
grub-rgya-mts'o, bsKal-ldan-rgya-mts'o, bSam-gtam-bzan-po, Ts'e-dban- 
'bum, Yon-tan-rgya-mts'o, Blo-bzari-c'os-grags, bsTan-pa-rgyal-mts'an; 
a t  the time of the writer there was no bla-ma; about seventy monks. 

L I - K I R ~  (also called, a t  the time of the writer, Klu-dkyil) was 
founded by Lha-dban-blo-gros. Abbots: Sen-ge-rgya-mts'o, dPal-'byor- 
bzan-po, Blo-bzan-lha-dban, Legs-mo, Blo-bzan-lcags-gtun, Blo-bzan- 
c'os-grub, mC1og-legs-rnam-rgyal, ~es-rab-c'os-bzan, Blo-bzan-bde-legs, 
~es-rab-lun-rig, Ses-rab-rgya-mts'o, La-dags bSod-nams-rnam-rgyal, bSod 
nams-p'un-ts'ogs, C'os-'p'el, C'os-dpal-bzan, Blo-bzan-ts'e-rin, C'os-'p'el, 
~es-rab-rgya-mts'o living at the time of the author; about thirty-five monks. 

In Zans-mk'ar, DKAR-SA BYAMS-PA-GLIN 3 and P'ug-ta were founded 
by the Zans-mk'ar Lots2va 'P'ags-pa-6es-rab and enlarged by slob-dpon 
mDo-sde-rin-c'en. The introducer of the Yellow Sect was sTod ~ e s -  
rab-bzan-po. Abbots: slob-dpon bsTan-pa C'os-rje Rab-byams-pa, 
Sans-rgyas-rin-c'en, Don-grub-dpal-bzan, sBa-sti Blo-hzan-rnam-rgyal, 
Sans-rgyas-rgyal-mts'an, Zans-mk'ar-pa C'os-rje Grags-pa-rgyal-mts'an, 
Blo-bzan-rdo-rje living at the time of the author; about 303 monks. 

PHUG-TA 4. Abbots: dPal-ldan-6es-rab, ' Jam-byans-don-grub, Rab- 
brtan-ts'e-dban-brtan-pa, Ts'e-dban-bstan-pa, Kun-dga'-bkra-Sis-rgya- 
mts'o. They had the title of drun; all these were from La-dags. Then 
Grags-pa-rgyal-mts'an from Zans-mk'ar; about seventy-seven monks. 

MAR-PA-GLIN 5, also called sTon-sde Legs-b6ad-glin, was founded, 

The only place between Spithug and Likir, the name of which corresponds to 
this, is Ba-sgo. FRANCKE, o j .  [it., I ,  p. 87; Pt. 11, jassim. Lha-dba&blo-gros is recorded 
as its founder even by the bA'a'-gda7?~s-~ysar-rliili, p. 98. 

a Its founder, according to the bKa'-gda7)ts-gsar-rtiili 98.6, was Narn-1nk'a'-pa. 
Lha-dban-po is given on the other hand as his successor, along with dge-slon 
Ts'ul-bzan, Likir Lha-btsun-pa. 

3 On dKar-:a (Sum-pa-mk'an-po: dkar-c'a) Byams-pa-gliA in ZAs-mk'ar, cf. 
FRANCKE, op. cit., 11, pp. 156 ff. Note the spelling: Zans-mk'ar for the usual Zafis- 
tlkar. bAra'-gdunzs-g.snr-rlii~i 98a has regularly Zans-dkar, as in the indices of the bKa'- 
'gyur. mDo-sde-rin-c'en was a pupil of Ses-rab-bzari-po. 

4 P'ug-ta is P'ug-t'al of the chronicles. FRANCKE, 0). cit., 11, pp. 157-158.  
5 On Mar-pa-gliii cf. FRANCKE, o j .  r i f . ,  11, p. 158 .  I t  has nothing to do 

with Mar in Lho-k'a, the birthplace of hIar-pa lo t sn~a .  sTon-sde is the name of 
a village. 
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according to tradition, by Mar-pa and was enlarged by s T ~ l i - ~ d ~ - ~ ~  
S ~ k ~ a - b z a n - ~ o  and rGyal-mts'an-pa Klu-grub-dpal-b~an-~o. It was 
converted to the Yellow Church and the temple changed accordingly. 
Abbots: Blo-bran-legs-pa, ~es-rab-lbyun-gnas, Blo-gsal-'byub-gnas, sTob- 
sde-pa dPal-ldan-bzan-po, living at the time of the author; about fifty- 
one monks. 

ZANS-MK'AR C'OS-SDE I was founded by mDo-sde-rin-~'en-~o. 
K'u-NU KA-GNAM-LHUN~ -GRUB-'P'EL originally belonged to the Sa- 

skya-pa; later it passed to the dGe-lugs-pa; first it was under mT'o- 
gliil-pa dPal-rgya-mts'o; then at the time of the author, gSer-mon-sku- 
skyes was its bla-nza. 

RTSA-HRAN RAN-RAG-DGON 3 was founded by Rin-c'en-b~an-~o. 
Abbots: Bla-ma Cos-skyon, Gu-ru Ye-Ses-bsod-nams, Ts'ul-k'rims-blo- 
gros, C'os-rje Don-grub, T'a-ran c'os-dpal; about thirty monks. 

BKRA-SIS-DGE-'P'EL 4 was founded by ' Jam-db yans-blo-gros. Abbots: 
C'os-'byun-mgon-po, gZuris-skyabs-c'os-dpal living at the time of the 
author; about fifty-five monks. 

MNON-DGA'-C'OS-GLIN was founded by Lo-legs-pa. Then bSod- 
nams, Ts'e-rin-ma-ti, T'ugs-rje-dpag-bsam at the time of the author; 
about twenty monks. 

RI-SAG DG'-LDAN C'OS-GLIT~ 5 was founded by the bla-ma, C'os- 
skyon. Then: Ts'e-dban-bzan, rDo-rje-ts'e-rin-dpal-bzan, Kun-dga1-dpal- 
bzan, at  the time of the author; about fifteen monks. 

SRIBS DGA'-LDAN-C'OS-'K'OR~ was founded by Sans-rgyas-rgyal- 
mts'an. Abbots: bKa'-bcu-bsam-gtan; at the time of the author, bSod- 
nams-lhun-grub;about sixty monks. 

M~ON-DGA'-GLIN 7 was founded by sTon-pa Yon-tan-rgya-mts'o. 
Abbots: ~ a - r t s e - ~ ~ u r - ~ a ,  dKa-bcu-t'ugs-rje, KO-rom-pa, bsTan-'dsin-rgya- 
mts'o living at the time of the author; about twenty-five monks. 

I Zans-mkhar C'os-sde is dKar-rgyas, ibid., pp. 159-160. 
2 Ka-gnam in Khunu (Kanswar) is Kanam, the famous little place where 

Csoma de  Koros spent many years learning Tibetan: FRANCKE, o$. cit., Pt. 11, 14 ff.; 
TUCCI-GHERSI, o$. cit., p. 262. 

3 rTsa-hrail Ran-rig is, perhaps, Sarang to the SE of Shipki: TUCCI-GHERSI, 
o j .  cit., p. 182. 

4 bKra-Sis-dge-'p'el unidentified. 
5 Ri-Sag dGa'-ldan-c'os-glin (Surn-pa-mk'an-po: Ri-spag) is  roba ably Ri or 

Rildigang. TUCCI-GHERSI, o j .  cif., pp. 247-248. 
6 Unidentified. 
7 mNoil-dga'-c'o~-~lin is unidentified. 
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RAG-MTS'AMS C'OS-'K'OR-CLIN' was founded by C'i-k'ul Yon- 
rgyam pa. Abbots: rTse-p'ur-pa T'ugs-rje, Tsa-zu-po-ta, hsTan-rgyam-pa 
living at the time of the author; about seventy monks. 

DGA'-LDAN-C'OS-'K'OR~ in Gro-iod-k'ul was founded hy 'Jam- 
dbyans Siin-ti-pa. Deserted. 

DGA'-LDAN-C'OS-'P'EL 3 formerly blonged to the Sa-skya-pa; from 
the year Sin-brug it was renewed, and the bla-mu Blo-bzan-ts'ul-k'rim5, 
was placed at  its head; about eighty monks. 

SPU-BRAG near Kre-pa 4 was founded by ' Jam-byans-legs-pa- do:^- 
grub. Abbots: Gu-ge Rin-c'en-grags-pa, bSes-@ien Kun-dga-rgya-mts'o, 
Me-sa-can bSod-nams-rgya-mts'o, bSod-nams-zer-mo, Nam-mkla'-dpal- 
bzan, Sans-rgyas-rgyal-mts'an, Gu-ge ' Jam-dbyans-lhun-grub, E-pa Don- 
grub-rgya-mts'o, gZufi-rab-rgya-mts'o, Nag-dban-rgya-mts'o, Kre-po- 
dpon, Blo-bzan-dar-rgyas living at the time of the author; about sixty- 
three monks. 

DGA'-LDAN-LHUN-PO in rDson-dga' 5 k'ul was founded by C'os-rgyal 
K'ri-rnam-rgyal. Abbots: sGrol-ma-rgyal-mts'an, sKya-skya-ha Byams- 
pa-rgyal-mts'an, Gun-t'an rDo-rje-rgyal-mts'an, Rin-c'en-grags-pa, Yan- 
t'og Byams-bkra-Sis, Rin-c'en-dpal-bzan, Blo-bzan-dpal-mgon, Sans- 
rgyas-ts'ul-k'rims, rGyal-mts'an-'od-zer, bSam-grub-rdo-rje, Nam-mkda'- 
dpal-bzan, 'Gab-dpon-po, bSod-nams-bzan-po, Sans-rgyas-rgyal-mts'an, 
dPal-'byor-rgyal-mts'an, sGrol-ma-rgyal-mts'an, ' Jam-dpal-rgya-mts'o, 
C'os-'byor-bkra-iis, Nam-mkla'-bkra-iis, rGyal-ba'i-'byun-pas, dPal- 
'byor-rgyal-mts'an, Blo-bzan-'jam-dbyans, Blo-bzan-c'os-ldan of Gun- 
t'an living at the time of the author; there were about sixty-three monks 
of the second class. 

NUB-RI LHAM-MDUN-PA~ was founded by Sans-rgyas-rgyal-mts'an 
of the Sa-skya school. The abbots were appointed by the C'os-rgyal- 
mts'an-pa of Tsam-son-mt'ar. Abbots: mGon-po-rgyal-mts'an, Blo-bzan- 
bstan-pa, Nag-dban-ye-ies, T'og Don-grub-rgya-mts'o living a t  the time 
of the writer; seventy-four monks of the first class. 

I Is this Nag-ts'ams of FRANCKE, o j .  cit., 11, p. 159? 
dGa'-ldan-c'os-'k'or in Gro-Sod-k'ul is certainly a temple in the Gro-Jod 

district near the Maryum-la on the borderland between Ladakh and Western Tibet. 
3 dGa'-ldan-c'os-'p'el is unidentified. 
4 In  Sum-pamk'anpo: Kra-pa. Can this be Poo, sPu, in Kanawar, along the 

Sutlej? On this place cf. FRANCKE, o j .  cit., 11, p. 2 1 ;  TUCCI-GHERSI, 0). cit., p. 258. 
But near Sarang there is Kapra with a small temple attributed to Rin-c'en-bzah-po. 

S A rDson-k'ul is in  Zahs-kar: FRANCKE, 0). cit., 11, 250. 
Nub-ri Lham-mdun-pa is probably a place in Nubra, 1Dum-ra, to the north 

of Leh. 
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K'YAMS-SGO I was founded by C'os-dpal. Abbots: Rin-c'en-dpal- 
bzan, dPal-'byor-rgyal-mts'an, C'os-rnam-rgyal, Blo-gros-rgyal-mts'an, 
' Jam-dbyans-c'os-bzan, E-pa Don-grub-rgya-mts'o, Gu-ge gSun-rabs- 
rgya-rnts'o, Nam-rnk6a'-bkra-Sis, T'an-c'en Nag-dban-don-ldan living at 
the time of the author; about forty monks of the second class. 

I K'yams-sgo is 'K'yam on the Shyok River. I t  will be noticed that these last 
identifications are not so certain as the others referred to in the first part of the cata- 
logue. This is due to the fact that Sah-rgyas-rgya-mts'o does not indicate the country 
in which these places are located. 



BUDDHIST NOTES 

I 

A PROPOS AVALOKITE~VARA 

The book by Mile de Mallmann, Int~oduction 2 Z'e'tude d'AvaZo- 
kiteivara, Paris, Musee Guimet, 1948, pp. 348, pl. XXXII ,  is certainly 
one of the most deserving contributions on Buddhist art appeared in 
recent years. Avalokiteivara, sPyan ras gzigs, Kuan yin, is one of the 
most worshipped gods of MahZySna; he travelled with Buddhism all 
over Asia. 

Mile de hlallmann has traced out the Indian history of this god, 
his meaning and the development of his iconography. In this way she 
has been in a condition to distinguish his various types and their evolu- 
tion from his first appearance in the art of Gandhgra up to the last Sena 
sculptures. She has subjected to the same investigation the details of 
his dress and ornaments, thus showing how the elements changed in the 
course of time. Evidently the results so achieved have shed some light 
upon the development of the iconography of other deities. The  author 
has succeeded in distinguishing the various aspects of Avalokiteivara 
much better than it had been done up to now, and in pointing out the 
connection between the typology of Avalokiteivara and that of other 
gods, even of some gods of Hinduism, such as BrahmZ and ~ i v a .  As 
regards the origin of Avalokiteivara, Mile de Mallmann emphasizes 
the probable influence which the Chaldaeo-Iranian Zrvanite ideas exer- 
cised upon the triad Amitabha-Avalokiteivara-MahZsthZmaprZpta. I 
hope that h I " e  de Mallmann will allow me to say that I have some 
doubts as regards this point. I think, on the contrary, that if some Ira- 
nian elements can be discovered, this influence took place when Avalo- 
kiteivara had already come to existence; in other words, it eventual 
Iranian ideas came into contact with Buddhist communities in the 
Western borderland of the Indian culture, they can hardly have given 



more than a purely external imprint o their own upon a mytllogra- 
phy which already existed. First of all, I am rather doubtful that the 
connection between Avalokiteivara and AmitZbha is essential from 

the very beginning; this may be true as regards some texts, such as 
the Sukhzvati, but we have no proof that it was generally accepted. 
So in the passage quoted below of the ~ri~zakrzdeviv~~ikara~~, Avaloki- 
teivara is connected with SZkyamuni preaching in the Sukhavati. MO- 
reover, the investigation itself of Mile de Mallmann has shown that 
the representation of AmitZbha on the crest of Avalokiteivara, as a 
fixed canon, is not testified by monuments earlier than the 9th cen- 
tury. As I have stated in Tibetan Painted Scrodls, I am of the opi- 
nion that Avalokiteivara is originally nothing else but the deification 
of the look of Buddha, avadobana, which the Bodhisattva casts irom 
the Tusita Heaven upon the suffering world, before descending upon 
it (Tibetan Painted Scrolds, p. 61 2, n. 86). T o  the texts there quoted 
we may add the SarvatathigatZdhi;.thdna-sattv~dokana-buddhak;e- 
trasandadanavyz2za (ed . N. D utt , GiZgit Manuscripts: Arydvaloki- 
teivaro bodhisattvo mahisattvo daiadiiam avalokya, p. 5 I cf. p. 52, 

where the sentence is referred to the Buddha: on the contrary, the 
result of the dhirapis or of the samidhis expounded by the Buddha 
is the vision of a Buddha or of a Bodhisattva, Buddha-dariana, bodhi- 
sattva-dariafza, ibid. p. 67). There is no connection between Avalo- 
kiteivara and the light; the luminous element in Avalokiteivara is not 
so essential as this act of loolting down, except that all epiphanies 
of gods are announced by or accompanied with prubhi, the casting 
of light all over the world; photism is a common element in MahayZ- 
na visions; every god is light itself, he is surrounded by a prabhimnn- 
&ala, he emits light (see the story of Prabhztaratna in Saddliar?~za- 
pundarika, ed. Kern p. 6 ff. and p. 243 ff.; cfr. the stereotyped form in 
Mahivastu, I ,  p. 41 ; DniabhGmiRa, ed. Rahder p. 83, 84; GandavyGha, 
p. 21 5 etc. 

This is the reason why I do not think that there is any need of 
explaining the name of Avalokitegvara as derived from Vedic ruc = to 
shine. For the same reason the hypothesis that the triad AmitZbha- 
Avalokitegvara-Mahastharnaprzpta is based upon a Zrvanite idea should 
be ruled out. Though the question of Zrvanism is very complicated, it 
seems anyhow certain that Zrvan was considered to be fourfold ( t ~ t y a -  
pr6sopos) I ;  the three partial manifestations of his fourfold essence being 

I For other instances of this quaternary classification see C. WIDENGREN, The 
Great Vohu Manah and the ajostZe of God, p. 40. 
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light, power and wisdom. In the triad AmitHbha-AvalokiteSvara-Maha- 
sthiimapriipta there is no trace of any supreme being: instead of four 
aspects, we have only three of them, light coming in the foreground. 
Therefore neither the fourfold aspect of Zrvan of the Zrvanite schools 
(Nyberg, Die ReZigionen des aGten /ran p. 386), nor its Manichaean 
imitations can be traced in our group, the influence of Manichaeism 
on AmitZbha-Amitgyuh and his acolytes Ijeing ruled out tjy the fact 
that the Sukhivativyz2za had already been translated into Chinese I>efore 
186, whileMani died in the year 277 I .  We shall add that even accep- 
ting the view of Mile de Mallmann (Avalokiteivara from the Vedic 
ruc), there is no support for considering Avalokiteivara as wisdom, 
as he should be, if the Indian classification were based upon the 
Zrvanite Manichaean one. Avalokiteivara remains all through the 
history of Buddhism the god of compassion (karu?zi), not of wisdom 
(prajfii). 

Nor has AmitZyuh, " Infinite life ", anything in common with the 
character of Zrvan as SchicksaZ-Gottheit, which is peculiar to this deity. 
The two forms Amitdyujz-Amitdbha are in the beginning interchangeable 
and only later schools, as represented by Tibetan Buddhism, distinguish 
iconographically between the two gods, the one, AmitZyuh, being repre- 
sented with the AaZaia, viz. the pot containing the water of immortality 
and the other, Amitgbha, with the pinQaprztva, viz. the begging bowl. 
Anyhow, even in this case, ~ G s  and Cw-4, which are symbolized by the 
two gods, are mystic realities: the spiritual light and the eternal life 
of those who, by the grace of the god or in virtue of their karma, are 
reborn in the realm of truth. This idea is different from that underlying 
the Zrvanite conception. 

As regards Mahisthinzaprdpta, this is to be taken as another perso- 
nification of some capacity or quality of which the Bodhisattva should 
be endowed; sthima is a technical term pointing out the endurance of 
the Bodhisattva; all Bodhisattvas should posses this sthdnza, which is 
one of the qualities peculiar to them: see: 6yur-var!za-tejo-bndasth6ma- 
valztah in Sarvatathdgatidhi~~h~nasattvdZoka~-buddhak~etra-~nndaria~m- 
vyzha p. 5 3, 5 5 ; cfr. ~ik~dsanzuccajtz p. 23 aZulitasanJd?zdcitto, mahd- 
sthdmabaZddhdlza; cfr. A bhisanzaj~iZanRd?-dZoAa ed. Tucci p. 349. There- 

I See H. CH. PVECH-Le Manic/zci'slue, Paris, RTusPe Guimpt, Bibliothtque de 
diff~~sion. Tome LVI ,  Paris 1949, p. 53. The oldest tl-anslatiorl is t_llat by An Shih-kao 
now lost; the other is by Chih Lou-chia-ch'an, Nanji6 n. 2 5 ,  Taish6 n. 361. 
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fore, implicitly, no conclusion can be drawn as regards a possible 
tion between this Bodhisattva and Veretraghna. 

Thus, let me state it again, I think that Avalokitegvara is the hypo- 
stasis of the compassionate look of the Buddha, viz. a new example 
of the deification of the various moments of Buddha's life, of which 
we have so many cases in Mahgygna. 

So it appears to me, that here also, as happened in other cases, 
we are confronted with the outgrowth of Indian ideas upon which, at 
a second time, some foreign ideas might have grafted themselves, but 
in such a way as not to alter their fundamental and primary meaning. 
I shall now pass to minor points (cf. p. I I 2). P. 48 it is not true, as stated 
by Bhattacharya, that the oldest recension of the sidhanas goes back 
to the 12th century; as a matter of fact, the Sddha?zamiZi, the Sddhana- 
samuccaya and suchlike collections are nothing else but anthologies 
of separate sidhanas written by various authors, some of whom are 
older than that date; many of these authors belong to the well-known 
school of the siddhas and can be dated at least approximately, because 
the chronology of many of these masters is still subject to doubt; other 
sddhanas are taken from some Tantras. We must therefore distinguish 
between the date of the compilation of these anthologies and that in 
which the single sidhanas were written. 

P. 106. As regards the similarities or rather the connection between 
Avalokitegvara and Brahma and the development of Avalokiteivara 
into a cosmic god in whose infinite body the worlds are located, one 
should chiefly refer to the Bhagavadgiti, Chapter XI I. Cf. also the beginn- 
ing of the A v a t a ~ s a k a ,  Taisho, vol. X, p. I I I .  

So also Avalokitegvara must have been conceived as a kumGra, 
a youth, because at a certain period of Indian religious speculation, it 
was established that the gods should be in thc perfcct age, viz. that of 
a kunzira or KiSora, as the Vaisnava will say, i.e. of sixteen years of 
age, because sixteen is the perfect number just as the kumdri, used in 
the tantric worship, should be of sixteen years or as the Sakti is jo&J'n- 

I Srid~m)tusc~nzurcya is thc title of a colIrction of 2 5 1  scid/~a/~a instead of 242 

a s  said in the indices of bsTan-'gyur (COKI)IEK, Cut. p. 66, n. 340 S(;. his). But in 

the indices by Buston, the title is Scid/znnusagnrti, .r(;/-ub t'ahs rgyn ?/zt.rlo, ~ ~ ~ I i i c h  is refc.1.- 
red to in the inscriptions of Gyantse: Indo-Tihttirn, vol. IV, part. I ,  p. 14, n .  I ,  part 
11, pp. 150  etc. Scid/~nusamurra~~a, s(;/-ub t'abs kzuz Lu.r btm.r $a is thc. titlr of a collcc- 
tion of sddhnnns published in Dergr a n d  taken fro111 various p ;~r ts .  Tllis collection is 
much larger than that  contained in the 1,sTan-'gyur: In). copy is in r z  \,oluines. On 

the Sid?z:z/a~m/ilG cf. VIDUSHEI(H;\R~\ ~ ~ H A T T A C H ~ \ K Y X  in IH(), 11, p. 026 fr. 
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rddZi, as the sixteenth tithi of the moon. Equally in Iran, at the time 
of Yima, both father and son had the appearance of youths of 1 5  years 
of age (Christensen, " Le Premier komme et k premier roi etc. ", vol. 11, 

p. 45). We are moving here amidst some general ideas which, at a 
certain period, permeated all Indian religious sects. The  formula Om 
mani padme hum, according to the tantric schools, should also be 
so esoterically interpreted, and there is no doubt that the theory of 
Klaproth holds goods as regards the mystic schools of India and 
of Tibet. 

But of course, this is the sdmpraddyika, sectarian, interpretation; 
side by side with it, there are many others, as anyone can see reading 
the M a  n i  bha' 'bum. 

P. 120.  It  is quite understandable that little by little the hanzanp'aZu 
became a lotus; the symbolism of the two is the same; the vase, in the 
liturgy of India, from the times of the rituals expounded in the B r ~ h -  
manas up  to the ghdtasthdpana of the pcjd as it is practised even to-day, 
is the symbol of the magic universe where the priest operates (see Tibe- 
tan Painted ScroZZs p. 377, n. 33) I ;  the lotus is equally the univcrse 
though its symbolism is twofold, cosmic and spiritual (see ibid., p. 300 
ff.). P. 141. I t  is the merit of Mile de Mallmann to have established that 
the image of the Buddha on the crest of Avalokiteivara was not defi- 
nitely fixed as that of AmitZbha in his usual mudrd before the Gupta 
age. But this does not only mean that the iconography and the muctrd 
of this god was not yet definitely settled, but also that the connection 
between the SukhZvati and Amitahha was not so absolute; in fact, we 
know of some texts in which Buddha is preaching in the SukhZ\-ati 
instead of Amitabha; those who wanted to represent Buddha preaching 
in the Sulchzvati must have, therefore, attributed to him the dkariira- 
cabra-mudrd rather than the sanzddhi-nzudrLi. In fact though AmitZSha 
is the usual ruler, so to say, of the Sukhavati, in some texts only the 
Buddha is mentioned as sitting there to preach. Arya~ri-7~za/zddmi- 
vydbara??a ed. N.  Dutt, Gilgit Ma?tzwcripts, vol. I ,  p. 93. P. 189. The 
expression spkE.tapa7?catathdgata is something more than merely " de sa 
personne 6manent les cinq tathigatas "; this refers to a peculiar moment 
of later \'ajrayana when, on the occasion of the initiation, the sddhnka 
evokes within the lotus of his heart the light of the cosmic consciousness 

The kmnnydolu has the shape of a gourd, which in a very large area of Asia 
is the s)mbol of the cosmos. See the interesting study by R. STEIN, ]&dins en ??ziui11- 
t/o-C en E.rtrc'nze-Orit.?7i, in BEFEO. XL1 I ,  I 943, p.  53 ff. 
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(which pervades the universe); from that light the Buddhas of the five 
points of the space are so attracted as to enter into the heart of the 
sdrlhaka and transform him; he is therefore abhi~ikta and then, just as 
it was at the beginning of every creation, when the pan'cakula, viz. the 
five mystic families, had their origin, those Buddhas again emanate 
from him. See for instance Guhyasamiija, Chapter I. 

As regards the Potala, one should refer to the PO ta Za'i lam yig 
(contained in the bsTan-'gyur, Derge ed., Vol. Tsu; Narthang ed., vol. 
A7zt;  Cordier, Cat., vol. 111, p. 92, LXXII-n .  g I )  which can be added to 
the already known accounts of travels to Potala. The  author of the 
Tibetan treatise, according to the accepted tradition, is Spyan ras gzigs 
dbaii p'yug, Avalokitegvara himself. I t  was translated into Tibetan 

by Pandita Abhiyuktadevairi of Eastern India and by Lotszva Dha 
rma yon tan. The  translation was undertaken by order of Bla btsun 
zi ba'i blo gros in the palace of Byan mk'ar in sKyid. The same 
information is found in the Cat. of the bsTan-'gyur by Buston, com- 
plete works, vol. La,  p. 84. Dha rma yon tan was a contemporary 
OS Jayasena I; as regards z i  ba'i blo gros, this should be a local chief 
of sICyid, viz. of the country on the Southern bank of the sKyid c'u in 
Central Tibet. He  is otherwise unknown to me. 

The  general contents of the PO ta Za'i lam yig are as follows: In the 
south, in Lon pa'i yu12 there is the palace dPal 'bras kyi p'uli po3, where 
there is r Je  btsun covered by a stzpa (containing) a mu?zdaZa of Dhar- 
~jzncihdtzc-nznhiivEgiivara; recitation of the d h i i r a ~ i  vajrakngalii 4 in order 
that no impediment by y a k ~ a s  might arise. 

Then Malaya is reached; turn round the Bhattaraka of Mahargja- 
stfipa 5 ten thousand times; om mnni padme h ~ v  should be recited sixty 
tliousand times without thinking of one's own house; every attachment 

Jayascna in the list of some samjrudCya comes as the third after AbhayLkara: 
Al,hayiikara, hkyaraksita, Karnalairi, Jayasen;,; one of his works was translated by 
Nin e'en bzan po (CORDIER, Cat., vol. I,XXII, n. 67) ,  of whom he seems to have been 
a contemporary. 

Lo7i ja ' i  yu l  " the country of the blind ", perhaps Kansra,  wrong etynology 
from Kiina " one eyed? ". 

3 dPal 'bms s$u+~.r is 5 r i - ~ l l ~ u l ~ a k a t a k a ,  Dh;lnakatalta, the place where the 
fiilacakl-u was rcvralcd: it is Amar3vati on the K ~ s I ; ~  river, capital of the Andhras. 
Th( ,  name was also cxtcnded to all thc country. See SUBRAHRIANIAM, Uz~da'k.i~tre??zai7~~ 
in Andhl-a, Andhra ITniversity Series vol. 111, Bb. VENKATA KI<ISHNARAO, A ffistoyy 
of rctrl'y dyc'ylzusties cf A l~dhradeja, Madras I 942, p. 439 and passim. 

4 Vaj?l-a-i!7iRhal[i cfr. BSTAN 'GYUII L X X ,  102, 11. 3; LXXI ,  82, 293-94 etc. 
5 Rfaharc+zdzjjc~, is perhaps for Alahiistijpa, 5riparvata, Nag5rjunikonda. 
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should be forsaken; one should be ready to give away one's own 
body. 

In the middle of Malayagiri woods of udumbara (Ficus glomerata): 
one should eat their fruits and carry away many of them. gSum brtsegsx 
is seen: one should enter its market; for 3000 times the formula om 
mani padme hzim should Ile recited; turn to the left of that market; the 
river Rigs ldan ma2 is reached: one should cross it; then plants of tala, 
pippada, spyi bsul3 mango etc. with fruits. The  fruits should not be 
eaten. 

Turn  to the left:: river Dri med ldan ma4 with rocky banks: kuia 
plants should be placed on one's own head; recite om mani raksa 
svdhd and om mani padme hzim sv6hd for 30.000 times without 
speaking, but reading holy texts or singing. Trees of skyu r u  ra,  dmalaka, 
(Phyldantus embdica) etc.; the fruits should be eaten and carried away. 
After four days, a small lake of Via'yddharas with utpala ((Nymphaea 
cerulaea) is reached; it has four banks: S. Vidyadharas, W. Deva, N. 
Y a k ~ a ,  E. Vanadevata: do not go into the lake, do not drink its water. 
The  lake is seen for one and a half days; during this time a formula 
should be recited. Then proceed keeping the lake to the left for five 
days; difficulties are met. 

Rest in a wood of juniper (rgya iug) with many trees of various 
kinds; fruits should be taken; for four days rest there; fruits should 
be taken and offered. Then turn to the left. Proceed for seven 
days; then canes with thorns will obstruct the path for one day and 
a half: do not be afraid; if you walk sideways the thorns will not 
hurt you. 

Recite o~ man2 all along. For four days wood, bilva-fruits (Aegle 
nznrmedos) to he eaten. 

Seven days rest. 
Proceed for four days: then lake bDag po med mas  is reached; 

turn to the left reciting o?n mani. For three days wood of jambu 
(Eugeniaja?nboZana). Four days rest; fruits to be eaten and carried away. 

Seven days: wood of rkan g u  ?za (perhaps for k a n g ~ k a  a kind of 
paddy); go out quickly without eating, looking or resting. 

I gSunz brtsegs is Trikfita. I t  is sacred to %va. Bh. VENKATA KRISHSARAO, 
03. rit. p. 431. 

Rip l&?t nza should be the KulikH-river. 
3 sPj'i bsuC perhaps for s j y i  iur, asa?m, Temzi?zalia tormen.tosa. 
4 Vim;ila\-ati-river. 
5 Aroircrt??ya = soul-less. 
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Then weasels are seen: some formulae must be recited. Then woods 
of juniper. Three days rest; eating their fruits. Proceed for three days; 
monkeys as big as bulls will appear; do not be afraid; some formulae 
should be uttered; the monkeys will run away. 

Three days wood of canes (sba) kohaka; six days rest, eating fruits. 

Then terrific hogs covered with mud will appear: do not be afraid. 
Proceed for two days; tigers will be seen: as before; wood of pome- 
granate (se 'bru). Rest for nine days, eating fruits and carrying them 
away. 

After three days lions; do not be afraid; formula. Four days wood 
of sugar cane equal to areca trees (go yu ' i  Sih); eat sugar and take it 
away. 

After six days, town of KZa kdo I: turn to the left; after two days 
garden of Vidyzdhara with many NZga trees (nkgakeiara, Mesua roxbu~- 
ghii), aioka, (Fonesia Asoka), campaka (Michelia chawcpaka) etc. Avoid 
it quickly. After two days woods of Kyi ri k a ~  and wood of k'arats'u- 
rik'a (karar&;urika, Mimosa?). Rest there for seven days, eating and 
taking fruits away. For six days mud; do not be afraid; formula. 
Then wood of dsala padika (for jaZapar?zikk?); rest for five days 
eating fruits. 

Three days woods of SkZa (Vatica robusta). Then wood of ketaka 
(Pandanus odmatissimus) with good smelling flowers. Leave them, 
turn to the left. After three days a pond full of quicksilver is reached; 
in it there is a man covered with that quicksilver. If one wants to see 
that man of quicksilver, one should stop in a wood of sekalika (?) on 
the East bank; taking flowers, make a garland and throw it into the 
pond. I t  will fall on the head of that man. Then, the following day, 
throw another garland; the garland thrown the day before will come 
out on the bank: the new one will fall upon the head of the man. Then 
if one wants smaller powers, one should enter the ~ o n d  taking that 
garland; after going for IOO fathorns (giu gdom), one will find a pavilion 
with four pillars; there is a man of 16 years. Ask him what you want 
and you will get mystic powers. 

If one does not want any power, one should turn to the left and 
proceed forthwith. 

I KCd RCo is the usual Tibetan name for mlecchu, generally all barbarians, but 
chiefly Mohammedans. 

Corruption for Kiv&ztiRtu, Agathotes c&rata or for (;iriku(knma) CCitora Tey-  
natea ? 



Wood of hintu (?); eat some fruits for five days, turning to the left; 
after three days some VidyZdhari of 16 years of age, called mi gtso 
mo of divine beauty, attending the goats will be met. The traveller 
will touch them and make jokes with them. They will be afraid and 
will prevent him from doing so, but he must feel no desire for them. 
Then they will be pleased and gathering their goats they will go. Let 
him follow them. After six days a field of rice ('bras sa Zu); he should 
take five ears and go. After three days lake gSer ldanl with lotuses: 
he should bathe there and drink its water: eat the root of the lotuses 
and carry some of them away. Wood of begonia (shyu smr for shya 
my); turn to left and go. Wood of camphor (go bur): eat its fruits. 
After one day wood of aivattha ( j cu s  religiosa); turn to the left. One 
will, then, see many trees of the garden of the Vidyddkaras and Lha 
ma yin; mango, SdZa etc. are there. Do not take them; river Dri ma 
med pa  3; turn to the left. After three days the pond Dri ma med par 
ldan pa is reached; bathe there and eat roots; stay three days and go. 
After three days Vidyddhari 'Dod pai rgyal mo4 is met with half her 
breast covered and eating areca nut. She will then ask him to enter 
her house built in the middle of a park. In this splendidly ornated 
house surrounded by railings of copper, silver and brass, she will ask 
her maid-servants to bring food; they will spread some carpets. Then, 
having washed her mouth, she will offer him the areca nut with camphor. 
She will say that either he can stay or, if he is pure and with no attach- 
ment, he can take an areca nut and go by the northern gate. If he is 
really pure, she will inform him that in a pomegranate wood he should 
eat no fruits, but pass on quickly reciting a formula given him by her. 

After four days, a big garden is reached; entering from E., he should 
look at its various trees of idLa, palms, etc. and fruit-trees like aSoRa- 
Rapittha (woodapple); campaka, ~zdgavyksa, etc. are there: there are 
many ponds with red and white lotuses. He  should enter there and 
eat fruits. Wood of the Lha ma yin; he must enter, then turn to the left 
and proceed; big SdZa, turn to the left. After three days Ts'ans pa'i 
gnas bdun brtsegs: " place of Brahm5" of seven stories; take the fruits 
and enter: in the first room he will seer rJe btsun sen ge sgra (Bhattara- 
hasimhan~da); complete reverence (as{&nga-prartdma); by the gate there 
is dPal nag po c'en po (Sri Mahskala); but do not be afraid. Turn to 

Foremost of men. 
a Ruk~nini? ;  Hirafifiavati is a name of the residence of Kubera. 
3 Vimals. 
4 'Dod pa'i rgyal mo " the queen of desires " is 'Dod pa'i lha mo, K d i .  
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the right and enter the various rooms adoring all r Je  btsun: if he hears 
the noise of some seraphic voices without seeing anybody, he should 
not be afraid. On the top of the seven stories r Je  btsun Safis rgyas is 
seen; complete reverence, triple refuge, confession of sins, vow of reach- 
ing illumination. Then he reaches K'yab 'jug gnas, " the place of 

Visnu ". There he will see a painted image ('bris sRu), a book (pothi), 
a cast statue (dugs ma) of r Je  btsun. Reverence; then turn to the left; 
this palace of K'yab ' jug has nine stories. After one day, temple of 
crystal, etc.; do not enter, but turn to the right; pond like a crystal: 
do not enter. After that there is a pleasure garden of mango; eat fruits 
and carry them away. Then d B a ~  p'yug c'en po'i gnas I ;  " the palace 
of MaheSvara " of 16 stories; splendid fruits; eat them there. After 
two days go. 

After three days long pond with trees on its four sides with cucl<oos; 
do not enter but proceed further on; turn to the left. After three days, 
he will see five temples made of stone shining as if made of jewels; 
inside there are eight thousand millions (sa ya) of Zinga of rJe btsunz: 
in the middle there is the Zinga of r Je  btsun made of reg p a  3.  If he 
wants smaller powers, he should touch the Zinga reciting a formula. 
If one is not satisfied with those powers, one should ~roceed.  After 
two days a wood of honey-trees: eat their fruits. For four days he should 
stay there; then carry fruits away. Turn to the left. Then wood of prila 
ba (?); turn to the left; he will then see a pond with flowers. The vidyi- 

I So we have a succession of paradises: 

I )  BrahmZ-paradise with 7 stories and r Je  btsun sans rgyas on the top. 
2 )  Visnu-paradise with 9 stories. 
3) Maheiivara-paradise with 1 6  stories. 

The triad is evidently influenced by  the Hindu theory of the triple aspect of the 
Absolute according as  it creates (Brahma), it persists in d~rration ( V i s ~ u ) ,  it destroys 
and reabsorbs (MaheSvara); but a supremacy of MaheSvar;t is also implied, he being 
above all. So we have 32 stages corrrspondi~lg to the classes of Buddhist gods: Karo- 
tapani, Mdadhara ,  Sadamada, CSturmah5r;?jika, 0 classes of gods of Kmnadh%tu, 
18 of Rupadhntu, 4 of Ariipadhatu. 

This shows the contamination with 5aiva ideas. I cannot ?ay who is the rJe 

btsun here ~nentioned. rJe  btsun corresponds to Bhaftaraka and this is a title given 
to many gods in Vajray511a. 111 this text it is attributecl to M;uijuSri. AvxlokiteSvara 
and even to Buddha. It  I ~ a s  thcreforr an ho~~or i t i r  sig-!~itic;~!~cc like iirya. I f  mention 

of these l'i7ig.n wcrc mad(: i n  the pal;lcc, of hlal,tr<var;~ onc coultl l1;1\-r taken it quite 
adequate; but in this text they arc locatecl in ;~nothcr place clistnilt thrcc clay.; from the 
heaven of Siva. Anyhow the i ~ l t r o d ~ ~ c t i o n  of S:\i\,n idc;~s into 1atr.r Butldhism is a 
well-known fact, TPS,  p. 218. 

3 reg $n.r grub $a, made of thc jc\wi .rl)cr,-.Ctz---.sl)~1~..~1t1i~(z!7i. 
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dharus impart him orders of dPal ldan 'jig rten mgon po (LokanHtha) 
to go back to his country. But the traveller should recite some formulae. 
He will look round, but he will not see the facc of r J e  htsun ma. But 
this (rJe btsun ma, T2rH) (this seems to be the meaning, but the text 
is here corrupt; the deity who gives orders to rTa mgrin, Hayagriva, 
cannot be but THrZ) will say to rTa mgrin: "lead on the other shore these 
men of the aDsanz buglin who have arrived by force of their great faith ". 

This rTa mgrin is very big of size, black, wet with blood. Then 
he will request them to take what they want and to go back to 'Dsam 
glin in order to benefit the living beings. " If you want to go further, 
you should go to the palace of the Blessed one ". 

They will reply that they want to see the Blessed one. Then T5rH 
will show them the road; let them turn to the right three times: there 
they will see a golden ladder. In a park with many trees and fruits, 
birds of various kinds, there is a pond with lotuses; mounting on that 
ladder the travellers will climb the rock of Potala where there are 
perfect men (siddha) and vidyddharas and Ki?npuru~a worshipping the 
holy mountain. They will see a ditch full of scented water and they 
will feel thirsty, but they should not drink it; so they can cross it. Then 
they will go to the palace called the Am ra'i rtsa I .  Having crossed the 
ditch, they will see a pavilion (hid K'ali) there the Blessed one ' Jam 
dpal (Marljuiri) preaches the Law surrounded by gods etc. and sGrol 
ma  (Tara), K'ro fier can (Bhrkuti), Kun tu bzan po (Samantabhadra), 
P'yag na rdo rje (Vajrapani). Then inside a pavilion on the top of Pota- 
laka they will see Avalokiteivara. Complete reverence: turn to the right, 
then sit in front of the god. The god should praise their zeal and endea- 
vour and will send them back to the world in order to benefit people. 
They will then get samEdhi, mystic powers and become bodhisattva 
who do not return back (azlinivnrtaniya) 2. They can stay there as long 
as they wish. 

This PO tn Za'i lam y?lp has an old tradition: a travel to Potala is 
already known to Hsiian-tsang, viz. to an author who wrote some cen- 
turies hefore the Lavt yig of which we are speaking; this, in fact, is cer- 
tainly late as its contamination with ~ a i v a  ideas (the Iiliga) clearly 
shows. The summary of the itinerary to Potala according to the Chinese 
pilgrim is as follows: to the East of the Malaya Mountain there is Pota- 
laka; one reaches its summit through winding and narrow paths over 

A~nrair tsa ,  d~?zra??z?iln; xml-iz~nti is the name of a to\fm. 
I<odhiscittvrr-avillivarta~~~a viz. who once on the way of the Bodhi cannot 

abandon it and decay from tha t  state. 
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cliffs and gorges. On that top there is a lake from which a riverflows 
which runs twenty times round the mountain. In a stone temple Kuan- 
tzu Bodhisattva dwells: many devotees attempt to reach that place, 
but very few succeed. The  people living at the feet of the mountain who 
whorship him are sometimes blessed by his view: he then appears to 
them in the aspect of PGupata Tirthika or of Maheivara I. 

The  account of Taranatha (text, ed. Schiefner, p. I 10, Transl., 
p. 142) in which the travel of ~ a n t i v a r m a n  to Potala is narrated is later 
than the Lanz yig, and therefore it is to be expected that it follows this text 
which, in fact, he quotes as the guide book taken by ~antivarrnan. The 
comparison of the two stories fully confirms our conjecture, but it is also 
evident that Tsraniitha added some details which, in the course of time, 
may have grown round the original legend and which he collected from 
his Indian masters and from occasional pilgrims whom he met in Tibet. 

The  chief elements of the account of Taranstha can be summarized 
as follows: dPal ldan 'Bras spuns (Dhanyakataka); from there the path 
goes underneath the soil, but then comes again to the surface. Then 
a big river is met: hn t i va rman  invokes Tar2 and then an old woman 
with a boat appears, who takes the pilgrim across the river. Then a 
sea comes in the way; he invokes Bhrkuti and a young woman with 
a boat comes to his rescue. Afterwards a burning wood prevents him 
from going further; he invokes Hayagriva and then a storm puts an 
end to the flames; lightnings show him the way. Later he reaches the 
margin of a great abyss, but after having invoked the help of Ekajiiti, 
a snake appears and makes of himself a bridge over the chasm. He 
then meets monkeys as big as elephants, but with the help of Amogha- 
paSa they show him the way. So he reaches the bottom of the Potala 
mountain; he is unable to climb the steep rocks, but Avalokiteivara 
comes to his rescue and a ladder appears, by which he can climb the 
mountain; a thick mist prevents him again from going. After a long 
prayer, the mist disappears. After he has reached one third of the 
mountain, he sees an image of Tars ,  then in the middle of the same 
mountain that of Bhykuti. On the top he found an empty palace wherc 
he spent one month in prayer. 

Then a woman appeared who took him inside the ~ a l a c e  in front 
of the five gods. Even Buddhagupta, the master of Tiiraniitha, thought 

I This shows that from early times there was a certain connection or contalni- 
nation between AvalokiteSvara and i iva .  It  1s vcry difficult to say which is the plncr 
alluded to by Hsiian-tsang, since in southern I n d ~ a ,  thrbre arc many holy placrs sacred 
to $iva, one of them is of coursc RZ~ne<vara. 
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that he had reached Potala; but at his timcs the geographical knowledge 
had widened, and it was difficult to locate Potala somewhere on Indian 
soil. Therefore, he places Potala far beyond the Indian territory, somc- 
where in Insulindia I .  

A n  Indian description of a travel to Potala is contained in the 
Gandavyzha, where the search of Sudhana after instructions concerning 
its illumination is narrated. This quest leads him from place to place 
according to the advice which he receives from the various people he 
meets. The  travel takes place in the south, and starts from Dhanygkara 
where it is not difficult to recognize another name for DhZnyakataka 
(p. 5 I )  and then through Rimsvartanta (p. 58 i.e. Rgmeivaraj, Sigara- 
mukha (p. 6 2 )  SZgaratira, Lankapatha (p. 67) and other places of more 
mythic nature, it reaches Potala where Avalokiteivara sits on a throne 
placed upon a lotus (p. 209 and 2 I 2). Though the adventures of Sudhana 
are not ended here, it seems to me that we are confronted in this chapter 
of the Gandavycha with a real Potalaydtrd because the apparition of 
a Bodhisattva Ananyaggmi interrupts the story which then, suddenly 
leaving the dak~inapatha, is brought to MZgadha. 

Let us now examine the different aspects of the legend. Just as 
there was, somewhere upon earth, a place which was said to be the 
entrance of the hell, so also Potala was said to be reached from earth. 
Perhaps there was a locality which was considered at the same time 

I In m y  paper T/te sea and land travels of Buddhist S & d h  in t h  I 6th century, 
I H Q ,  1930, p. 694 ff. [see above p. 3111, I said that Buddhagupta landed during his 
long journey in Madagascar. From there he went to Ceylon and thence he embarked 
and went to the East, first to the small island of Ulinga and then after one month's 
navigation to Amuga; from here after four months of navigation to the south he went 
to Dsamigiri, an  island where he found images of the Blessed one and temples and 
a cave of N5giirjuna; then he embarked again and went to the East; after one month 
he landed at a small island which he calls Potala. 

Though he thinks he found there the Potala mountain, he cannot see there any 
trace of Buddhism: there are no towns but villages; people are neither Buddhist, nor 
Mohammedans; for protecting their habitation they use jtantrh; men have long ears 
covering their bodies; this description tallies with that of a place inhabitated by pri- 
mitives. Considering the lack of precision of this account, it is difficult to draw from 
it any co~~clusion as regards the place where Buddhagupta landed and which he took 
for Potala. Dsamigiri where he finds so many traces of Buddhism and where he sees 
the mountains sprrading light. viz. volcalloes, is Sumatra; most probably this name 
is an indianization of Jambi the capital of hlalayu where in fact many Buddhist 
ruins are still to be found. Cf. R. C. ~ I A J U ~ ~ D A R ,  Suvarnadvija, 11, p. 326: the 
place which hc calls Potala can in that case be an island farther to the East = Borneo? 

On Potala see J. P ~ z u ~ r r s l r r .  Ld vilir dt4 Cukravarfirr, in Roczn.ik Oq>ntnlist"~rz- 
7 9 ,  V (1922),  p. 169. 
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the  door to the beyond, the good ones going from there to heaven, the 
sinners to hell. So already in thc ~atapatha-Brdhmana,  I . 9 .3 .2  (Egge]ing 
transl. vol. I ,  p. 267). " T h e  same path leads either to the gods or to 

the fathers. O n  both sides two flames arc ever burning. They scorch 
him who deserves to be scorched and allow him to pass who deserves 

to pass ". In  the same way in the story of ~Zntivarrnan: after Dhz- 
nyakataka the road runs underneath the soil. 

T h e  privilege of ascending to heaven with their body was reserved 
to  these who were spiritually fit and pure: in a condition therefore to 
overcome the difficulties on the road and the dangers of the travel. 

This travel in fact is not an easy one, durzrohann; as Hsiian-tsang 
says, it was bestrewn with perils; many did not come back. That is 
why a Lam yig, a letter or  a passport, was necessary, the advices of 
which should not be forgotten; one is reminded of the instructions con- 
tained in the B a r  do t'os grol  which is read, at the moment of death or 
even after, near the body of the deceased, so that his conscious principle 
inay recognize the visions which will appear in the intermediate state 
between death and rebirth and so avoid reincarnation. 

I t  therefore appears that this travel to Potala is strictly related 
to  the theme of the travels to heaven, of which there are inany exam- 
ples in the Indian literature; I refer for instance to the travels to the 
world of BrahmZ contained in the Kau~itaKi-Up. ,  the travels to  veta ad- 
vipa of the MahGbhirata, the travels to Uttarakuru of the RGnziyana, etc. 

In  the Kau~itaKi-Up., I ,  2-5 in the devaydna five lokas must be 
crossed: Agnilolta-V5 yuloka-Varunaloka- lndra-Prajpat i loka and 
Brahmaloka. T h e  road to the Brahmaloka passes through the lake Ara, 
the VijarZ river, the sacrifice-destroying moments, the Ilya tree, the 

SZlajya town, the Apariijita Palace, where ~ a k r a  and Prajapati are 
the door-keepers, the BrahmZ-hall called Vibhu, the Vicak~ana  throne, 
the Amitaujas couch, etc. 

Apsaras will meet the traveller with flowers, perfumes, 
garments and aromatics. 

He crosses the lake Ara  by his mind; if one knows only the present, 
he is drowned. When he reaches the sacrifice-destroying moments 
they fly away from him. At  the Vijara river good and bad deeds are 
shaken off. 

,At the Ilya tree, the odour of BrahmrT reaches him. 
On the Salajya town the flavour of Brahma reaches him. 
In the Aparajita Palace the sl~lendour of Hrahmn reaches hin.1. 
The  two door-keepers fly anray. At  the hall Vihhu the glory of 

Brahma rcaches him. When he comes to thc throne Vical~sana, he sees 
all. T h e  couch is Prana, breath. 
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There sits Brahmii. When he asks " Who are you? " he replicas 
"What thou art, that am I ! l 1 .  

Mbh. 111 143 f. 
Bhima conquers the Northern regions. The PPndavas start for 

Gandhamiidana; hurricane and storm; some Riiksasas carry thcm in 
the sky. Wind of North East carries Saugandhika lotuses; Draupadi 
asks Bhima to get them for her. Bhima in the country of Gandhan~Sdana 
travels through woods and nlountains. He meets Hanumat who tries 
to prevent him from going further. Hanumat promises a gift and Bhi- 
ma proceeds and reaches the Saugandhikavana; in the lake of Kul)c.ra 
he collects the lotuses, killing the RZksasas who had tried to 1)revcnt 
him from doing so. Yudhighira comes through the sky to meet him. 
Kubera allows them to stay there: Yudhis~hira wants to go further, 
but they are advised by a divine voice to go back to the hermitage of 
NZrHyana. 

Mbh. X I 1  335 f. 
The story of the visit of Niirada to Svetadvipa is here contaiccd; 

the travel itself is not described, but only mention is made of the 
worshippers of Nariiyana in ~ v e t a d v i ~ a .  

They are anindrzja: have no sense organs, do not eat, have the 
splendour of the moon, are white, possessed of all marks; always in 
adoration: but their heads are like sunshades, their voices like that of 
a mass of thunder-clouds, they have four testicles and their feet are 
like lotus-leaves; they have sixty teeth and eight large tccth, and with 
the tongue they lick up  the whole face similar to a sun. 

Mbh. X I 1  3 3 6  
Ekata, Dvita, Treta practised ascetism in order to get a view of 

NZrgyana. They were led to ~ v e t a d v i ~ a  to the North of the milky sea, 
where some white and shining men were worshipping the god. There 
they were blinded by a great light. They practise penance and at last 
they recover the eyesight. Then they get the I,oon that in Trctayuga 
they will be the companions of the gods and then they are scnt back. 

In R. Ki;kindhy&k., chapt. 4 3  (or 44. Gorresio ed.), the journey to 
the Uttarakurus can be so summarized. 

Himalayas: woods. Mount Kgla. Mount SudarHana = desert up 
to the Kailasa. There is the palace of Kubera with ponds and lotuses. 
Mount Krauiica with woods, inhabited by Cgranas and Siddhas. On 
its top there is the lake Manasa-Mainiika mountain where there are 
horse- headed women. 

Then the VaikhZnasa lake is reached: lotuses are in it. Then the 
place where the elephant of Kubera sports himself; no moon nor sun 
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the door to the beyond, the good ones going from there to heaven, the 
sinners to hell. S o  already in the ~a tapa tha -~r r i / imana ,  I .g. 3.2 (Eggeling 
transl. vol. I ,  p. 267). " T h e  same path leads either to the gods or to 

the fathers. O n  both sides two flames are ever burning. They scorch 
him who deserves to be scorched and allow him to pass who deserves 
to  pass ". In  the same way in the story of ~ i in t ivarman:  after Dhz- 
nyakafaka the road runs underneath the soil. 

T h e  privilege of ascending to heaven with their body was reserved 
to these who were spiritually fit and pure: in a condition therefore to 
overcome the difficulties on the road and the dangers of the travel. 
This travel in fact is not an easy one, durzrohana; as Hsiian-tsang 
says, it was bestrewn with perils; many did not come back. That is 
why a Lam yig, a letter or a passport, was necessary, the advices of 
which should not be forgotten; one is reminded of the instructions con- 
tained in the B a r  do t'os grol which is read, at the moment of death or 
even after, near the body of the deceased, so that his conscious principle 
inay recognize the visions which will appear in the intermediate state 
between death and rebirth and so avoid reincarnation. 

It  therefore appears that this travel to Potala is strictly related 
to the theme of the travels to heaven, of which there are many exam- 
ples in the Indian literature; I refer for instance to the travels to the 
world of Brahmii contained in the Kau~itaRi-Up. ,  the travels to  veta ad- 
vipa of the Mahzbhzrata, the travels to Uttarakuru of the RdnzEyatza, etc. 

In the Kau;itahi-Up., I ,  2-5 in the devaydna five Gohas must be 
crossed: Agnilolta-VSyuloka-Varunaloka- Indra- Prajapatiloka and 
Brahmaloka. T h e  road to the Brahmaloka passes through the lake Ara, 
the Vijara river, the sacrifice-destroying moments, the Zlya tree, the 
Salajya town, the Aparajita Palace, where ~ a k r a  and Prajgpati are 
the door-keepers, the Brahma-hall called Vibhu, the Vicak~ana  throne, 
the Amitaujas couch, etc. 

A ~ s a r a s  will meet thc traveller with flowers, I~crfumes, garlands, 
garments and aromatics. 

H e  crosses the lake B r a  by his mind; if one knows only the present, 
he is drowned. When he reaches the sacrifice-destroying moments 
they Ay away fi-om him. At the Vijal-a rivei- good and bad deeds are 
shaken off. 

At the Ilya tree, the odour of Brahmri. reaches him. 
On the Sglajya town the flavour of Brahm,? rcachcs him. 
In the ,4l,arajita Palacc the splendour of Brahmri. reaches him. 
The two door-keepers fly away. At thc hall Vihhu the glory of 

Brahma reaches him. When he comes to thc throne Vicaksana, he sees 
all. The  couch is Praga, breath. 
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There sits Brahmii. When he asks " Who are you? " he replies 
"What thou art, that am I ! ". 

Mbh. ZII 143 j'. 
Bhima conquers the Northern regions. The Pandavas start for 

Gandhamiidana; hurricane and storm; some Riiksasas carry them in 
the sky. Wind of North East carries Saugandhika lotuses; Draupadi 
asks Bhima to get them for her. Bhima in the country of Gandhamiidana 
travels through woods and mountains. He meets Hanumat who trics 
to prevent him from going further. Hanumat promises a gift and Bhi- 
ma proceeds and reaches the Saugandhikavana; in the lake of Kul>cl-a 
he collects the lotuses, killing the Raksasas who had tried to prevent 
him from doing so. Yudhi~thira comes through the sky to meet him. 
Kubera allows them to stay there: Yudhisthira wants to go further, 
but they are advised by a divine voice to go hack to the hermitage of 
Niirayana. 

Mbh. XZZ 335 8. 
The story of the visit of Niirada to Svetadvipa is here conta i~cd;  

the travel itself is not described, but only mention is made of the 
worshippers of Niiriiyana in ~ v e t a d v i ~ a .  

They are ani?zdriya: have no sense organs, do not eat, have the 
splendour of the moon, are white, possessed of all marks; always in 
adoration: but their heads are like sunshades, their voices like that of 
a mass of thunder-clouds, they have four testicles and their feet are 
like lotus-leaves; they have sixty teeth and eight large tecth, and \i-ith 
the tongue they lick up the whole face similar to a sun. 

Mbh. XI1 336 
Ekata, Dvita, Treta practised ascetism in order to get a view of 

Narayana. They were led to ~ve tadv ipa  to the North of the milky sea, 
where some white and shining men were worshipping the god. There 
they were blinded by a great light. They practise penance and at last 
they recover the eyesight. Then they get the boon that in Tretayuga 
they will be the companions of the gods and then they are sent back. 

In R. K i ~ k i n d h y d . ,  chapt. 43 (or 44, Gorresio ed.), the journey to 
the Uttarakurus can be so summarized. 

Himalayas: \voods. RIount Kala. Mount Sudariana = desert up 
to the IiailZsa. There is the palace of Kubera with ponds and lotuses. 
RIount Icrauiica with woods, inhabited by Caranas and Siddhas. On 
its top there is the lake Manasa-Mainaka mountain where there are 
horse-headed women. 

Then the Vaikhiinasa lake is reached: lotuses are in it. Then the 
place where the elephant of Kubera sports himself; no moon nor sun 
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in the sky; light emanated by the ascetics. TriSynga mount: on the 
bottom a lake with golden lotuses and river K u t i l ~ .  

Then a place burning like fire is reached: from there one proceeds 
to Sarayii river and to Gandhamadana: on its top Jainbu tree. 

Mandara mountain: on its top there is the lake Ghytarnandoda; 
the Gang; is flowing from there. Rivers ~ a t a d r u ,  Kauiiki and Vaita- 
rani are found in that country. 

Then the Northern sea is reached: on its shore there is the Bahu- 
ketu mountain with a lake on its top. Then wood ~ a r a v a n a ;  then one 
reaches another lake where Hayaiiras I is born 2 ,  Sailodi river turning 
men into stone; one should cross it by means of Kicaka canes 3. Another 
river comes across the traveller who should bathe there and then cross 
it. Then the Uttarakuru is reached; there is neither hot nor cold; diseases, 
old age, pain are unknown. There are woods with fruits of every kind, 
mountain of gold and gems; on the soil there is no dust; the rivers 
are full of golden lotuses. There are lakes between golden hills and 
golden trees; birds of all sorts ponds with waters of sapphire and 
lapis-lazuli. 

Mandskini river and Caitraratha wood: trees with honey. The 
trees yield garments, ornaments, beds and food. Beautiful maidens, 
Gandharvas and Kinnaras; the inhabitants are neither hungry nor 
tired. They are addicted to good works. In caves beautiful maidens 
who every day are born and die. 

After that there is the Somagiri mountain, the abode of BrahmZ 
Svayambhi. 

So in these accounts we can distinguish two parts; one concerning 
the travel itself and another dealing with the description of the bles- 
sed country or at least of that part which is accessible to human eyes. 

As regards the first part, we find that all these accounts agree as 
regards certain particulars: 

A - Woods to be entered or avoided. 
B - Rivers to be crossed. 

I Cf. Hayamukha in the description of thc Eastern quarter in R. IV, 40. v. 48 
(C;. IV, 40 v. 49). Cf. also the fishes with horses' heads referred to in Sadu'Izav?n~!.-  
Vz~fiastZrina in S. LEVI, Pour Z'histoire d u  R&?fzayci?a, in ].As. I 91 8, p. 24; cf. KIRFEL 
ATosmogra$hie, p. 246. 

This passage is missing in the Bombay edition. 
3 On Sailod3 and Kicaka see S. LEVI, PtoZonz/e, NiddPsd et Za B!/catkathd, in 

h u d e s  Asiai;ques, 11, pp. 40 ff. Pour Z9hi.rtoire du. R&tiya?za, in ].As, 1918, p. I33  
if. J .  PRZYLUSKI, Ztudes indie~zlces et rhuzois~s, in M C B ,  IV (1936)~ p. 322. 
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C - Mountains. 
D - Lakes where to bathe. 
E - Voices of invisible beings giving advice or order to go back. 
F - Abysses or rivers crossed by means of bridges made by divine 

beings or special devices suggested to the travellers. 
G - Ladder to climb the inaccessible rocks. 
H - Door-keepers preventing entrance. 
I - Even if one enters, one cannot see anything or is blinded by light; 

human eyes cannot see the glories of heaven. 
J - The man who has the right knowledge can overcome the 

obstacles. 
K - If one is satisfied with the possession of miraculous powers 

(siddhi), one cannot reach the supreme heaven nor get the vision 
of god (this theme is fully developed by the PO ta Za'i lam yg); 
on many occasions the offering of siddhi is a pretext for deterring 
the traveller from going further. 

L - Parks with vidyddhara or maidens where the purity of the tra- 
veller is tested; if he is pure, he can proceed. 

M - Paradise itself is the last of a succession of lower heavens: Ku- 
bera's place is before the inaccessible abode of the god in Mbh; 
cfr. also Lam yig. 

N - Somebody leads the traveller, giving him the necessary instruc- 
tions, afterwards a careful test of his intentions. 

As we saw, though in some cases it is possible to particularly pure 
men to reach paradise, still earth and heaven are two different planes. 
But this does not exclude the existence of a certain communication, 
inacessible to average men, between the two, as was common lore in 
almost all mythologies; the notion of a bridge or a rope, or of a ladder 
between heaven and earth is widespread. These elements all remaiu 
in the accounts of travels to heaven. 

In accordance with these ideas, the last portion of the path leading 
to the Potala is represented by climbing the steep rocks, upon which 
the palace of the god is built. 

The notion of the ladder is an old one in India. In the Tctzttiriya 
S a ~ / z i t i ,  V. I, 6, 4, 2, the sacrifier is making to himself a ladder or 
a bridge for reaching the celestial world; ibid., I ,  7, g, he effectively 
mounts on the yCpa = heaven (pzZrvamantrai/z svargatvena nirGpita- 
sya-iroliajziyasya yzipasya, ASS. ed. p. 1052). s a w a t h a - ~ r . ,  V, 2, I ,  

I 7 (Eggeling's tr., SBE, vol. 111, p. 32) " He then leans a ladder 
(against the post). He may ascend either from the South northwards. 
or from the North southwards: but let him rather ascend from the 



South northwards (udak), for thus it goes upwards (udak) 1 (cf. V, 
p. 254). There is a ladder by which the devotee reaches paradise, hut 
there is also the ladder by which the god comes to meet him, at the 
time of his death. There is no greater blessing for the believer than to 
see his protecting deity at the hour of his death; and the god, to reward 
him for his faith, come down to  show himself: mara?zakile cisya bud&- 
d a r i a n a ~  bodhisattvadarianam bhavi~yati: " A t  the time of his death, 
he will see the Buddha, he will see the Bodhisattva " (Sa~vatathk~ati-  
d h i ~ t h i n a  -sattviZokana - buddltak~ztra- sandariana vyiika - p. 54; mars- 

?abide ca Buddha~n puiyati, aham darianam da iy imi  " At the time of 
his death he will see the Buddha and I will show myself to him" 
(ibid. p. 59). 

This is the case with Amitgbha which is often represented in the 
For Eastern art  (and sometimes in the Tibetan art) as coming down from 
heaven to meet the devotee on his death-bed 2 .  This is also the ladder 
by  which, in the vision of Vimalakirti, gods communicate with earth 3;  

it is ultimately the ladder by which the Buddha descended from the 
Tra  yastrimga-heaven to SamkGya (Dhammapida-Atthakathi, I I I, 22 5 ;  
Beal, Records, p. 202). 

But this ascension is parallel with a purification, the spiritual palin- 
genesis being projected here on a special plane; it is a soaring up from 
earth to heaven, represented by the climbing of the mountain, but it is 
also a crossing of a river, or the bath in the lake. T h e  two motives are 
often blended together. T h e  river is a demarcation between the two 
worlds; it is the Vaitarani; the Iranian tradition imagined upon in the 
Cinvat bridge 4 which discriminates the good ones and the evil doers; 
it becomes in the middle as thin as a razor edge, so that the sinners fall 
into the waters (for the image, not for the fact, cf. K ~ t h a - u p .  111, 14: 

k~urasya  d h i r i  n i i i t i  duratyayi  durgam pathas tnd Ravayo vadanti 5. In 
this way the man going to the Brahnla world must cross the VijarZ river, 
i 1 the ageless river "; one then shakes off old age, viz. gets immortality. 

I A. K .  COO;LIARASWAMY, Svoydmat ! .~~a  - Jnl~zla COP/;, in Za!nzoxi.r, 11, I ,  (1939)~  

P. 7 
On the descent of Amitzbha cf. N.  TSUDA, ' 4  stu& of ironogrq5llic r~)~f.re)!- 

tntion of Buddha AmitZbhn alzd his )nrridisc; also T .  P.S., p. 364 ff. 
3 Cf. T.P.S., p. 347-48. 
4 Instead of the bridge on sorne Tibetan tankas therc is a scarf or a serpent 

upon which an  abyss is crossed. See T.P.S., p. 5 5 3 .  
5 SC HERMAN, Matcrialiclt zur Gcsci~ic/ztr der I , L ~ ; J . ( - ~ I I  V i . r i o / ~ ~ - / i t c ~ a t ~ ~ ,  p. 1 18, 

takes it as a real and material difficulty mrt  on the way to thc other world, but against 
this view see BELLOW-FILIPPI, La Kctti~uka-U#., Pisn rgr  5 ,  p. 92, n. 1. 
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The bath in the water of a river as a consecration or initiation 
is known from the times of the BrBhma~las: in the abhoecaniya cere- 
mony described in the ~ a t a p a t h a - ~ r d h m a ~ a ,  the adhvaryu before taking 
the seventeen kinds of waters to be put into the udumbara-vessel for 
the sprinkling, the king steps down into the water. S.B.  V. 34, 4 

This crossing of a river or the bath in it or in a lake is a counter- 
part ideally transplanted in the story of the travel to heaven of the 
diR?-i or abhiseka, the consecration which makes the initiate spiritually 
worthy of the revelation. Only when the abhi~eka is over, the spiritual 
guide, viz. the guru, is allowed, according to the Buddhist tantras, to 
take off the bandage by which the eyes of the disciples have been cove- 
red; only then the mandada can be shown to him. In the same way, 
entering the paradise is equivalent, in the symbology of the story, to 
the revelation of the mandala, as it is understood by later schools. This, 
in fact, is nothing but the pictorial scheme of a certain heaven or plane 
of supersensuous existence; in the middle of the mandala there is the 
place with four doors on the four quarters where the images of the gods 
are reproduced just as in the central part of the paradise, there are the 
celestial pavilions of the gods. The  chief deity seats there in its middle 
just as, in Lam yig, Avalokiteivara is in the middle and on the summit 
of the Potala. There is therefore a perfect agreement between the voyage 
to this paradise and the initiation leading the sidhaka into the very 
centre of the ma?zdaln where he will stand, at the end of the ceremony, 
ideally identified with the god himself. 

As to this paradise itself, it is imagined according to the usual 
scheme of the paradises which we know in Buddhism: Sukhavati, Abhi- 
rati, T u ~ i t a ,  Trayastrimia etc. The god is surrounded by other deities 
sitting in his pavilion on the Potala, imagined as a steep hill in the 
middle of a park with flowers, birds, ponds of every kind. The descrip- 
tion of the place is very schematic, certainly because the devotee was 
supposed to be well acquainted with the traditional way in which Para- 
dises are represented in Buddhism. But even these, so to say, classical 
paradises, round which a great literature developed in hTah5yHna because 
they attract the hope of salvation of the devotees, are not an invention 
of the devotional schools of later Buddhism. The soteriological ideas 
of which they are the outcome, certainly are to a great extent a revolu- 
tion in Buddhism, in so far as they represent the introduction of bhakti 
at the expense of karma. But the general notion and description was 
anticipated 11)- the paradises ruled oI7er by various classes of gods, as 
documented I,y dogmatics from the very early history. We are really 
confronted ~vith a stereotype ~vhich is not peculiar to :he Buddhists, 
but rather a common lore of both Buddhists and Hindus. hlost probably 
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this stereotype is fundamentally based upon the description of the Utta- 
rakuru, the northern land considered as the abode of Blest I from very 
early times; already the Aitnreya-Brdhnza?za VII I ,  23 calls this land the 
land of God, which no man can conquer. 

There is the garden of Kubera (D.N, 111, 202-Transl. 111, p. 194) 
which is described in the same terms as in the Mbh. We already referred 
to its description as contained in the RZmayana; in Mbh V1 7, the Utta- 
rakuru is to the South of Nila Mountain, North of Meru. It is inhabited 
by Siddha; there are trees yielding honey and bearing fruits of all sorts 
and flowers; some yield a milk-like ambrosia, others clothes and others 
ornaments. The soil is made of precious substances (ma?zimayZ) or of 
golden sands and of lapis-lazuli etc. There are ponds with pure water. 
People there are of pure birth; they are dropped there from heaven. 
No disease is there; they live ten thousand and ten hundred years; when 
they die, the Bherunda birds take the bodies away in order that the 
soil be not polluted. 

As to the description of the Buddhist texts, we may refer to Li 
shih a p'i t 'an Zun, Taish6 1644, p. 180: Uttarakuru, soil of gold, day 
and night always shining; four qualities: 

a) Earth is even; 
6) One lives there in a condition of quiet; there are no dangers 

of wild animals, insects, robbers; 
c) I t  is pure; no corpses of dead animals; when there is any dirt, 

the earth opens, swallows it, then closes again; 
d )  There are no thorny trees. 

The water there is possessed of eight good qualities; golden sand 
in the rivers, no dirty things in them. We may add that the analogy 
of Uttarakuru with the paradises referred to above is documented b y  
the fact that the Uttarakuru in the group of the four continents is stand- 
ing by itself, its similarities being with the heavens of KZmadhZtu rather 

On the Uttarakuru see: ERE, Blest, abodc of the (Hindu). LASSEN, in ZDMG, 
11. p. 6 2  ff. Id., Indisc/ze AZterthumskunde, I 861,  I ,  p. 61 2 ff., I O I  8 ff. MUIK, Sanskrit 
Texts vol. 11, p. 332. ZIMMER, Vedic India,  I, p. 84. Cam6rigqe History of lndzn, 
I ,  p. I 18-1 19, 121. THOMAS, jakusth8/zu, in ]KAS 1906, p. 202.  hIAL.4LASEKER 4 ,  

Dictionary of Pdli Proper names, s.v. THOMAS, jhn Cowz~nemoration Volume, 1937, 
p. 421 ff. CLARK, jakadvfja &rd jvetadvz~pa in JAOS,  vol. 39, 1919, p. 209 ff. RONNOV, 
Some remarRs on jvetadvqa, in IISOS, V ,  1928-30, p. 253 ff. A. FOLJCHER, Slly 

~ ' in terprkht ion de qzrat~e bas-reZi~fs de Barhut, RAA, X I  I I ( I  939), p. I ff. Afahdfil,a- 
jGdpdyamitdScistra, Traite' de Za graude v ~ r t u  de S n g ~ s s ~ ,  tra nsl . E. I.a~nott?.  p. 87 1 .  

a I(aC$ddzisyuv!R;a. DIV.,  p. 215. 
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than with the other three continents. Good rain and bad rain in Jam- 
budvipa, Pfirvavideha and Aparagodaniya, not in Uttarakuru as well 
as among the CZturmahBrsjikas. So also as regards good harvest and 
famine, dangers and happiness: these are not in the Uttarakuru, but 
among the C%turmah5r5jika, the TrayastrimSa up to the BrahmakByikas 
where they are again not to be found. (Tib. Pyajiidpti, hsTan-'gyur 
mnon, i, p. 7 ff.). 

No commerce of goods between the Uttarakuru and the gods. The 
Uttarakurus are white as the Brahmaksyikas; dresses and ornaments 
surrendered by the kalpataru in the Uttarakuru and in the paradises 
up to Paranirmita; so also as regards cold and heat in Uttarakuru up 
to Paranirmitavaiavartin. 

Last of all, just as the Buddha, according to the dogmatics, cannot 
be born among the gods of Kgmadhstu, so also he cannot appear among 
the Uttarakurus (Shih she  ̂Zan, T. I 538, p. 5 10 a.). Moreover rice grows 
there naturally without any sowing, akrgopta Div. p. 216, as in the 
golden age. As a matter of fact, the Uttarakuru is a projection in the 
space of that golden age at the beginning of time when mankind enjoyed 
a durable happiness, before the gradual corruption: its classical descrip- 
tion in Buddhist Literature being Mhv. I, p. 338 ff. (for the theme see 
M. Eliade, Le Mythe de Z'EterneZ Retour). 

If we now compare the essential elements of the description of the 
Buddhist paradises, for instance of the Sukhsvati, with those which 
appear in the description of the Uttarakuru as contained in the Epics, 
we cannot fail to note often a verbal correspondence as can be seen 
from the following table: 

The elements, of which this description above referred to is made, 
are of various origin. There is for instance the motif of the celestial 
tree Kalpadruma and PZrijZtaka (story in Ha~iva~?zs(a VI,  7168), which 
bestows all sorts of food and dresses etc., immediately fulfilling all 
wishes of the celestial inhabitants. The most detailed description is to 
m y  knowledge contained in the Ta chih tu dun, taken from some unknown 
source (translated by E. Lamotte V. 111, p. 822; reference to pd~zjdtnka 
ibid., p. 823, n. 2). 

Then we meet the pleasure gardens, the soil made of precious 
substances, the absence of all sorts of impurity, the ponds with mar- 
vellous flowers and so on. 

All these elements reappear, but organized in a harmonic whole, 
in the description of the celestial town of the TrayastrimSa, viz. Sudar- 
Sana and the Sudharmg Hall where Indra sits upon his kewelled throne. 
Of course even this description of SudarSana has been preserved in 
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many redactions, from the sober to the enlarged ones. Even, in this case, 
a stereotypcd form was very early formed, upon which all schools 
agreed and which contained, harmonically combined, all the elements 
which the traditional lore considered as fundamental to the notion of 
a paradise and which the Uttarakuru had anticipated. 

For Sudariana we may refer to Mhv. I ,  p. 33 Div., p. 220. In it 
there is the SudharmZ-Hall. DN. 11, 268, MN., 11, p. 79; SN., 11, p. 221. 

In the Mbh. VI ,  7, 273 Sudariana is the name of a continent and 
of the Jambu tree on mount Meru, but no mention is made of it as a 
town; in R. 11, 52, 96, and IV, 40, 47 SudarSana is the name of a pond 
and of one mountain R. IV, 44, 23. In Mbh. Sudharmz is the Hall of 
Ysdavas given by the gods to K r ~ n a  (I,  220). 

Buddhist canotlical literature developed this scheme in various 
ways. A description of the paradise of the C2turrnahZr2jikas and Traya- 
strimia with its town and hall, with many precious gates and gardens, 
ponds and woods, with fruits of all sorts, garment-bestowing trees and 
the pdrzjdta-kovid6ra is found in the various treatises dealing with 
cosmography from the Shih chi ching, in the Chinese translation of 
DirghZgama (T. no I ,  chapters 18-22, chiefly pp. 130-I~I) ,  and the 
Ta Zou t 'an cking, T. no 23, chapters 8 ff., pp. 293 ff.; to the Ch'i shih 
ching T. no 24, chapter 7 and ff., p. 339, 341. Ch'i ihih yin pe^n chin2 
T. no 25, chapter 6 ff., pp. 396 ff. 

The  description contained in these texts is the most developed and 
it shows, for the first time, the topography of the Paradise. Let us 
briefly consider the description of the Trayastrimia, which is, so to 
say, the standard of all paradises. We shall base our summary upon 
the 20th chapter of the Dirghzgama, p. 130 ff. having recourse, when 
necessary, to  its parallel redactions. 

The  town of the gods Trayastrimia is on the top of the Sumeru, 
eight thousand yojanas long and wide. Its walls are sevenfold; it has 
seven rows of ramparts (prakara); seven railings (vedikdjda); seven 
rows of trees. Each door is guarded by five hundred divine beings 
(dvgre dvdre pa6taslatdni yak;dndm, devdndm traystrivid?urm drardsa- 
?z&tkanz, Div. p. 22-221). The order of the walls is the following: 

I )  golden wall 
2) silver wall 
3) crystal wall 
4) beryl wall 
5) coral wall 
6) emerald wall 
7) ~nrrsdroga/zln wall 

silver door 
golden door 
beryl door 
crystal door 
emerald door 
coral door 
door made of all sorts of jewels 
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Inside there is a smaller town of the same pattern as the larger 
one, with door guardians, etc. 

On the top of the ramparts there are precious vedikdjdda on which 
bells are suspended. The  relation of the vedihdj@Za to the bells is the 
same as before. 

As regards the golden trees, they have golden roots, golden bran- 
ches and silver leaves, flowers and fruits. So as regards crystal trees, 
beryl trees, coral trees, emerald trees and mus~iragadva trees. The seven 
walls have four doors; on the top of the sevenfold walls there are towers, 
belvederes, terraces, etc. Then there are groves, ponds with precious 
flowers of various colours, precious trees with luxuriant flowers and 
fruits. A perfumed wind rejoices the inhabitants, wonderful birds of 
various kinds sing beautifully. 

Inside that small town, in the middle, there is the palace of I 10 
p a  lung of which the same description is made. Inside that Sudargana 
town (though not so explicitly stated as before, it is the smaller town 
above described) there is the Sudharma-Hall; (same description, though 
shorter); its soil is of pure gold, its ceiling of beryl, in the middle there 
is a column under which there is the throne of Indral ,  made of seven 
jewels, as soft as a divine cloth. The description of the town is repeated 
for this hall. T o  the North of the hall Sudariana (sic, but one should 
expect Sudharma), there is the pavilion of Indra; same description. 

T o  the East of Sudariana Hall (sic) there is the Park Parusya with 
seven ranges of enclosures: same description as before. Inside there 
are two stone elevations called Bhadra and Subhadra. 

T o  the South the park Caitraratha: two stone elevations, one called 
Citra, another Sucitra. 

T o  the West the park Miiraka: two stones elevations, one called 
Sudariana, another Anusudariana. 

T o  the North the park Mahanandana: two stone elevations one 
called Nandana, one Mahanandana. 

Between the Pzrusya and Caitraratha, there is a lake called Nanda 
with pure waters; on its four sides there are four staircases; same descrip- 
tion. In  its middle four kinds of flowers grow: blue, ~e l low,  red, white; 
one flower with leaves one yojdna large; from its roots a juice flows, 

I A Hindu counterpart of this sevenfold range of walls or ramparts surrourlding 
the central palace where the god sits or, as it happens in the ~nandalic design, he is 
represented to sit, is found in HarivamSa whrrc the story of the t rawl  of Krsaa and 
Arjuna and a Brahman to the Northern country is narrated (9736). In this case too, 
seven mountains must be crossed, Jayanta, Vijayanta, Nila, Rajata, Meru, KailSsa, 
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as white as milk, its taste is like honey. Between the MiSraka and the 

MahZnandana there is a tree called plirijdla, Chou tu g 1. 

The  Ta Zou t'an ching p. 294 ff. follows the same scheme, though 
with greater details. The  town of the Trayastrimia on the top of Sumeru 

is called b t  Hsii t 'o yen, Sudariana; the order of the description 
is the following: doors, walls, trees custodians of the doors, house of 
AirZvana king of the nagas 2, pavilion of Indra with column and throne; 
then gardens: East, PZrusya a more detailed description is given (for 
instance of the trees yielding dresses etc.), Bhadra and Subhadra; South, 
Caitraratha Citra, Sucitra; West (in the text to the East of the palace 
of Indra (but it should be West), Miiraka; North, (but in the text = 

West) Nandana; Nanda and Uparanda 3 Pond Nanda- blue, red, yellow 
and white lotuses, as big as car wheel, juice as before. Between the 
gardens Nandana and Miiraka there is the tree PZrijHta, Chou kuo tu 

. The Ch'i rhih yin p l n  ching, p. 396, agrees fundamentally 
with the foresaid texts, 7 kinds of walls (instead of vedikZjZ/a, thcre 
is kinkinvdla); the trees are specified as being tda-trees. Inside thcre 
is the Sudariana equally descril~ed but the lengthy theme of the various 
substances of which doors, ramparts and trees are made is missing; 
I Za PO na is called " great dragon-elephant king ". Inside there is the 
SudharmZ hall: description as above. Columns and throne. On the 
four sides pavilions of minor gods. 

Gardens: 

East: P'o lu sha (in transcription); 
two great stones: Bhadra and Subhandra 

South: Caintraratha; 
I )  Caitra and 2 )  Sucitra 

West: Miiraka; 
Sudariana and small-Sudariana 

Indrakiita, after which a marvellous light is seen which is nothing else but Kpja 
himself. 

On the name of pzrijiita, pzriyatra see LIN Li-kouang, L'aid~'-?7zck~zoi~e a'€ Za 
vraie Zoi, p. 34, n. 8. 

a AirZva~ja is called in DA. " the dragon " Z u ~ g  I Zo jo. 
In the Ta Zou t'a7z chipig: I Zo j'u, king of the dragons. 
It) the Ch'i shih yin $:n ching: I Za $0 m, elephant king the great dragon. 
This can be explained supposing that the translator took N5ga (elepha~lt, 

snake-mountain) in the sense of snake. 

3 Nandana is % B, Nanda is transcribed Aran 5'0; Ho nan is Vpananda. 
Uvananda; Nandana as we saw is the grove of Kubera, Mbh. XI,  10. 
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North: Nandana; 
Nandana and Sunandana. 

Between the first and the second there is the lake Nanda with 
flowers, etc. Between the third and the fourth there is the great tree 
( P r i j t a ) .  T h e  description of these texts generally tallies with that 

contained in the Tibetan P~ajrZdpti (mfion, i) of which the analysis 
was given by L .  de L a  Vallbe Poussin. Therc are of course minor 
differences such as the insertion of Vaijayanti as the pavilions of Indra 
before SudharmZ; moreover the materials of which the walls of the 
towns and parks or the railings encircling the ponds are said to be made, 
are four jewels instead of the seven precious substances: fold, silver, 
beryl, crystal, etc. O n  the other hand the Li shih a p'i t'an Zun, T. 1644 
p. 181 ff., is an enlarged redaction of this last text and presents, so to 
say, a Puranic aspect: the book enters into many details and insists 
upon the happiness which the gods enjoy in their heaven. There is 
an ample description of the beauty of the celestial maidens and of the 
various kinds of sports with which they please the gods; the text chiefly 
insists upon the water-sports which they play in the ponds and lakes 
of the paradise. Since the description is generally given in extenso as 
regards SudarSana, Vaijayanta, Sudharma and the various parks and 
pleasure gardens, the text assumes a large proportion. Here also the 
materials of which the walls are made are said to be of four kinds: East 
gold, South silver, North beryl, West crystal; but regularly there are 
the nine rows of palm trees. 

The description of the Ch'i shz'h y in  pe"n ching and of the L i  shih 
a p ' i  t 'an Zun can therefore be considered as the extreme developments 
which the description of Paradises underwent; in HinayZna Buddhism 
they are mere variations of a central theme, which imagined the celestial 
residence as a series of square buildings, the one within the other, the 
centre being the pavilion of Indra. 

As regards minor details, it should be noted that though the scheme 
of a fourfold series of gardens is a common lore of the Indian concep- 
tion of paradises, such a series is to Buddhism. Jiitaka VI, 
p. 278, Vsm., p. 424 (Nandann.; Mis.; Phcl~ussa-vanidisu), Div. p. 194, 
Mhv. I p. 32 etc.). 

The  only Hindu writer who mentions a list closc to that of the 
Buddhists is Vyiisa who comnlenting upon Pataiijali I11 26 (Wood's 

I On this text and the Ch. TN Loll L'na C/~ir?<y, ,cc I , I N  1.1-KOUXNC:, L 'Q~~ ' -~?ZL ' -  
nzoire de Cn vrnie loi, p. I 28. 
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transl. p. 256), enumerates four gardens, MiSravana, Nandana, Cai- 
traratha and SumZnasa, substituting the last one for Pzrusya. 

As regards the names of those gardens, special mention of Caitra- 
ratha should be made: this name occurs as Cittalatzvana in J .  VI. p. 
278 and elsewhere (for other references see Malalasekera, Dict. s.v.). 
It  was so called from CittZ, the wife of Magha, and on account of the 
various creepers of different colours which grows in it I .  But in Sanskrit 
it becomes caitra-ratha, pgli Zati giving place to ratha, the usual mean- 
ing of this word being " car,, .  But if we compare the various Chinese 
redactions, we find that the DA and the Ta Zou t'an ching call it " plea- 
sure-diversified "; both suppose an original caitraratha, where ratha 
is intended as ratha < ram pleasure, joy, which is far more appropriate 
for a pleasure garden. In the Tibetan LokaprajZapti, p. 37, it is called 
Sin r ta  sna ts'ogs; the Lotsgva intended therefore ratha as " car l '  S iA  

rta, but this is contradicted by the explanation of the names given in 
that text: " Why is the name of this pleasure garden i in rta sna ts'ogs? " 
It  is replied: " in the pleasure garden there are various ponds and trees 
and leaves and flowers, and fruits and clothes and ornaments and divine 
maidens and with these the 32 gods always disport themselves and take 
pleasure l ' .  This therefore implies that the authors of these books did 
not interpret ratha as car but as pleasure; the Chinese translation agrees 
with them =. 

We may then come to the conclusion that the description of the 
paradises as contained in the texts referred to became, in the course 
of time, so standardized that nobody dared to alter its scheme; always 
we meet only with various modulations of the same theme (f.e. Sad- 
d h a ~ ~ n a s m r t y u p a t h d ? ~ ~ ) .  

I Their counterpart is e.g. Ketumati, where at  the time of king h k h a ,  Alaitreya 
will be born. The description of this place fully corresponds to that of Uttarakuru 
with which it is in fact compared in one of the Chinese versions of the story; LEUMANN, 
Maitreyasamiti, Strassburg, 1919, p. 246; cf. 12-13, p. 230. p. 246; cf. p. 12-13, p. 230, 
p. 246 ff. p. 2228 ff (Chinese translation). The town is mdde ofsmrt jacaels; no dust, 
no impurity; when any impurity appears. the earth opens and swallows it; no difference 
of day and night is there on account of some jewelled pillars emanating light all over 
the place; no robbers and no evil-doers; ponds of precious water; birds of pleasing voice; 
sweet-smelling trees yielding wonderful fruits, canopy of jewels which, when shaken 
by wind, produce pleasant sounds. The rice grows there spontaneously; gold and jewels 
are to be found on the soil; the surface of this is even like that of a mirror. Dresses are 
yielded by the trees (cf. DN 111, 75). Cf. the description of Amaravati in Rlbh. III ,qg .  

Caitraratha may be deri\-ed from Citraratha, as the garden of Citraratha, the 
Gandh9rva king. 
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If these paradises were projected upon a horizontal plane, they 
would look like the surface of a mandala; the four CZturmaharajika 
of the lower heaven correspond to the guardians of the four quarters, 
viz. the custodians of the four doors; the Trayastrimias occupy the 
central surface containing the royal palace: in the middle the throne 
of Indra is placed, as the king of the gods, devinim Indra; near the 
throne there is the column which is a symbol of the axis mundi; the 
central point of the cosmos and the ideal source both of space and 
time. 

In  order to reach the center one must pass through the seven walls; 
this is not only a linear progression but an ascension to the zenith, the 
" motore immobile l ' .  The  person who reaches it, being identified with 
it, has overcome space and time, is united with the source: so also the 
Buddha who makes his seven steps, sapta-pddini Kramati proclaims 
himself to be the elder of the world I .  

On the other hand it is evident that the scheme of these paradises 
is conceived on the same pattern, as the town of the Cakravartin, for 
instance Dipavati, Mhv. I, p. 294; Indrapattana (42) Ibid. 111, 227; 

Div. 221: square, seven rows of walls, palace in the middle of the same 
design, doors on each wall, rows of trees, gardens in the four corners 
of the central palace; throne in the middle. One of the leit-motifs of 
the description both of paradises and of the town of Cakravartin is the 
recurrence of the number seven: 

7 rows of walls, 
7 rows of vedikijdda, 
7 rows of trees, 
7 jewels, 
7 yojana in the circumference of the pdrzjita, etc. 

These seven rows of walls have been compared by J .  Przyluski 
and by P. Mus with the seven walls of Ecbatana: in the latter case their 
planetary homology can hardly be doubted; but in the Indian tradition 
this planetary significance remains in the background, in the sense 
that we cannot state in a definite manner that the seven walls were 
universally taken as corresponding to the list of the seven planets; this 
was rather accepted as a myth more than as a theory supported by a 

clear consciousness of its astrological implications (P. Mus, Barabuduy, 
p. 354). But it is a fact that the seven walls are said to Ile cornposed 

I hI. ELIADE, Sajtu judcini kmmnti, in Muxrhi Dianzo)zd Jt~bil~e crnlz7)ze7/Lo- 

ration volunze, Part I, in B/zci~atqu vidyri, I X ,  p. I 80. 
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of seven different precious materials, in so far as they are suggestive 
of some colours, viz. of particular cosmic equivalences. Inspite of an 
occasional different order, the list of the metals or stones of which the 
walls are made is generally the same. 

DA. 
gold 
silver 
splia&irda, rock crystal Ta Zou t'an ching and Ch'i shih ching 
va id~rya  cat's eye f invert the order 
ZohitamuRta 
aimagarbha Ta Zou t'an ching and Ch'i shih cliing invert the 
musdragazva 

DN. I 1  I 71 tows of tdla trees are Mhv. I ,  p. 194 tdla-trees are of: 
equally of: 

gold gold 
silver silver 
veluriya 
rock crystal 
Zohitalika 
musdrugalba 
of all sorts of jewels 

murdta 
vai&Zrj~a 
rock crystal 
musrZragaZva 
ZohitiRa. 

But if it is clear that this sequence of materials is implicitly a 
sequence of colours, nevertheless the relation between the two is not 
evident in every point since the identification of certain stones is subject 
to doubt: Lohita or ZohitunzuRta, is not " ruby " but almost certainly 
a coral, a jewel which is found in the sea as Chinese c'u clearly shows 
(cfr. Vinaya 11. 238); in this case therefore the colour should be red. 
ASmagarbha has been taken as emerald by Finot (Les Zapidaires i?ZdZ'tvzs, 
p. X I X )  or a defect of sapphire, therefore green (p. 163). On mzrsd- 
ragalva see S .  K .  Chatterji, Sonze EtywzoZogiral ~zoks, in Vol. of Indian t r ? d  

Iranian studies presented to Si?? E.  De?ziso7z Ross, p. 71. H e  takes this 
word to be of Chinese origin; but certainly it is not " a kind of coral "; 
it is supposed to be amethyst, violet; vai4z7cta and iphntika are of 
ambiguous colours I .  

Leaving the name of the stone in the dubious cases we have the 
following equivalence: 

I Even this list became stereotyped and is met even where no relation is irnp1ic.d 
with the place of a town or a paradise for instance S U k h a v a t i v y ii h a. p. 38, 
gold, silver, vuidrig~a, sjltqlika, n~uscira, lohiz'a, ahagurbh.  
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Gold colour-silver colour-rock crystal- cat's e ~ e - r e d - ~ r ~ ~ ~  
(aimagarbha) - violet (musdragalva). 

In  the works on RatnaparTk~d or in the astrological works we find 
explicitly stated that there exists a connection between Planets and 
stones, or Planets and colours. T o  give a few examples: in Agastimata 
(Finot, op. cit., p. 133) we notice the following correspondence: 

Sun ruby 
Moon pearl 
Mars coral 
Mercury emerald 
Jupiter topaze 
Venus diamond 
Saturnus sapphire 

(Cf. ibid., p. I 7 5 Navaratna-pariksi). 

This equivalence is also found in later works, such as the ]&aka- 
pirzjdta by VaidyZnZtha, 11, 2 I .  

Sun ruby 
Moon pearl 
Mars coral 
Mercury emerald 
Jupiter topaze 
Venus diamond 
Saturn sapphire 

Cf. Phaladipikd 11, 29 of Mantreivara (XVIth C.) copying entirely from 
the first. 

In  the Brhadjdtakrl 11, 4-5 the equivalence is extended to colours. 

Sun 
Moon 
Mars 
Mercury 
Jupiter 
Venus 
Saturnus 

copper colour 
white 
red 
green 
yellow 
of various colours 
black 

This list is not identical in all its parts but anyhow very similar 
to that of the colours of the x p o p a ~ k w v ~ ~  of the walls of Ecbatana, 
especially if this last is read in the inverted order (Herodotus I, 98): 
white- black- purple (rpo~vix~o~) -blue aavSckpax~vo~ (H. G. Liddel and 
R. Scott, A GfpeeR-English Lexi~on: of orange colour. M. A. Bailly, 
Dict. grec-fi-.: arsenic-red) -silver -gold. 
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Both lists, the Indian and the Greek, find their counterpart in the 
Hellenistic Lapidaries, for instance in the book of Llamigeron Evax 
(J.  Bidez, F. Cumont, Les Mages Heie'nisks, vol. I ,  p.  rgs), where a 
correspondence of precious stones with planets and implicitly with 
colours is contained. 

Chrysolitus Sun 
astroseZinus (aphro-) Moon 
haewzutites Mars 
ceraunius Jupiter 
medicos Venus 
arabicus Mercury 
ostrachitus (ostracitis) Saturnus 

Here the same doubts as with the Indian list are met, if one wants 
to draw a sequence of colours from the sequence of the stones. 

I t  may be objected that the number seven is a sacred number 
already in Vedic literature and that many groups of scven things are 
to be found in it; the sun is also said to be of seven rays (saptardmi); 
but no list of seven jewels is there found nor is there any connection 
in Vedic literature between this sevenfold classification and the seven 
planets supported by any established fact; the se\?en planets are in fact 
unknown in the Vedas; moreover, the reference to the seven jewels 
of the walls surrounding the heaven of the Trayastrimia is not a generic 
indication of precious things of which those buildings are made, just 
as it may be the case with the stzipa referred to in Saddharma-pu~darika; 
in this case the seven jewels of which that stzipa is composed only mean 
that all the precious things contained in that classical group of seven 
things are therein collected in such a way as to make the stzipa itself 
the most precious among the precious things, as the synthesis of all 
of them. O n  the contrary, in the cases of these paradises, theimportant 
fact upon which the texts insist, is not so much the material itself, but 
the succession of these materials, in the general plan of heaven, the 
structure of the place as a whole. The accent namely is not on the 
accumulation of the precious things, but on the order in which they 
follow each other, as to give a significance to the divine city. 

So even if the correspondence of the seven walls of the Buddhist 
paradises and of the town of the Cakravartin with the planets is not 
plainly stated 1)y the sources known to me, the development of such 
an equation as found in the astrological texts and in its Iranian and 
Hellenistic survivals leaves little doubt that a ~ l a n e t a r y  classification 
was at the Ixisis of that scheme. 



According to  B. Rowland Jr., Stzrdzs in the Buddhist Art of 

Bint iy in :  the BocGhisattva of Group E, in A r t  a n d  Thought issued in 
honour of D r .  A .  K. Coomzraswamy, London 1947, p. 46 '' the bodhi- 
sattva painted on the soffit of the niche that shelters the smallest statue 
of a seated Buddha " represents this Bodhisattva " seated on a rainbow 
of seven colours that,  at the same time, serves as the aureole of the 
sculptured figure below l ' .  

T h e  author there compares this rainbow with the seven gems of 
the stGpa alluded to  by Saddharma-punQarika and already connected 
b y  Kern, SBE X X I ,  p. 227, no I with the seven planets. But as can be 
seen by the plate no 10 of Wall-paintings of India,  Central Asia and 
CeyZon, by the same author, Boston 1938, the coloured stripes of this 
so called rainbow, are eight and not seven, viz. an exact duplication 
of a series of four coloured bands: yellow, blue, pink and black. So in 
this case no conclusion can be drawn regarding a connection between 
the colours of a sevenfold rainbow and planets. 

It  is not surprising if during their long peregrination some equiva- 
l e n c e ~  in the sevenfold scheme were altered and if in India, whither 
they came from abroad, their original planetary background was often 
forgotten or fell into the background, only to reappear again, as we 
saw, in later astrological works. But India is not the only country where 
those ideas were introduced, because even in the Hellenistic world we 
find parallel reflexes of an identical theme. Therefore though those 
ideas, having grown in different surroundings and being no longer 
vitally connected with the well-organized system by which they were 
inspired, lost in some cases their original meaning, still certain aspects of 
the Indian mythography connected with the paradises find their expla- 
nation when compared with some western theories which are other off- 
shoots of the same root and met with a greater success than in India. 

There is no doubt that a part from their planetary connection, the 
seven walls of the paradises or of the town of the Cakravartin represent 
seven progressive passages from the outside to the very centre of the 
sacred place: in other words, they must have had some mystic impli- 
cation. Being stages on the way to the highest sanctity (cf. the story 
of Arjuna's travel referred to above p. 32 n. I ) ,  thcy cannot havc a 
purely architectural significance; this is excluded by the symbolism 
of their colours and of the materials of which they are made. They 
look like fragments of a system which, being transfcrrecl to other sur- 
roundings, lost its original significance. But this sevenfold range of 
walls of the India mythology may be better undel-stood if compared 
with the seven spheres through which the souls of the dead must succes- 
sively pass, according to the I-Iellenistic gnosis: each sl,hcl-c in that 
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system corresponds to a planet and is guarded by an d i p ~ o v  (Cumont, 
Die OrientaZischen Redigionen, p. I I 5 ,  2 70. Id. Recherches sur  le sym- 
bolisme funlraire des Ronzains, p. I 39 ff. Cf. the seven palaces of seven 
different colours representing the seven climes in which the seven mai- 
dens are lodging in the Hajt  Payrkar of Nizami). 

It is a well established fact that this sevenfold scheme into which 
cosmology divides the universe, the classes of gods, the walls of the 
paradises and of the city of the Cakravartin represents something new 
in India (Kirfel, Kosmognz$hie, p. 3 I ,  32). In ancient times only three 
spheres of existence were known and five successive plans were said 
to exist along the slopes of Meru upon which towered the town of Indra 
(Naga, Suparna, Danava and RPksasa, Yaksa, Mahgrgjika, Ibid., p. 
I 88). I t  is therefore reasonable to think that the plan of the royal city 
as well as that of the paradises, both based on a sevenfold partition, 
was introduced into India at the same time along with new cosmolo- 
gical ideas which changed the older and simpler theories concerning 
the world and its structure. 

The origin of these new ideas should be found in Mesopotamia 
where the heavens were in fact seven (Meissner, Babydonien und Assirien, 
Kzlturgeschichtdiche BibZiothek, vol. 4, p. 108) and the Cosmic moun- 
tain after having been divided into four quarters was then divided into 
seven quarters running concentrically round that mountain (ibid. p. I I I ,  
Jensen KosmoZogie der BabyZonier, p. 163 ff. For India see P. Mus 
Barab@ur p. 320); but it is most probable that the actual introduction 
of these ideas into India took place through an Iranian medium. (Cf. 
J .  Przyluski, La  vile du  Cakravartin, Influences babydniennes sur la 
civiZisation de Z'Z?zde, in Rocznirk Orjentalistyczny, 1929, p. 65. Id. Les 
sept puissances divines dam Z'Inde et Z'Zran. Revue d'Histoire et de 
Phidosophie religieuses, I 938, p. 500 ff. Id. Les sept puissances divines 
en Grke, ibid.,  p. 255. P. MUS, op. cit., p. 329 ff.). 

Not only then the ancient notions concerning the structure of the 
world, and the architecture of the heavens underwent a great change, 
but quite probably, as shown by J. Przyluski (La Ze'gende de Z'Empereur 
Ayorka, p. 142 ff. and p. 176 ff.) even the hells were conceived in a 

I As regards the three heavens in the Vedic culture (two of Savitr, one of Yarna), 
cf. KEITH, The Religion and Philosop/ry of the Vedns d?zd UpdmfUsMs, p .  407-408, 
p. 410. So also three hells. 

The reference to the seven worlds Saptaloka contained in Mundaka-uj is gene- 
rally considefed to be a later addition, in a book which cannot be included among 
the oldest Upanisad. HERTEL, Afzd?~daka-uj., p. 64 f f .  KEITH, Th Religion a d  P&- 
losop/ty of t/te Vedm d7td Cyanishzds, p. 503. 



different way. When this happened it is difficult to state: but it seems 
reasonable to assume that since it is not unlikely that these ideas sea- 
ched India through an  Iranian medium, this new schcme of the world 
based upon a sevenfold structure could hardly spread into the Indian 
world before the conquests of Darius. This should be certainly talCen 
as a relative and vague terminus post quem, because, cosmic theories 
being strictly connected with religion, are likely to find some resistance 
and usually proceed very slowly; it is therefore logical to believe that 
it took a long time before they succeeded in superseding the original 
views. Whatever might have been, it is useless to ask whether the plan 
of the city of the Cakravartin influenced that of the Paradises or vice- 
versa; the two notions are strictly related, the palace of the king being 
normally conceived as the earthly counterpart or a projection of heaven. 

This scheme was to have a long history; we find it faithfully 
reproduced in the design of the mandala, which is essentially a minor 
projection of a celestial sphere and at the same time a psycho-cosmo- 
grame reproducing through symbols the basic forces at play in the 
universe, urging it to manifestation and then conveying it again to a 
reintegration in the primeval unity. But the seven walls, in the hori- 
zontal surface of the ma&ada, are reduced to five on account of the 
coming to the foreground of the old Indian quinary classification which 
permeates the philosophical and the gnostic schools, from Salikhya to 
Vajrayana. W e  may  conclucle that the standard description of the 
paradises was the result of the blending together on one side of an ideal 
projection of the golden age in the distant and imaginary country of 
the Hyperboreans, the Uttarakuru, and on the other of certain ideas 
concerning their architecture and plan which were introduced from 
thc West. The  first element being essential and quite Indian in its origin 
was bound to develop and to be modulated in different ways: the other 
affected only the notions concerning the external aspect or the structure 
of those paradises, its mechanism not being always understood in its 
proper meaning. Anyhow such a notion of heavens which then slowly 
grew in India survived even outside Buddhism. We find it again with 
great details in the Puranas which, as I had the occasion to show some 
years ago I ,  present, in some cases, certain striking analogies with the 
cosmological books of the Buddhists; so the conclusion seems to be 
justified that these portions, common to 130th I~ooks, go back to a 

fundamental nucleus dcaling with the creation of the world, the dcscrip- 
tion of the same and the royal genealogies. This description, literarily 

I G. TUCCI, A jrojosi to deL Purd?zujdEcahk~apa, RSO,  vol. XI  I ,  p. 108. 



shaped into a stereotyped form, developed certain themes which ;ire 
constantly met in different redactions. It is therefore to be expected 
that the analogy of conception and the same theological theories sug- 
gested similar problems 110th to Buddhist and to Hindu schools. It 
was for instance agreed that paradises as pure and blissful lands canriot 
be contaminated by death or other impurities. How can then creatures 
subject to death as birds are, be found in these paradiscs, as it is a 
common theme in every description of them? Their corpses, when thcy 
die, would pollute the paradise itself. It  was then replied Ily theolo- 
gians that, at that very moment, a wind comes and takes them away 
(Lin Li-kouang L'Aidc-nzLnzoire de Za vraie Zoz, p. 39). Just in the sarnc 
way Hindu tradition states that when the Apsaras, reincarnated in the 
Uttarakuru, die, the Bhusunda birds carry their bodies away. In thcre- 
fore appears that dogmatists met in both schools with the same diffi- 
culties and cleared them away with analogous subtleties. T o  come back 
to the SukhZvati, it is clear that it does not contain anything new as 
regards the notion of a paradise and its construction. The SukhZvati 
is the projection into Buddhist soteriology of current ideas concern- 
ing paradises, an embellished and amplified repetition of the different 
divine abodes which Buddhist cosmology placed along the terraces of 
the Meru up to the very summit of the material existence. They repre- 
sented successive stages of a progressive bliss and purity, were transi- 
tory forms of existence whose notion was drawn from the traditional 
religious lore; they were, so to say, the Buddhist interpretation of a 
pan-Indian cosmological scheme adapted to the new soteriology. The 
difference was that the Sukhgvati (and its derivations like the Vaidti- 
r yanirbhasa of B h a i ~ a j  yaguru: y&irii SuRh~vati-lokndhdtus t(Zd.rSi; Blzai- 
~ajyagurusZtra, p. 8. 113.) was a kingdom of perennial bliss. It is 
not the abode of transient gods, but the realm of a Buddha. It repre- 
sents a revolution in Buddhism: in so far as the law of karma was ruled 
out: the grace of God takes the upperhand. This is the only essential 
novelty represented by the SulthZvati. 

Moreover, the extra-temporal and extra-spacial nirvanic state which 
transcends all description, being the other plane beyond the bhrzvwa 
viz. the extreme limit of existence, gives now way to a condition of 
Bliss which can be described and located. 

India, as we saw, already knew these lands of the Blessed, some 
of which, like the Vishnuite Vaikuntha, were to be in future the object 
of much detailed description. But if it happened that this ancient lore 
crept into Buddhism and even altered, to a certain extent, its funda- 
mental notions, that was probably the consequence of the diasporrr of 
Buddhism towards the North Western countries, which, followring the 
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events of history, caused a successful contact between India and a 

foreign cultural world. 
This is what recent investigation is making every day clearer, as 

can be gathered by the very good " mise au point " which was made 
with the usual lucidity by A. Foucher in his book, La vieille route de 
I'Ipcde de Bactres ci Taxila. Just as the diffusion of Buddhism in the 
country roughly corresponding to modern Afghanistan was the cause 
of a great innovation in art, it could have also been responsible for some 
changes in the dogmatical structure of Buddhism; and to ascertain this 
will be the scope of future research 

ON THE TIBETAN CYCLL OF ARHATS 

What I have said on the Hva  gan a propos the 16 Arhats (Tibetan 
Painted Scrolls, p. 558) is not exact. 

The  Hva San is well known in China as Pu tai Ho shang, whose 
history has been investigated in detail by Lessing, Yung-Ho-Kung 
(Repmts from the scientzjc expedition to the Nwth- Western provinces 
of China under the kaderslizps of Sven Hedin, vol. IS), Stockholm 
1942, p. 21. The  late introduction of Hva  gan into Tibet, as stated at 
p. 561 can be maintained until new elements force us to change 
this view. 

Moreover the connection of Pu tai Ho  shang with Ch'an schools 
is as well established a fact as that of Dharmatala with the same trend 
of thought: this is another argument in favour of the diffusion of Ch'an 
doctrines in ancient Tibet, of which we have good documents, as already 
pointed out by me (ibid., p. 615 n. 252) and will shortly be supported 
with new material. So it seems to me that a Ch'an list of the 18 arhats 
entered Tibet in early times; in this list besides Dharmatala there was 
an unknown personage referred to at  p. 561; this latter perhaps, after 
the fifth Dalai Lama, gave place to the Pu tai Ho  shang introduced 
from China and wrongly attributed to the period of the Ming dynasty. 

P. 557. The dates of Klu mes in p. 557 are wrong; the man is the 
same referred to at p. 83 and the dates there estalllished seem to bc the 
exact ones. 

P. 718. Column a,  1. third line from the end: read " tail " instead 
of " ear ". 
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One of the fundamental moments in the process by  which the 
Bodhisattva enters in " the other plane " is the so-called iiraya-parivrti  
" the revolution of the support ". As "support" is here intended the 
paratantra nature of mind and mental states -citta and caitasika-which 
is essentially bivalent: it can in fact be conducive to sams&ra, which 
is the realm of parikalpita, the purely imaginative process, as well as 
to nirvd?za which is of the nature of parinispa?zna, the pure state unaffec- 
ted by any imagination of representative thought. As soon as the intui- 
tion of the inimaginability of things, or of the absolute shines in the 
mind of the Bodhisattva, the s & ~ R k S i k a  or samsaric aspect of the 
dependent mental process comes to an end but the pure aspect, thc 
absolute, the parinispanna, in other words the nirvanic plane, takes 
the place of the former. The revolution, which is in this way accompli- 
shed and which is here synthesized according the YogHcHra point of 
view (L a il k S v a t 2 r a p. 202 = cittam d!-iyavinirmukta?p svabhiva- 
dvayavarjitam Lfrayasya pardv!.ttim vadinzy nham; for other references, 
S ii t r H l a n k H r a IX, 12-17; T r i m S i k H p. 27; L a  ValKe Poussin, 
Siddhi p. 667-61 2, 661-667; Lamotte, L a  Somme du Grand Ve'hicule, 
vol. I, p. 57 notes with bibliographical references p. 16, vol. I1 p. 235, 
2 59 fll. etc.) is called diraya-pardv!-tti. 

The  Tantras which, in their dogmatical part, tried to combine the 
criticism of the Mgdhyamika with the idealism of the Yogiicara, have 
also dealt with this problem which tries to elucidate how a man realizes 
within himself the perfect nature, the samatd, the identity with the 
Buddha. Among the Tantric passages dealing with this fundamental 
point of Buddhist mysticism, one specially deserves, for its clarity, our 
attention. It opens the very important commentary on the Khasama- 
Tantra written by RatnSkaraiZnti. Ratn~kara iant i  is well known as 
one of the most active thinkers and writers of declining Buddhism. 
Equally versed in dogmatics and tantric mysticism he is the author 
of many works of which only the Afztarvy~pti was, up to now, known 
as extant in its Sanskrit original (edited by Haraprasada Shastri in 
Bibliotheca Indica; cf. S. Ch. Vidyabhushana, History of I?zdia?r Logic, 
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p. 342 and f.; Griinwedel, Edelsteinmine, p. 1 0 1 ,  106; Taranatha, 
Schiefner, Geschichte des Buddhismus, p. 2 3 5). 

In Nepal I found two manuscripts of this commentary of Ratnz- 
karaSZnti on the Khasamatantra. One is a palm-leaf manuscript to 
judge from the characters, of the XIVth  or XV century; the other is 
a paper manuscript. It will not be without interest to publish here the 
discussion of the Tantric teacher on the is'rayaparav~tti which involves 
a130 many important points concerned with the " bodies of the Buddha ". 

The text is here edited along with the Tibetan translation contained 
in bsTan 'gyur, sDe dge ed. vol. Va, p. I 53 a-I 54 a, compared with 
sNar t'an, vol. XI1 pp. 165 a-166a1.  

Ihu vajradharo bkitgavin sarvabun'dhindm bodhih 1 s i  crLSrayapar6- 
v~ t t i l ak sa~d  2 I i irayah Sariyam I sa t e ~ i m  trividlzafi I 

Tatra cittasuntinaZak~an~syi.Fray~sya yivat  simRkSikadharntabiji- 
n i m  tadvasdndnd??z dausthuZyikhyindrn idhdras tivad ilayikhyasya paS- 
c id  iryamirgena ni;prapaficenu cirabhivitena taszm parik~ayid andla- 
yihhyasya satah p~ati;fiid~/zabhogani~bhis&nim vzj'fiaptinim itare;i? 
ca simkZeSikdndr(z dharmdndm utpann8nim as tawamid  anutpannind??z. 
cityantam anutpidit  tenitman6 nivrt t iniyamu~ I viiuddhagaganopamena 
t u  ni;prapaficena prakiiitmand 'nantena pravrttiniyanzah pariv!.ttih 1 sd 
bz~dd/zdnim dau;~huZyiSrayapa~dvrtti~ 3 I saiva t e ~ i m  aniiravo dhitur 
ucyate l ani i rav in im buddhadharmindm bijudharatvdt l so 'p i  rndrgas 
te;dr(z dirayah I tusya pariv~t t i r  Zaukikena r~peni tyant ik t  niv!.ttih I lokot- 
tare?za cityantikena pravrttih 1 sarvadharmatathatipi tes&n iirayah ( tasya 
pdrZv[ttir igantukasarviva~a~aviSuddhir ityuntiki l yeyam buddhdndm 
ddu;.thuZydSrayusya mirgis'rayasya tathatiiruyasya pariv!.ttih saizla tesdm 
bodhih ( saiva dharmak&yaji buddhadha~mi~dvz  k iya  is'raya iti krtvd 
svdbhdvikak~ya ity ucyate I tathatiprakiiayoh svarz7pe 't-vantanz avasthd- 
n i t  1 fad ayam 6uddhabodhilak;a~o bhagavdn vajradharith I prakrtyd kha- 
samah prakrtir asyu svibhivikah kiyah I tena khasama eva nirdbhisd- 
nuntusuviSuddhuprukdS6nd~ tathatisvabhivatvit ( simbhogikena yady spy 
dkdravaicitryid yathikdmm naiva khasamah I tathipi yathipratibhisam 
khasama eva ( dharmakdyo h i  khasamena tattvena dharmin anivrtto 
ynubhavati sambhogakiyas tathaivu paricchinatti I anubhavasya ni~yan- 
datvdt I hatham ca paricchinatti I grihyagrihaka-tatpratibkisininz asatta- 
yd paricchedit l biZdna??z gha.tidyanu6havaniryando niirayah sattayi l 
yathd bdldnam ghu{dkdrah patiyin anubhnvah sattijalpanum antarendpi 

I D. = sDe dge: N = sNar t'ail. 
a Cf. Mad/y&ztavibhigntffin (Yamaguchi) p. 84 1. 21-22. 

3 Cf. S12trZIanku;ra IX.  14. 



sattayaiva paricchinatti prdktananiiraydbhydsavdsavdsa?zdbaZdt tathd bud- 
dhdndm ajaZpo ' p i  sa?bhogakdj/aF svam dkdram asattdyaiva paricchi- 
natti 1 saiva paricchedab pratibhdsaiabdendtra v ivak~i tah  I dvividho hi 
pratibh&sah sumvedanam u p a l a k ~ a n a m  ca I tasmi t  sambhogakdyo ' p i  
buddhdndm ya thdpra t ibhdsa  khasama eva I nirnzEnakdyas tu suturcm 
khasamah I nzdycEI&drair a p i  svayam nirmitasya puru~dder  ~sat tayaiva 
pariccheddt I sa ca vajradharo janakah survabuddhdndm 1 te ' p i  khasan~ds 
t an  n i~yanda tv6d  iti siddhdntah I 

Va. 153, a. N .  na ( X I I )  165 a. 

'd i r  bco7n Zdan 'das rdo rje 'dsin pa ni I sans rgyas rnams k y i  byan c'ub 
ste I de yan  rten yons su  gyur  pa ' i  mtsla?z fiid do l rten ni [us so I de yaA 
n a m  $U gsunz ste I de Za sems k y i  rgyun g y i  mts'an Cid k y i  rten ji srid 
k u n  nas fion mons pa can g y i  c'os k y i  sa bon de'i  bag c'ags rnams ky i  
te I gnas hau Zen Ees bya ba'i rtcn de svid Run g i i 'o  I p'yis 'p 'ags pcz'i 
l a m  p'ros pn wzed pn y u n  rifi d u  bsgonzs pn mnnzs  k3,i.s' k ~ l z  gZ ig?~as  
dan  Zus dan  dons spyod d u  snah bai rnanz par ies pa de yons su zad pa 
dan  I g ian  yan  k u n  nas Con nzons pa can g y i  c'os skyes pa rnams nub 
pa dan  m a  skyes pa r7zams Sin tu m i  skye pa' i  bdag n'id n i  Zdog pa lies 
pa'o ( I  53, 6)  I n a m  mk'a' rfzam. par dag pa Zta bu spros pa med f a  7-nb 
tu gsaZ ba'i bdag Gid mt'a' yas ['jug] pa'i  lies pa ste l yolis su  gyur  pa 3 

de ?z i  sans rgyas rnams k y i  gnas nan Zen g y i  4 rten yons su gyur  pa'o I 
de yan  de rnalns k y i  zag pn nzed pa' i  k 'ams su brjod par bya ste I sn;is 
rgyas k y i  zag pa nzed pa'i  c'os m a n f s  k y i  sa bon 'dsin pa ' i  p 'y ir  ro ( de 
yan  de r?za?ns k y i  5 Zanz g y i  rten te 6 1 dc yolis szr gyur  pa 7 z i  ' j tg rten pts'i 
it0 bo Sin t7c  /dog pa dan  I yig rten /as 'dns pa yaiz Sin t z~  Yug pa'o I c'os 
t'anzs cud k y i  de bzin Zid kyaiz de T ~ L ~ ~ I Z S  k y i  rten y i n  Za ( de yens su gjlrlr 
$a n i  gdo bur g y i  sgrib f a  t'anzs cad Sin tu m a m  par dag pa'o I gaA sans 
rgyas k y i  gnas *an Zen g_yi rten dan  I l a m  g y i  rten daii I de b2in Eid &i 
rten yons s z ~  gyur  pa'o I de fiid de 7-nams k y i  byan c'zcb dnli ( de 17id 
c'os k y i  sku dan  I saizs g-gyas k y i  c'os rnanzs k y i  sku'i  rten i e s  byu Ein 
ran  b5in g y i  skzc des brjod par bya ste I de bEin Eid dan I 1-ab t u  gsnl 

I D, N: kyis 
a The plural in T, is not supported by the Sanskrit. 
3 D always 'gyur )a. 
4 N gyis. 
5 N kyiyis. 
N de. 
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ba'i ran b2in g y i  no bor ;in tu gnas pa'i p'yir ro I de n i  'dir safis rgyas 
k y i  byan c'ub k y i  mts'an iiid bcom Zdan 'das rdo rje 'dsin pa'i rah hiin 
gyis  nam mk'a' den miiam pa'o 1 ran b2in n i  'dir ran biin gyi  ~ k ~ ' ~  ( dr 
Zta bas na  nam mk'a' dak miiam pa fiid de 1 snan ba med pa mtia' yas 
pa Sin tu rnam par dag pa rab tu gsaZ ba dan I de bBin %id kyi rah hiin 
y i n  pa'i  p'yir ro I Zohs spyod rdsogs pas n i  gun yan rnum pu sna tsiogs 
pa'i  p'yir rnam pa ji Zta ba bZin g y i  nam mk'a' dah mn'am pa n i  ma yin 
Za 1 ' on  kyan ji Zta ba b2in snan bu'i nam mk'a' dali ?n.flam pa 6id I G'OS 

k y i  sku nam mb'a' dan miiam pa'i de k'o na iiid k y i  c'os de [mams] sgrib 
pu med pa iiams su myon Za 1 dons spyod rdsogs pa'i  skus de biin du yolis 
su gcod I pa Gams su myoli ba dan rgyu mt 'un  pa'i p'yir ro I j i  Ztar na 
de b2in d u  yons su gcod pa y i n  Be nn Igzun dan 'dsin pa der snan ba vned 
par yons su gcod pa'i p'yir ro I ' d i  Zta ste byis pa rnams kyis bum pa la 
sogs pa iia7ns su myon ba dan rgyu mt 'un  pa nes pa ( I  54, a) yod pa dai~ 
ji Ztar byis pa rnnms kyis 2 bunz pa' i  m a m  pa Sin t u  gsaZ bar n'avns su 
my of^ ba [yod pal @id brjod pa dan braZ ba Za yod pa  id dz~ yons su gcod 
de I snon ties pai bag c'ags k y i  stobs Zus so I de biin d u  sans rgyas mams 
kyis brjod pa med kyan ZOAS spyod rdsogs pa'i  sku rnli g i  rnam pa ~ned 
pa iiid yolis su gcod pa'o I yolis su gcod pa de @id rab t u  snaft bai sgras 3 

bind par bya'o (rab tu snun ba ni rnam pu giiis (yali  dag pa'i  rig pa daiz 
iie bar mts'on pa'o I de'i p'yir 4 ZORS spyod rdsogs pa'i sku yan suns rgyas 
ky i  snan ba ji Zta bi in nam mk'a' dan m7Zum pa %id do 1 SPYUZ pa'i skzr 
yali Sin tu nam mk'a' dali m%am pa ste ( sgyu ma' i  mk'as 5 pas kyah 
rali gis spruZ pa'i sku Za sogs pa med pa yons su gcod pa'o I de yan rdo 
vje 'dsin pa sans rgyas t 'ams cud skye bar byed pa'o I de dag kyah nam 
mk'a' dan mn'am pu ste I rgyu 7nt'u:z pa'i  p'yir Ees bya bagrubpni ~nt'a'o 1 .  

I xyl: D sjyod; N sjyod ciiz. 
l N kyi. 
3 N sgra. 
4 D N ,  de'i j 'y i  roC. 
5 D N,  r?~dm $as for: mk'as j4d.r; the translator understood nzriyd-&knl.d intead 

of miyd-Rdra. 



EARTH IN INDIA AND TIBET + 

By a strange coincidence I received the invitation to speak on the 
Earth in India and Tibet, on the very day when, in quest of inscriptions 
and dated works of art, I discovered in a field, not very far from Kath- 
mandu, a beautiful image, probably of late Gupta period (about the 
VIIth century). I t  represents the incarnation of V i ~ n u  as a boar, and 
shows the god jumping out of the cosmic waters, holding in his right 
hand a small image of the Earth. She is a small thing indeed as com- 
pared to the gigantic body of the VarZhZvatZra, Visnu incarnated as 
a boar, which occupies nearly the whole surface of the stele, as if the 
artist wanted to express the grandeur of the almighty god. This earth- 
that seems to us so vast and upon which the tragicomedy of our history 
takes place, with its alternations of glories and disastrers-this earth 
becomes a very insignificant thing, which the God holds in his hand 
as a toy. The VarZha, whose awe-inspiring image attracts upom himself 
the attention of the onlookers, represents in a striking way the might 
of the divine force which by its all-pei-vading action, extracts and moulds 
the order of creation out of the dark unrest of Chaos: in fact the gesture 
in which Visnu is represented links together the cosmic waters raging 
in the lower portion of the stele and the earth uplifted in the hand of 
VarZha in the upper corner. I was then recalling to mind some other 
representations of Earth in Indian art, because in no other country 
perhaps, as in India, art is the best approach to the religious ideas of 
a people. Indian art, indeed, not only expresses and displays the com- 
plexity and richness of an endless Olympus, but in addition interprets 
the symbols and the intricacies of the various stages by which the human 
mind can ascend from the visible forms to the formless. Still, I had 
to acknowledge that the representations of Earth in Indian art are rare. 

* ABBREVIATIONS - S. B. Jhfajafha-Br&hmaF (Eggeling's translation in Sacred 
Books of the East). - A. V. Athrvaueda (Withney's translation, Harvard Oriental 
Series). - T. B. Taitiiriya-Brd?zma?za (Anandiisrama-Sanskrit Series). - Mbh. Mahd- 
bhdrafa (Kurnbakonarn ed.) - T. S. Taitfiriya S a ~ h i f d  ( A n a n d ~ ~ r a r n a  Sanskrit Series). 
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The most vivid image is, to m y  mind, the one which I admired 
in the small temple of Iwang, on the way to Gyantse I .  In one chapel 
of this temple a skilful artist has evoked the events of the last night 
when the Bodhisattva, on the eve of becoming a Buddha, was sitting 

under the bodhi tree, determined to reach the supreme truth. Mars, 
the god of attachment to life and therefore of Dealth, because whatever 
exists is bound to die, tried with all his might to prevent the meditating 
SiddhZrtha from attaining his aim, which would have opened the doors 
of Nirvzna to suffering mankind. The artist, in a tangle of stucco images, 
has reproduced the terrific army of Mzra's demons, vainly trying to 
disturb the unshakable concentration of the saint: then the temptation 
of alluring girls follows, and finally, emerging from a still background 
now rid of the evil emanations, ~ ~ k ~ a m u n i ,  calm and confident, invokes 
the Earth, asking her to appear and to testify thereby that he has now 
become the Enlightened One, the Buddha, that he has conquered Nir- 
vana. Tlle soil in front of him opens suddenly, and the Mother Goddess 
appears, to be a witness of the great event which has shown to mankind 
the way to salvation. In the same way she appeared to Sita, the wife 
of RZma, who had been abducted by the ten-headed demon Rzvana, 
the Lord of Lanka. After a long and dangerous war she had been 
rescued by her husband, the pure and Law-abiding Rgma; but a doubt 
lingered in the heart of the rescuer. Had Sit2 really been faithful to 
him, had she not been compelled by the monster RZvana to yield to 
his desire? How could he still keep Sits as his wife, when this doubt 
would have for ever darkened the horizon of their life? Then SitZ, who 
was born from the Earth, invoked the Earth and begged her to testify 
by her appearance that she had always been a chaste and faithful wife: 
and Mother Earth came out on a throne supported by snakes, and took 
her daughter away with her, underneath the ground. 

If we must, then, judge by the documents supplied by art, always 
drawing inspiration from the living experience of a people, we should 
conclude that Earth does not seem to have enjoyed a prominent place 
in India; she does not seem to have been possessed of an outstanding 
character: she never comes to the forefront of the Indian Olympus: 
she seems to occupy, as a personal God with definite traits, a secondary 
and subservient role. The conclusion is the same if we turn to the litur- 
gical literature which codifies the rites of the Hintlus and contains the 
descriptive formulae (called dhydna) for meditating upon a deity; the 
purpose of such a meditation is that the deity should appear in front 

I G. TUCCI, I~zdo-Tibelica, vol. I ,  p. 139; vol. 11, fig. 54. 
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of the worshipper, ready to fulfil his wishes or to burst out from thc 
heart itself of the devotee, thus transformed, hy the process of this con- 
centration, into that primeval universal consciousness out of which all 
forms emanate, and divine forms in the first place. 

In fact, Earth, as an independent deity with a well-marked perso- 
nality, is rarely met in the liturgical and tantric literature. To my 
knowledge, in the various collections of hymns sung to gods, there is 
no dhydna, no meditation formula on the Earth Goddess. The only 
description of her which occurs to me is found in the KaZik@urdrta I:- 

there she is said to be green as a leaf of lotus, and to hold with her two 
hands a rosary and a lotus. The conclusion seems, then, to be that Earth, 
as the presiding deity of this planet on which ure live and suffer and 
die, or as the plastic expression of its mysterious entity does not play 
a role comparable to that of other gods. 

The concreteness of the thing connoted by her name: Prthivi- 
which is also the name for the physical and geographical aspects of the 
Earth, the element Earth and the planet-has perhaps prevented this 
notion from being expressed by a vivid figure. We may add that some- 
times she is a mere symbol or embodiment of earthhood, the expression 
or projection of whatever Earth is and means to us. Of course this idea 
is expressed in the form of a myth: but the myth is so rationalized that 
it cannot impart to Earth any preciseness of traits: she remains a symlwl 
in the attempt to become a God. 

To give an instance, we read in the MahdbhdyataZ that once she 
intended to leave just her bhz2nzz'tvanz, her earthhood, and go to heavcr,, 
but was prevented from doing so by the sage Ksiyapa. Another tmok, 
the visnu-Pu~d?za 3,  tells us that once upon a time a progeny of Demons 
overran and harrassed the Earth, to such an extent that Earth, unable 
to stand the burden of their wickedness any longer, decided to leave 
her abode, and ascended to the summit of Mount hferu, the pivot of 
the Universe. Then (being admitted to the presence of God Brah:n~ 
and the assembly of Gods), she requested the divine masters of the uni- 
verse to take pity on her and to rid the world of thc evil-doers. 

The Gods listened to her prayers, and off they went to the abode 
of Visnu, requesting him to come once again to the rescue of the Earth. 
And this he did, slaying the demons. It is clear that in these cases earth 
is the personified abstraction of cosmic life and the embodiment of the 

I Kcilzkd P., XXXVII, 21 ff. 
Mbh. XII I ,  155 ,2 .  

3 V, I ; I 2-66 (ed. Vidy~sBgarabhatt5~8rya). 
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earthly dwelling of beings; especially the symbol of that balance of the 
opposite forces of good and evil which make human life possible. When 
the destructive forces take the upperhand, and the balance is broken, 
thc Earth loses all possibility of being any longer the sustainer and 
mother of whatever breeds on her lap. 

Patience is, no doubt, one of the prevailing characters of Earth: 
she is called in Sanskrit K~ama ' ,  from the root K~am, which means to 
be p t i en t .  She is patient in as far as she bears the heavy burden of 
cosmic life, and sustains her innumerable children, forever forgiving 
their daily offences: her patience is in fact invoked by the worshipper, 
when a mandala is drawn, or a sacrificial hole, a Rung'a, is dug: 

" 0 Goddess whose loins-girdle are the oceans, 
Whose breasts are the mountains, o spouse of Visnu, 
Please forgive the touch of my feet ". 

But this patience has limits. When the limits have been overstepped, 
and the dharma, the cosmic and moral order, is in danger, she asks the 
Gods for the reestablishment of that very order: the evil then is checked 
by the intervention of V i ~ n u ,  considered in later mythologies as her 
husband, whose, duty, as expressed in the Bhagavadgita is that of send- 
ing on this universe his emanations, whenever the dharnza, the order, 
is threatened or offended. " Whenever there is a decline of righteousness 
and a rise of unrighteousness, than I send forth myself" 2 .  

As a fact, the burden which she is unable to carry, is not so much 
thc excessive growth of her creatures, as the upsetting of the dharmic 
equilibrium, the burden of sin. As a defender or preserver of the cosmic 
order she is distressed by unlawfulness and mischief. She cannot stand 
lies (nzithydvddin); false witnesses (mz'thydsa'k~in); those who betray 
fricnds (mitradrohin) or offend living beings (jivaghitin); those who 
betray the confidence reposed in them (vl'.<v~saghna); those who do not 
accomplish their own duties or do not support their own parents, chil- 
drcn, masters 3 .  This conception of Earth as moral order so clearly 
formulated is certainly later in comparison with the primeval mother, 
but it is implicit in it. 

Earth is reponsible for creation. Earth was conceived as the Mother 
in the divine couple Dyava-Prthivi, who first were united, then parted: 
the Indian counterpart of the sacred nuptials of Earth and Sky, which 

Vidy+?~avata?ztra, p. 26. 
Bhagavadgita IV, 7 .  

3 Bralz,navaivarta P,, .(;r~k!.~~akizan&, 4 adhyciya. 
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appears in so many mythologies. According to other, and perhaps older 
traditions, the Earth is said to have been created out of the cosmic 
man, the Purusa sacrificed by Gods. In some other quarters, Earth 
is not the creator, as in the Divine Couple alluded to, but the first 
creation, which emerges out of the cosmic waters, through the agency 
of some God: in the beginning there was no earth, only the waters 
existed, the cosn~ic waters, the womb of all creatures. Then " Prajzpati 
assumed the form of a boar, Varsha: and he plunged into the waters, 
and extracted as much mud as his mouth could hold. This was the 
Earth L ". Again; " water, flood was all this in the beginning. Prajzpati 
was therefore tired (and said) ' how can this be? ' He saw a lotus leaf 
swimming on the surface of the waters. He thought: ' This really is 
where this can stand l .  He changed himself into a boar, and plunged 
down. He licked the earth, then having grasped her, he came back 
to the surface. Then he spread her on the lotus leaf. The wind tossed 
her here and there, and he fixed her with pebbles " '. 

Thus the Earth is the first creation: she lies on the lotus, because 
thc lotus has been in India the symbol of creation: the support of all 
that exists in the material as well as in the spiritual world. We shall 
not be surprised, then, jf in a late hymn, the ~rtszikta, the Earth has 
become Sri or Lak~mi-sitting on a lotus, having the colour of the lotus. 
The two images cannot be dissociated, the two ideas blend. Waters 
are the perennial source, the womb of inexhausted possibilities of exi- 
stence; creation is the first appearance of a lotus flower. Just as Sri 
and Laksmi, born from the Ocean 3 the Earth stands there on the water- 
borne lotus, but though created she is a creator. 

She is dhard (or &pi), she who bears everything; though no longer 
the creator, she is still the source of life. 

In fact, be it Earth or Sri or Laksmi, the lotus goddess emerging 
from the cosmic waters is invoked as the Mother of created beings. 
She is of golden colour, hzranyavar?zd, just as her Tantric hypostasis 
Vasudhar~ ;  she is equally Visnupatni, the bride of Visnu, an epitheton 
given in some formulae to the Earth Goddess. But she is the goddess 
of plentifulness and prosperity, she is prayed to for crops, and food 
and cows. 

All this shows how difficult it is to disentagle the various elements 
which flow together in this archetype of Earth-Mother. But a fact is 

T . S . , 7 , 1 , 5 , 1 .  
= T.B. I ,  I ,  3, 5 .  
3 Mbh. I ,  18, 35, foll. 
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evident: the creation which is adumbrated in these cosmogonic mythes 
implics the idea of order. Creation is the opposite of Chaos: it is order: 
it is a scheme and a limit, essentially a Law. Chaos which preceded the 
creation of Earth, was the reign of water, that is, of infinite possibilities: 

uncertainty, instability, hovered upon the ever upheaving waves. The 
creation of Earth means the beginning of order: in fact, she is called 
in the Rgveda D[dhd1 " the steady one "; when a house is built, that 
is, the earth is ideally recreated, she is invoked, and an oblation is offered 
to hear as " the steady one ". 

As soon as she emerged from the cosniic waters, she became fixed, 
ceasing to wander about as she did before creation: that is, she obeyed 
a settled order. But this order is not conceived of in India as purely 
physical, it is chiefly spiritual: creation is the reign of dharma, the Law, 
a norm or rule that gives everything its own place: and dharma is essen- 
tially yta or satya, truth. Actually, since the time of the Vedas and the 
Brzhmanas, Earth has been said to rest on truth. In the Atharvaveda2 
the earth is invoked as "great earth, formidable right ". The ~ a t a p a -  
thabrghnzana adds: " This Earth is established on truth; hence truth is 
this earth, for this earth is the most certain of these worlds 3 ". (Again 
in the same text 4 Aditi, who among other things is equalled also to 
Earth, or is said to be the Great Mother, Mother of the Gods of water 
and earth, is called the spouse of Rta, or truth). Accordingly, in the 
~atapathab~ghma?za S the supreme ruler of Earth is said to be Yama, 
the Dharmarzja, the king of the Law. " Yama hath given the settlement 
on earth: for Yama indeed rules over the settling on this earth, and it 
is he who grants to this sacrificer, a settlement on this Earth ". 

As presiding over oaths, Earth, as we have seen, is the witness who 
appears to Sit2 in her distress, and to the Buddha when he attains the 
supreme Enlightenment. She testifies that the word spolten is true, 
bearing witness to it. Slle testifies as witness to the great achievements, 
to those momentous happenings which are likely to modify the spiritual 
maturity of beings: when the Buddha a truth, when he enters 
nirv@za, she bears witness to that by a sixfold earthquake. 

The same character she preserves among tlle Buddhists: as Drdha, 
a name which, as we saw, was given her in the Vedas, she is the embo- 
diment of Earth: its entity personified and deified. She is a faithful 

X,  121, 5. 
X I I )  I .  

3 S.B. VII,  4, I ,  8. 
4 VII,  6.  
5 VII,  I ,  I ,  3. 
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listener to the Law preached by the Buddha, and intent to reward the 
devotees with plentifulness and prosperity. The dhamta, the cosmic 
order, has now naturally hecome the Buddhist Dharma, the doctrine 
of salvation; but the obedience to it, the practice of its precepts, bring 
about the same results. As a deity, she sits at  the feet of the Dharma- 
bhgnalta, the Preacher, and honours him, and when she realizes that 
the Buddhist Law is sincerely revered, she increases the prosperity 
of the pious people, and develops the crcative power of the soil (ojasvi- 
tard ca mahdf! thivi bhavi~yati). 

By the preaching of the Law and the worship of Buddha, Earth 
herself will get a fresh energy, her interior creative power (tejas) will 
be strengthened and renewed, and the goddesses Sri and L a k ~ m i  presid- 
ing over fortune and success, will enter into her, joining her in her task 
of feeding and nourishing beings in prosperity I .  

Among the aspects of the Prthivi invoked in the Vedic literature, 
this is the one which outlived or came to the foreground, the one by 
which she survived as a self-standing though secondary deity, thus 
escaping the fate which befell many of the Vedic gods, that gave place 
to other intuitions, little by little emerging out of the aboriginal lore 
of the anaryan and prearyan inhabitants of India. But if we read the 
famous hymn to Earth contained in the Atharvaveda (XII ,  I),  a book 
which is tainted by the ideas of the aboriginal world with which the 
Indo-Europeans came in contact in their conquest of India, we notice 
that many more elements were intermingled with the idea of Earth. 

She is the expanse on which we live: 

" The earth makes for us wide room- 
let the earth be spread out for us ". 

She is the Mother: 

"Mistress of what is and what is to be, 
Let that earth (to us) a mother to a son, 
release milk (to me) ". 

She is invoked for granting success and prosperity: 

" 0 Mother Earth, do thou kindly set me well established, 
do set me in fortune, in prosperity. 

I Stlvarna$rabhrira, Chapt. I I 
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Let that earth, increasing, 
make us increase. 
Let that earth assign to us brilliancy, strength, 
in highest royalty. 
Let the earth assign to us fortune, splendour. 
Let the earth set us in prosperity ". 

She is the support of everything: 

" all-bearing, good-holding, firm-standing ". 

She gives life to man and plants, she gives man his food: 

" On whom stand always fixed the trees, the forest trees, 
The all-supporting earth that is held (together) 
do we address. 
May we sit down, o Earth, upon thee; that bearest 
refreshment, prosperity, food portion, glee ". 

She contains all sorts of treasures, and she yields them to man: 

" Let that Earth appoint unto us 
what riches we desire. 
The Earth is the womb of everything 
Bearing treasures (and) good in many places 
hiddenly, let that earth give us jewels, gold ". 

She is the milk-giving cow: 

" Let the Earth of many streams, yield us milk, 
yield me a thousand streams of prosperity, 
like a steady (unresisting) milk-cow ". 

She is a protector from rivals and enemies: 

" Let that Earth push forth our rivals: 
Let Earth make me free from rivals ". 

She is also, as in a famous hymn of thc Rgveda, the mother who 
kindly and tenderly givcs shelter and rest to the departed man I:  

" In that, lying, I turn myself about the right (or) 
the left side, 0 Earth: in that 

I A.V. XII,  I ;  34. 
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will our limbs lie stretched out upon thee, that meetest us- 
Do not in that case injure us. 
0 Earth, thou underlier of everything ". 

And again, the dead man is thus advised I: 

" Approach thou this Mother Earth 
The wide expanded Earth, the very propitious- 
The Earth (is) soft as wool to him who hath sacrificed gifts: 
let her protect thee on the forward road in front ". 

We can therefore guess the ambiguity and the multivalence of the 
primeval archetype: it shows a complexity, far different from the ration- 
alized simplicity of the myths concerning the Earth, referred to above. 

Moreover, it seems to me that the aspects of Prthivi with which 
we have dealt, have very little in common with the neolithic and chal- 
colithic images of the Mother Goddess, or with the female deity from 
whose body a tree bursts out as in certain seals of Mohenjodaro or the 
village deities, the Mother Goddesses of whom we shall speak. The 
idea of order, later of moral order, embodied in Pnhivi as opposed to 
Chaos is the outcome of different spiritual and cultural surroundings: 
it is connected with the notion of truth, rta, while those intuitions as 
expressed by the images of Mohenjo-daro or by the village Mother 
Goddess do not show such a preoccupation. These betray a complex, 
rather emotional than rational reaction of the primitive inhabitants of 
India to the never exausted productiveness of Earth, to the alternation 
of growth and withering of things, the awe, the shudder of man in front 
of the mystery of the everrecurring cycle of life and death; they betray 
the fear lest the cycle might stop, they contain the feeling of a mother- 
hood of nature which supports whatever exists, but reabsorbs it in her 
womb. She creates, but she kills as well. 

This motherhood in fact is not a protecting and almost human 
motherhood, as that expressed in the Vedic hynlns or persisting in the 
image of the earth coming to the rescue of SitH: nor are cosmogonic 
ideas adumbrated in it. This motherhood is felt as a wild impulse to 
exist, a chaotic blending of undefined impressions, imaginations, fears 
and hopes, intermingled in an often contradictory whole, pregnant 
with further possibilities: the confused departing point of later more 
coherent religious or philosophical constructions, which have there, 

A.V. XVIII,  3; 49. 
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anyhow, their primeval origin. Still, these intuitions happened to be 
most vital. Now one aspect comes to the foreground, now the other, 
but not without revealing or preserving connections, maybe loose but 
undeniable, with other implications, so that on each of them shades 
are always projected of the conflicting but unavoidable complexity. 
They branch out of the same root, though, in the morphology as realized 
in history, they seem to be independent overgrowths: to such an extent, 
that their connection with the pristine notion sometimes appears 
f d e d  or even lost-but it still lurks there, as the inevitable source 
and inspiration, just like the waters of a spring carried along by the 
ri ver. 

hlore than that: their modulations and expressions in history amount 
almost to a symbol, reflected in the religious experience of the many- 
sidedness of Indian culture, on which each one of the numerous ethical 
groups left the imprint of its own cont:-ilmtion. This complexity of 
the archetype Earth is indirectly testified by the multiplicity of names 
which may connote it is Sanskrit, and which represent the diverse reac- 
tions of the Indian mind to Earth. Some of these names are descriptive 
and imaginific, moulded by that capacity of creating new terms, so 
peculiar to Sanskrit. In others, the current use has weakened but not 
completely effaced the implications and the images which the root of 
the word evokes and connotes: 

Dhdrztri, the supporting one, the holder; dhatri, the nursing mother; 
k;amd, the patient; medini, the helper; bhdmi, as soil; gau, the cow, as 
the milk giver; vasur(zdhard, vasudhard, the holder of riches; vistapal 
the cup, because according to some old cosmogonic ideas heaven and 
earth were imagined as two inverted cups, one above the other, which 
were later separated. Then chiefly P!,thivi or Urvi, the wide one, the 
broad one, because Earth is considered as an  expanse; in fact she was 
stretched out by rndra. 

In the Vedas the universe as space is divided into three parts: 
earth, atmosphere or intermediate space (antayik~a), and sky. But 

each of these planes was again divided into three sections. Consequently, 
the Earth too is triple: it is not separated from the sky, but it forms with 
this a unity (;ad Grvib), " the six expansions " thcre being the threefold 
earth and the threefold sky. 

As to its shape, it is imagined rither round or squarc, surrounded 
by the occan, the sevcn or four oceans; but these problems are specially 
connected with cosmology and cosmography: let us revert to the idea 
of earth. This multivalcnce of the notion of Earth Mother, the presence 
of at  least two trends of cxperiencc, the one which conceived of Earth 
as the creator, the first creature, the benevolent mother, the custodian 
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or defender of the cosmic order, the second one which expresses itself 
in the variety of the village goddesses, shows how difficult it is to classify 
and to define the images of the female deity which the excavations in  
India bring to light almost every day. 

When we call Mother Earth the chalcolithic images representing a 
female with swollen breasts or marked sex, or the figure in the plaque 
of Lauriya Nandangarh, we confer the preciscness of a definition to 
symbols, of which we do not know the real import, or what they repre- 

sented to the religious experience of the worshippers. If we are to judge 
from later facts, it is far more probable that those images were expressive 
more of the Mother generally than of P~thivi .  In other words: out of 
the manysidedness of the archetype in which motherhood and earthhood 
were blended together, the intuition of mother as the never exhausted 
creative power which sustains whatever exists, the embodiment of the 
mystery of life, outgrows in course of time the other aspect and becomes 
the more significant one. The Earth recedes before the Rqothcr, becomes 
subordinate to the Mother: the latter is inclusive of the Earth, is more 
comprehensive, and thus prevails. In the Earth, in Prthivi, mother- 
hood is conceived on the pattern of human motherhood. The cosmic 
sense is predominant in her. It is the Earth in its wide expanse. On the 
contrary the h4other or better the Mothers, the heritage of pre-aryan 
India, though emanations of the same force, unlimited, active every- 
where, are somehow localized: they are the limited soil of a village- 
or of a community-they identify themselves with a certain soil and 
a certain group: projections of the same energy, fundamentally identical, 
morphologically different, emerging from the same archetype reflected 
into many manifestations. They possess the character of vegetation 
goddesses. They are expressed by different symbols, because each 
form was given the peculiar imprint of the group. No wonder, then, 
that the Goddess, abiding in a forest, in a tree, in a stone, near a water- 
side, in a shrine, appears under so many names: one thousand of them 
are enumerated in a famous hymn, the LaZitisahasra~z&na, " the one 
thousand names of Lalita, the Goddess ", commented upon, with the 
aim of explaining its gnostic implications, by one of the greatest Tantric 
authors of India, Bhgskara Rgy. The multiplicity of these names is 
indicative of the infinite varieties in which the Goddess appeared to 
the various ethnic groups settled in India, and belonging to quite diffe- 
rent races: Dravidian, hiunda, Mongolian, equally worshipping under 
different aspects the same archetypal image. Each village had its own 
goddess, the goddess of its territory, presiding over the rh)*hm of life 
in that very small space. In some cases she bears the name of the coun- 

try itsclf where hcr worshippers settled: she was not only the mysterious 
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source of life, she was that very soil geographically limited, and cultu- 
rally a peculiar entity. 

She was the ~ 8 m a d e v n t d ,  the village deity which the unification 
of the country into larger centres did not suppress: the p8wzadevat& 
still resist the impact of time, deities worshipped by the village commu- 
nity with whose fortunes they identify themselves, and attended by 

priests almost generally belonging to the low classes. Even after Hin- 
duism had synthetized in its catholicity the varieties of religious expe- 
riences of the groups which had blended on Indian soil, and these expe- 
riences had coalesced in an organic whole which was to become the 
common heritage of India, the primitive connection with the aboriginal, 
non-vedic tradition, could not be denied. Durga, in whom many of 
these local forms flow together, is said to be the goddess of the wild 
tribes ~ a b a r a s ,  Barbaras, Pulindas; her black homologous, Kali, will 
never cease to relish liquors, flesh I ,  and to delight in rites which betray 
the cruelty of primordial ages. 

In the Mother Goddesses this primitiveness is inherent as their 
peculiar character: they are undifferentiated, half gods, half demons, 
in a certain way partaking more of the demons than of the gods, because 
they have an indistinct will, which may  be directed indifferently to 
good and evil. Another character they have in common with the demons: 
they have no personality, and therefore they, often, have no name. 
They are called simply ~dmadevaz'd, " Anzmd", the "Mother " with 
no other specification. In many cases they have no definite form: they 
are a stone placed at the foot of the holy tree, protected by a primitive 
artless shrine-only at  a later time, some rough traits were painted or 
carved in the stone, so as to give it the aspect of a face. 

They are the outcome of a primitive intuition, the vague expression 
of the undetermined awe of man before some forces felt to be present 
in the soil where the community lived, lending it the imprint of a sacred 
participation. They preceded any attempt at  rationalizing, or any 
search for an order moral or cosmic; they are nearer to the world of 
instinct than of reason; they are mischievous, they are dreaded. Once 
more, therefore, we notice that they differ from Prthivi, the ai-yan 
Mother Earth. This Mother Earth, as she appears in the hymn of the 
Atharvaveda, or in the Puranic stories, is inserted into the scheme of 
universal order; she has got the limits which the Mother Goddesses lac]<. 

They still partake of chaos, Mother Earth is already out of it; 
therefore, as we have seen, Visnu in his Varahavatara, his incarnatio1.l 

Mbh. IV, 8, 19. 
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as a boar, lifts her in his hand out of the cosmic waters in which she b d  
sunk. That  is why, whenever the demons overrun the Earth, and evils 
and disasters offend the order and the Law, she prays the supreme God, 
h it Visnu or Siva or Brahms, to restore Lawfulness. Therrfore again, 
she is the suprenle witness, who testifies to thc veracity of an oath. 
She is the outcome of a people who discovered the value of RTA, of 
truth, that is order, and made this truth rule over everything; she is 
the heritage of a people who affirmed: "Through rta, the truth, has 
Varuna, the ratavan, the possessor of truth, in three ways cxpandtbd 
the universe, that is, the triple universe: sky, atmosphere and earth ". 
The Mother Goddesses on the contrary are before all that; they are 
nature as yet uncontrolled raging in the impulse of its infinite possi- 
bilities. Accordingly, the terrific character prevails in these grdmade- 
vatds. They are infinite: but no contradiction is found between the exi- 
stence of so many varieties and the uniqueness of the force underlying 
them: they abide in different place, but still the same energy is active 
in them, all creating and all consuming; a powcr which alivays aiid 
everywhere craves for life, and is fatally and necessarily compell(.d 
to manifest and expand itself in the manifold aspects of k i n g .  

Thus the bud of this archetype with which we are concerned and 
that was to have, with the philosophic and theosophic speculation, its 
full flower, blossomed into symbols more adequate to the changed 
spiritual and cultural situation: they expressed in a more definite way 
the obscure and unprecise but homologous intuitions, that slowly emw- 
ged from that primeval archetype. The old hierophanies did not tlic 
out: on the contrary, they branched off into many images that .till 
vibrate in the soul of the people. 

The agricultural communities, among which the mother goddtbs\c.s 
developed, continued to center their religious life on rituals intendf,d 
to restore the forces of the soil, tired and languishing from the ~~~~~~s 
of creation. Bloody sacrifices are a essential part of thc rituals, Ixcause 
blood reconciles the goddess-she is bloodthirst~r, all vqvtation god- 
desses and grdnzadevatds are-just as Kdi ,  never tired to l ~ c k  the I)lood 
of the victims offered to her. 

That is, fecundity must be strengthened and helped, to yield ?gain 
her resources; she must be revived. Traces of such a rebirth after d(.ath, 
peculiar to the vegetation gods, are not lacking in India; the mt st 
famous example is that of Sati, the daughter of Daksa and the h i d e  
of ~ i v a ,  who committed suicide for the insult made by her father to 

I Rgveda IV, 42, 4. 
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hcr husband. Dak?als head was cut off by ~ i v a ,  but Sati was born 
again as UmZ. Life needs to be fed by death--death ensures rebirth. 

Actually, life in India was never considered as isolated from death: 
life and death are the two poles of the universal becoming: two faces 

of the same process, two steps of the cosmic dance of ~ i v a .  Life left 
to its unchecked impulse becomes a blind force: it bursts forth, it over- 
flows, multiplying itself like a river which nothing can control. Earth 
would be overwhelmed by the uncontrolled irruption of life, were not 
dcath to rcstrain her activity and to compensate with its dreary inter- 
vention the mad prolification. 

There is a story in the ~'Mahdbhd~ata which poetically expresses 
this truth. Earth was oppressed by the multiplication of life ( b h d ~ ~ ~ t i )  
and therefore Death was created to relieve her: she appeared in the 
form of a beautiful girl unwilling to accept the dreadful job: however, 
unable to avoid the supreme will, she shed tears of despair, and the 
tears became the diseases, the pale forerunncrs of death I. Thus Earth 
is the support of life but also the reign of death: the idea of rhythm 
develops; the rhythm of life and death becomes the rhythm of recurrent 
cycles. The intuition of an  agricultural people, impressed by the 
uninterrupted alternation of growth and decay, or afraid lest this alter- 
nation might come to a stop, and the widespread myths of resurrection 
arc interpreted by the philosophically-minded Indian as a rhythm by 
which the creative force manifests itself, be it the mother Earth of the 
mother Goddess. Life cannot be separated from death: life and dcath 
being two inseparable aspects of the becoming. The idea of saj?zsi~a 
is not applicable to man alone: everything that cxists appears, lasts 
for a while, and disappears, to reappear again: Man only has been taught 
the way how to move for ever into the other plane, with the help of 
thc gnosis which opens to him the door of immortality, of anzca or nir- 
vdna. But here on earth the alternatioil of birth and dcath rules inevi- 
taldy: it rules over time as opposite to the timcless being. 

That is why the Mother has two faces: she is white and black, peace- 
ful and frowning, Durga and Kali: the mother of thc univcrsal rhj-thm 
which evolves through the dialectics of life and dcath. 

We have mentioned DurgZ: she is now thc most popular aspect 
of the goddess: even nowadays when so many idcas have crcpt into 
India. The ritual of the ccrcmony dedicated to hcr, fills the people 
with enthusiasm and religious fervour, and unites in the same de\.'o- 
tional feeling the women folk, the officials and the intt,llectuals, in nlhom 
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the contacts with European culture and ways of life have not dried up 

the traditional faith. She is and means many things to the Indian: 
she is the embodiment of SaKti, the divine Energy, no doubt the most 
popular embodiment of SaRti, but her ritual, handed down from a forlorn 
antiquity, betrays traces of her primitive agricultural character, shows 
clear connections of the Goddess with the vital force which yields fruits 
and rice and nourishment to man, and makes the luxuriant forests 
grow, urhere life breaks out so frantically as to annihilate itself. 

The festivals dedicated to her take place after the rainy season, 
in autumn, when the harvesting is over, and winter is approaching. 
This period is a peculiar junction of the universal rhythm when the 
fecundating forces, exhausted by creation, should be rccuperated, in 
order to burst forth again, in full efficacy, the coming spring. It is the 
time when rulers used to start for military campigns, originally in order 
to get prisoners to offer in sacrifiec to Earth, thus strengthening with 
their blood her creative powers. DurgZ (whose cult originated perhaps 
in the moutains of Vindhya-she is called VindhyavZsini-) has in 
fact been assimilated with some homologous hierophanies like CZ- 
mundZ, in which the warlike character is predominant; she is therefore 
invoked for victory as the Mother Earth of the Atharvaveda was, and 
for casting out demons, but fundamentally she is the vivifying force 
of the forests. As a matter of fact her impersonal power is invited to 
descend from the mountains where she is more intensively present, 
but she is awakened in the bilva tree: 

" 1 awaken thee in the bilva tree, until the worship is accompli- 
shed " says the worshipper (S!,ivTkSe bodaydmi tv61~  ydvat puj&p 
Raromy alzawz) . 

As soon as she has descended into a branch of that bilva tree, this 
is taken into the house, in front of the image which has been duly 
prepared. But it is evident that this transferring of the divine entity 
into the image is quite secondary: the practice was introduced when 
the Goddess had been anthropomorphically conceived. Originally she 
was quite impersonal, and her representations were aniconic. But the 
primitive belief in the mysterious presence of the Goddess in the bilzja 
tree was not abandoned: it resisted with the tenacity of all religious ideas. 
Formerly, the goddess magically present in the branch of the tree, 
without of course leaving her seat or diminishing her power, was invited 
to pass into the real centre of worship, the ~zava~atrikd, the nine leaves 
(plantain tree, turmeric, barley, bilva, rice, etc.). They are nine, because 
disposing themselves in a mandalic form, the goddess occupies the 
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centre: round her, on the eight corners of the space (four primary car- 
dinal points and four secondary ones) eight of her most important mani- 
festations are supposed to abide. So the Mother herself, with her entity 
and her emanations, covers the whole space, the limited space of the 
community or, in later times, Bharatavar~a,  the Indian soil as a \vhole. 
In the beginning, no temple and no image were therefore needed as 
an  abode of the Goddess, only the nine leaves were required: she was 
installed in the branch of the bilva tree made sacred by her descent. 
But (and we notice once more how different symbols coalesce) she is 
also Cgmunda; in so far as she is the universal life, the nourishing force 
of whatever breeds on earth, she kills Mahiszsura, a demon with 
a buffalo head: the force counteracting the creative process, and 
therefore the god of death, because the god of death is represented 
in India under the aspect of a buffalo or having the buffalo as his 
vehicle. 

The passage is now easy: from Durgii, as a vegetation goddess, 
as a power yielding crops and fruits, to her hypostasis as Annapirnii, 
" she who is full of food ": as such she is invoked as the goddess " who 
protects the triple universe, or as " Earth (Urvi) the mistress of all 
living beings she who a1:vays grants food to beings ". 

She distributes ANNA, food, the nourishing sap of all sorts of 
k ings ;  but this food, this anna, is not only the food of man, our daily 
nourishment. Speculation understands it as the cosmic food, the milk 
stored in the cosmic cow, which pours down from its udders, never 
exhausted and circulating as life substance in whatever exists. 

" Whatever (food) is eaten or fallen or offered 
(says a hymn of the Tattiriya-Brghma~la I) 

is but a hundreth part of m y  body. 
The spotted cow with the milk of one milking, 
fills the two great vessels, Heaven and Earth. 
Pious people drinking of it, do  not diminish it, 
it does become neither more or less ". 

(This is also the mystery of the eternal rejuvenation of Pra j~pat i  
as time 2 .  

"That  Prajzpati is the year. He is composed of sixteen parts. 
His nights, truly, are fifteen parts, his sixtecnth part is steadfast. He 

is increased and diminished by hisni ghts alonc. Having, as the new 
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moon night, cntered with that sixteenth part into everything here that 
has brcath he is born hence on the following morning "). 

So " It  does become neither more or less ', the essential part of 
thc all permeating Cosmic Energy always remains in store to renew 

the cycle. In the same way, again, the sixteenth part, ;odaianiiya&alr~ 
of the SaRti, not diminished by the process of life and death, sustains 
and maintains the cosmic evolution, as symbolized Ily the cult of the 
girl which we shall mention. 

The reflexes of the image have not yet k e n  exhausted: it reappears 
for instancc in Sit%, the furrow, which the plough traces in breaking 
a field: and the field is called Rsetra, a neuter name, meaning also a 
wife, becausc it is a mere possibility, ambiguous and undc-tcrmincd, 
before the plough or the male develops in the ficld or in the wife the 
creative power which is latent in thcm. 

Thus, ploughing is not an indifferent act, it is a rite, nuptials, 
because, as the ~atafa thabr6hrna~n says I :  " It is for thc seed that the 
womb, the furrow, is madc ". 

These nuptials take place between the Earth and her husband, the 
king, the representative of heaven on earth. It is therefore the king 
who starts the ploughing, with certain ceremonies which in some cases 
are similar to  those with which the Chinese Emperors in spring initiatcd 
the works in the fields 2: " the king celebrated the ploughing festival. 
On that day  they adorn the town like a celestial abode ... On that occasion 
the king taltes hold of a golden plough, the attendant lllinisters of a 
hundred and seven silver ploughs, the peasants of the other ones: holding 
them, they plough this way and that. The king goes up and down ". 

Our investigatioil can lead us even further. From underneath 

the soil not only the seeds grow, and all nourishing energies of earth 
burst forth, but there too, all sorts of riches are contained and preserved. 

Chthonic gods are always conceived of as custodians of the subter- 
ranean wealth: so are the gzagds: so is Kubera, like Pluto, the god of 
riches. Just as ~ i v a  the lord of the s'akti presides over the minerals 
which the alchemist draws from earth for his combinations, so Earth 
too remains the bestower of wealth: wealth in all its forms and aspects, 
not only as treasures: (these were left to Kubera or Siva)--but ~vealth 
in a general way, as welfare conceived by an agricultural people, that 
welfare which nature grants to her children when neither famine nor 
diseases, nor misfortunes k f a l l  a communit~r. 

VII ,  2, 2, 5 .  
l i t a k a  I ,  57. 
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This notion of earth as the holder of riches, Vasudhar~ ,  is derived 
from the trend Mother Earth, more than from the other Mother- 
Goddesses. Just as DydhZ, she is the evolution and embodiment of 

a certain aspect of Earth upon which already the poet of the Athar- 
vaveda insisted: 

" Bearing treasures (and) good in many places hiddenly, 
let the earth give me jewels, gold, giver of good, 
bestower of good things to us; let the divine one 
assign (them to us), with favouring mind " I .  

As a consequence we should know how to propitiate and to placate 
the Mother Earth, as Vasudharii in order to induce her to grant lavishly 
her resources; the Tantras, chiefly Buddhist Tantras, provide us once 
more with the appropriate means. 

I t  is not surprising that specially the Buddhist Tantras propagated 
the cult of Earth as goddess of wealth. Buddhism has preserved many 
gods, goddesses or demons of the ancient Vedic times, which were eithrr 
forgotten or not frequently spoken of by Hindus. Such is the case, for 
instance, of Aparajita and ~ a m v a r a .  We have seen that Dydha, Earth, 
was given a great importance in some buddist communities, so is she 
as Vasudhara, the holder of riches. 

A famous MahZyZna book, which is but an anthology of formulae 
of meditation of the endless Buddhist Olympus, the S6dhanamdld, 
contains many of these instructions for meditating on the goddess 
VasudharZ-Earth as bestower of wealth-and evoking her. 

First of all, according to the prescriptions of these texts, the evocator 
should meditate upon himself as being Jambhala, the god of wealth. 
As soon as, on account of this meditative process, he has magically 
transformed himsclf into such a god, he should imagine that in the very 
centre of his heart a lunar seat appears. The lunar seat, according to 
these rituals, is but a lotus, the support and origin of all creation, spi- 
ritual and material as well. It is white because the aspect of the Earth 
goddess in peaceful. If she were a terrific deity, the seat should then 
the solar seat, namcly, rcd. On this scat during the process of medita- 
tion the Goddcss Vasudhara will appear, that is, as an emanation of 

the worshipper himself, ideally transformed into the god of wealth. 
She must loolc 1il;c a girl of sixteen years, because as we shall see, sixtec.11 
is thc perfect numbcr, the symbol of the undccaying cssence. She may 

XII ,  I ;  44. 
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be represented with two or four arms, one of which should i n  that 
special gesture of the hands which is called varada-mudra', the symtK,l 
of gift; in another hand she will hold the haZaSa, the sacred pot c ~ n t ; ~ i ~ -  
ing the water of immortality; (other symlmls may be present, if she 
is imagined as having four arms) she must be of yellow colour, hcausc  
in the scheme of the universal equivalences the yellow colour corresponds 
to earth. 

She being in the centre, four companions should be imagined to 
sit in front of her, to the right, behind, to the left: Srivasudhar~, Vasuiri 
Vasumukhi, Vasumati. These are reduplications of the same essence, 
as we can gather from their very names, disposed in the mandalic 
arrangement; the fundamental entity is in the centre, and its emanations 
are disposed at  the four corners, so as to symbolize the spatial expansion 
of the divine so represented, its identification with all the possible space, 
magically transferred into the small surface on which the worshipper 
concentrates himself. 

But the goddess should be conceived of having on her head the 
image of Aksobhya, one of the five supreme Buddhas, who represent 
the first fivefold projection of the supreme consciousness into the cosn~ic 
evolution; and it is natural that VasudharZ, the Earth Goddess, should 
have Aksobhya on her crest, as the symbol of the mystic family to 
which she belongs, because Aksobhya, the unshakable, is imagined as 
touching with one hand the earth, in the so-called bhCmispnrs'a-muu'~'d, 
just as the Buddha did, when he invoked the Earth to testify that he 
had obtained Enlightenment: he is the " unshakable " just as the Earth 
is the " steady one ". 

But this is not a general rule: in some other formulae the mystic 
connection of Earth is not with Aksobhya but with Ratnasambhava, 
another Buddha of the supreme pentad, the Buddha whose name means 
( I  Jewel-mine l ' ,  and who is represented in the gesture of gift, just as 
VasudharZ imagined; when the worshipper is thus ideally changed into 
Tambhala, the god of wealth, and contzins within his heart the sacred 
nza&aZa of the Goddess Earth and her acol~fles, that is her mystic heax-en 
pervaded by her entity, he is ready to accomplish the rite, because 
according to a well-known Tantric precept, nobody but he who has 
become a god can worship gods, nddevo devaln arcayet. He should then 

worship the Goddess in a square mandala, upon which she is mentally 
invited to descend and to abide; when the descent is accomplished and 
the epiphany materialized, the worshipper should place a pot in front 
of the ;~~za&zZn, now consecrated by the presence of the Goddess, and 
throw into it the book containing the mystic formulae (dh~rani)  relating 
to Vasudharz and a garland of flowers. 
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Every act has here a meaning. The pot in this symbolism represents 
the universe ideally offered to God, but its physical entity has hen 
trnnsposed into another dimension by the power of the formulae thrown 
into it: it is no longer a material thing but a transsubstnntiated reality, 
an image, the world in its purest essence, and the flo~vcrs are to testify 
the accomplishment of the miracle, the acknowledgement of the revul- 
sion of planes, from the human to the divine one. Then the devotee 
should establish himself in a steady concentration on universal love 
(77~nhdmaitrZ), because all human beings are supposed to benefit by the 
wcalth which he is going to receive from mother Vasudharz: only then 
he can fix his mind on his ourn wish and recite the all powerful invo- 
cation. 

This rite should be accomplished for six months, after which the 
dcsire of the devotee is certain to be fulfilled. 

This worship which we have here summarized from a book composed 
almut one thousand years ago, and which has directed the religious 
experience of the Buddhist communities of that time, has not died out. 
Those who have been in Bengal know the importance of certain home 
worships, made on different occasions, chiefly by the womenfolk: they 
are called vratas and give a glimpse of the popular religion, at the same 
time preserving or recording myths and rites. They have an artistic 
significance too, because the girls use to paint with coloured powder, 
on the floor of the veranda in front of the house, some ma&ala or dia- 
grams not devoid of aesthetic value (usually called al'ona). One of 
thcse vratas, in Bengal, is dedicated to the Earth (called Vasumati, 
the possessor of wealth). I t  takes place on the last day of the Indian 
year. The girls design a lotus flower between six smaller flowers, three 
on each side, which branch out from the same stalk. Upon the lotus 
in the middle a disk is drawn symbolizing the Earth. On this occasion 
songs are sung: 

" In the bosom of Vasunlati, the Earth, there is thc birth (of 

everything). In her chest there are sorrow and joy. 

In her womb there is the water, in her there are the fruits 
In her all religion (dhamza) and all action stay: 
To-day is the end of the year: 
To-day, o Mother Earth, one year ends, 
another year goes; 

To-day we should pcrfcx-nl the vrntn of Earth Goddess; 
all girls, women, practicing religion, 
all widows should pcrfornl the vrata of Earth Goddess ". 
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When the aljovta is drawn, the girls txsprinklc it with honey, milk, 
curds, poured into a conchshell, reciting the following mawra: 

" Come, o Earth, sit on the lotus leaf (viz. designed in the alponaj 
having in your hands the conchshell 
the lotus flower and the club- 
I shall feed you with milk and fresh butter 
After that I will become the queen of a king ". 

So the conceptions inspiring the poet of the Atharvavtda or the 
Buddhist priest are still alive in the simple faith of the womenfolk of 

the villages and reappear in the rudimental designs of the alpona. But 
we can trace here the appearance of another parallel hierophany. Mother 
Earth is here in fact invoked for success and fortune: the young ladies 
who address their prayers to her express the wish of becoming queens: 
they hope that the Goddess will grant them fortune and happiness. 

The contamination is evident with another aspect which parted 
from the same archetype: Sri or Lak~m i ,  equally the wives of Prajipati, 
then of Visnu, in the beginning two different entities, afterwards gene- 
rally considered as two names of the same person, born as we saw out 
of the cosmic waters, or of ~r isaras .  She is standing on the Lotus, 
l~estower of cows and food, goddess of the seeds, patron of the peasants, 
strictly connected, just as Durga, with the bilva tree. 

From the old stem a new flower has blossomed: but it is coloured 
in a different way: in the image of Sri-~aksrni  the effect prevails on the 
cause; emphasis has been laid not on the crops, but on the welfare which 
they assure to mankind, on the banishment of insecurity which makes 
less painful this uncertain journey from birth to death which we call 
life. But this Fortune so conceived is not a capricious girl easily changing 
her mind and moods: she is still a loving mother affectionate and steady 
in her feelings; she sticks to her soil, she never abandons her children 
provided they are worthy of her: if they deserve it she departs, but she 
sheds tears of despair. She presides over the community and its ruler 
as well: she is the glory of the king, because this is her husband; born 
from PrajgPati, according to the $atap(hubr&ma+ I ,  she is a synthesis 
of royal power, universal sovereignty, noble rank, holy lustre, dorni- 
nion, wealth, prosperity, beautiful forms. 

The image develops into another dimension, its implications increase, 
the fortune of the community and of the kingdom coincides with that 
of the family ruling over it (kulalak~mi). She remains the ideal pro- 
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jection of the manifold resources of a country, but she becomes the 
symbol round which the hopes and expectations of a community centre, 
the invisible and always present patron of its historical entity, the pro- 
tector of the king who never forgets to represent her imago on his coins, 
as is the case, to give a single instance, with the Gupta Emperors. 

At  last she became the patron of the merchants, this hierophany 
taking a definite shape when the small agricultural units of the village 
were absorbed by larger communities: social life had become specia- 
lized, and many outlets were offered to men's activities. This new 
notion presupposes the town with its organizations and corporations; 
it is an offshoot from the same stem, but grown in different social 
environments. 

Let us now descend for a moment from religion to science, from 
heaven to earth. There have been in India some trends of thought that 
were not touched by the deep religious feelings which inspired the people. 
They had a scientific bent, they considered that whatever happens in 
this world is caused by the intervention of some fundamental elements: 
these and the things which are derived from them and from their com- 
bination are born, develop, last and disappear in consequence of some 
intrinsic force which represents their inner being, their fatal and inhe- 
rent Law: in a word, their nature (svabhiva). 

Everything in this world exist, evolves and dies, according to this 
inner naturc which manifests itself driven, so to say, by its intrinsic 
impulse or at  random, or by the impact of time. But in any case, no 
divine force operates and acts in the universe: nothing exists except 
a series of elements, the fundamentals of existence. They are five, and 
by various combinations among themselves, they create things and 
beings, their qualities and their characters, their form and their pro- 
perties. These naturalistic schools, which are known by different names 
(N Zstika, Carvzka, Lokayata) were the forerunners of latcr scientific 
investigation: for them Earth is nothing but one of the five elements 
along with fire, water, ether and space. According to the Vaiiesika- 
Nyaya school, which is usually called the atomistic school, though the 
atomic conception is a general tenet of all the systems of India, earth 
is defined as that which possesses the absence of negation of smell, 
which positively expressed means that earth is an element characte- 
rized by smell, as its peculiar and essential quality; smell of course 
can also be found in other substances, but it is not their intrinsic and 
fundamental property. Though smell is the differentiating quality of 
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earth, still the latter possesses other characters, such as colour, taste, 
sound, number, dimension, separateness, conjunction, disjunction, 

priority, posteriority, weight, fluidity, velocity and elasticity. Earth 
is of two kinds: eternal in the form of atoms, and non eternal in the form 
of products. Each material element, according to a pan-Indian theory, 
is the substratum of a corresponding organ; not in its physiological 
entity, but as its superphysical background: in this system of equiva- 
lence~,  the earth is the substratum of the organ of smell. 

When man dies, his body dissolves again into the five elements: 
it returns to its constituents, and therefore each one of them disappears 
into its cosmic atomic equivalent. As a quotation contained in an old 
Buddhist book says: 

" This man is composed of four elements, 
And when he dies, earth returns to earth, 
\{'ater to water, fire to fire, 
Wind to wind, and the senses go back to ether" 

If we want to complete our picture of the manysided notion of the 
Earth in India, we should add that the Earth is not only this very soil 
which we trample; its nature is not definite-any piece of land can 
change its nature, can be transferred into another plane. Earth and 
Heaven are separate and distinct, but man has the power to transform 
any space into a heavenly surface: the space upon which an act of cult 
is celebrated, or upon which the divine presence is invited to descend, 
is magically and ideally transformed; it is not situated anywhere, but 
it is situating; it is not only the space upon which a temple is to be built 
or a nzandada designed, but also the little space upon which the priest 
performs his rites. The heavenly plane can be superimposed upon the 
earth, so that the latter becomes fit to give shelter, momentary or 
e\-erlasting, to the divine forces which the power of the ritual will in- 
voke upon it. 

Man in India has been conceived as a being superior not to God, 
the infinite motionless consciousness of whom we all are a spark, but 
to gods: only a man can become a Buddha, only man has the power 
to control the gods, and a Bengali poet of the Middle Ages could the- 
refore rightly say: "Man is above all, nothing is above Man ". But 

the pomcr of man derives from his vidyd, from his mystic and magical 
knowledge, a Icnon-ledge which accompanied by the appropriate ~ r a x i s  
realizes things difficult of achievement: the reintegration in the centre 
01- cause of the universe, the return to the primeval origin, and conse- 
quantly the reverting to the lrery beginning of things. 
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Thus man is miraculously changed into the creator-the miracle 
of creation repeats itself. Because when a temple is built or a llzan&ala 
is drawn, the man who does so creates the earth. The surface of the 
temple should be square, limited on the four sides, because at the 
beginning earth was four-cornered; and the place cl~osen for the build- 
ing should be made even, just as king Prthu did when with his bow 
he levelled mountains and hills: the earth was afraid, and she ran 
away in the form of a cow: but Prthu got her and submitted her, and 
made her almost her child, so that she was called Prthivi. Because the 
temple is just like the vedic altar: the vedi, the place from where the 
sacrificer ascends from earth to heaven. In fact, as the satapatlzadrah- 
mana says, the sacrifice ( '  is an ascent away from here, but the earth 
is the foundation )) I .  And grain should be sown in it, because after 
Prthivi was subdued and tamed by Prthu, she became the nourishing 
Mothcr of all sorts of beings. 

If, before summarizing what we have said and drawing further 
conclusions, we now turn to Tibet, we find a different situation. Bud- 
dhism brought along with it many Indian ideas which have become the 
common lore of the new converts, I t  is not surprising that a Mother 
Earth, Sa'i lha mo, be known to the Tibetans: she is none else but the 
Prthivi MZtZ, whom the Buddha invokes as a witness of his Enlighten- 
ment. But she does not play any prominent role, neither in dogmatics 
nor in liturgy. The same can be said of VasudharZ, Nor 'dsin ma, though 
this one, unlike Prthivi, is quite popular, and for evident reasons. The 
Buddhist teaching that everything in this world of appearances is unsub- 
stantial, did not completely check or suppress in the Tibetans the 
natural inclination to worldly success: they therefore willingly address 
their prayers to VasudharZ. But this Goddess is far from being so uni- 
versally worshipped asher mystic fathcr Jambhala, the god of riches, 
never missing in the private chapels of the Tibetans. 

But Buddhism superseded in T i k t  the aboriginal Bon religion; 
it superseded Bon, but could not cancel it: it rather accepted and pre- 
served many of its gods and intuitions, adapting them to the new spiri- 
tual surroundings. Thcrc is in Tibetan Buddhism a class of gods, the 
C'os skyoil, Dharmapgla, defensores jde i ,  which is always open to new 
recruits, and in which thc almriginal clen~ons \vcl-c rnergcd, changcd 
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into protectors and defenders of the Buddhist Law or of its temples 

and monasteries. It is just in the rituals and the literature connected 
with them, or among the fcw communities still practicing the Bon rctli- 
gion, that we can get an idea of the religious background of Tibet, as 
it appeared before the introduction of Buddhism. The cultural surround- 
ings are completely different from those in which the Indian Mother 
Goddess developed. The Tibetans have for centuries been nomads 
and shepherds, moving along with their flocks in search of suitable 
fodder. They were divided into tribes, and even when they settled 
down they did not abandon for centuries their way of life. Under these 
nomadic conditions, in this absence of fixed agricultural settlements, 
the sky (as among the Prototurks and Protomongols) was to take the 
upperhand. gNam, sky, is related to the Tangri of the above mentioned 
tribes; just as many other elements of the social and religious life of 
the early Tibetans how great analogies with the other races nomadizing 
in the vastness of Central Asia. 

But Earth, as such, Mother Earth, has no place in their myths. 
We have in her stead sa bdag, masters of the earth: they are imprecise 
entities, easy to take offence, that abide underneath the ground. These 
genii loci are the overlords presiding over a large part of the territory 
occupied by an entire clan; so that a sa bdag is identified with the clan 
itself, or it may be the sa bdag of the place where the village, even the 
house, or the hut is built. Theoretically, each piece of land has its own 
sa bdag, just as each spring, each river, each lake has its own Rlu, n@a, 
a dragon; and as a matter of fact, the two notions-that of R l r b ,  nLiga 
and that of sa bdag-annot be easily distinguished. The Rlu h a w  a 

definite connection with water, but they can also be found under a dry 
land. These sa bdag are ambiguous, indifferently good or bad; their 
attitude toward man being adequate to the behaviour of man himself. 
They are quick to react to any offence made to them, it does not matter 
whether conscicusly or uncosciously. They are not concerned with the 
will of man, but with his actions: ~vllatever might appear injurious to 
them brings about their vengeance, an immediate one. All sorts of 
diseases and epidemics which befall man and cattle depend on thcir 
wrath. The Bon religion therefore developed, and Buddhism acceptcd, 
a large propitiating liturgical praxis and literature, in which the sa 
bdag are asked for forgiveness, 01- placated. Tlrhen one crosses a bridge, 

a river, a mountain pass, a prayer is to be. addressed to the sa bdag 
presiding over the place, and one should ask for his forgi\leness; his 
domain, it does not matter whether small or large, has been vio1atc.d 
by man, and man must placate the masters of the soil, with which they 
are identified. 
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When I was camping in the More desert between Zanskar and 
Chumurti I fell seriously ill: I was alone on the roof of the world. 

sent for the magician of a tribe of nomads pasturing nearby. He came: 
he rccitcd some prayers, drew a mandala, fell into a trance and when 
he awoke he told me that m y  disease had been caused by a sa bdag 
offended by m y  having pitched m y  tent upon him. The case was not 
desperate: I' had only to shift the tent, read a book containing propi- 
tiating formulae of the sa bdag, offer some barley to his mysterious 
presence. This I' did, and I must say that the day after my fever had 
gone. Those sa bdag have no definite shape, they are impersonal, not 
anthropomorphic (at the beginning s t  least, because later on, after the 
definite conquest of Tibet by Buddhism, they were given an iconogra- 
phy, and were imagined according to the pattern of Indian y a k ~ a s  or 
g .  But this is a literary and learned scheme which does not always 
find its expression in art). Each district has its own foremost sa bdag, 
which is the representative of the district itself. He is its master, and 
vcry often the ancestor of the clan which lives on that territory. Its 
abode is generally a mountain, upon which it descended from heaven; 
or the sa bdag is an autochtonous entity, identified with the mountain 
itsclf. There the dead of the ruling clan were buried. (Sometimes femi- 
nine entities take their place = as mountain goddesses they are called, 
usually, the bsta?z ma. But the original spelling was most probably 
brtan ma, which corresponds to Sanskrit Drdha, " the steady one ", 
the name of Earth). They are mischievous. They defend their own 
territory from all sorts of intruders, chiefly from the representatives 
of a new religion. The sprcading of a new religion means, in fact, that 
a new universe is supcrirnposed to the old one, and that the owners 
of the latter are bound to lose their power; that is why the bstafz 7?za, 
usually 13  in number (because 13 is with the Bonpo a sacred number), 
oppose the Indian apostle Padmasambhava in the introduction of Bud- 
dhism which he had undertaken. 

IVhen these gods are dcfcated they accept the job of being appointed 
as defenders of the new faith in the old domain, against evil forces. 
El-cn after conversion they do not abandon their country to which they 
art. naturally bound, and with which they are one and identical. 

There are cases in which a classification of these sa bdag can be 
noticed: there is a ruler and there are his ministers, evidently under 
the influence of or as a parallel of Chinese conceptions. As a matter 
of fact, there is in Tibet, as in many other parts of Asia, from India 
to South-Eastern Asia, a sacred geography, a map of the sacredness 
of the places which underlics the physical map and corresponds to it. 
This map is divided into districts and zones, according to the determi- 
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nation of historical events, propensities, alliances or enmities, which 
cstablished certain supremacies or sulmrdinations: in a word, the map 

of this sacredness of the soil is strictly connected in its associations 
with the political developments of society. 

This fact, which is plainly developed in China, in less evident in 
other parts, for instance in India, where political centralization was 
not so prominent as in China, and the village communities were left 
to a larger autonomy. 

In Tibet, on account of the lack of an agricultural way of life, and 
of the prevailing nomadic and pastoral character of society, the notion 
of Earth was not that of an energetic Mother, a force upon which the 
cycle of vegetation and life depends. We finds instead a series of inde- 
pendent local masters of a particular piece of land, jealous of their 
domain, causing all sorts of diseases and misfortunes to those who 
trepass on their abode or offend them. From underneath the soil they 
rule over human destinies, but they do not yield to man the abundance 
of crops and fruits. If treasures lie hidden in the earth, they guard 
them jealously: it is not easy to rob them of their property. In their 
ambiguous character they resemble the gnimadevat~, the village deities 
of India, and similar intuitions of South-Eastern Asia, which are equally 
impersonal, aniconic, malignant, causing small-pox or cholera. On the 
other hand, the village deities of India are connected with a village or 
community, there is a certain bond between them and man, which is 
not the case with the sa bdag, who is master of the soil and nothing else. 

In the Tibetan society of nomads and shepherds gods are preemi- 
ncntly masculine; but in India, the work in the fields resting chiefly 
on women, the Goddesses take the upper hand on Gods: they are the 
Mothers. The conditions of life being different, the Tibetans and the 
aboriginal inhabitants of India reacted in a different way to the relation 
felt to exist between man and the soil. Then the Indo-Europeans carried 
with them a new idea, morphologically different, be it Prthivi, or Aditi, 
the Mother who emanated all gods and beings and things. Later, in 
the course of time, she was rationalized and became the embodiment 
fo Earthhood, the witness of truth, unable, in spite of her boundless 
patience, to bear untruth, the breakers of rta or n'hanna, in a word evil, 
quite in accordance with the prominence given by Indo-Europeans 
to the idea of order conceived as truth. 

But I do not want to be misunderstood: it is quite possible that 
Alother Earth and Mother Goddess, or rather the Riothcr Goddesses 
express two different trends of culture. More than that, there are good 
reasons for believing that they belong to two different ethnic groups, 
living undcr different social conditions. Still their images have grown 



in the same soil; they are the expression, in different surroundings and 
by differently-minded people, of the same fundamental primeval arche- 

type, they are refractions of the same inborn pregnant image. ~t is 
a question of stress, I should say, being laid upon one or the other of 

the manysided aspects of the same basic intuition. In a word, we are 
confronted by a structure, unstable because alive, and never completed, 
an archetypal possession of all mankind, here marked by the conflicting 
bends of Indian culture and its fundamental components. 

These primordial images combine and associate themselves, or 
split into many refractions with a freedom and a arbitrariness which 
do not fit into logical schemes, but reflect the instability and the imme- 
diateness of the evolging process of life. As a consequence, the never 
ceasing modulations of the same archetype escape any definition: they 
cannot be classified. We cannot say that the Goddesses we have men- 
tioned are identical with Mother Earth. They are and are not: they 
are that and some other thing also. We cannot say where the limit 
stands between the two notions, because no such limit exists. The 
extremely complex image in which they are rooted is capable of infinite 
modulations, and in this very fact lies the cause of their ever recurring 
resurrection. 

I t  is therefore impossible to locate a place where this worship 
  re eminently originated, whether north or south India, Central or 
Eastern India. There is hardly a village or a community in which a 
goddess was not, or is not worshipped: it may be in some places the 
mother aspect is emphasized, in another the sensuous, in another yet 
the terrific. Matriarchal society gave it a greater impulse but it cannot 
be said that the mothers are fundamentally the outcome of a matriar- 
chal society; their bivalence may have been influenced by lunar cults; 
but the cycle of life and death, death and resurrection is before that I .  

The organization of the soil gods into a scheme, the subordination 
of the various local deitics to the clcity of the district and then to the 
major one of t l ~ c  Empii-c-, syml~olized by thc Empcror, in a word this 
reflection of the political order on the religious background, which we 
find in China, is missing in India. Hcre we find instead, as the result 
of a mind more inclined to metaphysics, the preoccupation of discover- 
ing the fundnmcntal unity which underlies the manifold manifestations 
of thc hlother or of the NIothers. Her cn~znations are infinite, but 
her nlotherhood is one, as many rays part from the samc sun; just 

I For various prol~lenls connected sce KOPPF:RS, " Probleme dcr indischen Rcli- 
gionsgeschichte ", ill A nl/~ro$os, vol. XXXV-XXXVI, p. 7 7 0 .  
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as, according to some schools, our soul, the itnzan, is nothing I,ut 
the reflex of some unique force which appears as irradiating itself 
everywhere. 

Thus the primitive, vague but extremely pregnant intuition, con- 
taining in itself various and conflicting images, read, so to say, in a 
different way, interpreted metaphysically, remains the background of 
the most brilliant conquests of Indian theosophy. When the seed of 
that archetype fell upon the fertile ground of philosophical thought, 
its implications lost all its crudity and spread a new light; the religious 
images and myths turned out into symbols of the intricacies of cosmic 
evolution. 

That  cosmic motherhood, the mysterious urge that brings to light 
beings and things, this impulse to exist, which causes the not yet exist- 
ing to assume a form and to be, became one of the essential points, the 
central point of Indian theosophy. 

Because what else is the will which creates the cosmic illusion or 
the cosmic reality (the opinions of the thinkers differ on this point) the 
prahrti, natura naturans, unfolding itself in the infinite physical and 
psychical aspects of being, or the SnRti (cosmic energy) of later gnostic 
system, what else, 1 say, are all these notions except modulations of 
that primeval intuition, sublimated by a bold metaphysics? The ambi- 
guous, indefinite intuitions of the Mother Goddesses, developed into 
the idea of the power by which God (later generally merged into ~ i v a  
or identified with him) manifests himself in the reality of things, or 
emanates out of him this series of images and forms which are nothing 
but the limitation in space and time of his pure and infinite consciousness. 
This new notion, then, reacted upon the old religious ideas, and the spe- 
culation lent a new significance to the innumerable forms of the Mother 
Goddesses. They are still called the Mother, KZlimZ, AmbZ; they inspire 
even now the %kta mystics, buy they are mere symbols of the supreme 
Active Entity which, uniquc and uncontrolled, creates and dissolves 
whatever exists. ,411 this is L-ery clarly seen in the Tantras. This rather 
despised branch of Indian literature, though to my mind one of the 
most important expressions of that gnostic trend of thoughts which 
once invaded with the same fervour and often with the same symbols 
all civiliz~d nations from China to Rome, has preserved some of the 
oldcst creeds of India, and has largely drawn on the experience of peoples 
of all classes, chiefiy the lower ones, and even of the aboriginal tribes 
living in the jungles or on the boundaries of India. These Tantras have 
acccpted the gods of those peoples; they were primitive, abiguous, 
blood-thirsty, terrific gods, difficult to appease, the outcome of the first 
intuition of a mind still horrified by  the agitation of chaos. But the Tan- 
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tras gave these gods a value of symbol, they considered them as the 
expression of the various moments of that psychological drama, which 
Tantric ritualism and gnosis were desired to  achieve. 

This psychological drama was meant to produce in man during 
this very life a revulsion from the samsaric plane to another p]ane: 
in other words, its purpose is to arrest the dispersion of our inner k ing,  
the unique consciousness, into a variety of experiences in which, for- 
gctful of itself, that very consciousness is gradually changed into its 
apposite, into darkness and limitation. In this way Tantric ritualism 
intends to realise its aim, that is the re-integration into that cosmic 
consciousness, beyond space and time and beyond the reach of reason. 
Then the light which is in us and in everything, shines again motionless 
in its purity, free for ever from the illusion and vanity of representative 
thought. The force which creates this illusion, this multifarious succes- 
sion of futile appearances which we call the world of existence, is the 
omipresent and all-pervading Sakti, the dynamis, the power intrinsic 
in God, the Supreme ~ i v a .  The primeval couple of Sky and Earth, 
from whom all is derived, acquires a new value: that hieros ganzos is 
no longer the cause of a creation which took place once upon a time and 
once for all. This creation repeats itself every moment in the universe, 
in the makranthrojos and within ourselves; the sacred couple is no 
longer Sky and Earth, but God and his Sakti, the possessor of the power- 
Saktimdn-and the Sakti; but the ~ a k t i  takes the upperhand upon the 
possessor of the Sakti; ~ i v a ,  without this power being active in him, is 
but a corpse, ~ a v a - ~ i v a .  That  is why they represent him lying as a 
corpse while KZli dances upon him the tremendous dance at whose 
rhythm the worlds are created, and disappear and reappear again in 
a everlasting succession. 

This sakti is active in so far as it develops within itself infinite forces, 
which are like rays emanting from the same light; and what are in fact 
the local goddesses, but its corporeal symbol? 

Philosophy justifies religion. 
The Mother is within us as the Kundalini, the scrpent lying at the 

base of the spinal column ready, when aroused, to burn out the world 
of appearances, which she created, because the cosmic drama is played 
both outside and inside ourselves. Our body, our being, is nothing else 
than a small synthesis or reflex of the body of the universe; within 
ourselves heavens and hells are contained, within ourselves the play 
of the infinite powers (Sakti) of the universe is continually active, as 
well as in the infinite worlds appearing and disappearing in the unli- 
mitedness of space; the rhythm of our brc:athing is analogous to the 
breathing of the universe. 
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Therefore, when the yogin meditates upon himself as the cosmic 
man and renews within himself the cosmic process with the aim of realiz- 
ing the supreme reintegration, and dissolves one after the other the 
various stages of the universal appearances, he starts from the lower 
one of six or nine mystic centres through which the aroused Kundalini 
will pass up to the supreme conjunction on the top of the head when 
she meets the Eternal consciousness in its essential unity and luminosity 
(Siva). 

The yogin starts on his way exactly from the rnCZdd/i&ra, the lowcr 
center, the basis corresponding to earth, because earth is thc universal 
sustainer, the last limit of the materialization of the cosmic conscious- 
ness. He who knows the process of evolution knows thereby the way 
to reintegration. 

Creation should reach its limits, light change into darkness, con- 
sciousness into ignorance, energy into matter, the most solid among 
the material elements, earth; if the evolution has not exhausted itself 
up to its extreme possibilities no reintebration can Ile achieved, the M-2s 
back is not open to us, the apokathastasis will not take place. Eternal 
life can only be acquired through the painful experience in space and 
time, and the pearl within us, the prabhisvararn cittam, will not shine 
again in its full brilliancy unless it has been burried in the mud of esi- 
stence. Earth is the end but also the beginning. 

Then the Tantras went a step farther: the Great Mother is not only 
that Power which inhabits unknown, though always present, within 
ourselves, it is not only the Mother whom the iconography represents 
as UmZ embraced to ~ i v a  and enjoying his love on the top of the Kai- 
IBsa, or killing the demon MahiSZsura as DurgB, or dancing upon the 
dead body of ~ i v a  as KBli, but she is among us, in this society of oui-S. 
She is the woman. Each woman is a partaker of that sacredness 
of which the Mother is the symbol: she is the reflection of that 
power which makes god active. That is why the Tantras consider WO- 

man as the living embodiment of the universal force, the most sacred 
among the sacred things. 

Woman I is the creator of the universe 
She is the very body of the universe; 
woman is the support of the three ~vorlds, 

she is the very essence of our body. 
There is no other happiness as that which woman 

jak t i sa~~a?lza-~a? lh-a ,  vol. I I ,  p. 52. 



can procure. 
There is no other way than that which woman 
can open to us. 
Never there has been, there is, there will be 

a fortune the like of a woman, no kingdom, 
no place of pilgrimage, yoga, prayer, 
illystic fornlula, asccticism, wealth. 

In obedience to these ideas Tantric masters went therefore to the 
extent of worshipping the woman, because she is the symbol of the 
creative possibilities of universal life. This cult expresses itself in the 
cult of the Kumzri, the girl, representing womanhood in its making, 
from birth to her full blossoming, the sixteenth year. It is not out of 
place to insist a little while on this worsphi, beczuse it gives us another 
opportunity of noticing the complexity of the conception with which 
we are now dealing: in fact the cult of the Kumrlri, the girl, shows a 
clear contamination with lunar elements and once more betrays the 
survival of and the connection with the non-aryan background of 
Indian religion. How could we otherwise explain the reason why this 
worship takes place during fifteen days, starting with the first day of 
the waxing moon up to the full moon day, after which the moon begins 
to wane? Each day, worship is rendered to a girl of an  increasing number 
of years, from one year to fifteen, as the symbol of the cosmic rhythm 
expressed in the phases of the moon: this waxes and wanes, just as all 
creation does. But beyond the alternation of the two phases of the 
moon, behind this neverceasing rotation, there is the unavoidable source 
of the succession in time of the evolution and involution, expansion 
and reabsorption: this never changing source is the sixteenth part of 
the moon, the eternal sixteenth part, .ioda;anityd, the Sakti in its never 
exhausted entity, symbolized by a girl sixteen years, old, the apex of 
age, the perfection, the fullness of lifr, and at the same time the source 
of universal life. The Tantras therefore say: 

Kurnaripiijdm R!,tvd trailohyarn vaiam i i~~ayct .  
By worshipping the girl man sul)mits to his will 
the universc I. 

We then realize what a1 long way Indian speculation had gonc from 
the old mythic conception. Man was no lol~gcr intc.1-estcd in c-xplain- 
ing how the creation had on(-(. takcn plncc.. 
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D yzvabhfimi-the couple Hea ven-Earth-was a forgotten myth. 
Indian gnosis was now anxious to know the process of creation, and 
thereby to find out a method by which one could go back to the source, 
be reintegrated in the primeval synthesis in which the Sakti and the 
~ a k t i m z n ,  the power and the possessor of power out of whom everyth- 
ing flows, are reestablishcd in a state of perfect balance. The sacred 
nuptials are therefore not intended toward creation but toward real,- 
sorption; the transcendental bliss of the full reintegration is then expe- 

rienced: the cosmic duality, the dialectics of space and timc, the alter- 
nation of death and life vanish, the miracle is accomplished: the world 
of appearences has been annihilated and with its dissolution the primor- 
dial translucid still, androgynous being is realized: the pure conscious- 
ness which no wave of illusion any longer agitates. 

Nevertheless, the thinkers, even the most abstract oncs, never 
ceased may be unconsciously, to Ix inspired by that archetype, as the 
never forgotten heritage of their forefathers, which flashed out occa- 
sionally from the depths of the soul to the poets or the mystics. Then, 
when the Earth had lost all concreteness as the supreme Goddess whose 
activity is the cause of whatever exists, or shc had become a secondary 
entity in the Hindu Olympus, still in the hymnology dedicated to the 
All-Powerful ~ a k t i ,  the archetypal ancestress is never forgotten. The 

iaRti is called Bhuvaneivari-" the mistress of the world "--or Jagad- 
D h ~ t r i  " the sustainer of the world ". Many of hcr names and characters 
are the same as those once attributed to the primeval Mother Earth. 

" Homage unto Thee, the sustainer of the universe; 
Thou art the support of everything, 
and the thing supported ". 
Thou who hast the form of steadiness 
(dhrti, which also means earth) 
" Laden with good properties " (dhuramdar~) 
" Fixed, the abode of fixity, 
Steady sustainer of the universe ". 

l l Homage unto Thee, sustainer of the universe; 
Thou hast the shape of a corpse and art cosmic Energy embodied; 
Thine abode is cosniic energy, and thou art the 
Materialization of cosmic Energy "... 

" Homage unto Thee, sustainer of the universe- 
Who grantest victory, thou the bliss of the universe- 
Thou they only \$.orshipped by the universe- 
Victory unto Thcc, all-pervading Durg,? ". 
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" Homage unto Thee, sustainer of the universe, 
Thou art the atom in its pure and in its combined forrn- 
Thou art subtle and coarse matter ". 

" Homage unto Thee, sustainer of the universe, 
Thy form is subtle and more than subtle, 
Thou existest in the cosmic vital forces (prd?zdpdna) ". 

" Thou art existence and non existence. 
Homage unto Thee, the sustainer of the universe, 
Thou hast the form of time and space 
And art the mistress of time; 
Thou hast mastery on time and the timeless ". 

" Homage unto Thee, the sustainer of the universe, 
Thou art the great impediment and the great undertaking- 
The great cosmic creative freedom (mahdmdy5) 
The bestower of gifts, 
The essence of the cosmic evolution, 
The (mistress) of the holy man "- 

" Homage unto Thee, the sustainer of the universe, 
Thou art beyond our reach, 
The beginning of the universe-the great mistress- 
The beautiful one-the essence of all energies ". 

" Homage unto Thee, the sustainer of the universe, 
Thou art made of compassion 
Thine eyes are full of compassion- 
Thou art soft as compassion 
Thou art the remover of pain 
Thou art the helper of all sorts of misfortunes, o Durg5 ". 

" Homage unto Thee, the sustainer of the universe 
Thy abode is beyond our reach, 
Thou stayest in thy majesty 
Thou art the very essence of ~ i v a ,  
The master of Yoga 
Thou abidest in the supreme sphere of existence ". 

SO Mother Earth differently modulated always shines in thc horizon 
of Indian religion; she did not even disappear from Indian souls under 
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the impact of modern ideas: she is identified with Fatherland, the Indian 
Fatherland, terrible as its tropical heats and sweet as its Springs. The 
Fatherland is not only the soil upon which the Indian culture developed 
and created a well marked tradition of thought, but it is at  the same 
time the synthesis of DurgP and KPli, the loving and terrific Mother 
who once inspired the religious mystics, and now inflames the patriots. 

When national consciousness arose, and the poet gave an expression 
to it, thus vivifying with his songs the ardour of the masses, the Father- 
land was conceived and invoked as the Great Mother: nourishing and 
protecting her children with her fruits and her love. So the Goddess, 
whom the introduction of western ideas has not eradicated from the 
minds of the Indians, and who still excites their religious enthusiasm 
during the DurgPpfijZ, became the symbol of freedom and of the 
Fatherland. 

With this new significance, within the frame of old ideas and images, 
she is now invoked in the VANDE MATARAM, a hymn composed 
by Bankim Chandra Chatterji, which has become one of the national 
anthems of India: 

I bow to Thee, Mother, 
richly watered, richly fruited, 
cool with the winds of the south, 
dark with the crops of the harvests, 

the Mother! 

Her night rejoicing in the glory of the moonlight- 
Her hands clothed beautifully with the trees 
In flowering bloom, sweet of laughter, sweet of speech, 

the Mother, giver of boons, giver of bliss! 





THE SACRAL CHARACTER OF TJ-IE KINGS OF ANCIENT TIBET 

The Tibetan dynasty enters history in the V11 century A.D. with 
King Sron btsan sgam po, who assured its supremacy within the country 
and its prestige abroad, and it came to an end with the dcath of g1,ari 
dar ma in 842 A. D. Three centuries of life dryly and partially brought 
before us by the fragments of the chronicles discovered at Tun-huang, 
by the records of the Chinese annalists, and by the later Titwtan histo- 
riography. The latter, k i n g  written by Buddhist apologists, ascribes 
to Sron btsan sgam po and his succcssors the privilege of conversion 
and the merit of propagating the doctrine of S ~ k ~ a m u n i .  'That the 
first Tibetan kings were not hostile to Buddhism is prot)able; that they 
all embraced it with zeal is dubious. The first of them who proclaimed 
the religion of !hkyamuni to be the religion of the State was K'ri sron 
lde btsan (who died between 797 and 804). He founded the monastery 
of bSam yas and published the edicts that mark the definite triumph 
of Buddhism. 

The introduction of the new religion naturally came al~out very 
slowly, as it was opposed to the traditional religion, the Bon, injured 
the interests of the sacerdotal class, and introduced important political 
and spiritual consequences as it replaced the former social and religious 
order by a new one. The power of the kings was limited by the control 
of the feudal nobility, subject to the yoke of customs which, while 
exalting-as we shall see-their sacred majesty, reduced in practice 
their authority. The king therefore saw in Buddhism a powerful auxiliary 
in the attempt to reorganise royalty on a new unitarian basis. Bud- 
dhism, by glorifying the king as the Dharmarlja, the representative 
of Law on earth, increased his prestige, raising him al~ove the conflicting 
currents, and thus justifying the demand for a rigid monarchical system. 
This claim had asserted itself with Sron btsan sgam po, but it had no 
other foundations or defence than the personality of the king himself, 
and was lacking in all less contingent motives that could confirm its 
authority h y  new and supcrior ideal principles. Thc chronicles, indeed, 

show us a rcstlcss nobility, accustomed to participate in thc govrmment 
through the clan of the queen, who was selected from among the more 
powerful families, a nobility ready to rebel whenever a n  occasion offer- 



ed itself, willing to recognise in the king only a fri?nus i?zhr 

or else a sacred but inert symbol. 
The sacerdotal class of the Bonpc-I speak of a sacerdotal class 

and not of the shamans in general, because these were divided into 
ranks and classes according to functions and tasks-was also unwilling 
to  admit defeat and sought to find defenders among a part of the nobi- 
lity. After a vain attempt during the infancy of K'ri sron lde btsan, 
in the second half of the 8th century, the priests found defenders who 
were strong enough to place on the throne, a little more than half a 
century later, a champion of their own, the king gLan dar ma, who 
started a merciless persecution of Buddhism. Thus in Tibet the same 
events occurred that in Japan led to the struggle between the clan of 
the Soga on the one side and of the Nakatomi and Mononobe on the 
other, the former in support of Buddhism which prince Shotoku Taishi 
was introducing, the latter to prevent it. 

While in Japan much of the Shint6 tradition was saved, this cannot 
be said of Tibet, where the Bon religion was either utterly crushed or, 
in its attempt to meet the ever growing competition of Buddhism, had 
to borrow Buddhist dogmatic schemes, to adjust itself to them, to forget 
or transform its own liturgy, myths and original ideas. This is why 
event the facts about the ancient Tibetan monarchy of the period prior 
to Sron btsan sgam po, have to be extracted almost entirely from 
Buddhist sources, from the legends that Buddhism has preserved, from 
the legends that Buddhism has preserved, from the stories with which 
family records open and which often contain notable fragments of 
ancient epics, from the description of funeral rites, like that brought 
to light at  Tun-huang, or the other inserted with evident Buddhist 
interpolations in the account of the funerals of some kings: as for in- 
stance of Sron btsan stam po. They are therefore drawn from late 
sources, belonging to a spiritual world hostile to the original one, and 
must be used with great caution. 

No religion thst supplants another is impartial towards the one it 
supersedes, and even when it hands down the record of its forms of 
worship, it readily colours and distorts them. We must therefore dig 
deep into this material and by comparing facts and drawing inferences, 

t ry  to reconstruct a past whose length we do not ltnow, no more than 
the vicissitudes through which it passed. For it is not to be supposed 
that this past, remote though it may be, had no history, had w-itnesscd 
no contrasts of opinions or innovations which disturbed or altered the 
course of its tradition. Rut of these developments and changes, signs 
of which are not lacking, we cannot determine the chronological succes- 
sion, or we can only do so vaguely. At most, wc shall bc able to note 
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and underline those points or aspects which seem to point to a psycho- 
logical and cultural changc; but we are not yet in a position to know for 
ccrtain the causes and the reasons of this change. In short, if we wish 
to avoid the pleasing but deceptive field of hypotheses, we must be 
satisfied with tracing the main outlines and leave it to further resear- 
ches-when new material has come to light and been elaborated and 
ccmpared-to complete these first enquiries that claim to be nothing 
more than a summary of our present knowledge on the ancicnt monar- 
chy of Tibet. 

And here let us state at once that one thing seems ccrtain about 
ancient Tibet-we mean pre-Buddhist Tibet, without a more precise 
chronology: the heir to the throne became king as soon as he attained 
his thirteenth year. It would seem that this habit continued even during 
the historic period. Sron btsan sgam po became king, at  least according 
to some sources I ,  at  the age of 13; his son succeeded him at the same 
age, but as he died at  once, his father took over the power again; K'ri 
sron lde btsan also was elected at the age of 13 .  We must now ask: 
were these mere coincidences, or was it a rule, which Sron btsan sgam 
po perhaps broke, and which later on the Bon po ministers tried to 
revive during the infancy of K'ri sron lde btsan, for fear that Buddhism 
might triumph? There would seem to be no doubt that it was a rule. 
The sources agree in confirming that the kings were installed as soon 
as they were able to ride a horse, that is to say as soon as they acquired 
the ability to hunt and fight, which in nomad and pastoral peoples are 
the signs of maturity, the initiation into the life of the group, in other 
~rords,  puberty, the crucial period of life, fixed once and for all at  the 
thirteenth year 2. Man ldom stag btsan, the forefather of the P'ag mo 
gru pa family, prays the gods for thirteen months that he may be 
granted an heir, and the gods, solicited and satisfied, assure him that 
in the space of 1 3  years he will have the longed-for son; in other words 
the forefather will be mature for his manifestation 3 .  

We must of course distinguish that primitive and essential fact, 
the physical ability to ride a horse, as the proof that puberty has been 
attained, from the theories subsequently woven around it. I refer to 

those speculations on the number 1 3  that announce a more advanced 
cultural formation. Thus, when Bon had reached dogmatic maturity, 
the number 13 indicates completeness and perfection, just as does the 

It does not matter whether this is true or not: what matters is the idea it 
expresses. So also Man sron (= K'ri ~ n d  slon m d  of TH; PT, Ja, b). 

a TH, p. 87-GR, p. 24 6-PT, J a  6 b. 
3 TPS, p. 633. 



number I g in Iranian or the number 16 in Indian traditions, in which 
the KumZra and the KiSora in their immutable age of 16 signify incor- 
ruptible maturity. So likewise the Sakti, the powcr of God, like the moon 
in its several successive stages and changed, unfold, in 1 5  parts, beyond 
which the 16th part as being their beginning and end and final cause, 

remains unchanged, the absolute and incorruptible whole. But we will 
not dwell further on these motives which belong surely to a later period. 
We must not fail to notice an important fact that accompanies the 
fitness acquired by the heir to the throne. As soon as he attains it, his 
father-so we read in several places-ascends to heaven, which is the 
common expression used to indicate death. In other words, the fathcr 
dies, that is, is presumably eliminated1 and returns to the kingdom 
of the forefathers in heaven. I t  is a custom that tends to survive 
even in historic times, and leads many a king to the grave by a 
violent death as soon as his son grows older. Of course, in such cases 
political intrigue may  play a preponderant part, but it seems quite 
likely that here again they are grafted on to the old rite. Let us not 
forget that all that remains to us is a bare outline of the facts relating 
to the royal dynasties, and that we know nothing of the conflicting 
currents of ideas that then prevailed. 

But how can the son's maturity eliminate the father? Evidently, 
it is not here a question of physical maturity, but of sacral maturity, 
which is laden with quite othcr implications and powers. This matu- 

rity indicates the presence of the ancestor in the son, which has ceased 
in the father. The forefather is continually renewed in the series of 
his avat iya  on earth, passing through a ~ h a s e  of exhaustion followed 
by the acquisition of plenitude from 13 to 13. A clear cut separates 
the father from the son. With the ascent of the son to the throne at the 
age of 13 thc rebirth of the ancestral being occurred; an unending event 
was repeated, unending but always new in its temporal localization. 
Each king, WC are told by the chronicles, built his own ~ a l a c e .  He could 
not remain in the paternal one. With his advent a complete renewal 
took place, a new order was set up. Each king settled into his own 
palace because the divine presence of thc ancestor was reintegrated 
in him, and along with the palace all was reconstituted: novm i?zcifzt 
o ~ d o .  Each king was followed by his own shaman (g. f~n),  and by his 
own minister, thc synthesis of powers, to which wc shall refer further 
on, being thus reconstituted 2 .  

GR, p. 24 b; TH, p. 87. 
BGR, pp. 18 ff. 
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I t  would therefore seem-to sum up-that this point is ascertained: 
the king is the forefather present among the living by means of a peren- 
nial renewed manifestation of his essence, which takes place on het 
fulfilment of the thirteenth year, the mark of eternal youth. He is the 
forefather on earth, while remaining at the same time the f0refathc.r in 
heaven, the avatdya of the ideal essence, undiminished by thus project- 

ing himself in the world of time. Indeed, it is probably just through 
this renewal and strengthening of the terrestrial manifestation, and the 
alternating increase of fullness ratified by the sacred number, that hc 
himself is renewed on his ideal plane, and thus escapes the fatal exhaus- 
tion of the soul, as is not infrequently believed in Asia-we need only 
think of the Chinese p'o, subject to fatal extinction and consumption. 
Between the forefather and the king there is no diversity. 

In the inscription on the pillar erected on the tomb of K'ri sron 
lde btsan, which 1 discovered in Yarlung in 19481. and also in the 
Lhasa inscriptionz, the royal genealogy begins with '0 de spu rgyal, 
who, as both inscriptions state " descended from heaven to become 
prince of men "; and thence one passes at  once to the king who had 
the inscription engraved precisely because the forefather identifies 
himself with the living king in whom he is renewed, as he is his tempo- 
rary spacial habitat; the is at  the same time present on two parallel 
planes, the terrestrial and the celestial, as is expressly stated in the chroni- 
cles 3. As such, the king guarantees and transmits four powers: the 
religious law, c'os, entrusted to the sacerdotal class; the mzia' t'an, 
majesty, his essential prerogative; c'ab srid, earthly power, government; 
dbu rmog, the helmet (cf. the Yarlung inscription). 

There are thus four powers but of these only two appear actually 
operative in him: ?=+m' t'an and the dbu mzog. The c'os, the religious 
law, was the perorogative of the sacerdotal class and the c'ab srid, politi- 
cal authority, devolved, as regards the actual functions of government, 
on the ministers. Therefore, the king sits in the centre of the throne- 
room, having on his right hand, in the place of honour, the gs'elz gfil~12, 

the head shaman, he who takes possession of the dignity along with 
the king, and who will be succeeded by another when a new king ascends 
to the throne; on his left hand is the minister, who also is attached to 
the person of the king4. 

TTK, p. 36. 
RICHARDSON. Ancient Historical edicts at L b a ,  London 1952, p. 60. 

3 TH, p. 8a. 
4 BGR, p. 27 b.  
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These three form the " three great ones " celebrated by the Bonpo 
chronicles, who in their regret for the vanished ancient prestige, 
transmit dim glimmers of the former customs and confer notable value, 
not as absolute historical truths, but as the echo of the ancient social 
conception of Tibet and of its ideals, on certain enumerations which 
list together the kings, their priests and their ministers, an indissoluble 
trinity, prerennially renewed at  each election; and they confirm that the 
three powers, centered around the person of the king, are indissolubly 
bound together. Of the powers mentioned in the inscriptions, the po- 
litical one was strictly circumscribed, dimmed by the prevalence of 
majesty which was something more and higher. 

Again in the chronicles of Tun-huang we find registered from year 
to year the place where the king dwelt, but all the duties of government 
urcre discharged by the ministers, the Ban blm, the uncles-not paternal, 
but maternal uncles-who were minister:. 

And here, without dwelling at  length on the matter, it should be 
mentioned that the mother has had an essential part in the vicissitudes 
of the Tibetan dynasty: the sons were long known by the name of the 
mother and the mother's clan, through the uncles who were ministers 
and exercised the actual power, so that the king, until the revolution 
brought about by Sron btsan sgam po, was enshrined in his religious 
prestige, like the emperor of Japan after the creation of the Shogunate, 
and had little power to command. Yet, by entrusting the political power 
to his ministers he-like, perhaps, the Shang kings of ancient China 
-actuated in his person and preserved and transmitted a much higher 
power: that of the divine presence or unchanged essence, transcending 
the vicissitudes of the individuals in whom it descends, as the guardian 
of the race and of the community: the m ~ a '  t'an (later on dban), the 
majesty, which is quite distinct from ;~.nt'u, the sacerdotal and magic 
power held by the ~r ies t ly  class. Thc mna' t'an worlts in its divine 
inaction and immobility, the mt'u acts through formulas and the ritual 
usually jointly, but sometimes in conflict, as happcned in the time of 

king Gri gum, perhaps not an entirely mytl1ical person, ltillcd as a result 
of the antagonism that arose between the Icing and the ~riesthood. 
The nzna' t'aii, present in the person of thc king as his essential nature, 
tolerates no contamination or dcfect. Whcn a king is struck by leprosy 
or a son is born blind, king and queen must entcr alivc, in the tomb 
and the son may not ascend the throne unlcss he recovcrs his sight'. 
This physical soundness is necessary for thc group, as only if  tile 

I PT, Ja, p. I I a-6; G R ,  p. 27 a-b. 
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sacred person of the king is fresh, intact, rejuvenated, will he be able 
to perform his function, which is that of keeping off epidemics, causing 
the rain to fall, assuring fertility, in other words, that of maintaining 

the cosmic and social order intact and in due working order. If he 
does not perform these tasks, if he does not realize in his own person the 
principles of his divine and royal dignity, if the miza't'ali is extinguished 
or corrupted, the grass will dry up and everything will go wrong1. 

On the other hand the king, who was consecrated, as we are inform- 
ed by the Bonpo chronicles, by a lustral bath (ts'an K'rus)~, when 
governing by maintaining intact the m&a' f a & ,  guarantees the fertility 
of the soil: gRa' k'ri3 descended on the earth in the orm of fertilizing 
rain. Spu de gun rgyal4 makes it his duty to be the fertilizing rain 
that falls from heaven. 

\\'hat is the dbu nnog, the helmet, whose " continued power " is 
celebrated in a phrase that occurs identically in the inscriptions of 
Yarlung and Lhasa, and in those of some of the early kings of Ladakhs? 
Is it perhaps the syn~bol of military power? Nothing suggests this. The 
word should perhaps be related to rh'lu or dR4u which dcnotes a caste 
of priests of celestial origin, whose prerogative was the rhiu t'ag, the 
cord connecting earth and heaven, and to rMug, which denotes magic 
power, more especially that exercised in relation with the chthonian 
powers (funeral rites), The helmet, the casque, is the symbol, the visible 
emblem of the magic power of the king which is transmitted from 
father to son and is an essential part of his costume, as he wears it at  
the sacred functions he is vested with. I t  protects the king's head, 
whence, according to Bonpo tradition, started the luminous rope that 
bound him to heaven. I t  should therefore be related to the casque, 
the bonnet, the turban which, as the case may be, still represents the 
essential feature of the headdress of a shaman. For this reason nzlia' 

t'a7i and dbu rmog cannot be separated one from the other, the one 
being the essence of power, the other its active symbol. 

The titles by which he is designated confirm the divine nature 
of the king. He is sprul rgyal po; sprul signifies magic power, the liberty 
of magic action, magic creation. He is also regularly called btsan $0 

TH, p. 133. 
a BGR, p. 18 6. 
3 TH, p. 86. 
4 TH,  p. 127 .  
5 Cf. TH,  pp. 85, 135, 154. 
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or &sad PO, words, which cannot be separated from btsan, designating 

a kind of power mainly of a chtonian character. Further on we shall 
equire into the reasons for this. As during the historical period the 
Tibetan kings were called Lha sras, devaputra, like the Chinese emperors, 
so there are traces that would show that in acient times they were called 
Zde srasl,  i.e., son of Zde. 1De in ancient Tibetan probably means "divine 
creature" 2 .  I t  is a word that appears in many names of divinities 
and is preceded byanother word-0-prefixed to the name of divine 
beings: o Zde, which appears to be not a name but a title: 0 Zde spa 
rgyal, 0 de r in mo, the name of a Klu mo. I t  should perhaps I>e 
compared with t'e-gNams t'e-a group of gods who play an important 
part in the celestial mythography of the Bonpo, and perhaps with also 
the Chinese t'i, (celestial) lord, the name, in the days of the Shang 
dynasty, of some kings as well as of the Supreme Deity. 

We do not know if there were special rites in which the king had 
to take part to assure, by acts of worship, the magic validity of his na- 
ture. Two references-one in a Buddhist chronicle (GR, with reference 
to Gri gum), the other in a Bonpo chronicle (p. 6), would lead us to 
suppose that he procured the irradiation of the nz7ia1 t'aA by means 
of the ritual dance performed under the escort of the head shaman. 
On this occasion he was attired in shaman fashion: robed in white, he 
wore his hair coiled round his head, kept in place by fluttering silk 
ribbons and protected by a headcover or turban on which perched a 
vulture 3 .  

We have reconstructed a rough outline of the ancient kingship of 
Tibet. The sketch is stiff and lifeless, for we lack the data which would 
enable us to describe the historical process through which these ideas 
must have passed. That  alone would enable us to present a living pic- 
ture of the several stages in the theoretical justifications given from time 
to time to rites whose original significance had bcen forgotten, and which 
were interpreted anew in accordance with thc changed cultural situa- 
tion or with echoes of neighbouring cultures. Thus, when ure read in 
the history of the rLan family, from whom the chiefs of rTsc t'an wcrc 
descended, that they had thrce ancestors, one white, one black, and 

one many-coloured, we think at  once of the partition of the cosmos 
and of h,ings into three groups, corresponding to the three planes of 

PT, Ja ,  p. 9 a .  
TH, p. 123, says of Gri gum: as  he was clesc.c.ntled from ] [ )c,  he was not Ilk(' 

the o r d ~ n a r y  run of men. 
3 BGR, p. 26 a. 
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existence, each of a particular colour. It is thc same original classifi- 
cation of the early kings of Tibet, replaced afterwards Ily the other and 
certainly later division into five groups due to the influence of the qui- 

nary theory. But it is quite probable that in our case the tripartite 
classification of the ancestors was a secondary one and that the elemcn- 
tary dichotomy between black and white, good and evil, friendly and 
hostile forces, was a t  the basis; a notion essential to Shamanism, accepted 
and transmitted by the Bon religion. 

Bonpo Shamanism was systematised, at a date that has not yct 

been ascertained, by  a master whose personality has been dimmed by 
legends, but of whose historical existence I think there can be no douljt. 
When it gave itself a definite system so as to oppose the triumphant 
advance o i  Buddhism, it was complelled to draw largely not only on 
Buddhism itself but also on the other religions that had spread in the 
bordering countries. We have proof of this not in the dichotomy 
referred to above, which corresponds to one of the basic conceptions 
of Shamanism, but in onc of its theorcticril c.labrations which \$;IS 

almost certainly affected by ideas of Iranian origin graftcd on to the 
primitive Shamanic notion. This is shown by the terminology, and 
above all by  the stress laid on the luminous character of the good 
father. 

Some books, held in great reverence by the Bonpo, state that in 
the beginning there was an undifferentiated principle, the inert potential 
of the elements, from which two eggs arose by spontaneous generation, 
the one white the other black. From the white egg came the bcneficcmt 
father (p'an byed); from the black the maleficent one (gnod byed); the 
former lives in the light, the latter in darkncss that spreads as far as 
the edge of the light; the former is white; the latter black and armed 
with a spear. The former, the beneficent, is called the king of positi1.e 
(yod) existence; the later, the king of negative (nted) existence. l 'he  

former is light and is therefore called the luminous manifestation, snari 
ba 'od Zdan, or simply the luminous one, 'od zer Zdan, but hc is I lso called 
K'ri rgyal k'ug pa, which may very well mean " the throne, the Icing, 
the recalled "; in which case the last epithet might well remind us of 
the Manichaean akrostag. The latter is darkness and is called nl?snC 
nag po, " the black torment ". Everything good,-the good creation- 
comes from the former. Everything evil, the bad creation, comes from 

the latter, from whom come death and the malevolent demons, while 
the former teaches how to overcome the powers of darkness. 

Evidently, we are now moving in a different order of ideas; 1r.e 

are no longer in the presence of the catabas2s of sPu rgyal from heaven 
to earth; he is identified with the Beneficent Fathcr of U-hom thc Tibetan 
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kings are the earthly incarnation1. The old personage remains, but 
he is inserted into a world construction in which a first attempt at an 
ethical justification is dawning. There are, however, signs of deeper 
changes affecting the whole tradition in the forms we have described 
and which point to a new cultural trend. Let us mention once more the 
rule referred to above which requires that as soon as the son attains the 
age of puberty, at  1 3 ,  there is no longer any reason for the father to 
remain and he returns to heaven. 

In the history and chronicles of many families the beginning of 
the race was therefore in heaven, and the progenitor of the family 
descended from heaven to earth: thus it was with the kings of Yarlung, 
with the Sa skya pa, with the P'ag mo gru pa and so on. Not without 
reason in the succession of the Tibetan kings the cycle was opened by 
the gNam K'ri, " the K'ri of heaven ", seven in all as the celestial planes 
are seven, at  least for some schools2. They are celestial manifestations 
that appear on earth, and which, when they have com pleted their 
cycle, return to heaven by means of the Ju t'ag, rMu t'ag, the rope 
that joins heaven to earth, which will be used by a group of Bonpo 
priests as a symbol by which the deceased ascends to heaven. As 
the Shamans, so also the kings could transfer themselves to heaven 
at  will, to confer with their celestial companions, to ask their advice, 
and then redescend on earths. Nevertheless, it should be borne in mind 
that the catabasis does not usually take place straight from heaven to 
earth. There exists an intermediate point between heaven and earth 
which is the mountain, and a comparison of the several forms of the 
same myth would show that this insertion of the mountain is to be 
ascribed to a different cultural environment. The Bonpo books preserve 
the names of the mountains from which the first seven celestial K'ri 
descended. K'ri came down on Lha ri gyan t'o 4, the forefather 
of the P'ag mo gru pa was conceived on the mountain by Man ldom 
stag btsan and a daughter of Ts'an pa (a name borrowed from India; 
Ts'ans pa = Rrahmz, to designate God the Creator). It is a myth that 
very probably perpetuates an original rite of the sacred copulation 
between the head of the clan and his wife that took   lace on the ancestral 
mountain. 

This introduction of the mountain in the myths of anccstral births 
belongs to another cultural cycle. To judge by the chroniclcs, the prin- 

TPS,  p. 3 7 1 .  
2 T H ,  p.  151. For others 9, or 13 (this eviclel~tly from Irlclia). 
3 Man ldon btsan; cl. TH,  p. 1 2 3 .  
4 For other examples see TPS. p. 730. 
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ciples of the Tibetan religion would seem to be mainly of a cclcstial 
nature; the gNam, heaven, holds in it the same place as does the T=qr i  
among the Turco-Mongol populations. Some Bon are callcd gXam 
Bon, the Bon from heaven and some writers state they appeared aftcr 
Gri gum I .  

The funeral rites, with which I have dealt elsewhere, start with the 
return of the forefather to heaven and gradually pass on from leaving 
the corpse in the river, to exposing it on the mountain, to burying it 
in a tumulus, These successive rites would seem to imply a progressivc 
change in the religious conceptions during which the mountain steadily 
gains in importance. I t  becomes the centre and the shrine of the clan 
and of the territory, over which it nomadizes and leads the flocks to 
pasture. That territory is not only a social, but above all a sacral unit. 
It centres ideally round the mountain whence the forefather descended. 
It sanctifies and assures the cohesion of the group and its identity, in 
close connection with the soil. Very often the king and the mountain 
are one and the same thing. '0 de gun rgyal is the name of an ancestor, 
of a god, and of the mountain lying between '01 k'a and Kon po. The 
mountain may take the place of the ancestor: Yar lha Sam po, on which 
the progenitor of the kings of Yarlung descends from heaven, is changed 
into a god, copulates in a dream with the wife of Gri gum, and Ru la 
skyes is born to theml. 

Heaven recedes; the mountain, at first the place where the ancestral 
catabasis takes place, now becomes itself the forefather, and its deified 
as sa bdag or g2i bdag, the lord of the earth and the tribal god, terrifically 
irascible, ready to anger and revenge, intolerant of insult, even if invo- 
luntary, demanding bloody sacrifices. 

Cosmological theories, well known to us but which we have no 
reason to accept as primary, confer a new importance on the moun- 
tain: it is the magic transposition of the cosmic tent, above which stretch 
the celestial plains, it is the pillar which supports the sky, it is the centre 
of the world identified with the special territory inhabited by the clan. 
The chief, the king, on dying does not ascend to heaven to form part 
of a trascendent ancestral essence; the rope that joins earth to heaven 
is broken. I t  is no longer a question of an ascent to heaven, but of a 
descent into the entrails of the earth. The corpse is buried in a tumulus 

built in the shape of a tent, for the tent is the image of the world. The 
king descends there, as we know in the case of Sron btsan sgam po 

I PT, Ja, p. 8 6. 
a GR, p. 25 a. 
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and of K'ri sron ldc btsan, seated on his throne I.  Thc image or the 
pillar or the tree planted on the tumulus of which the Chinese sources 
speak is the receptacle of the soul for anccstor worship; they arc the 
link between the world of the living and the world of the dead 2 .  A new 
conception, similar to that of the megalithic culture, is superimposed 
on the other. The pillar is the essential feature in the tumulus burial, 
whether of a king or of ordinary folk, as is shown by the cemeteries 
scattered on mountain tops, of which I myself have met not a few exam- 
ples in Tilxt.  

And here it should be mentioned that the chronicles and the frag- 
ments of family genealogies from which we deduce these glimmers 
of light, transmit to us the ideas of a certain part of the Tibetan popu- 
lation; they come from the circles of the nobles, the feudatories, whose 
origins all point towards the East and the North East, where was the 
starting point of their migration. We must therefore interpret them, 
place them back in the environment which inspired them; and that 
succession should not be talten literally, as if Tibet had really evolved 
from a celestial to a more human and terrestrial conception. We are 
not authorized to draw such a conclusion; we may only recognize that 
two currents meet and cannot always be readily distinguished, for the 
one has faded off into the other in that faint and no longer well-de- 
fined survival that those fragmentary documents evoke or describe; 
the one placing the celestial forefather at  the origin, the other connect- 
ing this ancestor with the telluric deities, and above all with the 
mountain. 

What were the events that brought these two currents into contact 
or that led to their clash, we do not know for certain. We can at most 
point to a cycle of legends, that cannot be chronologically situated, 
which in all probability adumbrate real events marking a turning point 
or a crisis in the history of the religion of Tibet. I allude to the legend 
of the king Gri gum. During his reign the conflict between the royal 
majesty and the mt'u, the magic powcr of the priestly caste, broke out 
in all its violence; Gri gum, " the knife king ", intcnds to free the king 
from his inefficient sacral character and restorc him to real power. He 
is the symbol of a fracture in the current of idcas: his is no longer " a 

celestial trone ", he no longer belongs to the series of kings who on dcath 
ascended again to heaven. As from him on, the ascension to to heaven is 
interrupted; the luminous rope by which thc dead king ascendcd to 

I See L..\I.ou, Rituel Bonpo tles f1inern1llt.5 royaler;, in  j. . l  r.  1952 ,  p. 35% 
BUSHLLL, in ] M S ,  1880, p. 443. 
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heaven is I~roken, the sons trace out the father's corpse and build for him 
a tomb in the form of a tent I ,  the cosmic mountain. Ru la skyes (or Nar 
la skyes), the wise minister to whom the widow of Gri gum gives birth, 
is, as I have said, born of a coupling that occurred in a dream with the 
god Yar Iha $am po, who is now the god of the mountain of that namc. 
Prior to Gri gum the kings returned to heaven, they left no mortal 
retnains on earth. Now the arrangement of the corpse is the care and 
anxiety of his descendants. The world beyond the grave asscrts itself 
with all its terrifying mysteries. The earth is sprinkled with the blood 
of the victims sacrificed on the tumulus. The turnover is complete. We 
witness a very notable change, pointing to a different psychological 
and cultural trend, one which could not occur without modifying in 
a marked manner the characteristic features of Tibetan royalty. The 
slaying of Gri gum by his minister marks not only the struggle between 
the royal and the sacerdotal power, but something deeper yet; the 
contrast lxtween a religion prevalently turned towards heaven, and 
a religion in which the earth tends to take the first place. 

The corpse of Gri gum is restored to his sons by a Klu mo who had 
taken possession of it. And the Klu mo is the deity of the underworld 
and of the underground waters. 

Nor is this all. The change in the funeral rites to which I referred 
coincides with the marriage of the kings to chthonian creatures, Klu mo and 
bTsan mo2. What if any, was the chronological succession? The problem 
is, for the present, a difficult one to solve. We have the fact that accord- 
ing to tradition the king's ancestors of the type of 0 de spru rgyal, did 
not descend to inhabit the earth but, as in certain Chinese legends 3,  

to govern it. The sources speak clearly of a pre-existence of the peoples, 
already organised in society, under the command of warring chiefs. 
The kings therefore did not descend to people Tibet, but to govern it. 
The origin of the human races differs from that of the royal stock. The 

Tibetan people, according to the Buddhist legend, was generated by 
Avalokiteivara and a srin nzo, an ogress. Avalokiteivara is evidently 
the Buddhist transposition of an earth deity of the same nature as his 
mate. The procreating coupling occurs on the mountain of rTse t'an. 
All this leads us to suppose that the ancestral descent from heaven 

announces and poiilts rather to a second stage, arising from the entry 
into Tibet of a conquering aristocracy, \vhose idea were still firmly 

I TH,  p. 11-7.  
T'nji yig, p. I Q  6, where the king is sTo i~  ri ston brtsan. 

3 ~ I A S P E R O ,  in j. .4s . ,  192.$, pp. 4 7 3 4 .  
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anchored to aristocratic traditions, but who gradually amalgamated 
with the autochtonous beliefs which continued to exist side by side 
with the new ones, and finally acquired the upper hand, affecting in their 
turn in a decisive manner the cultural world of the new aristocracy. 

Therefore the notion of Tibetan royalty, even as seen through the 
fragmentary and late sources of information that have come down to 
us from a period prior to the entry of Tibet into documented and verified 

history, is far from being simple and rectilinear. If we follow the scanty 
information that has come to the surface from the wreck of time, we 
can easily identify two currents which gradually mect but never mingle, 
in such wise that their conflicting character and diverse origin is clearly 
apparent. The one is prevalently terrestrial, the other celestial; the one 
belongs perhaps to the most ancient ethnical stock, of whose compo- 
sition we know little; the other has been introduced by the migrations 
of nomads and shepherds who settled in the country, descending in 
that North-East South-West direction which is still shown by the divi- 
sion of the territory in four wings (ru): one on the centre, the other to 
the right with an additional one to the west, and the last to the Icft, 
eastward. They, like the Altaic populations, placed heaven, the Tangri, 
a t  the summit; they marched in their expansion divided into wings: 
their social organisation was founded on clans, independent but inter- 
connected, the so-called rus, " bone ", just as the Mongols called their 
own yasun, bones. 

The other part of the population lived under the terror of hostile 
underground forces, attached to the soil, threatening from the moun- 
tains and the rocks, greedy of blood-thirsty sacrifices. 

Little by little the two elements as the result of a natural compro- 
mise dwelt together. The mountain is a step in the celestial descent. 
But the world which tends to prevail is the primitive one, that which 
Padmasambhava, the symbol of triumphant Buddhism, will disarm 
in his spiritual conquest of Tibet, passing from mountain to mountain, 
from plain to plain, subduing with his victorious miracle-working power 
the savage forces of the aboriginal faiths and thus replacing the chtho- 
nian hierography that covered the geographical reality of Tibet, by a 
new sacred map in which the genii of old are transformcd into defe?~- 
sores Jidei, and custodians of the Buddhist order. 

Gradually, as the hybridization between the native world and the 
new conceptions is cornplcted, the king loses the original charactpr 
with which he was invcsted I,y thc cultural traditions of thc conquering 
aristocracy, and is identified with tht. chthonian deitics, though still 
invested with the same essential function of assuring thc fertility and 
fruitfulness of the earth and the regularity of the rainfall. 
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When, in the course of time, historic events revealed Chincase 
culture to Tibet, these kings became, as was the case with the ancic:nt 
emperors of China, the Teachers, those who taught men the arts of ]if(-, 
the tilling of the soil and the working of metals. At the same timc a 
greater spiritual maturity tends to introduce the first signs of a systcbm 
based on numbers, similarities, dichotomies, whose purpose is to furliish 
a theoretical explanation of customs, the original meaning of which 
had been lost in the night of time, and of ideas whose actual value had 
been forgotten. 

All this-let me repeat once more-is a provisional scheme, and 
first of all it does not claim to be comprehensive and valid for the whole 
of Tibet, which from the very beginnings appears as a federation of 
clans under the leadership of one more powerful and enjoying more 
authority than the others. From one of these, the Yarlung clan, came 
the kings of Tibet. And it is on documents belonging to this family 
that we must work for the present, restricting ourselves to drawing 
comparison with the few chronicles of the other great families, that are 
now accessible. 

I hope to be able to add some other data in a work on which 1 am 
now engaged on Tibetan theogony, based more especially on many 
Tibetan manuscripts which I had the good fortune to discover during 
my journey through Central and South Tibet in 1948. 
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T H E  SYMBOLISM O F  T H E  TEMPLE O F  BSAM YAS 

On returning from Lhasa in 1948 I visited and made a careful 
study of the great temple of bSam yas, founded, in a year not yet 
ascertained with precision but undoubtedly between 763 and 787, by 
K'ri sron lde btsan. This king may be described as the founder of Tibe- 
tan Buddhism, as he proclaimed the religion of ~ i i k ~ a m u n i  to be the 
religion of the state and issued an edict which may be considered the 
foundation charter of Tibetan Buddhism. Urged by ~ ~ n t i r a k ~ i t a ,  he 
then built the temple of bSam yas, and got Padmasambhava, who per- 
haps acted as chief exorcist, to come from India. The time at which 
the temple was built was such a special one, that its construction cannot 
be considered as a merely material fact. The struggle between the Bon 
religion and the slowly advancing Buddhism, although turning out to 
be a clash of interests between the Bonpo priesthood and the supporters 
of the new religion, with the court inclining towards Buddhism and the 
feudal aristocracy still faithful to Bon, was transferred to an ideal 
plane. The antagonism between the two spiritual worlds represented 
by the two religions, was reflected on earth in the struggle between 
two contrasting forces that could not coexist. It was under these cir- 
cumstances, if we can trust the chronicles, that the country was afflicted 
by epidemics and the king himself was struck down by a serious illness. 
All the calamities were attributed to the influence exercised by the two 
clashing forces; man, siding with one or with the other, felt the counter- 
shock. One cannot live in such a state of permanent tension and unba- 
lance. The world must obey one single principle which subordinates 
the contrasting forces to itself. The king, as conceived by the Bonpo 
religion who is peremptory on this point, is responsible for the normal 
course of events: if he fails in this task imposed upon him by his very 
nature, the cosmic order is disturbed. On the other side, Buddhism 

conceives the king as the expression of the Dharma on the earth; and 
the Dharma is the supreme ruler of the universe. The acceptance of 

the new religion by the Tibetan king K'ri sron lde btsan therefore meant 
that the king derived his power from another religious reality, from 
which, instead of from the other, came the ideal justification of his 
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dignity. The ancient order had to be replaced by the new one, and this 
replacement meant in reality the submission of the old order. The 
legend of Padmasambhava has in this connection great importance. 
By coming to  Tibet he achieves what would be described in Indian 

terminology as a digvzjaya, a real triumph. He subjects all the bTsan, 
bsTan srun ma, gNod sbyin, Srin mo, the gods of the soil and of the 
mountains, who form what might be called the sacred geography over- 
laying the physical geography of Tibet, and establish a close connection 
between the land, the clan dwelling on it, and the ancestor from whom 
that clan derives. Padmasambhava passes from one victory to ano- 
ther; one by one the gods give way to  his magic power and bend to his 
will. They do not remain hostile, hiding in their underground realm, 
but accept to serve the new religion and merge into the endless ranks 
of the Dam can, of the C'os skyon, of the deities presiding over oaths, 
or over the sacramental purity of places, the pugnacious and terrible 
defensoresfidei, a host always open to new recruits, in which Buddhism 
inserts the local gods encountered along its journey, divinities whom 
it hardly ever eliminates, but rather colors with its own ideas and assi- 
milates. The erection of bSam yas forms a part of this picture. The 
d e z j a y a  of Padmasambhava concludes with the construction of this 
temple, which introduces and consecrates the new world that has repla- 
ced the old. I t  represents the world as conceived by Buddhist dogma- 
tics, which has now taken root in the land of the snows with which it 
now magically coincides; the new cosmos superimposes itself on the 
old, and together with it becomes the ideal centre round which Tibet 
revolves and develops. 

We have a detailed account of the construction of the temple, which 
we find essentially the same in the chronicles and in the guide books 
which, though compiled at  a later date from earlier sources, describe 
its chapels and proclaim its eulogy. 

From these accounts, which are confirmed in full by the plan of 
the temple, we learn that %am yas was intentionally built to be a reflex 
and a synthesis of the universe itself. I t  was surrounded b y  a wall, 
the Cakraviila, the girdle of mountains that surrounds the universe. 
In the centre arose the principal templc three storeys high, modelled 
on that of Odantapuri, like the Sumeru. On the four sides, one for each 
cardinal point, were the four continents, dvipa, and in the intermediate 
points the eight minor continents. The four ~ o i n t s  were marked by 
four stupas, each of a special colour corresponding to that of the regions, 
and each built b y  one of the four ministcrs who thus identified them- 
selves with the four Dikpiila, the guardians of the safcty of the holy 
place. It culminated with the coupled figures of the supreme Tantras, 
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who in the ieros gamos symbolise reintegration in the cosmic conscience. 

After what has been written by Paul Mus on the Borobodur, 
by Filliozat on Phnom Bakhen, by myself in Indo Tibetica, and by 
so many other students of these matters, there is no need to go into 

fuller details on well ascertained ideas and homologies. The real interest 
ccntres round the motives that led to this construction. Buddhism did 
not definitely make Tibet its home as a result of the edicts. The edicts 
had no weight on the religious world that Buddhism found in Tibet; 
Euddhism settled there lastingly and stably with the erection of this 
temple, Only by means of this temple, consecrated by the great exorcist, 
was the Buddhist universe transplanted fully and efficiently in Tibet. 
Thus the revulsion of the Cosmos occurred. The king, by opening the 
temple became a Dharmaraja; the mk'an po by whom it was governed, 
the abbot, took the place of the sku gien, the Shaman, who till then had 
bccn the highest religious authority in Tibet. This central temple was 
indeed the cosmic mountain, the Sumeru, but it was also the person 
of the king himself, identified with it by magic transposition. Although 
the Pad ma d'ali yzg, which is above all a hymn to the glory of Padma- 
sambhava and of the king who invited him to Tibet, makes no mention 
of it, it seems very likely that, as in the case of other temples or stfipas 
built in Tibet and for which we have fuller historical documentation, 
thc unit of measurement used for the erection of the building was the 
cubit or arm of the king; he was thus projected and multiplied by means 
of that measurement in the edifice which ideally embodies him. The 
king also took a direct part in the building. With a spade of gold he 
traced the furrow that marks the limits of the perimeter of the temple 
and scattered the earth on his head. Identified with that central building, 
hc is the axis around which the whole country revolves. The gods of 

MahZyZna, represented on the wall frescoes according to a logical order 
of ascent from the exoteric aspect to the most secret one, i.e. the recess 
of the central temple, the Meru of the new universe, replaced the restless 
world of hostile forces of the Bonpo religion. 

Buston, one of the leading chroniclers and ~ o l i g r a ~ h s  of Tibet, 
records an interesting legend attributed to the time of Sron btsan sgam 
po, the king in whom Buddhism recognises and exalts, wrongly or at 
least in an exaggerated manner, it first patron. Buston says that it 

was the intcntion of king Sron btsan sgam po to build the temple so 
as to consecrate the acceptance of the new faith. But in spite of his 

decision he did not succeed in carrying out his intention. Tibet appeared 
to him as thc body of a Srin mo, an ogress, lying on her back, and it 
was not po~siI>le to sobdue this being until it had been fixed to the soil 
forever. He therefore built four temples, two on the shoulders and 
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two on the legs of the ogress, and another four on the elbows and the 
knees, others on the hands, and so forth. In this manner a rite of 
de jx io  was performed which immobilised the demon to the soil, thus 

by this act replacing the old religious world by the new. The chthonian 
deities of the Ron, who from the dreaded underground garrisoned tile 
whole surface of the land of snows, were henceforth definitely subju- 
gated. 

There is certainly no historical foundation for the story of Buston, 
but it is of great psychological interest, as it takes us back to the central 
point of the struggle between the two religions, the ancient and the new, 
revaling the ideas that thus clashed. I t  was natural that the foundation 
of bSam yas, which sanctioned the triumph of the new religion over 
the aboriginal beliefs, entailed a long ceremonial rite not only for laying 
the foundations but above all of complicated exorcisms. For the suppo- 
sition was that the foundation would be preceded by a real and actual 
battle between the two opposing forces, and that therefore the assistance 
of famous exorcists would be needed. Under these circumstances one 
can understand why ~ ~ n t i r a k ~ i t a ,  who was above all a master of dog- 
matics and liturgy, urged the King to call a great exorcist from India. 

Seen in this light we can understand the figure of Padmasambhava, 
and the reason why he has left such an enduring mark in the tradition 
of Tibet. The Pad ma t 'an yzg, like all the Tibetan literature which relates 
his deeds, is essentially a eulogy of his thaumaturgic powers, because 
to these was ascribed the definitive submission of the Bon, not as a 
doctrine, which did not matter, but as a system of active and formidable 
powers. 'The intervention of the exorcist, whether Padmasambhava 
or another, was necessary, and therefore under this accumulation of 
legends that was formed in the course of time, there is no doubt that 
a kernel of historic truth is hiding, the memory of a psychological and 
religious situation of a great interest, the triumph of one cosn~ic symbo- 
lism over another, as only the instauration of a new cosmos expressed 
in the symbol of the temple, and operating in it through the powers 
aroused by the liturgical rites that accompanied its foundation, could 
cancel the former one and render harmless the former efficicncy. 



THE FIFTH DALAI LAMA AS A SANSKRIT SCHOLAR 

In Tibetan Paiwted ScroZs (p. 57 ff.) 1 have given an idea of the 
manysided personality of the fifth Dalai Lama, Blo bzan rgya mts'o 

(b. 1617, d. 1682) and 1 hope to come back again to it. Besides being 
one of the greatest rulers of Tibet,-though in his desire to crush the 
opponents of the Yellow Church resisting in bSam grub rtse (Shigatze), 
he did not hesitate to call to his help the QbSot chief GuSri Khan,-he 
was a great and most prolific writer. The influence which he exercised 
on Tibetan literature was immense; he greatly contributed to that 
flowery style which is very often the adaptation into Tibetan of the 
rules of the Indian kdvyas. The result was that his works are often 
very difficult to understand just on account of the magniloquence and 
redundancy of the style which before his time had rare examples. He 
shows a good mastery of the technicalities of alarikara as is also cvi- 
denced by his commentaries on the K i v y d a r i a  of Dandin. 

This work had already been translated in Tibetan and very often 
commented upon I ,  but he made a new study of it and tried to revive 
Sanskrit learning in Tibet as is proved by the presence of some Indian 
pandits at  Lhasa during his time the foremost of them being Krsno- 
daya, who translated the DhdtusGtra of PZnini in the Potala itself by 
order of the fifth Dalai Lama. 

But he certainly studied also a subject which is narrowly connected 
with h v y a ,  viz. metrics. Of course the rules of Sanskrit prosody are 
quite different from those of Tibetan verses. These are chlefly based on 

the number of syllables and on stress, never on quantity; verses consist- 
ing of odd numbers of syllables are used in religious works, seven, nine, 
eleven, thirteen, fifteen, nineteen (in the translation of Meghdctn 3) 

I The Tibetan translation of the Kdvyida~Ja has been edited along with the San- 
skrit original by Anukul Chandra Banerjee, University of Calcutta 1939 But only 

the Narthang edition of ha bsTan-'gyur was used; the Derge edition of the same was 
not collated. See Tibetan Painted Scrolls, indices S.  v. 

a TUCCI, Tibetan Painted Scrolls p. 741. 
3 H. BECKH, Die Tibetisclte obersetzung von Kdlidisas A4egMLta, Berlin 

A. W. B. 1907. 
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and twentyone; verses of an  even number of syllables, six, eight, etc., 
arc employed specially in profane songs I .  

In spite of this difference, a certain tradition was soon established 
and Tibetan verses of a fixed number of syllables used to correspond 
to certain Sanskrit metres. T o  give an example, the four $idas of a 
iloka were always rendered by verses of four pza'as of seven syllables 
each. 

The fifth Dalai Lama did not hesitate to write Sanskrit verses, 
though these attempts were perhaps more exercises than real metrical 
compositions. I t  is quite possible that in these experiments he was 
helped by the Indian pandits who, as already said, were not rare in 
Tibet during his time and most probably were generously supported 
by him. These exercises are contained in a book the title of which is: 
rGya b u d  hor sog gi mr'og dman bar p a  rnams la  'p'rin yig sn'an nag tu 

bRod pa rab snan rgyud man. 
This book is a collection of letters ('p'rin yig) written on various 

occasions to dignitaries, n~onks ,  rulers of China, Tibet and Mongolia. 
Some of these letters are important historical documents; others are 
mere summaries of the Buddhist Law and evidently Blo bzan rgya 
mts'o, in writing them, meant to imitate a kind of literary composition 
which in India goes back to the time of the great Nzgzrjuna and which 
in Tibet, before the fifth Dalai Lama, was used by the first Saskya 
abbots in order to teach the essentials of Buddhism to their Mongol 
patrons. LVhich is the treatise which we may presume was used by 
Blo bzan rgya mts'o as his text-l~ook for learning Sanskrit metrics? 
Thcre is no doubt that the source of his metrical knowledge was the 
Chandoratm-Kara, sDeb sbyor r in c'en 'byun gnas, written by Rin c'en 
'byun gnas i i  ba, Ratniikaraganti. 

This work consists of a metrical text and of a commentary by the 
same author. As regards the Tibetan translation, it has been subject 
to many revisions. Thc mula was translated for the first time by Byan 
c'ub rtse mo, then by Nam mk'a' bzan po; but the last revision was 
made by C'os skyon bzan po, vjz.  Dharmapzlabhadra, who also 

I In  the epic of Kesar odd and even verses are indifferently used. See the text 
published by  R.  A. STEIN, L ' i j o j i e  TTitazne de Gesar, Paris, Presses Universitaires, 
1956. On the metric of Tibetan folksongs see Tucci, Tzbetan folksongsa, Ascona, Artibus 
Asiae, 1966, pp. 15-17 Tibetan prosody has been recently studied by P. PoUCHA, 

Le vers t ib iain ,  in Archiv Orientalni, XVIII  (1950)~ pp. 188 ff., and J. Vekerdi, Some 
Renzarks on Tibetan Prosody, in Acta Orientalia Academiae Scientiarum Hungaricae, 
11, p. 231. 

So written in the text, though the usual form is j ' r in  yig. 
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wrote the Sanskrit text which in this case accompanies the interlinear 
Tibetan translation. 

The commentary is incomplete and was translated by Clos Idan 
ra  za pa and Grags pa rgyal mts'an of Yar kluns: then it was retran- 
slated by instigation " of the Omniscient, unrivalled in the universe, 
sa gsum na 'gran zla dan bral ba'i t'ams cad mk'yen p a  e'en $0 ", by 
Byan c'ub rtse mo, and again by Nam mk'a' bzan po, who compared 
it with the Sanskrit manuscript of dPal ldan Blo gros brtan pa, a great 
translator (skadgfiis smra ba'i dban $0).  

The translation was made in the monastery of E, viz. Evam C'os 
sde, that is the Nor monastery founded in the year 1429. 

One could think that the title of "Omniscient unrivalled in the 
universe " was given to the fifth Dalai Lama himself; but such a view 
is contradicted by the date of some other persons quoted in the colo- 
phon. The date of C'os skyon bzan po, Dharmapalabhadra of z a  lu, 
is known to be 1441-1 528; we also know that the LotsZva dPal ldan 
Byan c'ub rtse mo was born in I243 and died in 1320 (Blue AnnaZs, 
pp. 787-8). Grags pa rgyal mts'an of Yar kluns was the master of 
bKra Sis 'od, r 323-1350 (Blae Annals, p. 658) and the pupil of Ses 
rab  sen ge, 125 1-131 5 (Blue Annals, pp. 791-792). 

As to Nam mk'a' bzan po, the Lotsava, he was the master of Tson- 
-kia-pa who learned rhetoric at his school (TPS, p. 428)) and a pupil 
of Byan c'ub rtse mo (Blue Annals, p. 788). Lotssva Blo gros brtan 
pa was a little younger than Drun Blo gros pa, who occupied the chair 
of dGe ldan up to AD 1463 (Blue Annals 11, p. 1080). 

So there is no doubt thzt the Omniscient is not the Dalai Lama 
but Tson-k'a-pa himself. 

Now many of the letters of Blo bzan rgya mts'o, in the book 1 am 
referring to, are introduced by a Sanskrit verse written regularly in 
ra@ani  alphabet and then transcribed in Tibetan characters. Gene- 

rally the Sanskrit verses are translated into Tibetan and they corres- 
pond to the first two or four Tibetan p a a s .  

The quantity of the metres is indicated by the sign 2 for the long 
syllables (two mitras) and the sign I for the short syllables, but in some 
cases this indication is acconlpanied also by the usual notation: 

ya U - -  / a , -  / ta - - v  / 
bha - , ,  / ja / sa W " -  / 
ma --- / n a v u w  / l a ~ / g a -  

e .  g. Dsa, p. 8, ~ ikhar ini :  

1 . 2 . 2  1 2 . 2 . 2  1 1 . 1 . 1  1 1 . 1 . 2  1 2 . 1 . 1  1 I 2 

)-a I ma I na 1 sa I bha I la I ga 



As to the verses here the list follows of those which are most fre- 
quently used by the author: 

dad gyis 'bab 
rma bya gros 
glog $'yen ba 
gser ldan 
Ze ba'i rdo rje 
Zer bskyed 
gdag Ijo ba po 
sna ts'ogs lha mo 
dbyid k y i  t'ig le 
gtsug p'ud can 
bum pa can 
me tog gyo bai k 'r i  ii+z 
c'u 'dsin 'p'reli ba 
lcags ky i  mda' 
stag rnanz rtsen pa 
zab mo' i  dbyalis 
rma bya myos pa 
dal  gyis gnon 
mc'og dbyans 
k'a sgo p'an pa 
dbali po'i rgyud 

Mandiikini 
ma yfirasiirini 
vidyunmiilii 
rukmavati 
upendravajrz 
upajati 
dodhaka 
vaiSvadevi 
vasantatilakii 
Sikharini 
narkutakii 
kusumitalatiivellitii 
jaladharamals 
nariicakii 
Sardfilavikriditii 
gambhirii 
mattama yfiri 
mandskrantii 
samgiti 
path yZ 
indravamiz 

Then: d s i t ~ ;  jiiti; 'p'ags ma ,  5ryZ. 

Now we may ask, which is the knowledge of Sanskrit that these 
verses suppose: was Blo bzan rgya mts'o really a Sanskrit scholar? 

The reply, after reading his attempts, is certainly negative. He 
puts together Sanskrit words so loosely that we must frankly admit 
that his knowledge of Sanskrit was very poor. His verses can only 
be considered as school exercises in order to master the rules of the 
Chandoratnikara, perhaps in the wish, which remained without results, 
to find out if Tibetan prosody could profit by the Indian schemes. 

All this also shows that the knowledge of Sanskrit by Tibetan 
scholars was, at  his time all over Tibet, not very deep and that nobody 
could realize the inadequacy of the Sanskrit learning of Blo I~zan rgya 
mts'o. In order to prove that m y  statement corresponds to facts, I add 
here a fcw examples. 
Dsa p. 181 

Sin R'av~s rgya nzts'o rnam 'drcn nxa Zz~s f a  l 
nzA'yen brtse nus mt 'u ' i  p'un po gcig gyur pa I 
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k'yab bdag rdo rje sems dpa'i  sgyu p 'rul  can I 
rig 'dsin bye ba'i gtsug rgyan r in po c'er l 

" in the jewel of the crest ornament of millions of vidyddhara possessing 
the magic emanation of the all-pervading Vajrasattva the only mass 
of compassion and power of all the leaders of the ocean of the worlds ". 

The corresponding Sanskrit translation follows: 

Ksetrair dhZtau sara nayana iesZnZm( 
JiiZdayaS cZnubhavakatZkaikam I~hfi l 1 
Vajrair satva prabhuma yavat kotinHm 1 
VidyadhZram hi sukrtam urdhoratne I I 

verse: c'u 'dsin 'p'refi ba, jaladharamdld; 

scheme: 

--- I - " U  I W " -  1 - - -  
ma bha sa ma 

We can suppose that naynna..fej&zam is a mistake of the copyist 
for: nnynnEs'e jinanz; in that case, the metre is exact, hut the Sanskrit 
is as usual almost meaningless; if grammar is respected the prosody 
would be erroneous. Sara  for sdgara, Rsetrairdhdtu for R~etradli6tu; 
mayavat for mZyZvat metri causa; vajrtzir snttva is impossible. 
Dsa. p. r 80, b 

ye nas dag pa ' i  bcom ldan rdo rje sems l 
%lion smz nan +zo sprod p a  snan ba'i bii 'i lam I I 
ynal 'byor mc'og giol bali rig shags 'c'anl 
sdom brtson mah d u  t'os de'i 'p'rin r t e ~  soli l 1 

" The letter has reached of (that person possessed) of discipline 

energy and much learning, a detainer of mantras, whose knowledge 
applies itself to the supreme yoga, a path of the four appearances, 
evident self recognition, victorious diamond mind, ab aeterno pure ". 

The following is the Sanskrit corresponding to it: 

~uddhad i tvam bhS(sic)gavato vajra hi sattvam l 
pratyaksaham cabhi caturthgrpita panthah l l 
yogyam manyam mantravidam(sic) samvasu viryam l 
bahauirutam tasya ca cihnam likhayuktam l I 

Verse : ncattanznyZrF 

Scheme: 

- - - I - - V  I W - -  I "L'- I - 
ma ta Ya sa P 
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Even supposing that the text was altered by the copyists ignorant 
of Sanskrit, there is no doubt that it is impossible to gather a connected 
meaning out of these unconnected words; no grammatical relation is 
traceable, and also the rules of prosody in this verse are not always 
followed: no fault of a copyist could explain bahauirutam, where in 
the first pida we must have ma - - -; nor can Zikhayuktam be taken 
as Sanskrit. 

Such examples can easily be nlultiplied. But the two which I 
have shown are enough to prove beyond any doubt that the fifth 
Dalai Lama first composed his Tibetan verses and then tried to tran- 
slate the beginning into Sanskrit, without any real gramnlatical know- 
ledge of the language; he only sorted out perhaps from the Mahivyut- 
patt i  or the Tibetan translation of the Sarasvativyikarana words or 
roots corresponding to the Tibetan. So these compositions, which have 
been much admired by his contemporaries, in fact show that Blo bzan 
rgya mts'o did not hesitate to busy himself with things he knew only 
superficially. 

We must therefore conclude that among the many things which 
he knew, Sanskrit was not included. 



ON A SCULPTURE OF GANDHARA 

In  the exhibition of Gandhzra art which has recently taken place 
in the Istituto Italiano per il Medio ed Estremo Oriente a fragment of 
sculpture has been shown I belonging to the collection of Mr. Islay 
Lyons. 

The image, here also reproduced, represents a Buddha; though 
fragmentary, it is evident that the Buddha is in a sitting posture. As 
Prof. Bussagli states in his description of the relief, the two flames 

which come forth from the shoulders are the important element of 
the image and he rightly suggests their connection with the flames issuing 
from the shoulders of some Kuszna kings. 

Prof. Bussagli denies the possibility that the image has any con- 
nection with the famous miracle of Sr~vas t i ,  because in this case the 
Buddha is represented standing (though in Tibet, the Buddha also 
in this case, frequently is represented as sitting) and suggests tentati- 
vely that it may represent Buddha Dipamkara. In fact there is a well- 
known image of Buddha Dipamkara from ShotorakZ in which one 
sees the Buddha Dipamkara standing and Megha (Mahdvastu: Sumati, 
Divyivaddna) in the act of throwing flowers at him as a token of admi- 
ration, then kneeling and making of his hair a kind of carpet for the 
feet of the Blessed One. But in this case also the Buddha should have 
been represented as standing while in our image he is evidently sitting; 
as a consequence, I do not see any possibility of connecting this image 
with the famous story attributed by literature to a former incarnation 
of the future Buddha, during the times of Dipamkara: nor should the 
sitting image be therefore identified with Dipamkara. 

Another interpretation is possible. I refer to a particular moment 

of the no less famous conversion of Apalzla translated from the Vznaya 
of the MfilasarvZstiv5dins by J. Przyluski 3. There (p. g I I )  we are told 
that since Apalzla did not show any willingness to be subdued by 

I L'dvte del Gandh-ra in  Pakistan ed i suoi incontri con Z'arte dell'Asia C e n f ~ d e .  
Catalogo della Mostra, Roma 1958, with an Introduction by  Prof. M.  Bussagli, pl. 111 
and p. 73. 

J .  M E U N I ~ ,  S/wtorak, pp. 33, 34 and PI. 70. 
3 J .  As., 1914, pp. 493 ff. 
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the Buddha, Vajrapii~ji smashed with his vajrd the mountain overlooking 
the lake where stood the palace of the NZga; the Tathiigata sat in  
meditation, then entered the meditation of fire so that from every side 
there was nothing but a heap of flames. We find in this episode the 
two elements which are found in the image with which we are concerned: 
sitting posture and flames. 

Therefore the solution is quite possible that in this piece, which 
has been no doubt collected in the proximity of Swat and whose prove- 
nance may quite well be traced there, is recorded one of the most im- 
portant events of the journey of the Buddha in the North Western 
countries and in Uddiyana described in the Vinaya of the Miilasar- 
vastivadins I .  The  conversion of Apaliila was one of the most popular 
stories localized in Swat and still filling with wonder and awe the 
Chinese pilgrims. 

But the fact that the relief is standing and that no clue may be 
supplied by eventual scenes reproduced on the throne or basement 
which is lost prevents us from reaching any certain conclusion. I can 
only say that our piece-though being far better in quality-bears 
a great similarity, to the (( seated Buddha with flames on the shoul- 
ders )) reproduced in Annual  Report, Archaeological Survey, years 192 I 
1922, pl. XXV. 

But it should be taken into consideration that these fiery emana- 
tions, which are ultimately connected with the bvaranah of the Iranian 
kings and show therefore another contamination between Buddha's 
notion and regality, had a wider application in art than it is generally 
supposed: and if we are to follow the Suvarnaprabkdsaszitra they were 
peculiar of the Buddhas when they revealed themselves to the Bodhi- 
sattvas 2 .  

This may thus quite well be the first evidence of the slow evolution 
which was going to change the teacher, the idstd, into a god, into tho 
glorious appearance of an eternal reality, revealing a higher teaching, 
accessible only to a qualified assembly. Such is the case of the Buddha 
preaching, when the Srdvakas have gone away, the Saddka~~napu~zdurika 
to a chosen audience of Bodhisattvas, flown to him from the four 

I Besides the quoted article of Przyluski, see E .  Lamotte, Alexmzdre et le R o d -  
dhime,  BEFEO XLIV, 1947-50, pp, 147-162, where the itinerary of the I3uddha 
in Uddiyana has been re-examined. 

a On the various wonders attributed not only to the Butldha but also to the 
monks see E. Waldschmidt, Wundertktige Monche in der ostturI<istnnischer HinayZna 
Kunst, in OZ, N.F.  6, 1930, pp. 3-9 (now rrprintecl in VOIZ Ccyln,z his Tui;fa?r, 
Gottingen 1967, pp. 27-33) 
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corners of the world. In this case also a big light emanated from the 
G?-@ of the Buddha (Kern's transl. p. 6 ff.j, announcing the miracle 
of the revelation and spread all over the universe. So the Suvarna- 
prabhdsa (ed. Hokei Idzumi, p. 28, v. 62) describes the magnificence 
of Buddha as effulgence of flames: 

DvritrimSaZak~anadharam lalitendriydngam 
anuvya iijanah sucuriva m suvirrijitdrigam 
Jri~unyatejajvalandkuZaraim~riIam 
samtisthate tamasi szrya iva triloke 

vyomaprabhdjvalamu n'citaraimim / 
suryasahasram iva pratapantam 
nirmaZagdtravarebhi munindrnm 
sarvaprabhdsita k~et ram anantam 

The  same miracle is described in the Paiicavi~iatisrihasrikdprajfid- 
piramit6  and in many other Mahayana books. The faculty of ema- 
nating ras'mi is one of the peculiar characters of the Buddha, and has 
been fully discussed by the MahdprajCdpdramitdidtra (Ta-chih-tu-lan) 
transl. Lamotte I, p. 437 ff. and by the RatnoZkridhd?-ani quoted in 
~ i k ~ a s a n z u c c a ~ a ,  p. 327  ff., where the various ras'nzi have been given 
also a peculiar name. The Buddha emits these rainzi when he is in 
the samddhirdjasamddhi or comes out of it (samcZd/zer vyutthciya, Paiica- 
vims'atis~hasrikdprajficipd~an~itd pp. 5-6)  and on various other occa- 
sions, chiefly when he meets an assembly of gods or when he subdues 
the heretics or he is going to turn the wheel of the Law, i.e. to preach 
or to reveal a book. 

Nor can we say that light is not fire: light conveys the idea 
of flame. 

The  difficulty of expressing light plastically except by way of the 
prablid??za??g'aZa, which is not particularly indicative of any special 
event but only shows the divine nature of the Buddha, induced the 
artist to have recourse to the easier representation of flames; this had 
the advantage of recalling the connection between the excellence of 
the Buddha and the royal majesty of the Cakravartin which in course 
of time had deeply influenced the notion of the TathZgata: the Izzlaranah 
of the Iranian kings, the symbol of their power and greatness offered 
an easy rneans by which to express the prabhd of the Buddha, and the 
photic miracle which announces a new revelation. 



That these raimi may be represented, as I said, by flames I is 
proved by some GandhZra pieces in which some scenes are represented 
that record events to be included among these, to which the emission 
of raimi is peculiar, that is to say the visit of Indra 2 .  

In the latter case the Buddha is standing, but in both scenes flames 
can easily be seen; in fig. 246 they run along the entrance of the cave 
and in fig. 261 they are represented both under the feet and on the shoul- 
ders of the Buddha (cf. also ibid. Tome 11, fig. 463). 

Thus the equation raimi = flame is well ascertained by the mo- 
numents. I t  should be added that when the Buddha is sitting in medi- 
tation (sam~dhirija-samidhi) and is alone, there is hardly any doubt 
that the image represents, as in our case, a coming revelation. The 
Buddha comes out from samZdhi and after the vyavalokana, the survey 
of the space, emits the rainzi to foretell the revelation. That raimi = 

flame may come also from the shoulders (amia) is clearly stated by 
the Ta-chih-tu-dun 3 .  If one examines our image, one notices that the 
tongues of the groups of flames are three on each side: this is perhaps 
not an arbitrary design of the artist, but corresponds to the old idea 
that these raimi stand for the six chabbannaghana buddharasnziya, 
]&aka I ,  p. 2. 

Moreover if we try to guess the many things that the enlightened 
Buddhists were supposed to see in these images we may surmise that 
the flames are two as indicative of the punya-and jk%nasambhera 
of which the Buddha when accomplishing the ]inakriyZ is possessed; 
Ratnagotravibhega IV, v. 2: they are compared to a sun, ibid. v. g. 

I may add that this type of image was imitated also in China; 
see the gilt bronze image of a sitting Buddha in samZdhimudri, in the 
Winthrop Collection, Fogg Museum 4. 

To conclude, the image of which we speak may quite well representthe 
announcement that the Buddha sitting in meditation is ready to reveal a 
deeper doctrine than he did before, reserved to a blessed audience, anp 
therefore be, like the (( Buddha park n, to use the definition of P. MUS, 
the first attempt at symbolising the revelation of the MahayiinasCltras. 

I On the Buddha and fire cf. A. Coomaraswamy in B. C. Law VoCunze, Part 1, 
p. 470; E. Benda, Der vedisch Uysjruvzg des symbolischen Rudd/zabiCdes. 

In the Indraiaila, that is a mecting of Gods and Buddha; FOUCHER, Art 
Graeco-bouddhique I ,  fig. 246 and the submission of thc heretics, ibid. fig. 261 .  

3 Lamotte, p. 444. 
4 See B. ROWLAND, Indian images in Chinese scu?jture, in Artibus Asiae, X, 

1947, p. '3, fig. 8. 







A HINDU IMAGE I N  THE HIMALAYM 

In the temple of Khojarniith, a statue is worshipped of the rigs 
gsum mgon pos, the three niithas: Avalokiteivara, Maiijuiri, Vajrapiini, 
which the Indian pilgrims who visit the temple on the occasion of their 
ydtrd to the Kailiisa and Manasarovar take for a statue of Riima accom- 
panied by SitZ and Lak~mana  I .  I too was in Khojarngth and could 
examine the images: I had hardly any doubt that, in spite of the clothes 
which cover them, the statues represent the three Bodhisattvas. We 
do not know if the statues now worshipped in the temple are the origi- 
nal ones, because the temple was often looted; therefore it is not excluded 
that the original images have been either destroyed or carried away. 
The fact is certain that the temple of Khojarniith boasted and still 
boasts of having a famous image, the so-called Jo bo Jamali z. One 
story runs as follows. There was once in sPu-hrans an ascetic to whom 
seven dcdryas gave in custody seven bundles before departing again 
for India. Since many years had elapsed and the dczryas did not come 
back, the ascetic opened the bundles and he found inside each of them 
silver wrapped in cloth on which the letters Dsa ma li were written. 
He sent the silver to 'Dsum lan to some local silversmiths requesting 
them to make an image of Jo bo: when the statue had been completed 
up to the knees, the upper part was miraculously finished. It was the- 
refore considered a self-originated image (ran 'byuli) and taken to Tibet; 

I SWAMI SIVANANDA, A trip to sacred KaiZcis-Mansarovar, Madras 1932, p. 32 
(the principal idols are those of Riima, Lakgmaua, Sita). Sw.4~1 PRANAVXNAYDA, 
Exjloration in Tibet. Calcutta 1950, p. 96 ff. (Maiijusri, Vajrapiini, Avalokiteivara). 
G. TUCCI, Tibetan Painted Scrolls, p. 684. G. TUCCI, Santi e B e a n t i ,  Milano 1937, 
p. 38. G. TUCCI, Preliminary report on two scientifc expeditions i n  Nepal, Roma 1gj6, 
p. 62 n. 

a The meaning of Dsamali, Jamali is uncertain. One story connects the seven 
icciryas with king gNam mgon sde (TUCCI, Tibetan Painkd Snolls,  p. 684, n. z), 
a devotee of Jarnbhala: so the words Dsa ma are put into relation with Jambhala. 
But of course this is merely a learned speculation of the monks of KhojamHth. 
Another solution is that in Jamali we see a reference to Jumla, where the work had 
been made by the local artists; Jo bo Jamali, the Jo bo made in Jumla. Jarnala 
may well be the old spelling of Jumla. On the place see my Preliminary reporl on 
two scientzfic exjeditions i n  Nepal, p. I 12. 
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but when it reached the place where a t  present there is the monastery 

of Khojarnath, it was impossible to take it any further. A temple was 
built on the spot which was called K'ur c'ags. The statue was there- 
fore called K'ur c'ags Jo bo, or Dsa ma li Jo  bo. Side by side with this 
Tibetan tradition there is another related by the Indians I .  When the 
Turuska invader No ro ji conquered Chitbr, the king and his brother 
carried away to the Himalayas the images of T'ugs rje c'en po and 
Ta r s  which were worshipped in ChitGr 2 .  When they reached the place 
where at  present there is Khojarnath, they were unable to carry the 
image any further. In the place where they had laid it down there 
arose throne of armolikd stone and a three stemmed iron esana in form 
of lotus: then a voice was heard to say in the sky: leave it here. The 
Tibetans later built there a temple; then the king and his brother took 
away the image of T5rii to Nepal and probably to Kathmandu. After 
some time the elder brother became mastG-r of 'Dsum lan and the youn- 
ger of Nepal: but successively the young* r brother left Nepal and went 
to South India to be king somewhere there, leaving on the occasion 
of his departure a replica of the image of sGrol ma, which he had taken 
along with him. 

In the guide of Khojarniith the first part of the story is recorded, 
and that also with some variations, but no mention is made there of 
the Indian development. 

We are here confronted with some oral traditions concerning the 
image worshipped in Khojarnath which oppose two main trends. One 
of Tibetan origin insists on the wonder of the self-originated statue. 
The second betrays its Indian origin. The most interesting part of this 
tradition is its connexion with 'Dsum lan that is Jumla. This, as 1 have 
shown in m y  book Preliminary Report on two scientzfic expeditions i n  
Nepal,  was for a certain time a very important town in the proximity 
of the capital of Western Tibet and Western Nepal as well under a dyna- 
sty which, though prevalently Buddhist, was equally sympathetical 
t ~ w a r d s  Hinduism and finally accentuated its Hinduistic propensities. 

These rulers were Khasa (Khasiya) by origin: but were succeeded 
in later times, when their kingdom collapsed, by the influx of some 
chiefs and princes which the events in medieval India had compelled 
to take shelter in safer countries. This fact is testified by the records 
contained in the Vu7?zS&valfs of some families of Nepal, and l ~ y  the 

I This story is narrated in the 'D.ranz bu gZili rgyn.r bSad. 
I cannot identify No ro ji, nor is it ~oss ib le  to accept the statement of the tra- 

dition here implicit that the presiding deities of Chit6r were Buddhist. 
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claim of some rulers of the Malla dynasties of Nepal. The tradition con- 
cerning the foundation of the monastery of Khojarnath as told by the 
g?zas yig is contradicted I,y another story told in the biography of Rin 
c'rm bzan po, according to which the monastery of 'K'a 'c'ar in sPu 
hrans was founded by the famous lotsPva. It is said to he one of the 
108 Ilia &an built by him and 'K'a 'c'ar (= K'ur c'ags) is taken as the 
extreme eastern limit of the activity of Rin c'en bzan po I .  We are the- 
refore confronted with two traditions, the former explaining the foun- 
dation as suggested by a miraculous event, the second attributing it 
to a celebrated lotsZva, usually considered as responsible, with Atiia, 
fcr the revival of Buddhism in Western Tibet in the xth-xrth centuries; 
of course these two different accounts regarding the foundation of Kho- 
jarngth are derived from two different sectarian centres: the biography 
of Rin c'en bzan po reflecting the ideas of the bKa' gdams pa's and then 
of the dGe lugs pa's, and the guide of Khojarnath those of the Sa skya pa's. 

Evidently we cannot decide for either solution; but the fact seems 
beyond doubt that KhojarnZth is one of the oldest religious settlements 
is sPu hraris. We may add that the Tibetan tradition concerning the 
statue of Khojarnath cannot but refer to the period of the Malla rule 
of Western Tibet and Western Nepal, when Semji  near Jumla2 was the 
capital of the kingdom and therefore a centre where artisans were held 
in special consideration, for their workmanship (~11th-x~vth centuries). 

The Indian tradition on the other hand probably records the later 
newcomers from Central and South India, after the increasing danger 
of the Mohammedan invasions 3 .  It  is interesting that an Indian docu- 
ment proves that in Western Tibet there was an image of a Hindu 
deity or a t  least that a rather old tradition existed in India concerning 
the presence of a Hindu image in those parts. 

The document to which I a m  referring is the inscription of 
YaSovarman of the year V.S. I O I  I =A.D. 953-54 of KhajurZho (E.I., i, 
p. I 22 ff. and specially I 29 and I 34) 4 in which we are told of an image 
of Vaikuntha which was originally in Kailssa; from there the lord of 
the Bhotas obtained it and gave it as a token of friendship to S ~ h i  king 

See G. TUCCI, R i n  c'en bzan $0 e la rinascila del Buda'hi.rmo ?IF/  Tibet in- 
tom0 a l  mille, Roma 1933. 

a G. TUCCI, Prel iminar~~ Report, p. I I 2 ff. 
3 Many references can be found in Nepalese documents and Vamjcivalis to 

Chit6r and the descendence of the Western Nepalese rulers from that locality. See 

Prelin?i~avy Report, pp. I I 7 ,  "9, 125, 128. 
4 On this inscription cf. G. S. O J H A  in EI, xi\-, p. 180; B. N. PURI, T h  

History of the Gu7ara-Pratik~ras,  pp. 76, 89. As to the identity of Devapala of this 



of the Kiras. I t  was then obtained in exchange for elephants and horses 
by HerambapHla and his son Devapiila gave it in his turn to YaSo- 
varman himself. 

In front of the statement contained in the inscription two directions 
are possible: either we assume that it is a mere story concocted for 
some reasons which we cannot now discover, or we accept it as a true 
fact. The proclamation of the origin of the image in a public docu- 
ment of that importance and concerning an image which must have 
enjoyed a particular worship, the reference to persons of recent date 
or alive, the notoriety which the image must have enjoyed exclude, 
to my mind, the first hypothesis. We can therefore accept the state- 
ment of the inscription as reliable. 

The image was brought to India at the times of HerambapHla who 
is supposed to be the father of Devapiila of the Pratihiira dynasty 
and to have lived in the first part of the first quarter of the xth century; 
but since the image came to India not directly but through the Sghis 
of Kira (KZngrg), it means that some time must have elapsed between 
its first removal from the Bhotadega and its transferment to Khajurgho. 
All this takes us back to about the end of the second half of the ~ x t h  
century, that is to say approximately to the time of the beginning of 
the Guge and sPu hrans kingdoms immediately after the death of 
Glan dar ma in 842. 

The religious situation of that part of Tibet at that time is practi- 
cally unknown: the general belief was centred on the Bon c'os: the 
Bon po's have always considered Western Tibet as a kind of Holy 
Land and the birth-  lace of the systematizer of their religion Mi bo 
gSen rab. The scions of the royal family of Tibet, just escaped after 
the collapse of the dynasty and the revival of Bon c'os in Central Tibet, 
might have had a liking towards Buddhism. But this is only a surmise, 
because we can speak of a revived interest in Buddhism, much later 
with Ye Ses 'od about the end of the xth century: he was the king who 
sent Rin c'en bzan po, born in 958 (Blue Annak, i, 68)) to Kashmir 
to study Buddhism. 

So the gift of the image of Vaikuntha I by the Bhotas to the Sahis 
of the Kiras must have happened before the effective spreading of 

inscription with the Pratihzra Devapda  of Kanauj, it is questioned by some scholars. 
See R. S.  TRIPATHI, History of Kanauj  to the Moslem Conquest, p. 2 7 2 ;  N .  S. Base, 
History of the Chandella-s of Jejakabhukti, p. 33; SISIR KUMAK MITRA, The ear& 
rulers of Khajurdho, p. 5 5.  

I We would have rather expected an  image of Aiva abiding on the KailSsa, but 
Visuu too is connected with the Himalayas; his mountain was according to the kfdhcbhd- 
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Buddhism in Western Tibet at  the very time of the first rulers who hail- 
ing from Central Tibet took control of that region. 

Nothing prevents us from thinking that in those times to which 
we are referring there existed the same pilgrimages to Manasarovar 
and Kailiisa as they still continue, and that in a dharmas'&Z&, along the 
routes, some statue of Hindu gods might have been placed for worship 
of the pilgrims. In the Indian literature this part of the world near the 
Kailiisa is well known and it must have been in old times too a common 
place of pilgrimage as it is now, if in the Rimdyana the swelling of the 
lake MHnasa caused by the rains is already referred to (story of Sara- 
mii, R im.  vii, 12, 24. Cf. Sven Hedin, Southern Tibet, I ,  p. 13) .  Of 
course we cannot expect the references in Sanskrit literature to be so 
accurate as we could expect from modern travellers: the pilgrims went 
to these places not in order to draw maps, but only to participate with 
awe and religious reverence in the mystical aura which surrounded 
the place. The visitors were not scientists, but siddjias and people 
anxious to get siddhi or svarga, mystic realizations or paradises, and 
they saw the sacred places with different eyes than we do at  present. 
In spite of that, the references to be found in Sanskrit literature betray 
the direct knowledge that the Indians had from old times of the Kai- 
lZsa and the klanasarovar and therefore testify to the antiquity of the 
intercourse between the plains and that part of the world. 

Moreover we must consider that the name Kailiisa does not refer 
in Indian literature to the mountain, only, but in a general sense it 
may designate the grcat Himalayan range including Kumaon, Garhwal, 
and the country of the Khiisas. The looseness of the sense in which 
the word was used is confirmed by the reference to KailHsa as one of 
the places which were overrun by Riimacandra, according to the 
P u r u ~ o t t a m a ~ u r i  plates of 1 3 1 0  (Er, XXV, pp. 207, 2"). 

The name Bhota, whose king gave as a token of friendship the 
image of Vaikuntha to the SHhi of the Kiras I ,  is equally vague: it does 
not necessarily refer to the Tibetans, but it can be applied to all mixed 
population of the northern borders near Tibet, Ladakh and the extreme 
parts of Kumaon and Garhwal. The image had three heads, a human 
one, that of a boar and that of a lion (see H. Goetz, in Arts Asiatipues, 
1958, p. 37), though other dhyinas represent the deity with four faces 
and eight arms (gadi ,  sword, arrow and cak?*a in the right hand; conch- 

mln the rnou11t;~in hlandara to the East of hleru and to the north of the Milk sea 
(FALISBQLL, Ir~a'za/~ A1fith/rolo~r a c c o r d i ) ~ ~  to il.ia/~db/rrirata, pp. 103 ancl 169). 

I See A. STEIN in hTalhalra's Chyo~~I'r~e of k-a~/l??zil-, 1, p. 311 11. 
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shell, kitaka flower, bow and lotus in the left). His vehicle must be the 
Garuda (G. Rao, Elements of Hindu Iconography, i ,  p. 256). 

The description of the image rules out that it did not really repre- 
sent Vaikuntha though it was presented as that of Vaikuntha; moreover 
Indians are very cautious and respectful when gods are concerned and 
such a misbehaviour is to be excluded, also because each deity must 
have its own upgsang, and it would be dangerous to worship it with 
a cult reserved to another. This could happen only unconsciously as 
it can be noticed in some villages in Bengal where I' saw Buddhist 
deities worshipped as Visnu or Laksmi though thcy clearly represented 
Avalokiteivara or TZrii. But this is not the case here; the image was 
sent to some royal courts as a most precious thing, and at  those courts 
there were pandits who could have controlled the reliability of the ico- 
nography of the god: so much so because Vaikuntha had a well fixed 
iconography of his own. 

A last word must be said conccrning the Kiras, and the Sahis of 
the Kiras; therc is little doubt that the Kiras must be located in the 
KSngrZ district; thcy have been for long time at war with Chamba: 
their history has been in the main outlined by R. C. Majumdar, and 
I am afraid, at present, very little can be added to it (IHQ, IX, pp. I 1-1 7). 

To  conclude it seems that we have no reason to doubt about the 
existence of a Hindu imagc which from the Himalayan region went 
down to Khajuraho, though a further localization of the part of the 
Bhotadeia from which it camc cannot be properly determined. Its 
presence there may point out to the existence of some temple or chapcl 
along the pilgrim routes once more confirming the antiquity of these 
contacts between India and the H i m a l a ~ a n  countrics. The tradition 
did not disappear but, while it finds its Indian ~vitncss in the inscrip- 
tion of YaSovarman, it survives in the other side of the Igimalayas in 
the gnas yig of the temple of Khojarnath. This temple must have enjo- 
yed a particular importance during thc time of the nilalla dynasties 
ruling over Western Tibet and Western Nepal usually open to Budd- 
hism and Hinduism and having, at a certain period, its capital in 
Semja on the route to Khojarnath, and LTery near to it. 'The later influx 
of newcomers from India, who established in thosc parts small princi- 
palities and who were for the main Hindu, fostered this tradition 
speaking of a link with Chitor and stating that the chicf imngc of the 
1 1  misericordious one " worshipped in temple was brought to Khojar- 

9 > 
nath from that Rajput fortress whcn it fell. Thc " miscricordious onc 
is regularly Avalokiteivara but it is known that thc 1)lcncling of Avala- 
kiteivara and V i ~ n u  in latcr periods is not unusual. 



T H E  WIVES O F  SRON BTSAN SGAM PO 

Tibetan tradition attributes to Sron btsan sgam po many wives, 

the most famous among them being K'ri btsun and Mun c'ari, Kon 
jo = On CO (e. g .  PK. I p. 97, 6 )  = Wen ch'eng. 

The  second one is said to be the daughter of the Emperor of China, 
while she was in fact only a princess 2. With the triumph of Buddhism 
the two princesses, who brought as dowry to Tibet the images of Akso- 
bhyavajra, Maitreya, TZrZ of sandal wood, and Jo  bo &kyamuni re- 
spectively, are said to have founded the two most famous temples of 
Lhasa and are generally referred to as epiphanies of the two principal 
forms of Tara,  sGrol ma, the white Tar2 and the green Tar% 

In T H  pp. 1 2  and 29 there is the explicit mention of the Chinese 
wife and of her marriage. In this connection it should be noted that 
something must have happened since the princess could live with the 
husband after six years had elapsed from her arrival. She died in 680 3.  

T h e  king died in 649 having cohabited with her for three years. 
There must have been some reason for that, though we cannot jump 
to the conclusion that there had been some understanding between her 
and the minister mGar sent to China to fetch her 4. 

The  beginning of T H  does not contain any date: it starts with the 
arrival of Rtun c'an, then it adds: three years passed away; again it 
writes: then six years passed away. After relating the death of Srori 
btsan sgam po it explains that the king had cohabited with the princess 
three years (649-9); 641 is therefore the year of the arrival of the princcss 
i.e., Zcags glmi as in the Hzdnn Deb t i e r  5. 

For the abbreviations see p. 61 r .  
P. DEI\IIE\~ILLE, Co)zri/e de Lhasa, Paris 1952, p. 6-7. 

3 P. DEMIEVILLE, 09. cit.. p. 188 n. 2. 

4 BACOT, Le mariage de  Sroi' bcan sgam po, in JlCB 111, p. 12.  

5 On the Hulalz Debter see G .  TUCCI, Tibetan P a i n t ~ d  Scrolls p. 140. ROERICH, 
Blue A~z~zaZs, p. V I .  h1 . I XABA, Ura~z-shi Hulun ILO deb $61 IZO c?wsaku nepqi, in Olani 
Gakuho vol. 40, n. 3, 1960, p. 13-26. 
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In the chronicle of Grags pa rgyal mts'an ( I  147-1 2 16), the Sa skya 
pa hierarch, there is no mention of the two princesses, the Nepalese 
and the Chinese; it is only recorded that Sron btsan sgam po had three 
wives of whom only the mother of Gun sron btsan is mentioned: her 
name was Mo[n] bza' K'ri mo giiam = K'ri-mo miien-ldon sten of 
Mon extraction of T H  p. 88. This silence may perhaps be due to the 
fact that the other wives were childless and there was therefore no need 
to refer to them in a genealogical list. GR attributes six wives to Sron 
btsan sgam po; K'ri gtsun from Nepal (p. 38) and rGya mo Kon jo 

(p. 37, 6, ff.). The same text adds that since the king had no children, 
neither from the Nepalese nor from the Chinese princess, he married 
successively z a n  iun  bza', Ru yon bzal, Mi iiag (xyl. Me iiag) bza'; but 
from these three too he had no child. Then he married Man (sic xyl. 
corr. hlon) bza' K'ri lcam the mother of Gun sron gun btsan (p. 66, b). 

According to PT he married the Nepalese (p. 25, 6, 8.) and the 
Chinese (p. 28 a,  8.) wives; then (p. 33, 6) zan  iun bza' Li t'ig dman 
daughter of the king of zan  iun Li mig skya, Ru yoris bza' rGyal rno 
btsun daughter of the king of Mi fiag, K'ri lcam daughter of the iali 
blon of Mon extraction, from sTod lun. DM, p. 19 knows K'ri btsun 
daughter of 'Od zer go c'a (so also Buston, Obermiller, p. 184 and h'l, 

p. 197, b), i.e. Amiuvarman and Lha gcig 'Un iin Kon jo, the Chinese 
princess. DT, p. 49, 220, 218-9 refers only to the Chinese and Nepalese 
queens. 

Thus, the Chronicles of Grags pa rgyal mts'an, the oldest after 
TH,  mention three wives, as we have seen, but give the name only 
of fi/Ion bza' K'ri mo giiam, because she was the mother of Gun sron 
gun btsan; GR, PT, VDL besides the Chinese and Nepalese princesses 
record three wives: zan  iuii bza', Mon bza' K'ri Icam, Ru yon bza'. 

The total number of the wives of Sron btsan sgam po is therefore 
generally supposed to be five. The Chinese wife is certain; so it is with 
Mon bza' k'ri mo miien ldon sten; both are mentioned in T H  (p. 88)i 
and in Grags pa rgyal mts'an the latter only. Now it should be noted 
that while the name of the Chincsc princess has been preserved transli- 
terated in Tibetan, the Nepalese wife is only called K'ri btsun, the 
royal wife, quite differently from the others whose clan is mentioned; 
of the third wife (R/lon bza') the personal name is known (so also 
that of the Tan iun princess). 

As to the father of the Nepalese queen, he is called in GR De ba lha; 
i.e. Deva deva because Zha means god, Skr. deva: no mention is made 
of Amiuvarman (p. 37, 6). Moreover while at 38, 6 Nepal is placed in 
the South, Lho bal, at p. 39, 6 we have the opposition Nepal, West and 
China, East. We must also add that the story of GR, namely that since 
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the king had no children from the Chinese and the Nepalese wives, he 
married the other wives, the last one being the mother of Gun sroh 

gun btsan, is contradicted by the facts. Wen ch'ing was his last wife 
who cohabited with him three years before his death, that is when he 
was already old, while the mother of Gun sron gun btsan had been 
married many years earlier,; in fact her son was installed on the throne 

when he was 13, but he died when 18. Gun sron gun btsan therefore 
ruled five years, while his father was still alive and the latter at his 
son's death took over the kingdom once more. 

Thus we must conclude that the traditional story recorded by later 
authors, that Sron btsan sgam po married other wives because he begot 
no children from the Nepalese and Chinese consorts is not confirmed 
by facts and seems therefore the result of a later elaboration. Something 
else must be added; the beginning itself of T H  gives the impression 
that chronological records begin with the year of the death of the great 
king; before that date there are only cumulative indications: three years, 
six years. From the Hulan deb tier we may deduce that the year in 
which Wen ch'ing came to Tibet was indicated, but the real chrono- 
logical regularity of the Chronicles, year by year, started with the disposal 
of the body of the king. That  such confusion reigns concerning the 
events of the previous years may be confirmed by the vagueness in the 
details of traditional 6'0s 'byuri concerning the age of the king when he 
married. Such an age is given by bSod nams grags pa as 16 when he 
married the Nepalese princess, and as 18 when he married the Chinese: 
which is contradicted by what we know concerning the Chinese princess 
at least. Anyhow these two numbers, sixteen and eighteen, are of course 
taken from the Indian speculation; sixteen being its perfect number, 
the age of KumZri, and 18 the year of full accomplishment of youth, 
and it contradicts the rule of ancient Tibet which established the entrance 
of the prince into public life when he had reached 13 years of age and 
was able to ride. 

In this regard I must add that I cannot accept the theory according 
to which Sron btsan sgam po died young at 33 years, being born in 
629, and that the 81 years attributed to him by some sources, e.g. Buston, 
are due to the wish not to contradict the prophecy contained in the 
MaGjuS~i??zzZatantra (Roerich, Blue Anlzals, p. X, XI); it is not excluded 
that his real age was one of the points which gave weight in the minds 
of later historiographers to the theory that the passages of the same 
tantra were a prophecy referring to Tibet and not to Nepal, as it is in 
the Sanskrit text. Anyhow, even if we do not accept that he died when 
81, it can hardly be said that he lived only 33 years. We n ~ u s t   emem ember 
that according to the old Tibetan custom he was enthroned when 13; 
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a t  that age the power was in the hands of some minister, most probably 

an uncle on the mother's side. Then we must allow a certain number 
of years for his marriage and begetting a son, i.e. Guii sron gun btsan. 
We know that the latter was enthroned when 13, then after 5 years 

of reign died when 18; in time to leave son who was to succeed his 
father. 

When Gun sron gun btsan passed away, Sron btsan sgam po came 
again to power. I t  is impossible to consider Gun sron gun btsan a fan- 
ciful insertion because he is already mentioned in T H  and in Grags 
pa rgyal mts'an's chronicles. But then we have: enthronement of Sron 
btsan sgam po at  13; we must allow three or four years at least for his 
marrying and begetting a child. When this child was 13 he was enthroned 
in his turn; (see G. Tucci, " T h e  Sacred Character of the Kings of An- 
cient Tibet ", Eas t  a n d  West, Year VI ,  no. 3, 1955). He  too must be 
allowed some time to marry and to beget a child; probably this happe- 
ned shortly before his death. In conclusion we have 13 years + a certain 
number of years for marriage and begetting a son, let us assume 3-4 
years; then 13 years of his son, then 5 years of reign of the latter: this 
means a total of 31 or 32 years. No time is therefore left for his accom- 
plishing the enterprises attributed to him, and so eventful as to make 
of him the founder of the Tibetan empire. Therefore, the date of 629 
(earth-ox) as his birth-date cannot be accepted. In  the old chronicles 
there being no indication of the name of the elements but only of the 
animals of the twelve-animals cycle, his date of birth may be not only 
569 (see L. Petech, A study of the Chronicks of LadaKh, Calcutta 1939, 
p. 44) but also 581 (iron-ox). 

Moreover there is no agreement at  all among our sources, First 

of all while the name of Wen ch'eng is somehow  reserved in Tibetan 
transliterations, the name of the Nepalese wife, as I stated above, is 
missing, though she would have played in the story of Sron btsan sgam 
po the same role as the Chinese one. I t  is true that in some sources the 
other wives are also recorded according to their clan only, but these 
wives are far from having the same importance which the Chinese and 
the Nepalese princess were given. I t  is also clear that there has been 
in the mind of those who elaborated this part of the biography of the 
king a desire for symmetry; the two epiphanies of sGrol ma, Tar2 are 
symmetrically located: the one to the West (where Nepal is placed in 
GR. p. 27, b: but at  p. 26, b in the South, Lho) and the other to the 
East: that is to the left and right of the Tibetan king, he being Avaloki- 
tegvara, having Amitabha on top of his head, and sitting in the middle. 

The stories of how the princesses were asked for and taken to Tibet 
follow in both cases the same scheme. We know that the stories of the 
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two marriages, of the Nepalese and of the Chinese, are planned in the 
same way; but we know that the marriage of Wen ch'cng is certain, 
and that some details, such as the time which passed between the request 
and the arrival in China, and the hesitation of the Court before yielding 
to the demand of Sron btsan sgam po, though amplified by the legend, 
are true. We may therefore surmise that the marriage of the Chinese 
princess and the events which then occurred, became the pattern upon 
which the marriage with the Nepalese princess was modelled. 

W e  must add that both stories are meant to trace back to the time 
of the two princesses the introduction into Tibet of some famous reli- 

gious images or relics, first froin Nepal and then from China. The 
temple of R a  mo c'e is said to have been built by the Chinese princess. 
But we know now that this introduction of Buddhism into Tibet at 
the time of Sron btsan sgam po is far from having had the extent that 
tradition wants us to believe. In  the edict (bka' tsi@) of K'ri sron lde 
btsan, on the occasion of the building of bSam yas, preserved by PT, 
J a  p. 108, b there is mention of rGya Ra  mo c'e (TTK, p. 46) viz. the 
Ra  mo c'e of the Chinese. This may be an allusion to the Chinese 
princess, but it may  only mean: Ra  mo c'e of the Chinese, though ac- 
cording to the usual interpretation which I find in the records rGya is 
intended as rGya stag " the Chinese Tiger " (M, p. 221, 6, GR,  p. 63, 6, 
PT, p. 41, 6). In  the inscription of Kar c'un only the Pehar of Lhasa 
is recorded as being the work of Sron btsan sgam po himself, T T K ,  p. 
51-52. As regards the sPrul snan temple, its origin is a matter of many 
legends: it was built by the king himself, after having controlled the 
nagas, on the levelled ground of the lake ' 0  t 'an (Buston, Obermiller, 
p. 185): the Icing, by his miraculous emanations (sprul) built the lower 
storey of the sPrul snan, while K'ri btsun erected the upper storey of 
the same (PT, 41 a, 41 6); the same attribution of the lower storey to 
the king and of the upper storey to K'ri btsun is found also in GR,  62, 6, 
63, b. Thus  in the case of this temple we are confronted only with a 
myth which does not seem to have any foundation. 

The name of the father of the Nepalese princess, as we have seen, 
is transmitted in two different ways: 'Od zer go c'a which is a translation 
of Amiuvarman and Deva Lha = Deva-deva (GR) which is no name 
at all but a title in its Sanskrit form and in its Tibetan translation. 

If the Chinese court at that time was favourably inclined to Bud- 
dhism, the inscriptions of Amiuvarman reflect a purely Hindu and 
especially ~ a i v a  athmosphere: his inscriptions identify his palace with 
the Kailasa, and so far none of his inscriptions contains any indication 
that Buddhism was the religion which he followed, and therefore, we 
are supposed to believe, his family with him. 
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We know now that the Bal po of T H  chronicle is no only Nepal 
(Lho Bal) but a country of Tibet where the Tibetan kings used to spend 
in particular the summer I :  it was roughly placed to the West of Lhasa, 

and we cannot forget what we said before, namely, that in the GR 
once Nepal is said to be to the South and another time to the West. 

T o  conclude, I think that the story of the marriage of Sron btsan 
sgam po with a daughter of Amiuvarman is far from being certain; 
according to my opinion is was concocted when the legend had grown 
round Sron btsan sgam po and made of him an incarnation of spyan 
ras gzigs: this legend in its core was prior to Grags pa rgyal mts'an, 
who speaks of him already as an incarnate of that god, but may have 
been developed between his time and Buston's. 

Perhaps my views may appear to others as unconvincing as does 
to me the legend of the two TZrZs incarnations. Anyhow it appears to 
me that we have so far accepted without due control some data of Tibe- 
tan tradition which are late and have undergone the impact of the new 
religious beliefs. It is certain that Sron btsan sgam po married a Chi- 
nese princess: it is equally certain that he married a wife belonging to 
the Mon family. H e  may have married a Tan i u n  princess. There is 
no proof that he married a Nepalese princess. And if he married a Bal 
mo, it is not sure that this Bal yul is Nepal and not the Bal yul in Tibet. 

During and after the p'yi day, the new introduction of Buddhism 
into Tibet, there has been, as we have previously stated, a tendency 
to emphasize far beyond the actual facts the role of the founder of the 
Tibetan kingdom as an apostle of religion. This tendency increased, 
with the growing of the orthodoxy and the waning of the rNin ma 
pas and allied sects. 

The identification of Sron btsan sgam po with Avalokiteivara 
brought as a consequence that he must have had the usual paredras 
of that Bodhisattva: one was there, she was the Chinese princess, but 
this one needed a counterpart and this counterpart was found in the 
daughter of Amiuvarman. In this way a connection was established 
from the times of the great king with the two countries which were to 
remain for some time after the introduction of Buddhism as the two 
main sources from which Buddhist teaching entered into Tibet. 

This must have happened when the transformation of Sron btsan 
sgam from the founder of a dynasty into a propagator of the triumphant 
faith had already taken place. Just as Padmasambhava had his two 
wives Ye ies mts'o rgyal and R/Iandarava, so also Sron btsan sgam p0 

I See G. TUCCI, Minor Buddhist  text^, 11, Roma 1958 p. 34 ff. 
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was identified with AvalokiteSvara assisted by the two TSrBs. The 
disregard of the historical facts by the religious community, only eager 
to glorify him as a god, is testified also by the fact that he is not said to 
have died but to have disappeared into the self-originated image of 
bCu gcig iaZ after the Nepalese wife had disappeared into his right shoul- 
der and the Chinese one into his left shoulder. The trilogy imposed on 
Sron btsan sgam po cannot be dissociated from his being identified 
with Khasarpana, one of the usual forms of AvalokiteSvara, which has 
his female companions S y a m l  T l r a ,  the Chinese princess, and Bhrkuti 
(K'ro gfier can), the Nepalese princess. 

T o  conclude: if no document proves the contrary, we must be very 
sceptical about this set of legends and maintain a critical view concern- 
ing the Nepalese wife. The only text which might decide if in older 
chronicles there was mention of K'ri btsun is the HuZaa deb t'er. If 
this also is silent we must definitely conclude that the story of K'ri 
btsun has been concocted later on, on purely theological grounds. But 
even if she is mentioned therein, the fact remains that all the marriages 
of Sron btsan sgam po have been re-elaborated and that neither of 
the princesses played a great role. The real wife who must have 
had a role was the Mon bza' because she was the mother of Gun sron 
gun btsan. 
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